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PREFACE

This book is offered to one of the rarest of personalities both as a

mark of congratulation at an important moment of her life and also as

a token of admiration at her achievements. Marie Bonaparte embarked

on a scientific career with as severe social handicaps as the familiar

starving poet in an attic; that they were of an opposite form is irrelevant

for their effects. One would have to search far in history to find someone

who has succeeded in such circumstances; possibly her own great-grand-

father would be the nearest example. And she succeeded not by deserting

one world for another, but by shining in both. It was a triumph of sheer

personality.

Of the work this lady has accomplished one does not know which

aspect to admire more: its extraordinary volume, its quality of originality,

or its many-sidedness. Few in Anglo-Saxon countries know how many
books she has written, since so many of them have not yet been trans-

lated. Americans are probably most familiar with her stupendous work
on Edgar Allan Poe, one which will remain a permanent classic. But she

has ranged over vast fields, from the psychology of women to the psychol-

ogy of war rumors, from mythology to the theory of instincts. Nor has

she confined herself to technical studies, though few outside France are

acquainted with her contributions to poetry and literature. A wonderful
record of achievement.

This original investigator and composer has also a practical side

that has been of great value for the development of psychoanalysis. Her
pupils can testify to her skill as a training analyst, and at critical moments
she has played an essential part in holding together the French Society in

its various trials. As a member of the Council of the International Psycho-

Analytical Association for many years she has been unsparing in her
attention to its numerous problems, and her sage advice has always

proved sound and helpful. Of her unstinting personal help and generosity

it is not my place to speak, since unobtrusiveness has been of their nature.

But I will conclude with the salutation: Hail, Marie Bonaparte!

ERNEST JONES





THEORY IN PSYCHOANALYSIS

The papers published in this volume do not attempt to

present the psychoanalytic theory of human behavior in

a systematic fashion. What gives them unity, however, is

their place in the only existing coherent theory of human
behavior capable of encompassing the intricate develop-

mental relationship of the individual and his human
environment. The papers here assembled are contribu-

tions to important areas of psychoanalytic knowledge.

One such area is the function of theory in psychoanalysis.

As the core of psychoanalytic hypotheses, the theory of

instinctual drives and its connection to affects in general

and to anxiety in particular are discussed. Two papers

deal with little explored facets: sublimation of the drives

and their relation to values and problems of behavior.

Finally, in this section, there are two papers presenting

reformulations of the theory of the aggressive and libid-

inal drives.
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THE FUNCTION OF THEORY IN PSYCHOANALYSIS

HEINZ HARTMANN, M.D., ERNST KRIS, Ph.D., and
RUDOLPH M. LOEWENSTEIN, M.D.

New York

I. The Distrust of Theory

Apart from the peculiarities of the subject itself, specific historical

and social circumstances have left so deep an imprint on the develop-

ment of psychoanalysis that, without taking these factors into account,

no discussion of intradisciplinary problems can hope to be fruitful. The
attitude of psychoanalysts to psychoanalytic theory is only a case in point.

If one adopts a general level of discussion, few tend to object to the

idea that the function of theory in psychoanalysis is not different from

that of theory in any other science and that the same broad criteria apply

which regulate all theory in its relation to the data of observation. But

once we turn from such a general approach to concrete issues we are

likely to meet with negative attitudes of varying intensity. These nega-

tive attitudes may find expression in the form of disinterest which, in

some, seem to be related to the growing specialization within psychoan-

alysis. Some analysts' interest is mainly focused on clinical problems

—

the study of groups of cases to determine common factors; the attempts

to modify psychoanalytic technique according to certain nosological

criteria; the application of psychoanalytic principles to general psycho-

therapy or to problems of psychosomatic medicine, to mention only a

few examples.

Specialization of this kind seems "suspicious" only to a few; namely,

to those who persist in comparing contemporary to past conditions of the

social setting in which the analyst operates. Comparison of this kind may
serve various functions; it frequently is a way to exalt the memory of a

time when universality seemed obligatory in psychoanalysis, appeared as

the only way to be an analyst, since it was the way of Freud. Uni-

versality is surely neither outmoded nor outdated among analysts;

13



14 HARTMANN-KRIS-LOEWENSTEIN

they cannot today, and will not for some time to come, be able to forego

a certain breadth in the approach to their field, and hence a wide span

of experiences in their education.^ But this should not lead us to min-

imize the advantages which specialization affords. They were stressed by

Freud himself in various instances; e.g., in relation to child analysis, the

treatment of psychotics and delinquents, or psychotherapy in general.

They are an obvious consequence of the growth of psychoanalysis, of the

increase in number of trained analysts with their individual skills and
talents. Specialization embodies their reactions to the challenge of in-

crease of institutional facilities at their command, of the intensified

contact with other approaches in psychiatry, in medicine and in the social

sciences. Some of these "specialists" take the broad outline of psychoana-

lytic theory for granted, because they found that it "works," and they do
not think highly of the attempts to scrutinize and re-examine the concepts

on which the theory is built. They "believe" in the theory, but at the

same time isolate it from the very work it is meant to enrich and clarify.

Against this, we may quote the felicitous expression of J. J. Thompson
that theory is not a creed but a tool.

More important in the context of this paper are the cases where

clinical interest is pitted against theory and where disinterest in theory

tends to turn into distrust of it. The idea arises—implicitly or explicitly

as the case may be—that clinical observation represents the real and more
reliable core of psychoanalysis, and theory becomes another word for

speculation. Speculation in turn tends to be viewed as that which is

irrelevant to the pure "clinician," who thus appears as the antagonist of

the "theoretician." At this point specialization ceases to be the expression

of individual preferences, or of individual gifts, and is no longer

only a natural concomitant of a development in science. It threatens to

support an unhealthy form of compartmentalization within psychoanal-

ysis. It is this trend with which we are mainly concerned in the present

paper.

Psychoanalytic theory cannot—and this is true of other theories in

science—be reduced to a mere array of individual observations, nor does

psychoanalytic theory represent a structure of thought superimposed

upon "the empirical material" that would have precedence. As opposed

to this view, we think that theory directs us toward intelligent question-

ing and fruitful investigation. What K. Lewin formulated for psychology

in general also applies to psychoanalysis: that the investigator "must

know that every step of his progress depends on his advances in the

sphere of theory, and on the conceptual consistency, breadth and depth

1 We shall refer to this point again.
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reached therein" (33, p. 78). In psychoanalysis, more than in other fields

of science, observational data and theoretical assumptions are intimately

interwoven. To put it in a nutshell: not even the simplest clinical obser-

vation in psychoanalysis would be meaningful without assuming the

existence of dynamically active unconscious processes, of processes which

cannot be observed but merely inferred. Thus the everyday tools of all

analysts, whatever their insight into or evaluation of theory, include of

necessity not only "descriptive" but also "explanatory" concepts. Every

psychoanalytic case report, however "factual," is replete with inference

based upon theoretical assumptions. This is best illustrated by the fact

that changes in the focus of attention in clinical work are frequently de-

pendent upon changes in psychoanalytic theory.

Since no detailed study of the development of clinical presentations

in psychoanalysis is available, we refer only to one instance: In the case

history of Little Hans a few data on the personality of the parents are

given, particularly on the personality of the mother who had been Freud's

patient. If the same case history were reported today, this problem would

undoubtedly be given considerable prominence. This difference is due

not only to an increase in observational data but clearly reflects a change

in theoretical assumptions; i.e., the importance of environmental factors

on earliest stages of development in general and the role of preoedipal

experiences specifically. But even today there is considerable disagree-

ment on the role of these factors; consequently case reports by members

of the British school of psychoanalysis differ in essential features from

those currently presented in this country, because the etiological rele-

vance of environmental factors is evaluated diflFerently by the theories

implied in both approaches (Kris, 31).

In many instances—though not in all—it is extremely difficult to dis-

tinguish at which point theory ceases and observation begins.^ The ex-

treme in one direction can be found in those case histories in which

"theory" is reported as observation. This circumstance arises when the

assumption from which the clinician starts is so firmly rooted in his

mind, that minimal and finally no observational clues suggest to him
what he expected to find from the very beginning.

With most individual analysts, the cautious attitude prescribed by

psychoanalytic technique provides sufficient protection against this temp-

tation. In his work, the psychoanalyst is constantly in search of data

likely to confirm or to disprove his hypotheses, and he has sufficient

opportunities to test his assumptions by viewing his interpretations in

2 Here we may quote a passage from Goethe, though his ideas on theory in science

differ in many other respects from those of Freud and our own. He says that supreme
achievement would be to understand that everything factual is already theory.
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relation to the patient's subsequent reactions (Hartmann, 18). Only those

analysts who never admit (at least to themselves) that an initial expecta-

tion has not been fulfilled, who never feel compelled to drop one and

adopt another line of interpretation—briefly, only those who are never

surprised will be in danger of confusing, in this way, theory and obser-

vation instead of being guided by theory in their observation. It is

through the interdependence of both that clinical experiences gain their

full value.

In summarizing we are justified in saying that what we are used to

call "clinical findings" in psychoanalysis is determined not only by ob-

servable data but also by explicit or implicit assumptions. They make
our findings meaningful by assigning them a place in the framework of

our hypotheses. Without these assumptions not even a simple statement

concerning the interaction of conscious and unconscious motivating fac-

tors in the broadest sense could ever be made.

While the idea that clinical data do not depend upon theoretical

thinking is deceptive, the assumption of the "precedence" of clinical data

over theory simplifies the complex interdependence of deductive and
inductive processes in scientific thinking. In schematic presentation one

might say that there is that phase when, in search of an "explanation" of

what has been observed, a hypothesis "suggests itself." Once this hypothe-

sis has been formulated, data tend to be viewed in relation to hypothe-

ses and thus the process of science has been initiated. Validation, in-

validation, modification, supplementation and reformulation of hypothe-

ses become part of the process. But such a schematic presentation, though

partly adequate, neglects the well-known fact that even at the onset, at

that stage on which presumably the data suggested the hypothesis, the

storehouse of pre-existing knowledge had influenced the expectations. To
put it differently: many factors of psychologically and logically different

orders, explicit or implicit hypotheses, "preconscious expectations," etc.,

direct the selection of what is to be registered as observation and what

seems to require explanation. The fiction of a "blank mind" on which

observations impress themselves is apt to mislead our understanding of

scientific inventiveness and of the creative process in science.^

Certainly, today most scientists would agree that the procedure of

science is not to avoid hypotheses, but to introduce hypotheses in full

3 The step from considering theories as mere "summaries of observations" to con-

sidering them as "creations of the imagination which are to be tested by observation"

can be clearly traced in the history of modern physics. Theories, for Einstein, are "a

free creation of the imagination," limited by two principles: "an empirical one, that the

conclusions drawn from the theory must be confirmed by experiences and a half-logical,

half-esthetic principle, that the fundamental laws should be as few in number as pos-

sible and logically compatible" (Frank, 5)

.
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awareness of their function and either to verify or falsify and, subse-

quently, to modify them. However, the tentative and operational aspect

of hypothesis formation also sets "hypotheses" clearer apart from "precon-

ceived ideas."

The history of psychoanalysis documents particularly well the inter-

dependence of which we spoke. The data of observation confronting

Freud in his first psychiatric patients were scanned by one whose expec-

tations had been firmly established by his earlier work. Only when the

transfer of expectations from his previous experience to the new one had

become explicit and testable, did the very "data" of which we speak

emerge from the amorphous impressions. It is a process which in some

form or other all apprentices in psychiatry continue to re-experience.

We have only gradually come to appreciate how decisive a part in

the development of psychoanalytic theory the specific hypotheses played

with which Freud approached his psychiatric work. The way in which he

came to conceive of the function of the mental apparatus was, in the

beginning, shaped by the neuroanatomist's and neuropathologist's pre-

occupation with physiology and topology of the central nervous system.

There was the danger that this dependence on neurophysiological views,

dominant during the 1880's and 1890's, would limit the value of the

theoretical model which Freud elaborated. The development of Freud's

thought gives evidence of the laborious and at times painful process by

which he gradually detached his thinking from the propinquity of neuro-

physiology until he retained only some general but comprehensive prin-

ciples of physiological thinking. This process of gradual detachment con-

cerned not only general principles and notions but even the meaning of

specific terms, which, like the term regression, originated in neurological

tradition but were invested with a different and specific meaning in

psychoanalytic discourse.

The fruitfulness of Freud's procedure, which led to a certain auton-

omy of psychoanalytic concepts, is illustrated not only by the subsequent

development of psychoanalytic theory itself but also by the relation of the

psychoanalytic model of the mental apparatus to later approaches in

neurophysiology. In spite of the very great advances in neurological re-

search the principles upon which the psychoanalytic model of the mental

apparatus rests remain valid and a leading neurophysiologist has sug-

gested that the psychoanalytic model has in its own right stimulated

thinking and theorizing in neurology (Adrian, 1).

It seemed necessary briefly to recall this development since, among
the arguments used to separate clinical observation and theorizing in

psychoanalysis, there is one which alleges that the psychoanalytic theory

is "dated" by the conceptual tools at Freud's disposal, when he formu-
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lated his central constructs. What can it mean in this context that con-

structs are "dated"? Are there any other criteria for the value of a theory

or of its part, except the lack of contradiction with tested knowledge, the

ability to supply new and fruitful hypotheses and the striving for a most

comprehensive, i.e., most generalized basis from which new hypotheses

can be derived which in turn permit predictions?

It requires only a minimal familiarity with the history of psycho-

analysis to realize that its development depended on the fortunate choice

of those unifying, classifying and directive conceptual tools with which

Freud approached the study of human conflict. The essential difference

between his approach and that of the intuitive psychology of philosophers

and poets rested upon "the few psychological formulae" with which he

approached what previously had been their province (Hartmann, 18;

Kris, 28, 32). Without a theory—however rudimentary it was at the time

when Freud used the expression (1895)—psychopathology might well have

remained part of descriptive psychiatry without the claim to explanatory

thinking. At the time when Freud, in collaboration with Breuer, worked

at elucidating the mechanisms of hysterical phenomena, Breuer "wished

to explain the mental dissociation of hysteria by the absence of com-

munication between various psychical states (states of consciouness, as

we called them at that time), and he therefore constructed a theory of

"hypnoid" states, the effects of which were supposed to penetrate into

waking consciousness like unassimilated foreign bodies"; Freud, how-

ever, "looked upon mental dissociation itself as an effect of a process of

rejection which at that time I called defence, and later called repression"

(Freud, 11). It was this nucleus of a theory, introducing the concepts of

conflict and defense, which opened the way toward developing the all-

important dynamic aspect of psychoanalysis.

There is quite obviously no way of assessing "what might have hap-

pened"—but the course of events which the history of science reports

supplies pertinent suggestions. Psychoanalytic theory was first developed

in some detail when the study of dreams imposed itself on Freud's in-

terest. The hypotheses on the dream were formulated between 1896 and

1899 and since that time have lost nothing of their usefulness.

Freud's propositions on the dream have an immediate bearing on

attitudes of psychoanalysts to psychoanalytic theory. Analysts do not, as

a rule, differ essentially from each other and from the Freudian prin-

ciples when they deal with dreams as part of psychoanalytic therapy or

when they use dreams as clinical data, but some are less aware than others

that this implies the core of psychoanalytic theory, that the interpreta-

tions they offer to their patients are based on assumptions which they

might otherwise consider as highly speculative. No interpretation of any
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dream would be possible, if we did not assume the distinction of primary

and secondary processes, a distinction which in turn becomes fruitful

only if we supplement it by that of two kinds of psychic energy, or energy

in two "states," bound and mobile. But interpreting a dream implies not

only taking the existence of different states of awareness into account,

i.e., the stratification of the mental apparatus, but also the existence of its

structure: the censor of the dream constitutes the link between the two

phases of Freud's concept of the ego—the early one and that developed

twenty-five years later as the foundation of the vast broadening of psycho-

analytic propositions to which we refer in speaking of psychoanalytic ego

psychology.

There is no doubt that dream interpretation can proceed in practice

without conscious awareness of the theoretical foundation upon which it

rests. But how could it be otherwise? The training of the analyst does not

differ, in this respect, from the training of other physicians or men of

skill; the process of training is not completed unless preconscious mental

functioning, functions of a more automatic kind, can to some extent

replace that "hypercathexis," that additional effort, which consciousness

requires. But whenever a "problem" arises or v/henever the therapist

acts as an investigator, he must be able to mobilize in his reflection the

principles which he is about to follow, from which he selects those ap-

propriate to the course of action to be taken in a specific case and, if

need be, also the hypotheses from which these principles are derived;

the latter particularly when investigation is at stake.

There are no hard-and-fast rules as to the extent to which the re-

course to this theoretical basis should be used in any individual case

by any individual analyst. Individual differences are in this respect great.

Some of the most skillful and expert dream interpreters have acquired

the capacity to let the process of "reflection" remain dormant; they pro-

ceed by intuition only—i.e., rely exclusively on preconscious mentation.

There is no doubt that their chance of performing optimally is greater

than the chance of those who find themselves handicapped by groping

for rules, principles and the underlying hypotheses at every step; the

latter are at best beginners, at worst unsuited for therapeutic work.

What has been said about the relationship of theoi^ and practice of

dream interpretation also applies, with certain minor differences, to the

relationship of theoretical assumptions, clinical observation and therapeu-

tic technique in psychoanalysis in general. But it seems that as far as

dream interpretation is concerned the "ideal" balance betwen theory

and practice is more nearly established than elsewhere in analysis. The
propositions formulated as part of the general psychoanalytic theory

do not detract attention from the richness of the phenomena, and on the
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Other hand analysts who are faced with an individual dream do as a

rule not lose sight of the richness and manifold implications which

psychoanalytic theory offers.

The existence of this balance is, we believe, due to the fact that the

theoretical principles have been elaborated in considerable detail by

Freud himself. There is that general level of psychoanalytic theory which

he developed in the seventh chapter of The Interpretation of Dreams,

the basis of his conceptualization of the mental apparatus and for a

psychoanalytic approach to the psychology of thinking (Rapaport, 39,

40). Between this general level of theory and the use of dream interpre-

tation in therapeutic work there extends a continuum of hypotheses of

varying levels of generality of which the most specific ones had been

translated by Freud himself into precepts to be followed by the dream
interpreter. Only in a few areas of psychoanalysis has the "hierarchy" of

hypotheses been established as clearly or as fully. In other areas this

stage must still be reached and some of the research proceeding at the

present time is concerned with a similar assignment.^

Under the impact of child analysis and child observation a consider-

able number of hypotheses concerned with stages of early personality

development have been formulated; similarly in the development of

severely impaired patients regularities have been observed which have

led the way to the refinement of a number of previously formulated

propositions. Or—we refer here to an area in current psychoanalytic

discussions which seems hardly to have gained the attention it deserves

—

the closer investigation of phenomena of group formation has suggested

a number of subhypotheses which bridge the gap between the general

level of theorizing and the study of concrete phenomena (Redl, 41). If

we here speak of "bridging the gap" we use a metaphor describing the

experience of the analyst who, on the one hand, is faced with the existing

body of hypotheses and, on the other, with the concrete phenomena which

he studies in ever greater detail. The functions of the new hypotheses

he attempts to evolve can be no other than to increase his predictive

potential. The general hypotheses must frequently be refined in order

to serve this purpose more effectively, as was repeatedly done by Freud

in opening up new fields for investigation,^

4 We know from experience that most scientific insights will, sooner or later, in one
way or another, also gain practical significance. But it should hardly be necessary to

emphasize that theoretical research can be equally legitimate, that is, fruitful, in

analysis as it is in other fields of science, even if it is undertaken with no specific thera-

peutic or clinical aim in mind and even without any immediate implications as to

clinical and therapeutic problems being evident. The work of Freud is rich also in

this kind of psychological research.

B Here as elsewhere, "the transition . . . from previously investigated fields to new
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However, the need for ever more specific hypotheses should not lead

us to underrate the value of those hypotheses which are general and

established at considerable distance from clinical data. Those who find

psychoanalytic theory too abstract or too speculative protest against the

essence of all theory in science, which reduces the richness of life to the

level of a law or principle.^ The complaint, however, becomes more

significant, if it is phrased differently; i.e., it does not simply say that

psychoanalytic theory is too abstract, but that it is too abstract to be

tested directly. And yet even in this form qualifications of two kinds are

required; not all constructs which a theory uses can be made subject to a

direct test. Some constructs can be shown to be useful or useless only if

the propositions derived from them can be tested and made subject to

validation and refutation (Hartmann, 18; Kris, 27; Stengel et al., 42).

Not in all instances, however, can this process be confined to data pro-

duced in psychoanalytic observation itself.

Psychoanalytic theory contains hypotheses whose validation must be

derived from work in other areas, for instance, in physiology, biology,

genetics, general developmental theory, to mention only a few fields.'''

A large number of recent theoretical contributions, such as those on the

distinction of primary and secondary ego autonomy, lend themselves

particularly to the study of early stages of personality development and

have led in this area to empirical propositions (Hartmann, 21; A. Freud,

6; Kris, 31). With the further development of psychoanalysis similar in-

stances are likely to become more frequent; they are witness to the fact

that theory in psychoanalysis covers a wider range than the collection of

clinical data in psychoanalytic therapy; that psychoanalytic theory con-

stitutes the potential core of a general theory of behavior and thus can

aid in the integration of knowledge gained from various methods of

observation.

II. Difficulties and Misunderstandings

The distrust of theory among analysts can surely not only be at-

tributed to the difficulty in verification nor to the fact that the theory is

unavoidably incomplete. There is another factor to which we are inclined

ones will never consist simply of the application of already known laws to these new
fields. On the contrary, a really new field of experience will always lead to the crys-

tallization of a new system of scientific concepts and laws" (Heisenberg, 26) .

6 For the respective functions of individual observations and general concepts in

psychoanalytic propositions, see Hartmann (18) .

7 Many psychoanalytic propositions were originally derived from some of these

fields, reflecting the range of thinking which has become fruitful in psychoanalysis. In
speaking of the analyst's need for a wide background we had this in mind.
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to attribute considerable importance. Psychoanalytic theory is not only

complex, but its presentation meets with special and subtle impediments,

about which the novice in particular is prone to complain with some
justification. These impediments are caused by historical circumstances;

their impact should not be underrated.

By far the greatest part of psychoanalytic theory has been formu-

lated by Freud. His psychoanalytic writings extend over a period of

forty-seven years and are witness to a continuous process of reformula-

tions, required by the impact of new observations and the adjustment

of various parts of theory (i.e., various groups of hypotheses) to each

other. During two periods this process of constant reformulation was so

dominant in Freud's thinking that it can easily be traced in the sequence

of his publications: during the 1890's when he was groping for a com-

prehensive theoretical approach, achieved in the seventh chapter of The
Interpretation of Dreams (1900) and in the Three Contributions (1905);

and from the introduction of the concept of narcissism (1914) to Inhibi-

tion, Symptom and Anxiety (1926). It would, however, be erroneous to

assume that during the intermediary period or during the last thirteen

years of his life Freud's work had remained static. In fact it is necessary

to distinguish two kinds of reformulations in Freud's writings: explicit

ones, when he compared his older and his newer hypotheses, and im-

plicit ones, when the new formulation appears as a variation of an older

one and the difference can be easily overlooked by the casual and not

so casual reader. Moreover, there is the elegance of Freud's writings, the

fluency and brilliance of style, its almost deceptive simplicity which

facilitates such oversight. What impresses the reader as ease of presenta-

tion covers in fact an extraordinary precision and condensation of thought

—hence the host of examples, familiar to every analyst, of "discoveries"

in Freud's writings; of instances when an apparently accidental footnote

or remark is suddenly recognized in its full and sometimes far-reaching

importance. There are instances known in which Freud himself shared

the attitude of his later readers. Remarks once made were never elabo-

rated or even forgotten; to put it in psychological terms, remarks or

sudden insights were for one reason or another not integrated in a more

general or systematic presentation.

The individual peculiarities of one author are as a rule not likely to

affect the development of a science. But in the case of Freud the extent

of his contribution and the character of his influence on subsequent

"generations" of analysts has reversed this probability. Freud's personal

proclivities as thinker and author have exercised a profound influence

on psychoanalysis as a whole. In recent years the tendency developed

to focus on one side of these personal factors, i.e., on those aspects of
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Freud's writing and utterances which are culturally determined. This

focus of attention turns to what is obvious and irrelevant, whereas it

tends to neglect both the greatness and the limitations of Freud's work.

Freud's authority within psychoanalysis led to the traditional and

current abundance of Freud quotations in psychoanalytic writings. But
rarely is the attempt made to select the quotation which fits into that

phase of theoretical assumptions which the author has chosen to adopt.

Quoting Freud is, as a rule, meaningful only if it is part of a laborious

but unavoidable attempt to gain insight into the position of the quoted

passage within the development of Freud's thought. To put it differently:

quoting has sense only if the hierarchy of propositions is kept in mind.

Without such caution, quotations of Freud help to embellish a statement

and to lend it apparent authority, but they scarcely advance the progress

of investigation. Moreover, the individual quotation lends itself to dis-

tortions, and much of the criticism leveled against psychoanalytic theory

in general or against Freud as individual author by nonanalysts, former

analysts or neo-analysts has over the decades operated on the quotation

level.

The history of Dutch painting during the middle third of the seven-

teenth century has been adequately described by pointing to that phase

of Rembrandt's work which influenced an individual painter. There are

those who started from the early level of Rembrandt and their work

remained a variation of it and others in whose painting one of the later

phases of Rembrandt's development played a similar part. A comparable

state of affairs could at one time, and probably still can be observed

among analysts. There are many who followed Freud's development up
to one point and then found themselves dissatisfied with what followed.

It is frequently said that Freud's work up to 1920 was predominantly

clinical, and his later writings predominantly "speculative." This point

of view has been adopted, for instance, by Oberndorf (38) in his evalua-

tion of Freud's work on the occasion of Freud's seventy-fifth birthday.

There are, it is true, in Freud's own writings some passages which seem

to support such a view; and yet it is an utterly misleading one. There is

no reason why any of the writings in which Freud introduced the struc-

tural viewpoint in psychoanalysis should be considered more "speculative"

than the very "speculative" assumptions on which The Interpretation

of Dreams is based; and we cannot suppress the suspicion that speculation

is frequently used as a derogatory term for theorizing. The outstanding

fact, however, to which attention must be drawn, is that the later, so-

called speculative, phase in Freud's development consisted in a revision

of theory resulting from dissatisfaction with the existing one. This dis-

satisfaction had many roots: the theory did not account for the observa-
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tions concerning the function of anxiety; it did not account for the

processes observed in psychoses; and, most of all, it could not account

for the existence of autopunitive mechanisms, i.e., unconscious guilt feel-

ings. The interrelation of clinical or observational data and theoretical

assumptions is, on this level of Freud's teaching, not different from what

it has been on previous ones. The preference for the earlier phase of

Freud's work tends to be a chronologically determined selectivity which

in some instances is perpetuated by the influence individual teachers of

psychoanalysis exert upon their students. But there are other more

complex reasons for similar preferences. All of them seem to have a com-

mon character: the disregard for the psychoanalytic theory as a coherent

set of assumptions.

One might at this point raise the question as to why this character of

psychoanalytic theory has not yet been accepted; or more simply, why no

complete and truly systematic presentation of psychoanalytic theory has

ever been compiled. Such a presentation could help to take the place

which the reading of Freud's work in historical sequence at present oc-

cupies in the education of psychoanalysts.

The difficulties with which the study of psychoanalytic theory is

fraught extend deep into current psychoanalytic writings. To illustrate

what we mean, we turn to concrete examples, to the misunderstandings

of the concept of "ego."'^ In Freud's writings tlie word is used at various

times to designate a number of things, sometimes the conscious versus the

unconscious parts of the personality, sometimes parts of this personality

(e.g., the body ego), sometimes the total personality. Even after the

formulation of the new concept of the ego as a structural (1923) organiza-

tion within the personality, there are instances in which Freud used the

term ego not to designate the specifically defined organization as part

of the personality but the total person. As a consequence we find in

analytic writings not infrequently a confusion of terminology. It is ex-

emplified by the work of Federn (4), recently summarized by Weiss (43).

Federn's merits in the sharpening of the description of certain experi-

ences in neurotic and psychotic pathology are so considerable that they

need not be stressed here. The theoretical basis of Federn's ego psychology

remains, however, the lack of distinction between the ego as an organiza-

tion and the self. Some objections were voiced when in a recent article

we insisted on a sharper definition of "self" in contrast to "ego" (24), and

Hartmann (21) pointed to the need to reformulate the theory of narcissism

with greater care, since the cathexis of the self (libidinal or aggressive)

as contrasted with object cathexis is by no means identical with or limited

8 For the following see Hartmann (19-22)

.
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to the cathexis of the system ego. Still, there is little doubt that such a

distinction in theory permits us to formulate more specific hypotheses,

e.g., in distinguishing psychotic from nonpsychotic behavior or psychotic

and psychosomatic reactions in an individual patient.

And second, even more widespread misapprehension concerns the

relation of the ego to the hereditary equipment. Freud's formulations

on this point have developed considerably; Freud started from the idea

that since the ego emerges from the id, constitutes "the surface of the id"

modified by environmental experiences, the id is the sole carrier of heredi-

tary traits—the ego, a storehouse of what has been learned. Freud (15)

revised his view explicitly (1937) when he pointed to the fact that there

was no reason to assume that the ego itself was not built upon hereditary

predispositions.^

Freud's statement of 1937 and Hartmann's (19) distinction between

the ego and the physiological apparatus at the ego's disposal, represent

a decisive broadening in psychoanalytic approaches to psychology. For

another sector of psychoanalytic propositions they establish the inter-

action of innate and environmental factors which had been an essential

part of psychoanalytic theorizing before the introduction of structural

concepts. One might at first be inclined to look upon such distinctions

and additions as comparatively irrelevant and take the view that while

they add neatness to theory, this is all they do. We strongly oppose such

a view. The ego equipment of an individual, his intelligence, prowess,

skills, which are obviously in part due to hereditary factors, influences to

some extent the "choice of neuroses" since it may co-determine his vul-

nerabilities, but it obviously influences the choice of defense to be

adopted in any given conflict situation (Hartmann, 21). The full impact

of this point of view becomes accessible if we turn to developmental

problems. Here the study of interaction between constitutional and en-

vironmental factors was initiated in certain areas by Margaret Fries (17)

and carried on by others since. As a result of this approach it appears

that even the earliest interaction between mother and child may be

essentially determined by the child's earliest reaction patterns which, as

already Fries had recognized, tend (e.g., in motor responses) to retain

under certain conditions a degree of constancy.i*' There seems little doubt,

then, that research as it has developed—and will develop in a broad

9 That he did not restate this view one year later, in his Outline (16) , is obviously

due to the fact that the later publication was not only intended as an abbreviated

rendering but, as the title of the English German manuscript indicates, as a "primer

of psychoanalysis."

10 We here refer to impressions gained by a team of workers studying child devel-

opment in a clinical setting at the Child Study Center of Yale University School of

Medicine.
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area, though transcending immediate psychoanalytic observation

—

^will

be considerably facilitated by the assumption that hereditary factors and
their maturation play their part in the formation of all organizations."

A third and the oldest instance of misapprehensions of the concept of

the ego concerns its relation to states of awareness. The attempt to limit

the ego to conscious functions is rare among analysts, but it occurs not

infrequently among authors who work at the periphery of psychoanalysis

proper. It is, for instance, the point of view implied in Bollard's and
Miller's (3) consistent attempt to translate some tenets of psychoanalytic

theory in terms of behavioristic learning theory. Though the distinction

between conscious and unconscious ego functions is in general accepted

by all analysts who use structural concepts, the theoretical basis of this

distinction has been neglected as far as preconscious mental activities are

concerned (Kris, 30). While the distinction between unconscious and pre-

conscious awareness is basic to many of the principles regulating psycho-

analytic therapy, the theoretical foundation upon which this distinction

rests found little attention—an omission which may well be due to the

fact that scarcely in any other area Freud has changed his view and the

meaning of his terminology so explicitly and so radically. The former

system PCS has become a "mental quality" and without specifying

hypotheses on the state of psychic energy utilized by the ego, no further

theoretical principles can be formulated.

In summarizing, we feel entitled to say that the complexity of

psychoanalytic theory fosters misunderstandings. These misunderstand-

ings are facilitated by the inclination to look upon Freud's work as a

collection of statements which can freely be combined or interchanged,

in complete disregard of the time at which they have been made. In some,

this tendency is rooted in the idea that Freud can never have been wrong,

even if he himself corrected "mistakes"; in others, it results from opposite,

manifestly ambivalent tendencies, transforming psychoanalytic theory

into a static system. At the one end of this continuum the danger is

stagnation; at the other, psychoanalytic theory is given the shape of a

bogey easily to be distorted.

III. The Disregard of the Systematic Aspects

In stressing the unique position of Freud's thought in the develop-

ment of psychoanalytic theory we may have fostered the much publicized

idea of a great investigator with two kinds of successors: devoted but

11 We do not here enter into the discussion of a further hypothesis which suggests

that it is advisable to assume that an undifferentiated phase of development precedes

that formation. See Hartmann (19) and Hartmann, Kris and Loewenstein (24) .
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Sterile followers and spirited dissenters. Even a cursory familiarity with

the history of psychoanalysis proves that this is a misleading cliche. The
followers of Freud were not insignificant bit-players. The subsequent

generation of Freud's collaborators were privileged to react to the chal-

lenge of his thought and to influence its further development. We do

not enter into the history of psychoanalysis and do not therefore enumer-

ate the points and phases of Freud's work in which he depended on the

contribution of others for stimulation.

These contributions did not only confirm or elaborate Freud's own

findings or suggestions but were interwoven with the process of growth

of psychoanalysis as a body of knowledge. The theory of narcissism, to

recall only the most familiar instances, was stimulated by the various

contributions of the Zurich group, and the study of mechanisms of de-

fense through child analysis. These and similar influences upon Freud's

work are part of the broad stream of development in psychoanalysis. It

has influenced technique and theory alike and initiated trends of work

in some of which Freud originally scarcely participated and which have

been carried further after his death.

The tacit coexistence of alternative views in analysis is not accidental.

It probably reflects the relation of psychoanalytic propositions to the pro-

cedure of validation. There are extremists who apparently doubt the pos-

sibility of any validation and tend implicitly to advocate agreement with

certain philosophical tenets or views generally fashionable as criterion

of truth in the humanities. Frequently this leads to the substitution of

general assumptions derived from the social sciences for the traditional

conceptional tools of psychoanalysis and thus to a reversal of the trend

which has given psychoanalysis its place in science. We here start from

the assumption that, while crucial experiments can only rarely be under-

taken, validation of propositions has been a decisive feature in the devel-

opment of psychoanalysis. It is not only part of its history but potentially,

though in a limited sense, part of the current work of every analyst or

group of analysts. Validation, in this sense, is a gradual and slow process

in which insight derived from many experiences is weighted; in which

many sources of evidence have to be taken into account, foremost among

them clinical experiences and the study of child development. Under

these conditions neatness in theorizing gains its great importance. It

becomes imperative at each step to be aware of the point at which a

modification of theoretical assumptions is required. But any such decision

can be meaningful only if one remains fully aware of how the various

parts of the theoretical system with which psychoanalysis operates hang

together.

We insist on the fact that the designation "psychoanalysis" refers
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to a set of propositions which is internally cohesive, elaborated in some

detail, and allowing for predictions of human behavior that no other

set of propositions in psychopathology has made possible. If we refer to

alternative views as not or less meaningful we often refer to the disregard

of the hierarchy of propositions and not merely to the contradictions to

some. While speaking of the cohesiveness of psychoanalytic propositions

we certainly do not imply any relation of psychoanalysis to what is often

called a "philosophical system." Freud has clearly and rightly insisted

on the differences. What we refer to is rather the interrelatedness or in-

tegration of its various parts in the sense of the systematic nature of

theory, as attempted and approximated in varying degrees in every field

of science. However, we do not want to discuss here the relative com-

pleteness or generality of this systematic aspect of analysis.

Neither do we propose to enter into a detailed analysis of actual

or potential merits or demerits of alternative views in psychoanalysis.

As we said, the characteristic of "dissent" is not only dependent on

the degree of agreement of the propositions with similar ones proposed

by Freud or other psychoanalysts, but also on the fact that the hierarchy

of psychoanalytic propositions is neglected and groups of propositions are

put together in an additive way, leading to an impoverishment of the

theoretical structure. In some cases, it is true, systematization was at-

tempted, but this was done in a way that has led into areas where valida-

tion is no longer only difficult but outright impossible—the case of

Jung—or the systematic cohesion was supplied by common-sense assump-

tions of the pre-Freudian psychology—the case of the later work of Otto

Rank.

Many dissenting views of psychoanalysts, we claim, tend to frag-

mentize psychoanalytic theory, to stress one set of propositions and to

neglect others.^^ Some stress only ego psychology at the expense of the id,

or vice versa; others emphasize either "environment" without regard

for other common human dispositions or experiences; they physiologize

at a point where physiology cannot help or disregard physiology in

neglecting maturation. But we do not advocate the moderate mixture.

We rather want to stress that in each of these instances a simplification

of theory is intended and brought about at the price of its usefulness.

We claim that in its simplified version, reduced to fewer factors, based

on fewer concepts, psychoanalytic theory is not improved but in danger

of becoming atrophied.

This is clear in many instances, when in one author's work one set

of concepts gains a private meaning and a highly personalized theory

12 For "theories by reduction," see Hartmann (21a)

.
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emerges. The "private theories" frequently show the character of ener-

getic but tempestuous attempts, which in psychoanalytic therapy are

characterized as wild analysis. But quite possibly the wild theories may
prove much less dangerous than those which claim, as their greatest

distinction, "plausibility" instead of coherence and the possibility of

verification. These are naive theories, constructed in order to cope, as it

were, with an emergency; and some of the most meritorious analysts have

at times not been immune to this danger.

Reductions and abbreviations of psychoanalytic thinking play a con-

siderable part in many disciplines; anthropologists, social scientists in

general, aestheticians, social workers and physicians—all choose and se-

lect what they believe to help their special purpose. There is no need

to discuss these attempts, because they are clearly outside the range of our

consideration. From our point of view we hazard the prediction that the

chance of fruitful adaptation of psychoanalytic thinking to the require-

ments of a specific field of inquiry will be the greater, the more fully the

predictive potential of psychoanalytic propositions is used. Cleavages of

opinion in certain areas, e.g., in psychosomatic medicine, seem in fact

to bear out this point of view. Richer results are obtained by those who
use psychoanalytic propositions to the full extent as compared to those

who reduce psychological conflict to the unspecific and refer to "tension"

or "stress" as the only workable concept, instead of studying the specific

conditions under which anxiety occurs and the specific mechanisms used

in dealing with danger situations.

Instead of pointing to the various pitfalls with which theorizing in

this field is fraught, we turn to two examples which are, we believe, apt

to demonstrate the specific nature of controversies which in recent years

have been particularly important. One of the arguments is concerned with

the role of past experiences, i.e., the importance of genetic propositions;

the other concerns the role of instinctual drives in psychoanalytic theory.

The clearest theoretical formulation of the first argument has been
given by so keen a theoretician as the late Kurt Lewin (34-37) who stressed

the idea that the past is at all times contained in the present, that the

organism as modified by its life experience is in the present field of forces

and that to predict its reaction to future influences acting upon it no
special recourse to its past is necessary.^^ We do not deny that Lewin's

position is highly suggestive as far as inanimate matter is concerned. It

is theory at its best. But we feel it contradicts tested experience in biology.

Experience shows that in order to predict the area of the cross section has

to be widened; instead of a small segment a deep one has to be investi-

13 For the following see Hartmann and Kris (23)

.
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gated; to speak in terms of Kurt Lewin's graphic representation, the layer

of the field has to be a "thick" one. That much K. Lewin seems to have

accepted; but where he suggests that the present comprehends days or

weeks of past experience, we feel satisfied only if the consideration of the

whole course of life is taken into account.

The genetic propositions of psychoanalysis which establish how pres-

ent behavior is related to the individual past seem to us in essential areas

to facilitate meaningful predictions. We feel that the clinical material at

our disposal is in this respect unambiguous. The use of the case history

in current psychiatric practice, the way in which anamnestic data are

being utilized in all areas of behavior studies seems to leave no doubt that

we are faced with a widely accepted principle.

When analysts share the objections of those who tend to minimize

past experience and believe in the supreme importance of the present as

determinant of human reactions, normal or pathological, they either de

facto, if not explicitly, accept K. Lewin's point of view, or they are con-

cerned with a matter of emphasis. Their arguments assume that psycho-

analytic interpretations "jump" to the past without taking account of the

full implications and details of the conflict situation as it is determined

by the reality in which the patient lives. Those who attack Freudian

psychoanalysis as being "too genetic"—as, e.g., Horney in her earlier

writings—frequently impress us as fighting a caricatured version of psycho-

analysis. This is facilitated by their disregard for Freud's later writings

and much of what psychoanalytic ego psychology has achieved since the

late 1920's.

At this point the argument that psychoanalytic theory is too much
oriented toward the past tends to be fused with other arguments which

concern the role of instinctual drives in the development of personality.

However, the aversion toward the instinctual elements and aspects in

psychoanalytic psychology covers a wider field, is shared by advocates of

different viewpoints in psychology, and therefore requires a more de-

tailed discussion of the role of the concepts involved.

IV. Perspectives^*

The dissatisfaction with the psychoanalytic theory of instinctual

drives represents the dissatisfaction with psychoanalytic theory in gen-

eral. It stems from various sources and grows on a soil fertilized by several

misconceptions. They tend to arise particularly frequently since various

14 For the following see Hartmann (20) ; for the problems connected with the

theory of aggressive drives Hartmann, Kris, Loewenstein (25) ; for those concerning the

history of the "instinct theory" see Bibring (2) .
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of Freud's subsequent formulations concerning this part of psychoanaly-

tic theory are treated as equivalent or compatible with each other, though

they obviously represent different stages in theory formation. Since not

all details of these contradictory formulations have been synchronized

by Freud himself, what appear to some as residual ambiguities in con-

ceptualization set the tune for the orchestration of discontent.

When at one point Freud compared the role of instinctual drives

in psychoanalytic theory to that of mythology in society, this metaphor

seems to suggest one line of associations to some opponents: they derive

from it the right to disregard every psychoanalytic statement on instinc-

tual drives as cumbersome and outdated. Freud was very well aware of

the incompleteness of the theory of instinctual drives. From the history of

psychoanalysis we know that originally the concept of libido was viewed

in physiological terms; in Freud's early theories it was supposed to estab-

lish the link to physiological processes, and the gradual detachment from

this expectation influenced the development of Freud's thought over

longer periods of time. However, the Freudian metaphor we mentioned

above tends to be taken as characteristic of the theory itself; and it is fre-

quently overlooked that in other contexts Freud has indicated precise and

comparatively detailed sets of definitions for the concept of instinctual

drive. He may have chosen the metaphor of mythology not only to indi-

cate a stage in the development of psychoanalysis as a science, but he may
also have wished to refer to certain of the properties which his theory

attributes to instinctual drives, e.g., to the pervasiveness of their influence

on human behavior. Moreover, we should also remind ourselves that what

was foremost in Freud's mind in using that comparison was his specula-

tion (here the term is appropriate) on the nature and number of instinc-

tual drives
—

"life" and "death instincts," or previously sexual and ego

drives—speculations which far transcend psychological theory and will

have to be proved or disproved in the field of biology. He did not refer to

the stages of instinctual development as being mythological, nor to the

transformations of instinctual drives or to their roles in human conflict,

etc.

Nowhere in psychoanalysis are clinical data richer than where the

role of sexual and aggressive propensities in human behavior are con-

cerned and in no other area is the superiority of data gained from
analytic observation over all other sources of information better estab-

lished. In the center of these data stands one of the sfreatest of Freud's

achievements: his findings of psychosexual development.

While we have gained considerable information on the observations

which suggested to Freud his central hypotheses and his crucial insights,

even the repeated and purposeful scrutiny of the data which were avail-
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able to Freud early in his work, according to our present knowledge,

does not give us a truly complete picture of which kind of mental

processes enabled him to arrive at his result, when, from material gained

in the psychoanalytic treatment of adults he reconstructed a maturational

sequence in the human organism. ^^ But we can say that what in the

beginning were more or less fortuitous, isolated, or scattered observations

and insights, became scientifically meaningful and clinically fruitful

through the genetic and other hypotheses first formulated in Freud's

Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex. During the fifty years follow-

ing Freud's first formulations of the psychosexual development, many
details have been elaborated, several crucial areas have been clarified,

and considerable modifications of his original impressions were made,

first by Freud himself and later by others. The essential structure of

Freud's findings and hypotheses in this field has been found to be valid.

During the last two decades direct observation of the growing child and

clinical experiences in child analysis have proved particularly fruitful

sources of insight which, as we shall mention later, has directed our atten-

tion to new problems.

The discovery of the facts concerning psychosexual development

seems to have an immediate bearing on the theory of instinctual drives,

if we investigate the steps in theory formation and become aware of the

fact that his initial theoretical assumptions on the development of sexu-

ality enabled Freud to connect observations which to all other theories

had appeared disconnected: the excellence of the theory as it had been

suggested to Freud by a minimal set of data had enabled Freud to es-

tablish the maturational sequence of psychosexual development. However,

this is but one example of the fruitfulness of this theory. The psycho-

analytic theory of neuroses, and particularly of its development viewed as

process, illustrates that Freud's concept of sexual drives served to clarify

and to integrate phenomena which had previously been pigeonholed in

isolated chapters of psychology and psychopathology and that even what

today is referred to as psychodynamics and represents a general but at-

tenuated form of theoretical expectations has been derived to a good part

from the assumptions on the vicissitudes of libidinal drives.

The advantages which the introduction of the concept of aggression

as an independent instinctual drive offered invite historical comment.

The analyst trained in the 1950's can hardly visualize any clinical im-

pression in which aggression, its derivatives, substitutes, or defenses

against it, to not play an important part. He can scarcely imagine the

15 It does not mean to indicate that reconstructive data were Freud's only source.

He mentions explicitly data of direct observation. In addition, it is often overlooked

that Freud was for many years chief of an outpatients department in child neurology.
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theoretical dilemma which arose at a time when aggression was one of

the partial instincts of sexuality and the scarcely less intense discomfort

of the brief intermediary period in Freud's thinking (1916/17) when ag-

gression was viewed as instinctual equipment of the ego and linked to

self-preservation. The cleavage between these and the current view seems

very great indeed. This entered Freud's awareness when he himself found

it inconceivable that he had for such a long period of time avoided the

step which led him to assume a duality of inborn instinctual strivings.^^

To point only to some of the areas of clinical studies which became

accessible after the introduction of the concept of aggression: the im-

portance of its relation to unconscious guilt feelings and the understand-

ing of the dynamic functions of the superego were the first discoveries

which became possible. Phenomena such as the negative therapeutic

reaction, the importance of self-destruction, and finally the fact that in-

ternalized aggression plays its part in the origin of physical illness entered

the orbit of psychoanalytic thinking.

At this point an argument might well be advanced which leads us

further in our discussion. Some will grant the merits of the concept of

instinctual drives for the development of psychoanalytic theory, its use-

fulness as a tool in the past, but nevertheless maintain that meritorious

services rendered do not constitute valid claims to continued function.

The suggestion has therefore been advanced to confer emeritus status on

Freud's concept of instinctual drives, to pay respect to it when the history

of psychoanalysis is treated, but not to entrust it any longer with active

duty in psychoanalytic theory. This is the view implied in many discus-

sions on the psychoanalytic theory of instinctual drives, a view which can

only be based on the impression that the concepts contradict established

knowledge, that they are no longer useful or, that new, modified and

hence more useful concepts have been proposed, concepts which, in the

same area of inquiry, suggest better and more specific hypotheses.

Two of these alternative reasons for discarding the theory can be

neglected: We know of no contradiction between the psychological con-

structs in question and established knowledge and of no alternative or

equivalent theory which would have been proven to be more useful or

which would have been proposed in such a fashion that its value for

further investigation could be tested in analytic work. We emphasize this

point since clearly a large number of theories on the nature and func-

tion of instinctual forces in living organisms is in existence and being used

16 The later assumption is, we believe, to be preferred to the assumption that

aggression arises as one of the reactions to frustration. For a detailed discussion see

Hartmann, Kris, Loewenstein (25) .
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in various areas of research, in each of these areas adapted to the particu-

lar needs of the investigator and the method of his investigation.^'^

The particular function of the psychoanalytic theory of instinctual

drives rests on its relation to the set of data with which the analyst deals

and as far as these data are concerned the value of the constructs has not

diminished. We thus find ourselves in sharpest opposition to the assump-

tion that the concepts in question are no longer useful. We are on the

contrary inclined to believe that with increased precision in theoretical

thinking in general and based on ever richer observational material

(particularly from the earliest phases of childhood), the usefulness of the

concept of instinctual drives will continue to increase rather than de-

crease.

In speaking of a more precise theoretical formulation we have a num-
ber of aspects in mind. One of them is increased awareness of semantic

implications. There is still the fact that the meaning of the psychoanalytic

concept of "instinctual drive" is overshadowed by that of the word "in-

stinct." Spread by the English translation of the German Trieb the word

instinct has contaminated the Freudian concept with various connota-

tions pertaining, for instance, to McDougall's hormic psychology or more

recently to animal psychology. The awareness of the dinstinction of the

psychoanalytic concepts from others becomes particularly important as

we learn consistently to operate with improved definitions of the id and

the ego as psychic organizations. It seems that this improved definition

is facilitated by the assumption that both these organizations are products

of a process of differentiation, of a growth process initiated simul-

taneously with environmental influences and to an unknown degree

molded by them.

Propositions concerned with energy transformation constitute gen-

erally an essential part of psychoanalytic theory. We had occasion to

point to their essential relevance within the framework of assumptions

concerning dream psychology and we should like here to point to further

hypotheses in this area which may prove to be useful. We assume that

fusion and defusion of libido and aggression are not the only conditions

which influence adaptive processes of aggressive striving and we operate

with the hypotheses that, related or unrelated to fusion, though possibly

under certain conditions favored by it, both energies are subject to trans-

formation. We assume that a process similar to that of sublimation of

libido also exists for aggression and this transformation of energy of

both drives might be designated as neutralization. As far as ego psychology

is concerned, these assumptions permit the introduction of the concept

17 See Hartmann (20)

.
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of secondary autonomy (Hartmann, 21, 22), which is correlated with the

investment of certain ego functions with fully neutralized drive energy;

the assumption is made that the process of transformation is reversible

only under certain conditions and that these autonomous functions are

less threatened by regression.

Greater precision in theoretical discussion does not only concern the

processes of energy transformation, which establish a link between the

two chapters of psychoanalytic theory dealing with instinctual drives

and ego psychology. It concerns also the way in which we view the data

concerning psychosexual development. It can no longer be considered as

the only contribution of psychoanalysis to developmental psychology.

Descriptions of developmental problems will have to refer not only to

the data concerning psychosexual development; they will also have to

include data on the development of aggression, on that of object relations

and at least some of the key functions of the ego.

We conclude that progress in psychoanalytic theory has led to a

better integration, an ever clearer connection of its various parts. It is

this very feature in its development that makes the emphasis on the

interrelatedness of its hypotheses and particularly also with the "hier-

archy of proposition" so essential a part of any evaluation and appropri-

ate use of theory in psychoanalysis.
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THE AFFECTS AND THEIR PLEASURE-UNPLEASURE
QUALITIES, IN RELATION TO THE PSYCHIC

DISCHARGE PROCESSES

EDITH JACOBSON, M.D.

New York

1. Introduction

Although Freud's first theory of neurosis was, as it were, an affect

theory, its further development into an instinct theory appears to have

halted our efforts to form equally clear concepts of the affects and of their

relation to the psychic drives. In fact, we are in need of a consistent affect

theory which psychoanalysis so far has failed to develop.

It was Freud himself who turned the spotlight back on the puzzling

problem of the affects. In Inhibition, Symptom and Anxiety (15), he laid

the foundation for clearer and more modern conceptions. But when we
search for further analytical papers on the subject, we are amazed to find

that not many analysts have dared to tackle this challenging but intricate

problem and to carry further Freud's work in this field. Thus it appears

worth while briefly to survey our fragmentary theory of affects and to

discuss a series of unresolved problems, of controversial issues and of

contradictory opinions. The writings of only six authors, besides Freud's,

have been considered for this discussion: ^ Brierley's paper on "Affects in

Theory and Practice" (1), Fenichel's paper on "The Ego and the Affects"

(5), some chapters from Glover's Handbook of Psycho-Analysis (17), Lan-

dauer's paper on "Affects, Passions and Temperament" (23), Rapaport's

Emotions and Memory (26), and Reid's introduction to Cobb's recently

published Emotions and Clinical Medicine (2).

1 Unfortunately I have never been able fully to understand Federn's ego-boundary
concepts which are closely linked up with his conception of the affects. For this reason
I cannot legitimately analyze his views, but will outline them without much comment.

38
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2. Preliminary Definitions of Affects, Emotions, Feelings

Reid and Rapaport share the conviction that our terminological

confusion and the lack of precision in the definition of emotions are

harmful. This is true indeed. But we must realize that precise definitions,

though a prerequisite for clear theoretical thinking, frequently develop

only as the outcome of theoretical and clinical research. For this reason it

will be necessary to start with the problem of definition and to return to

it again in the course of the discussion.

It seems advisable to begin with Freud's original definition of affects,

emotions and feelings, as expressed in his early theoretical papers. We
may pass over the first stage of analytic theory, when Freud equated the

affects with the energetic forces. In his paper on "Repression" (9), after

having spoken about the ideational representations of the instinctual

drive, Freud says:

We have adopted the term "charge of affect" for this other element
in the mental presentations (apart from the ideas); it represents that

part of the instinct which has become detached from the idea and
finds proportionate expression according to its quality in processes

which become observable to perception as affects.

In these remarks Freud defines the affect as a subjective, conscious expe-

rience. Analyzing its relationship to the instinctual drive, he regards the

affect not as identical with the drive, but as a consciously perceived

expression of the underlying instinctual process. It is one part of the

drive-representation, which must be distinguished from the other part,

the ideational drive-representation.

In "The Unconscious" (10), he speaks of affects and emotions as

corresponding to "processes of discharge, the final expression of which is

perceived as feeling." And, in a footnote:

Affectivity manifests itself essentially in motor (secretory, circulatory)

changes of the subject's own body without reference to the outside

world, motility in actions designed to effect changes in the outer

world.

We realize that in this paper Freud distinguishes between affects and

feelings. The term "affects" refers to the whole set of psychophysiological

discharge phenomena, which are physiological in so far as they express

themselves in body changes, and psychological in so far as they are per-

ceived as feelings.

In Freud's early theoretical papers we do find the term "emotions"
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mentioned casually and without special definition, whereas American
psychology favors the term "emotions" for the respective manifestations,

both on the physiological and on the psychological level. But Rapaport

states that this term ".
. . . is used so broadly that it is difficult to ascertain

its precise meaning."

Nevertheless, Rapaport does not favor the establishing of a new,

purified and unequivocal terminology. He prefers to deal with emotions

in psychosomatic terms; that is,

as with a process with physiological and psychological manifesta-
tions, either of which may become the more obvious to such an
extent that the other may seem altogether absent.

The emotional process may find direct and momentary expression on
either the physiological or psychological level, but, if prevented from

immediate discharge, may issue

in a chronic alteration of the physiological process as seen in psycho-
somatic disorders or of the psychological process as seen in neuroses,
psychoses and character disorders.

Comparing, for instance, Reid's lengthy formulations to Freud's

simple but pointed definitions and to Rapaport's clear statements, we
come to the following conclusions: There is no reason why psychoanalysis

should not adopt or more readily use the term "emotion." It seems ap-

propriate at the present stage of physiological and psychological research

to broaden Freud's original definitions. The terms "emotions" or "affects"

might be used synonymously to designate the whole, complex set of

psychological, physiological, and motor manifestations. Such a definition

would include the affiective motor phenomena and behavior patterns,

furthermore the phenomena for which the term "affect equivalents" has

been customarily employed, and—supplementing Freud's short reference

to the circulatory and secretory manifestations—all the neurophysio-

logical and endocrinological aspects that several decades of research have

gradually discovered. The term "feelings" might be limited to the sub-

jectively felt experiences.

However, Reid's limitation of the term "emotion" to the "more

violent stirred-up state of the organism" would be acceptable only if we
could find another term which would cover the "mild" affective phenom-
ena, both on the psychological and the somatic level. As long as we lack

such a term, we cannot very well ignore the existence of all the mild, en-

during, and composite feelings and feeling states which are in the field of

our daily psychoanalytic observation. Hinsie's, Shatzky's (22) and Reid's
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definitions are convenient for the experimental psychologist and for the

neurophysiologist, who study only single "violent" affects rather than the

whole range of human feelings. They reveal a failure to recognize that

life proceeds in continuous dynamic processes which find expression in a

constant shifting between calm or excited psychological and physiological

emotional states. These definitions might easily tempt us to regard emo-

tions altogether as pathological or exceptional phenomena and to forget

that even in the most "detached" ego states and ego functions we never

are without emotions and feelings.^ We shall come back to these implica-

tions later, in a broader frame of reference.

To be sure, I share Brierley's opinion that "we should avoid a good

deal of confusion if we used different words for different grades of affec-

tivity." We might apply the term "affects" to the more violent states, such

as rage or fear, and the term "feelings" to the milder and more enduring

inner experiences, such as sympathy and pity, happiness, love, and resent-

ment. But a distinction on the grounds of intensity is not a fundamental

one and cannot possibly be sharp. Brierley's own terminology, for in-

stance, is not based on quantitative but on qualitative and genetic dis-

tinctions. We shall discuss her suggestions later, in connection with the

problem of classifications. I may point out, however, that for practical

reasons I shall not always adhere strictly to the proposed terminological

distinction between emotions, affects and feelings.

3. Relations of Affects to Psychic Systems and to Instinctual Drives

Let us return once more to Freud. In his paper on "Repression" (9),

he says:

Normally the system "conscious" controls affectivity as well as access

to motility; [or] as long as the system "conscious" controls affectivity

and motility, we call the psychic state of the individual normal. . . .

Whereas the control of the system conscious over voluntary motility

is firmly rooted, regularly withstands the onslaught of neuroses, and
only breaks down in psychosis, the control of the Conscious over

affective development is less firmly established.

This, together with his further statements, leads to two essential and

closely connected matters: the site of origin of the affects and feelings

from the topical point of view and their relation to the instinctual drives

proper.

As to the first question, Freud's remark on the limited control of the

2 Despite his different approacfi K. Goldstein, in his paper "On Emotions" (18),

expresses similar opinions.
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conscious over the affects might easily be understood to mean that he

regards the unconscious as the site of origin of aflFective development,

while the ego has but a controlling function. But Freud explicitly stated

already in "The Unconscious" (10):

For emotions, feelings and affects to be unconscious would be quite

out of the question. When we talk of unconscious affects we mean
that the affect has been inhibited. . . .

It is possible for affective development to proceed directly from the

system Unconscious. In this case it always has the character of

anxiety, the substitute for all "repressed" affects.

These comments show that Freud in his earlier theoretical papers

attached the development of all affects to the system Conscious—or, as

we should now prefer to say, to the ego—with the only exception of

anxiety. He made this exception on the grounds of his original theory

that repression transforms libido into anxiety. It may be noted that in

this theory, contrary to Freud's own definition, the relations between in-

stinctual energy proper and the affects are not strictly defined. Even in

Inhibition^ Symptom and Anxiety, where he rediscusses his old theory,

he does not distinguish too carefully between the transformation of

pleasurable into unpleasurable affects on the one hand, and the transfor-

mation of libido—i.e., sexual energy—into anxiety, which is an affect, on

the other. However, as both Brierley and Rapaport emphasize correctly,

it is important to distinguish the affect, an expression of psychic drives,

from the drive itself and to study their relations.

In Inhibition, Symptom and Anxiety, Freud again took up the prob-

lem of affects and, in particular, of the anxiety affect. Correcting his

former thesis that anxiety originates in the unconscious, he placed also

the development of this affect in the ego. Thus, not only his old propo-

sition of a transformation of dammed-up libido into anxiety, but the

economical point of view in general, was disregarded. We realize that in

the meantime the ego had been studied as a system endowed with psychic

energy of its own. The question of the sources from which the ego draws

energy for the development of anxiety appeared to have lost significance.

The gist of Freud's new theory may be summarized in the following

points: (1) Anxiety is not the result, but the motor of repression. (2) It

arises in the ego, according to a pattern that is probably phylogenetically

preformed but, in the individual, is physiologically established by the

trauma of birth and psychologically reproduced by the ego as a signal in

situations of danger.

The id [Freud remarks] cannot have anxiety. . . . Anxiety is an affec-

tive state which, of course, can be felt only by the ego. . . . Processes
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may occur in the id which make the ego develop anxiety. . . . There
may be situations in the id analogous to the trauma of birth such

that the anxiety reaction develops automatically. . . . [But:] The ego

is the site of origin proper of anxiety."3

On the origin and nature of other affects, apart from anxiety, Freud

made only a few remarks. He equated the affects with inherited hysterical

attacks and assumed that in general

the affective states have been introduced into psychic life as precipi-

tations of very old traumatic experiences and are revived in similar

situations like memory symbols.

In other words, he regarded all affects as, so to speak, inherited, once

purposeful, and adaptive reactions to traumata imposed by reality.

Anxiety thus represents a special case in so far as it is, as Nunberg (25)

points out, a "fixated affect."

Freud's new theory of anxiety has in many ways had a profound

effect upon our theoretical and clinical thinking. It has opened new

vistas, indeed, to our understanding of normal and neurotic develop-

ments.

4. Classification of Affects

By focusing on the origin and the unique function of anxiety as the

specific unpleasurable affect that induces repression, our present anxiety

theory appears much more consistent with the pleasure-unpleasure

principle than does Freud's purely economical hypothesis. The assump-

tion of a transformation of pleasure into unpleasure by the reality prin-

ciple, and of repression as serving the avoidance of unpleasure, had

ignored the important signal function of certain unpleasurable affects,

and their directive influence on the psychic processes.

As Freud remarks, the confusing problem of transformation of affects

was resolved by his new theory of anxiety. He no longer conceived

of anxiety or reaction formations like shame and disgust as derivatives

3 Freud's emphatic statement that the anxiety affect has its origin in the ego must
have influenced Federn's (4) conceptions of the affects, to which I may refer at this

point. Federn says that affects originate always between two ego boundaries which
influence each other and which differ in accordance with the kind of instinct cathexis

of the ego on these boundaries. Furthermore, in the object interests the ego relates

to the object that is cathected with libido, whereas in the affects it relates to a process

that is cathected with libido within the ego itself. According to these formulations, as

I understand them, Federn seems to have developed Freud's theory' of the development
of affects in the ego, into a concept that all affects are merely narcissistic phenomena.
This I believe to be wrong and misleading.
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or transformations of the original instinctual drives. Rather, he regarded

them as manifestations of direct ego responses to such drives. This sug-

gests, first of all, that it is certainly better to define affects in general very

broadly as representative of underlying energetic, and not merely in-

stinctual, processes. But if there are affects that correspond to instinctual

discharge processes and other affects that represent ego responses, the

new conception compels us to distinguish different types of affects, to

define their different nature and to search for suitable classifications.

The need for classifications further arises, not only from our recent

insight into the nature of anxiety and related affects, but also from the

studies opened up by ego psychology during the last decades into such

affects and affective states as grief, guilt feelings, depression, boredom,

apathy, laughter, elation, etc., etc.

For good psychoanalytic classifications of affects, the most essential

considerations are: (1) that such classifications aim at relating the affec-

tive phenomena to the corresponding psychoeconomical processes; in par-

ticular, of course, to the underlying instinctual processes and to their

various other mental or somatic representations; and (2) that they take

cognizance of our present theoretical position. Classifications should in-

tegrate the new anxiety theory and the division of psychic forces into

libidinal, aggressive, and neutral (desexualized, desaggressivized) energies.

They should consider genetic aspects, the modern structural distinctions

and the current state of ego psychology.

A set of classifications might establish a firm basis for systematic

studies of affective development and affective vicissitudes. As will be seen,

the search for useful classifications of affects raises many confusing and

unresolved problems regarding the nature and qualities of the affects.

And, considering our insufficient understanding of the affects and of the

meaning of their qualities, attempts at psychoanalytic classifications of

affects meet with almost insurmountable barriers. We may nevertheless

make some preliminary efforts, bearing in mind the goals formulated

above.

Comparisons between Landauer's (23) and Glover's (17) conceptions,

distinctions and classifications of affects show, first of all, the contra-

dictions arising, on the one hand, from efforts to regard all affects—in

adherence to Freud's earliest definitions—as instinctual representations

only, and, on the other hand, from attempts to separate the affects from

the instincts and align them exclusively to the ego. This latter trend

characterizes Landauer's (23) interesting but confusing and speculative

ideas which oppose rather than relate the affects to the instinctual drives.
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For whilst the id-forces, the instincts, maintain a continuous or
rhythmic flow corresponding to the vital processes at work in our
organs, affects represent reactions to stimuli from the external world.

.... Only when the affects have become the expression of libidinal

tendencies do they take over the sexual objects in the form of affec-

tive objects.

Hence Landauer separates the "original outbursts of affects" from

the libidinal affects such as sympathy, longing, jealousy, modesty, and

calls the latter "passions."

Landauer's ideas, moreover, are representative of the "conflict

theory" of affects. From Freud's equation of affects with inherited hyster-

ical attacks he concludes that all affects are compromise reactions showing

at least two conflicting tendencies at work. He sees "the basic aims of the

affects" in "the primitive reactions of invagination, evagination and

rigidity."'* His examples are sufficient evidence of the contradictions that

must result from such insistence on a basic difference between affects and

instinctual drives and on the compromise nature of all affects.

A glance at the classifications of Glover (17), on the other hand, re-

veals the complications and contradictions which arise as long as we

adhere to obsolete definitions and conceptions. Glover distinguishes sim-

ple and compound, primary and secondary, tension and discharge affects.

His distinction between simple affects, or affect components, and com-

pound affects, or affect fusions, is a constructive effort to relate the affects

to the underlying drives and establish a firm basis for the analysis of

specific affects. This classification, in addition, will be useful in systema-

tic investigations of the affective development of the child. Brierley (1)

has sketched out the lines for such future studies. They must center

around the gradual fusion of early affect components and their develop-

ment into complex, adult emotional attitudes and experiences, and must

consider the correlations between instinctual and affective development.

Glover's second suggestion is to distinguish between primary and

secondary affects, a distinction which inevitably produces confusion.

Secondary affects [he states] are reactive in nature and occur if the

stimulation of one instinct leads to the countercharge of an anti-

thetical instinct.

But his example of "a forbidden sexual instinct which sets up anxiety

due to the mobilization of the instinct of self-preservation" leads him

4 Fright, e.g., is explained as "a compromise between the tendency to die and the

tendency to live"; disgust, as "a compromise between the renunciation of imagined

incorporation and expulsion of the object which, in imagination, has been incorpor-

ated." Even orgasm is tentatively explained as "a compromise between the narcissistic

impulsion in the direction of self-experience and the tendency to self-evagination."
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immediately into difficulties, which in part he recognizes. Anxiety, he

admits, though reactive, is undoubtedly a primary affect. But because he

insists on defining the simple affect as "a specific emotional response to

any given vicissitude of a particular instinct," he is forced to resort to

the "instinct of self-preservation." Thus his distinction and definition of

primary and secondary reactive affects appear unacceptable.

We might consider replacing it with a classification that employs

our current structural concepts. Certain affects have always been char-

acterized in this way; guilt feelings, for instance, are commonly defined

as arising from a tension between ego and superego. There is no reason

why we should not introduce this kind of classification for affect types

in general. Even though all affects are ego experiences and develop

in the ego, one of their qualitative determinants must be the site

of the underlying energetic tension by which they have been induced

and which may arise anywhere within the psychic organization.

Such a classification of the affects would not only introduce structural

thinking into the theory of affects, but also reinstate psychoeconomical

considerations which Freud's last discussion of the anxiety affect might

tempt us to disregard. In fact, it might help us fruitfully to combine both

with the current conception of anxiety and similar affects.

My suggestion for this classification is to distinguish:

(1) simple and compound affects arising from intrasystemic tensions:

(a) affects that represent instinctual drives proper; i.e., that arise

directly from tensions in the id (e.g, sexual excitement, rage);

(b) affects that develop directly from tensions in the ego (e.g.,

fear of reality and physical pain as well as components of

the more enduring feelings and feeling attitudes, such as

object love and hate or thing interests);

(2) simple and compound affects induced by intersystemic tensions:

(a) affects induced by tensions between the ego and the id (e.g.,

fear of the id, components of disgust, shame, and pity);

(b) affects induced by tensions between ego and superego (e.g.,

guilt feelings, components of depression).^

The classification suggested above will probably prove to be of

limited value. Certainly it will lend itself to oversimplification, unless

5 As will be noticed, I have not included tensions between ego and reality. These
represent "conflict"; i.e., affective responses to reality. The underlying energetic psychic

tension, though induced by outside stimuli, can only arise within the psychic organiza-

tion and not between it and the outside world. This is another example of the pre-

vailing lack of distinction between affective and energetic processes, which partly

accounts, e.g., for Landauer's confusion.
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we keep in mind the very compound nature of most feelings and espe-

cially of the enduring feelings, feeling states and attitudes, and of what

we call moods.^

Even when we analyze the broad unconscious background of an

apparently simple affect, we find that it may be evoked concomitantly by

an external stimulus and by inter- or intrasystemic tensions. Thus an out-

burst of rage—in terms of this classification to be grouped in (la)—may
be induced by an external provocation, while, at the same time, it may
express a sudden breaking through of aggression long inhibited by a

struggle between ego and id, a defense of the ego against some other in-

stinctual drive (such as a sexual impulse), and/or a defense of the ego

against some demand of the superego.

In other words, while the basic theoretical value of this classification

is that it approximately defines the affective type from the dynamic and

structural point of view, it cannot divulge the meaning even of a specific

and apparently simple affect. For the final affective expression, in the

mature, highly differentiated psychic organization, may develop from a

series of inter- and intrasystemic psychic tensions, which are interrelated,

which conditon one another, and which arise simultaneously or sequen-

tially at various sites in the psychic apparatus. It can be understood only

from the study of the associated conscious and unconscious ideational

processes.'^

5. The Tension-versus-Discharge Concepts

Glover's further qualitative distinction between tension and dis-

charge affects brings up some most fundamental and debatable issues in

the psychoanalytic theory of affects. It poses the question whether affects

are either tension or discharge phenomena or both, a problem closely

related to the mystery of the pleasure-unpleasure qualities of feelings.

Our insufficient understanding of the affects and feelings is reflected in

the divergent opinions of the various authors on these issues.

6 The feelings and emotional attitudes to which I refer are, e.g., kindness and
heartlessness, sympathy and cruelty, loving and hostility, sadness, grief and happiness,

depression and elation, and all the highly individualized affects that correspond to our
various ego functions; i.e., our personal object- and thing-interests. All such phenomena
are highly complex fusions of affect components, belonging to both groups in the

classification suggested above.
" In his written paper prepared for the Panel Discussion on Affects at the Annual

Meeting of the American Psychoanalytic Association in May, 1952, Rapaport also points

to the simplification inherent in such a classification. Moreover, he questions whether
it might not reintroduce the "conflict theory of affects." I do not believe that this argu-

ment is valid. Tension is not identical with conflict tension, unless we unduly broaden
the concept of conflict. The classification implies that the affects may, but need not,

be expressions of conflict.
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As Brierley points out, the discharge idea is still present in Inhibi-

tion, Symptom and Anxiety. True, but it must be noted that when Freud

spoke of the unpleasure qualities of tension, he must have related at least

unpleasurable affects to rising tension. In the further course of this dis-

cussion I hope to demonstrate that this is not really in contradiction to

the discharge concept. In Emotions and Memory Rapaport (26), too, de-

fines emotions as discharge phenomena. As already pointed out, however,

he supports his views with statements from Freud's earlier theoretical

papers and, in this book, still disregards our present anxiety theory.

I agree with Brierley that at first sight our modern concept of the

role of the anxiety affect in normal and in neurotic development appears

to contradict the discharge idea. It will be useful at this point to recall

Brierley's conception of the affects and to quote some passages from her

paper.

Brierley (1) raises the issue of whether we should range the affects

on the efferent or afferent side of the instinctual arc. She states:

All our modern conceptions of the relation of anxiety to symptom
formation, of its role in development, contradict the idea that affect

is itself a discharge—and support the view that it is a tension

phenomenon impelling to discharge either in the outer or in the

inner world. Both the fact that affect is a mode of consciousness and
clinical experience induce us to place affect, both topographically

and in time-order, in the middle of the instinct-reaction arc. . . .

The conception of affects as tension phenomena is of course in

line with Freud's earliest formulations of the working of the psychic

apparatus and the pain-pleasure principle. On the quantitative side

we have, I think, to conceive of some threshold above which instinct-

tension becomes appreciable as affect, and of a higher threshold,

which may be attained either by the strength of the stimulus itself

or by damming due to frustration, above which affect becomes in-

tolerable and necessitates some immediate discharge, either outwards

or inwards.

From the statements quoted above, I have the impression that Brier-

ley's tension concept is based on general conclusions drawn from the

particular quality and unique signal function of the anxiety affect. The

quality of anxiety certainly suggests the description of this affect as a

tension phenomenon.

Before presenting my own viewpoint, I shall cite Rapaport's (26)

opinion on this issue. In his book, he refers to MacCurdy's (24) theory,

which he summarizes in the following statement:

If the organism responds to a stimulus immediately and adequately

with instinctive behavior, no emotion whatever is engendered. If the
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instinctive reaction be held-up, emotional expression, and if the

subject be self-conscious, some affects as well will appear.

MacCurdy's theory seems to suggest that emotions, though discharge

phenomena, are but vicarious modes of discharge, which occur only when

psychic forces are prevented from immediate and adequate motor dis-

charge. This theory leads in the direction of Rapaport's views at the time

when he wrote his book; he adhered to the discharge idea, but apparently

came to the conclusion that all affects develop from libido dammed up
by repression. "In other words," he says, "it is through repression that

the 'affect charge' is transformed into 'affect'—that is feeling or peripheral

discharge process."

Actually, however, Freud, to whom he refers in this connection,

spoke only of anxiety and of affects of a particular qualitative tone as

developing from repression. Again, as in the case of Brierley, one gains

the impression that conclusions regarding affects in general were drawn

from the special nature of anxiety and related affects. However, Rapa-

port has revised his ideas since the first edition of his book.

Indeed, I believe that, despite their differences, MacCurdy's views,

Rapaport's previous conceptions and Brierley's ideas and interpretation

of her clinical examples have rather dangerous implications. All of them,

in fact, come very close to assuming that affects in general are pathologi-

cal phenomena due to a damming-up of psychic energy that cannot be

properly discharged. They recall Reid's definition of emotion as "a vio-

lent stirred-up state of the organism" and the popular conception of

neurotics as "emotional people."

If Brierley says that our modern conceptions of anxiety and its func-

tion support her views, the influence of Freud's second anxiety theory

becomes evident indeed. We certainly cannot dispute the fact that anxiety

and related unpleasurable affects appear to have "tension" qualities.

Moreover, Freud's hypothesis that all the affects are precipitates of trau-

matic disturbances of the psychoeconomic equilibrium in the phylo-

genetic past tends to reinforce Brierley's trend of thinking. However,

contrary to Brierley's belief that her tension idea harmonizes with the

pleasure principle, her conception is actually not in keeping with it. In

so far as pleasure and unpleasure are supposed to control psychic life

they must certainly function as "indicators"—the term used by Hart-

mann (20)—or as signals serving the regulation of the psychic economy.

But Freud's formulation that the psychic organization aims at avoiding

pain and at gaining pleasure permits us to regard pleasure at least as an

ultimate goal.

Brierley's ideas and similar views that consider affects in general to
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be tension phenomena, or as caused by a damming-up of psychic energy

only, indeed seem to ignore the pleasurable affects which, according to

Freud's original opinion, are attached to relief of tension. Despite Freud's

revision of this assumption it would certainly be absurd to regard feelings

of relief, for instance, as tension phenomena. What we must not forget

is that pleasurable affects are attached, as it were, not only to all normal

ego functions, but particularly to direct instinctual discharges; e.g., to

"primary process" experiences. Affects such as those expressive of sexual

gratification or eating do not support the view that all affects arise on the

grounds of inhibited motor discharge, even though it is correct that frus-

tration, inhibition and repression change the intensity and quality of

affects.^

In the course of ego and superego development we indeed see in-

creasing modifications of the affect qualities, which permit us to char-

acterize a great number of the adult affects and affective states as tension

affects. We shall inquire into their nature further on.

The clue to Brierley's—as I believe, erroneous—tension idea appears

to be her reference to consciousness as a sensory organ and to the affects

as arising from the stimulation of the inner surface. Certainly our sensa-

tions and feelings are phenomena of inner perception. Freud's diagram

of the psychic apparatus, in the seventh chapter of The Interpretation of

Dreams (7), and his description of the psychic processes as proceeding

from the system of perception to the motor system, might tempt us,

indeed, to place the feelings at the beginning of the stimulus-reaction arc.

However, Freud's concepts of the "identity of perception" and of dreams

representing wish fulfillments preclude already the equation of stimulus

and perception. In fact, Freud's diagram of a psychic process according

to the model of the reflex does not correspond to the psychoeconomical

concept of a psychic discharge process. Viewed from the psychoeconomical

standpoint, an external or internal stimulus leads to rises of tension

resulting in a psychic release and discharge process; this process finds ex-

pression in motor phenomena as well as in sensations and feelings per-

ceived by the outer and inner surface of consciousness. We therefore

speak commonly and correctly of sensations and emotions as of "re-

sponses" or "reactions" to the stimulus.^

8 Incidentally, I consider it incorrect to characterize all neurotics as hyperaffective;

they may be hyper- or hypo-affective or may manifest other quantitative or qualitative

signs of affective disturbances.

9 Reference may be made in this connection to Fenichel's remarks on this problem.

In The Psychoanalytic Theory of Neurosis (6) , he states: "Stimulus intake and stim-

ulus discharge, perception and motor discharge, stand extraordinarily close together.

They are inseparably interwoven." Fenichel points to Freud's pertinent paper "A Note
Upon the Mystic Writing-Pad" (14) , which demonstrates the original connection be-

tween perception and motor reaction.
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However, our preliminary arguments against the tension concept of

affects are as yet insufficient to settle this issue. Obviously we cannot take

a definite position before making some inroad into the still unresolved

problem of the pleasure-unpleasure qualities of feelings and their rela-

tion to the psychic economy.

6. The Pleasure-Unpleasure Qualities of Affects

It is necessary and interesting to review Freud's changing opinion

on this point. In the Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex (8), he

writes:

Despite all divergence of opinion regarding it in psychology, I must
firmly maintain that a feeling of tension must carry with it the char-

acter of displeasure. I consider it conclusive that such a feeling carries

with it the impulse to alter the psychic situation and thus acts in-

citingly, which is quite contrary to the nature of perceived pleasure.

But if we ascribe the tension of the sexual excitation to the feelings

of displeasure we are confronted by the fact that it is undoubtedly
pleasurably perceived.

In the further course of this discussion Freud analyzes carefully the

pleasure experience of sexual excitement and of its discharge, and intro-

duces the distinction between forepleasure and end pleasure.

They [the erogenous zones] are all utilized to furnish a certain

amount of pleasure through their own proper excitation; this pleas-

ure increases the tension, and in turn serves to produce the necessary

motor energy for the completion of the sexual act. . . . This last

pleasure is highest in intensity and differs from the earliest ones in

mechanism. It is entirely produced through the discharge and it is

altogether gratification pleasure; the tension of the libido tempo-

rarily subsides with it.

But this explanation of the mechanism of forepleasure which enabled

Freud to gain insight into the psychology of wit, does not exactly clarify

our issue.

That Freud himself did not regard the problem as resolved is evident

in the repeated discussions of this subject in his latest theoretical papers.

In Beyond the Pleasure Principle (11), Freud says:

The pleasure-principle is then a tendency which subserves a certain

function—namely, that of rendering the psychic apparatus as a

whole free from any excitation, or to keep the amount of excitation

constant or as low as possible.
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However, in the same paper he remarks, first:

We have decided to consider pleasure and "pain" in relation to the
quantity of excitation present in the psychic life—and not confined
in any way—along such lines that "pain" corresponds with an in-

crease and pleasure with a decrease in this quantity. [And he adds,

further:] We do not thereby commit ourselves to a simple relation-

ship between the strength of the feelings and the changes correspond-
ing with them, least of all, judging from psycho-physiological ex-

periences, to any view of a direct proportion existing between them;
probably the amount of diminution or increase in a given time is

the decisive factor for feeling.

As we shall see, the idea expressed in this last sentence is resumed

in a later paper, "The Economic Problem in Masochism" (13), which

represents a decisive change of view:

But we have identified the pleasure-unpleasure principle with the

Nii^vana principle without further consideration. All unpleasure
would thus have to relate to an increase, all pleasure to a decrease

of psychic tension, the Nirvana principle (and the pleasure principle

which is supposedly identical with it) would be wholly in the service

of the death instinct .... and would have the function to warn us

against the demands of the life instinct .... which try to disturb the

desired course of life [toward death]. But this conception cannot be
correct. It appears that we feel the increase and decrease of the

amounts of excitations directly in the series of feelings of tension.

And it cannot be doubted that there are pleasurable tensions and
unpleasurable feelings of relief of tension [u7ilustvolle Entspannung].
The state of sexual excitement is the most conspicuous example of

such pleasurable increase of excitation, but certainly not the only

one. This is why we cannot relate pleasure and unpleasure to in-

crease or decrease of a quantity called tension, though they have
evidently much to do with this factor. It appears that they do not

depend on this quantitative factor but on something in it which we
can only characterize as qualitative. We would be much farther ad-

vanced in psychology if we knew what this qualitative factor is.

And now Freud resumes his previous hint at the significance of the

time factor for the quality of feelings:

Maybe [he says] it is the rhythm, the timing of the changes, of the

increases and decreases of the quantity of excitement; we do not
know.io

Freud's new suggestions reach very far and in doing so open up many

new problems. If pleasure and unpleasure both can be related either to

10 This translation of the foregoing passages is my own. It is slightly at variance

from the English translation published in Volume II of the Collected Papers.
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rises or to falls of psychic tension, then the relations between pleasure-

unpleasure qualities and the psychic economy become very obscure in-

deed and must be carefully scrutinized again.

7. Relations Between Pleasure-Unpleasure and Psychic Economy

Since the study of a complex "secondary-process" affective experience

would not inform us clearly enough about the original relations of

pleasure-unpleasure to tension and relief, a rediscussion of the sexual

pleasure experience—group (la), according to my classification—appears

to be the best approach to this problem. Let us go back to Freud's early

opinions on this issue.

The relating of unpleasure to increase and pleasure to decrease of

tension was the logical outcome of Freud's physiological orientation: he

regarded the reflex as the model of the psychic apparatus. Regarding the

pleasurable experience in the sexual act, only the explanation of the

forepleasure seemed to present major theoretical difficulties. His physio-

logical bias may have prevented due consideration of the fact that not

only the forepleasure, but also the end pleasure attached to the orgastic

discharge of sexual energy represents a compound affective experience.

What gives orgasm its peculiar oscillating quality is the fact that it

involves rhythmic waves of feelings of climactic excitement, switching to

feelings of relief and, finally, satisfaction. Thus the orgastic discharge

experience is not simple pleasure in relief, but fuses—or, rather, vacillates

between—two opposite pleasure qualities: a high excitement pleasure

expressive of tension mounting to a climax, and a relief pleasure indi-

cating the final decline of tension. And we must conclude from the

quality of the orgastic end pleasure itself that the discharge process en-

compasses both mounting and falling tension; and that both can induce

pleasure, though of changing quality. This consideration is apt to resolve

the seeming contradictions between Freud's discharge concept of the

afiEects and Brierley's assumption that all affects are tension phenomena.

Evidently the affects, even though corresponding to discharge processes,

can be expressive either of rising or of falling tension. What appears to

be incorrect and misleading is to place "tension" and "discharge" in

direct juxtaposition. Whereas "tension" and "relief" are terms of static

description, the term "discharge" designates something dynamic. It can

refer only to the flux of psychic forces; i.e., to the energetic process itself,

which finally results in a drop of tension. It is significant that Freud him-

self has never characterized the affects as "discharge" in contrast to

"tension" phenomena, but defined them as "corresponding to processes

of discharge."
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I believe that when relating tension to discharge we must realize that,

in the sexual as in any other psychic release process which develops from

the depth to the surface of the psychic apparatus, the strength of the

stimulus may cause the tension to mount even while discharge has already

begun to operate, until the point is reached where the energy, having

come to the surface, can be fully dispersed and the level of tension de-

cline. To get a clear notion of these conditions, we may visualize a recep-

tacle, such as a bath tub, where water is simultaneously let in and drained

out. As long as the influx is stronger than the outflow, the water level

will rise; as the volume of the influx decreases the level will begin to fall,

and after the influx has ceased the water will finally be drained out.

Obviously the relations of the rises and falls of tension to the dis-

charge processes are very complex. To present even simple correlations

between them, I should propose a diagram, such as the following:

Process of Release and Discharge of Psychic Forces

-w

x-y psychic process

> tension curve

> release and discharge line

a beginning of psychic release

b onset of discharge process

c threshold above which affective development sets in

d climax of tension

x-a-d tension mounting

d-y tension falling

a-z scale of level of tension

w time scale
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The complexity of the correlations between psychic tension and

discharge may be visualized when we remember that the psychic appa-

ratus is a wide area, at one point of which the level of energetic tension

may rise while it drops at others. Rapaport correctly pointed out that the

discharge processes are only one among many psychic processes. Mobile

energy constantly will be distributed and bound down here while it is

mobilized, released and discharged somewhere else. There will be cathec-

tic and countercathectic processes going on simultaneously at different

sites of the psychic organization. There will be changes in the cathexis

with either libidinous or aggressive or neutral psychic forces and, further-

more, cathectic shifts from one site of the psychic field to the other. But

as was already emphasized above, our affects and feelings—complex,

subtle, and highly differentiated though they are—will divulge very

little of these complicated conditions in the depth of the psychic appa-

ratus. They cannot reveal anything about the manifold changes of the

level of tension below a certain threshold, because they are the expression

not of bound-down psychic energy but of the energetic flux.^^ and of this

flux only after it has overstepped a certain threshold of tension.

The preceding study of the relations of mounting and falling tension

to the discharge processes will facilitate the clarification of our two con-

fusing problems; namely, of the tension-versus-discharge issue, and of the

relation of pleasure-unpleasure to tension and relief.

With regard to the first point we can only repeat that the mode of

posing the question was obviously wrong. The problem is not whether

affects are either "tension" or "discharge" phenomena. We can certainly

adhere to Freud's original definition that the affects correspond to dis-

charge processes; but we may supplement this definition by the statement

that feelings appear to be expressive of the rises as well as of the falls of

tension in the course of the discharge process, and that they develop

during the initial period of continued increase of tension. If what we

perceive as feelings is not "tension"—in contradistinction to "discharge"

—but the flux of mobile psychic energy released, the changes in the level

of tension—or in the amount of excitation, respectively—above a certain

threshold, then Brierley's tension concept would become more meaning-

ful, but her argument against the discharge idea would be senseless. In

the light of the conception I have presented. Glover's distinction of ten-

sion and discharge affects does not appear to be well chosen either. We
should prefer to distinguish either affects, expressive of mounting and of

11 Sionificantly, Freud, in Beyond the Pleasure Principle (11), has related pleas-

ure and unpleasure "to the quantity of excitation .... not confined" (i.e., not bound

down) .
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falling tension, or, simply and descriptively, feelings of tension, excite-

ment and relief.

8. The Urge for a Change of the Psychic Situation

We can now further pursue the issue of the pleasurable and un-

pleasurable qualities of affects. The study of the orgastic pleasure experi-

ence confirmed Freud's final opinion by disclosing that evidently—even

in a primary-process experience, such as sexual excitement and orgasm

—

pleasure, though of "different quality," may be attached to both the in-

crease and the decrease of tension. ^^ Freud's major reason for maintaining

that tension cannot be pleasurable had been that there is an urge for a

change of the psychic situation attached to the forepleasure. He did not

again attempt to tackle this puzzling problem.

In the seventh chapter of The Interpretation of Dreams, Freud had

defined the wish as a psychic striving developing from unpleasure and

aiming at pleasure. This definition could hardly be maintained if we

were to assume that an "urge for a change" could develop from pleasure

too. If there is any wish attached to pleasure, it is certainly that the

pleasure might last. But this wish refers to our fear of pain, of loss of

pleasure. That pleasure should involve wishes or urges for a change of

the psychic situation sounds so contradictory and absurd that we easily

understand Freud's dilemma.

We might possibly resolve the dilemma by the formulation that,

while we want to avoid pain and to achieve pleasure, we need not neces-

sarily wish indefinitely to maintain this specific pleasure. The urge for a

change arising in a pleasurable situation might refer to the wish either

for higher pleasure or for a different pleasure quality. The urge for a

change during the sexual forepleasure phase, e.g., would not appear to

express the wish for relief but the wish for a climax; and, if I am not

mistaken, we can find embedded even in the orgastic excitement the

expectation of the final relief pleasure. Furthermore, in a situation of

relief, after a period of enjoyable relaxation, we can observe an increasing

need for stimuli inducing a different type—an excitement pleasure. To

12 Rapaport, in his recently written panel paper, questioned whether I did not

equate the affects with the subjectively felt experiences or even with their pleasure-

unpleasure qualities. Whereas in the first part of this presentation I had underscored

these distinctions, I did use the example of orgasm, i.e., of a subjectively felt expe-

rience, for the study of the relations of the affects and their pleasure-unpleasure qual-

ities to the discharge processes. My conclusions, which are in harmony with Freud's

last statement on the relations of pleasure-unpleasure to tension and relief, preclude

using "pleasure-unpleasure" as mere referents to the economical situation, as Rapa-

port does. In my presentation these terms refer to the qualities of the felt experience.
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be sure, this urge may express the perception of mounting inner tension,

but it need not arise from unpleasure; the inner tension may be pleas-

urable.

If this is valid, we must conclude that tension pleasure may induce

the urge for higher excitement; climactic pleasure, the urge for relief;

and relief pleasure, the longing again for pleasurable tension. This

schematization would certainly reflect the dynamic course of life, which

represents not only inevitable changes between pleasure and unpleasure

—stemming from the demands of reality—but, in so far as it is pleasur-

able, alternates continuously between excitement and relief pleasures

which correspond to rises and falls of psychic excitation around a me-

dium level.

In this case, we should have to interpret the meaning of "wishing"

more broadly. Wishing would always be wishing for pleasure, but it

would represent a striving for cycles of pleasure having different quali-

ties, alternating between tension and relief; cycles corresponding to our

biological existence and rooted in our instinctual life.

Obviously it is only a formal dilemma whether or not, in view of

this conception, we must conclude that wishes can also arise from pleas-

ure. If Goethe states that "nothing is harder to bear than a series of good

days,"^^ he evidently means that in a specific, prolonged pleasure experi-

ence we become gradually aware of unpleasure feelings indicating the

"urge for a change" of the situation. The wish to supplant one kind of

pleasurable experience with another certainly affects the pleasure quali-

ties of the original experience by adding unpleasure components, which

will be fused with and more or less disguised by the original pleasure

components. To be sure, in general we very rarely experience sheer, un-

mixed pleasure for a longer period of time.^^

Even if our problem has not really been resolved, its discussion may
at least bring us closer to an understanding of the relations between the

pleasure-unpleasure qualities and the psychic economy.

9. Final Formulations Regarding the Relations Between Pleasure-

Unpleasure and Psychic Economy

In his final discussion of this issue Freud did not again mention an

economical law, corresponding to the Nirvana principle, that would

13 "Nichts ist schwerer zu ertragen als eine Reihe von guten Tagen."
14 In a discussion of this study, E. Kris called attention to opinions expressed by

H. Deutsch in her paper "Ueber Zufriedenheit, Gliick und Ekstase" (3) . Her ideas

have much in common with the ones presented here, except that her emphasis rests on
the driving force of the eternal dissatisfaction of human beings, whereas I have stressed

the longing for a change that is born even out of pleasure.
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regulate the life instincts. He only mentioned the pleasure and reality

principles. Practically, however, we all work on the premise of a principle

of constancy—or, in modern terms, of a homeostatic principle—that

must be consistent with the pleasure principle.

But how can the pleasure principle be identical with a constancy

law if both tension and relief can induce either pleasure or unpleasure?

The problem grows in view of the facts gained from our previous in-

vestigation of orgasm. The evidence that even direct sexual discharge

induces a pleasure experience involving tension—climactic excitement

—

and relief pleasure led me to the assumption that the psychic organiza-

tion may show a striving for cycles of pleasure alternating between excite-

ment and relief, which correspond to biological swings of tension around

a medium tension level. Should this hypothesis be valid, the pleasure

principle would not have the function to bring about a relief of tension.

The pleasure principle and, later on, its modification, the reality prin-

ciple, would only direct the course of the biological swings around a

middle axis of tensions; i.e., the modes of the discharge processes. Pleasure

qualities would be attached to the swings of the tension pendulum to

either side, as long as the corresponding psychophysiological discharge

processes can select certain preferred pathways and as the changes of

tension can take a definite course—depending, so it seems, on certain

still unknown proportions between the amounts of excitation and the

speed and rhythm of discharge.

If we were to regard this as the function of the pleasure principle,

the constancy law might have to be redefined so as to be in harmony
with the pleasure principle.

This is also suggested by the consideration of the biological functions

of the psychic organization, functions that must be consistent with psycho-

economical laws. The essential biological laws that govern psychic life

are the function of a control and gratification of the psychic drives, the

function of adaptation and the function of self-preservation. A failure

of any of these functions certainly corresponds with disturbances in the

psychic economy.

However, an economical law aiming at the maintenance of a con-

stant level of tension would not be equal to such complex biological

functions. Thus we have to look for a different and broader character-

ization of the psychoeconomical laws. We must certainly recognize a

homeostatic law, in the sense of a tendency that manifests itself on both

the physiological and the psychological level, to maintain an equilibrium

and an even distribution of the energetic forces within the human or-

ganization. However, as Rapaport stressed in the discussion of this paper,

"tension" as such is inherent in the idea of a "psychic organization."
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Thus the functions of this law could not be to reduce or even to elimin-

ate tension, but to establish and maintain a constant axis of tension and

a certain margin for the biological vacillations around it; furthermore, to

enforce the return of the tension pendulum to this medium line and to

control the course of the swings of tension.

As pointed out above, it would be this last function only that would

be the task of the pleasure principle, which would thus be subordinate to

the superior, general homeostatic principles. Not the deviations from the

middle axis as such would represent disturbances of the psychic equi-

librium. Deviations from the preferred and biologically preconditioned

pleasurable course of the tension pendulum, the failure to maintain the

tension axis constant, or its rise or fall above or below a certain level,

a widening or narrowing of the margin for the swings of tension—any of

these factors would bring about an upset of the psychic economy.

10. Modification of the Affects Under the Influence of the

Reality Principle and of Structural Differentiation

The foregoing conclusions about the affects and their pleasure-

unpleasure qualities in relation to the discharge processes have been de-

rived only from the study of sexual excitement and orgasm; i.e., of a

libidinous, primar)'-process pleasure experience [group (la) of my classi-

fication]. We have not yet explored the nature and qualities of the affects

that develop in the course of structural differentiation and secondary-

process formation, under the influence of the reality principle.

I do not intend to discuss at length the modifications of emotions

during ego and superego formation. However, we must focus at least on

some essential aspects of affective development; in particular, on the

changes of the affect qualities arising with the integration of the so-called

"tension" affects into the psychic organization.

As an introduction we may first briefly discuss another issue that will

lead us right up to these problems. I mean the affects and affect qualities

attached to aggressive discharge, and the psychic laws controlling the

latter. In my discussion of the psychic laws I had disregarded Freud's

proposition of the death instinct and of the Nirvana principle. But we
cannot evade the question whether the aggressive drives are "beyond the

pleasure principle" and controlled by a "Nirvana principle," or whether

they obey the same laws as the libidinous drives.

A glance at the psychoanalytic literature discloses that most analysts,

though accepting the existence of two inherently different kinds of drives,

refuse to work with the death-instinct theory. The main reason for this

rejection may be that Freud's proposition of life and death instincts is
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founded on rather speculative assumptions foreign to his earlier con-

ceptions and definitions of the drives. In any event, valid arguments can

be raised in objection to the death-instinct theory.

Not only are aggression and its derivatives in the service of all pleas-

urable libidinous and ego functions; as Hartmann, Kris and Loewenstein

have pointed out in their "Notes on the Theory of Aggression" (21), pure

aggressive release, too, undoubtedly can induce pleasure. But even though

the primary goal of aggression evidently is not the gain or pleasure, sheer

aggressive forces are normally mobilized and needed, in situations of

danger, in the service of self-preservation. These normal functions and

the vicissitudes of aggression can hardly be fully explained as the ex-

pression of a struggle of the death instincts with the life instincts. Norm-

ally the libidinous and aggressive drives appear to have complementary

functions in the service of life and to be equally ruled by the homeostatic

and pleasure-unpleasure principles. The dangerous effect of sheer, uncon-

trolled aggression on the outside world does not contradict this assump-

tion.^^ Difficulties in our understanding arise in view of those masochistic

phenomena that reinforced Freud's conception.

The discussion of the reality principle and of its influence on the

discharge processes may help us to understand masochism from the view-

point of the homeostatic and pleasure principles without having to re-

sort to the assumption of a Nirvana principle.

In his paper "The Ego and the Affects" (5) and in The Psycho-

analytic Theory of Neurosis (6), Fenichel has beautifully described how
with the development of the ego, with the organization of ideational and

thought processes and the increasing neutralization of the drives, the

psychic organization gains an ever-increasing subtle power over the dis-

tribution and release of energetic forces and, consequently, over the

affective manifestations. As Freud already remarked in The Interpreta-

tion of Dreams, the binding of psychic energy in lasting object cathexes

by the ego probably leads, first of all, to a general rise of the level of

tension (the "tension axis"). Considering the threshold idea, we may
surmise that this corresponds to a rise of the thresholds above which

affective and motor discharge becomes imperative.

The effects of ego formation on the discharge processes and on affec-

tive development must be described from various angles.

As the greatest accomplishment of the ego with respect to the affects

15 From the standpoint of self-preservation the mastery of the aggressive forces and

of their emotional expression appears to be of even greater significance than the man-
agement of the libidinous drives because, in contrast to libido, uncontrolled aggression

may lead to realistic harm and result in self-destruction. This is why a reduction of

the libidinous forces, which are needed for the control of aggression, is bound to have

such fatal consequences.
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we usually regard the transition from affective to functional motor ac-

tivity, in so far as it leads to a general taming of the affects for the pur-

pose of adequate ego function.

But in "The Ego and the Affects" Fenichel, though focusing on the

taming of affects and on the affective defenses established by the ego,

does not fail to mention that this process does not normally reduce the

affects to mere signals or to safety valves for discharge, effective only in

case adequate motor function cannot take place. In fact, the development

of reasonable acting does not imply the elimination of emotional re-

sponses. But the child's biological dependency, the slow maturation of

his ego and the biphasic development of his sexuality, all of which either

preclude or limit adequate drive action and ego function, account for

and make indispensable the safety-valve function of the affects which is

of such special significance during childhood. They are also responsible

for the fact that in human beings emotional life maintains for ever an

independent existence of its own, not only along with but also apart

from reasonable thought and action. What turns us into human beings

is, indeed, the organization not only of our thought processes but also

of a wide range of feelings, of emotional attitudes and affective states

unknown to the animal.

Although the organization and differentiation of adult emotional

life is dependent on the taming process, the latter represents only one

aspect of affective development. The other aspect is the opening-up, by

the maturation of both the instinctual and the ego organization, of in-

numerable new channels for affective and motor discharge. These matura-

tion processes, which lead to the arising of affect components with new
qualities and to their merging with earlier infantile affect components
into new units, contribute at least as much as the taming power of ego

and superego to the constructive remodeling of the affects and affective

qualities, to the molding of complex affect patterns, of emotional dis-

positions and attitudes, and of enduring feeling states; in short, to the

enrichment as well as to the hierarchic and structural organization of

emotional life.

With these different influences in mind, we will now focus upon one
among other characteristic changes brought about by these developmental
processes: the arising of affects manifesting conspicuous tension qualities,

such as suggested to Brierley that all affects are tension phenomena. This
holds not only for unpleasurable affects, such as signal anxiety, disgust,

shame or guilt feelings, but also for many pleasurable compound affects

of the adult. As is well known, the small child is unable to bear tension,

but gradually learns not only to tolerate but even to enjoy tension.

The study of tension tolerance and of the adult tension affects pre-
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supposes first of all a clarification of what is meant by infantile tension

intolerance. My proposition, namely, that primary-process pleasure ex-

periences entail also pleasurable rises of tension, implies that certain

types of tension pleasure already play a part in the infantile psychic or-

ganization. Hence tension pleasure as such cannot be regarded as an

achievement of the ego. But normally the child learns in the course of

ego and superego formation to tolerate or enjoy even such rises of tension

as were formerly unbearable.

Our next question pertains to the nature of the either pleasurable

or unpleasurable tension affects that originate with the development of

the psychic systems. I do not believe that we can find any facts contra-

dictory to the assumption that these tension affects, too, are expressive

of discharge, although of discharge inhibited, slowed up, possibly incom-

plete and, in any event, modified by the ego, under the influence of the

reality principle. Evidently this interpolated system, in so far as it is

opposed to and interferes with direct discharge, prolongs and modifies

especially the course of the initial rises of tension during the discharge

process and thereby produces the characteristic tension qualities attached

to this type of aflJects.^*^

Regarding anxiety I believe indeed that its signs and symptoms,

whenever it is sufficiently developed, give direct evidence of the fact that

despite its tension quality it is also expressive of discharge—a discharge

originally enforced by the psycho-organismic distress of the newborn and

serving the adjustment to his new existence, but later on fixated and

reduced to a signal effective in situations of outside and inside danger.

This discharge concept of anxiety makes it intelligible why anxiety can

be so easily libidinized, i.e., used directly as a concomitant outlet for

sexual energy, or in complex fusions with other affect components can

play such a role in many types of adult pleasure experiences, especially

in those we call "thrilling."

The molding, integration and internalization of the signal-anxiety

pattern, and the significant economic function that this affect acquires,

are a characteristic expression of the influence of the reality principle and

of ego formation on effective development in general.

The meaning of the reality principle for affective development can

best be understood by a reconsideration of the relations between the

pleasure principle and the homeostatic law. Whereas the latter, as we

said, aims in general to maintain the psychic equilibrium, according to

16 My remark on the incompleteness of discharge refers, in particular, to chronic or

lasting states of unpleasurable, anxious, or painful tension that may represent a

psychoeconomical condition characterized by repetitious, attenuated and insufficient,

unpleasurable discharges of small amounts of psychic energy.
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the conception presented above, the pleasure principle seeks to direct the

course of the vacillations around the medium level according to preferred

patterns. This makes it likely that in certain situations these two laws

could oppose each other. The pleasure principle might yield to economic

necessities, or it might also assert itself at the expense of the general

psychic equilibrium.

The first case we find, of course, whenever reality interferes with our

wish for pleasure. Unpleasurable or painful experiences will occur as

soon as the homeostatic law tries to enforce the re-establishment of the

psychic equilibrium by discharge processes that cannot proceed according

to the preferred, pleasurable patterns. But the constitution of the reality

principle in the psychic organization means more than that. It represents

a partial submission of the pleasure principle to other functions of the

homeostatic law, as reflected in the effort of the ego to accept, firmly

integrate and even internalize certain attenuated unpleasurable dis-

charges in the psychic organization for psychoeconomical reasons.

The anxiety signal, this special mode of attenuated unpleasurable

discharge that the ego induces in situations of danger, is only one out-

standing example of such temporary suspension of the pleasure principle

for superior economical purposes. In general the growing dominance of

the homeostatic principle over its sublaw, the pleasure principle, accom-

plishes with the molding and integration not only of signal anxiety, but

of many other unpleasurable tension affects with signal function, the

increasing tolerance for tensions and promotes, furthermore, the devel-

opment of compound pleasurable tension affects.

But the problem of adult tension tolerance and tension pleasure

leads us back once more to the other aspect of affective development,

upon which I wish to lay special emphasis. I refer to the fact that the

primitive psychic apparatus has as yet only a limited variety of psycho-

physiological pathways and hence of modes for pleasurable affective dis-

charge at its disposal. The infantile intolerance to tension is therefore

an expression also of the child's inability to discharge through the chan-

nels of mature ego functions and sublimations as well as of adult in-

stinctual activity. The child cannot bear tension for whose adequate and
pleasurable affective and motor discharge his psychic organization is not
yet equipped.

During the pregenital stage—and in many children even up to

puberty—the instinctual organization may not yet be prepared, e.g., to

bring about fully pleasurable genital discharge. The pleasurable genital

discharge pattern has not yet been molded. Sexual overstimulation, and
in particular premature genital stimulation of the child, will thus arouse
anxiety—independent of concomitant sexual prohibitions—and may lead
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to what Greenacre (19) has frequently discussed in her papers: to an

overflow from the stimulated area to other erotogenic zones, resulting in

diffused discharge processes with corresponding affective experiences that

blend pleasurable and directly painful sensual and feeling qualities.

The premature encouragement or enforcement of ego functions and

sublimations in a child, beyond his stage of maturation, will have a simi-

lar effect.

To summarize: the success or failure of affective development, par-

ticularly of the development of normal tension tolerance and pleasurable

tension affects, depends on the optimal collaboration of three major in-

fluences: (1) of the reality principle (represented mainly by the parental

prohibitions and demands) that leads with the curbing of direct instinc-

tual discharge, with the postponement of action and the introduction of

attenuated, unpleasurable tension affects with signal function, to a tam-

ing of the affects and a certain reduction of pleasure for economical pur-

poses; (2) of the instinctual maturation that shapes new modes of direct

pleasurable discharge; and (3) of the maturation of the ego, in so far as

with the development of the autonomous ego functions it creates in-

numerable new channels for pleasurable, functional motor and affective

discharge.

Since the opening up of new pathways for pleasurable discharge

promotes the successful fusion of attenuated unpleasurable tension com-

ponents with pleasurable components into compound, pleasurable affects,

the maturation process works in many ways in favor of the pleasure

principle and gains back for the latter much of the territory lost through

the influence of the reality principle. Whereas the achievement of tension

tolerance and the introduction and internalization of tension affects of

the anxiety type point to the victory of the homeostatic over the pleasure

principle, the development of a multitude of compound tension-pleasure

experiences emphasizes the tendency of the pleasure principle to reassert

itself.

Probably the acceptance and integration of unpleasurable modes of

affective discharge to the extent that they acquire pleasure qualities is

connected with the factor of pleasurable "anticipation." The expectation

of future gratification appears to induce pleasurable affect components

which we are entitled to call signal affects too, though of the pleasurable

variety.

The discussion of the three major influences on affective develop-

ment, and especially on the development of tension tolerance and ten-

sion pleasure from the viewpoint of the psychic principles, brings us close

to the problem of masochistic phenomena and of neurotic emotional

behavior in general. Severe frustrations and prohibitions, especially when
combined with repeated experiences of premature sexual overstimulation,
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will tend to fixate and internalize anxious and painful affective discharge

and to fuse it with pleasurable modes of affective discharge. This will

result in the development of pathological emotional behavior patterns of

the masochistic variety.

In neurotic suffering the pleasure principle has lost most of its

power, even though its efforts to reassert itself must not be underrated.

But the outstanding examples of internalization of unpleasurable modes

of discharge for psychoeconomical reasons are masochistic states. Whereas

masochistic perversions represent an extreme pathological example of

fusions between unpleasurable and pleasurable afEect components, in con-

ditions of moral masochism and particularly in depressive affective states

the pleasure principle may become a complete victim of economical

necessities. This is why they appear to be "beyond the pleasure princi-

ple." In the case of depression, the homeostatic principle attempts to re-

establish a kind of psychic equilibrium; first, by an unpleasurable slow-

ing down and inhibition of all the psychic discharge processes and,

further on, by discharge in ways and modes that are painful and eventu-

ally may become dangerous also from the viewpoint of self-preservation.

In the light of this conception, self-destructive behavior and suicide

would not indicate that the aggressive drives are beyond the pleasure

principle and aim at the total elimination of tension. The explanation

would be that, first, the pleasure principle is sacrificed to the effort for a

restitution of the psychic equilibrium; and that eventually the homeo-

static principle, too, trying to enforce a lowering of the high tension level

at any cost, fails in the function of self-preservation and can only accom-

plish a total elimination of tension by self-destruction.

But there are also pathological conditions that show how the pleas-

ure principle can achieve a triumph over other functions of the homeo-

static principle. This may occur whenever pleasurable discharges are pur-

sued regardless of the general psychic economy, of the functions of adap-

tation and self-preservation, as can be observed in persons with perverse

and delinquent behavior who have not accepted the reality principle.

The most conspicuous examples, however, would be manic states where

bound-down energy, mainly aggressive, is continuously mobilized and

speedily discharged on the outside in processes that may induce a spuri-

ous, enduring, pleasurable affective condition, but at the expense of the

psychic economy which breaks down completely to the point of a general

energetic impoverishment of the psychic apparatus. The manic excite-

ment may thus result in a state of psychophysiological exhaustion no less

dangerous than suicidal impulses and actions, as a result of and despite

the fact that the pleasure principle is dominant and that aggression is

discharged not in the self but on the outside.
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THE EGO IN ANXIETY

MAX SCHUR, M.D.

New York

"Somewhere or other there is always anxiety hidden behind all symp-

toms," Freud said in Civilization and Its Discontents (31) and in his

Introductory Lectures (26) he said: "The problem of anxiety is a nodal

point .... a riddle of which the solution must cast a flood of light upon

our whole mental life." Whereas Freud never lost interest in the bio-

physiological aspect of anxiety, he eventually recognized that the vicissi-

tudes of anxiety and its place in normal and abnormal development must

of necessity be the main concern of psychoanalysis. This shift of focus

found its final formulation in Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety (30)

and in the Anxiety chapter of the New Introductory Lectures (32). The
link between the biological and the psychological concepts was estab-

lished by the application of the genetic principle to anxiety. This meant

the recognition of its phylogenetic origin in a biological response, of the

existence of this response in animals, and of its innate character in the

newborn. Freud's next step was to link this response with the concept of

a "situation," which always comprises the precipitating excitation and

the response of the total organism.

Traumatic Situation and Danger

Freud distinguishes between two situations one of which he calls

a traumatic situation, the other a danger situation. A situation is trau-

matic if the excitation reaches such proportions that the organism expe-

riences utter helplessness. A situation implies danger if a traumatic

situation may be anticipated. Using the genetic approach, Freud saw in

the birth act the prototype of a traumatic situation, and in the response

to it the prototype of anxiety. During birth the unavoidable asphyxia of

the newborn, caused by the interruption of the maternal blood supply^

1 I once characterized this situation bv the phrase "the newborn infant chokes to

life" (68) .
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and the complete change of environment constitute overwhelming excita-

tion to the infant. We assume that Reizschutz, the protective barrier

against excessive excitation, is one of the primary functions of those parts

of the organism that have to preserve its existence. This function which

later is partly taken over by the ego can only poorly be executed by the

undifferentiated matrix of the ego (Hartmann, Kris and Loewenstein, 40).

Even later in life, this protective barrier is not too effective against inner

excitation.

The birth act requires complete reorientation of homeostatic regula-

tions. The embarrassment is increased by the fact that the organism,

especially the central nervous system, has not reached full maturity

and has in addition had to take considerable punishment during the

birth act (Greenacre, 36).

The importance of the asphyxia of the newborn has its phylogenetic

counterpart in the fate of the lungfish, the first fish to survive the change

of its environment from the sea to the land (Smith, 73).

^

Any attack on the vexing problems of anxiety has to start from the

concept of a "situation," which always involves the sum total of a pre-

cipitating excitation and the response of the organism. The traumatic

character of the excitation depends on the aspect of threshholds. The
differentiation between precipitating excitation and response is simple in

the case of external excitation, e.g., that of pain inflicted on an infant,

or of a rattlesnake attacking an adult. Its application to internal excita-

tion is more intricate. We may analyze it at hand of the two examples of

traumatic situations discussed by Freud. The first is the birth situation in

which the precipitating excitation consists in the interruption of ma-

ternal blood supply and the sudden change of environment. The response

of the organism, which is looked upon as the prototype of the anxiety

reaction, involves the matrix of the ego, as yet undifferentiated.

Freud's second example is the situation of the hungry infant missing

the breast (Rapaport, 61). Here the precipitating excitation consists in

a complex change of the inner biochemical environment to which the

infant reacts with all the signs which we later would consider character-

istic of anxiety and pain.

In the discussion of the second example of a traumatic situation

2 Considerable controversy in the discussion of anxiety can actually be reduced to

semantics. It has been questioned whether the term anxiety can be used in relation to

the birth act, or to any situation prior to ego development (Brenner, II; Spitz, 74).

Freud obviously uses the terras "traumatic situation" and "anxiety" in relation to the

birth act in a genetic sense. We may safely say: without knowing what the infant

experiences at birth, birth certainly is the prototype of a traumatic situation. We may
also say that the infant lives through other, similarly traumatic, situations which it will

only later be able to perceive as such. Thus in the genetic sense every traumatic situa-

tion has its memory trace and the reactions of the ego have their matrix.
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Freud introduces a new concept by designating as danger increase in

tension resulting from nongratification of the child's needs. Freud's use

of the term "danger" in this context requires some clarification. Danger

implies anticipation of a traumatic situation. Applying the genetic ap-

proach, we may assume that anticipation of traumatic situations is part

of our biological endowment. It is therefore justified to speak of danger

with regard to an infant who is as yet unable to perceive danger as such.

Our homeostatic regulations are automatic responses to danger. Thus
when Freud speaks of the danger of increased tension due to lack of

gratification, we may express it in physiological terms as follows: An
impending disturbance of the homeostatic equilibrium which cannot be

overcome by automatic regulations is a situation in which such tension

arises. The prototype of such a situation is hunger.

Pre-Ego Responses

If in this sense the term danger is justified, the response of the infant

to the precipitating excitation—hunger—nevertheless illustrates the

following point: During the first months of his life, the primitive organ-

ism of the infant reacts to danger as to a traumatic situation.

Hunger is obviously inner danger. Situations which in later life

represent outer danger cannot originally be perceived as coming from

the outside as long as the outside can be perceived through the medium
of the disturbed equilibrium only. Hence even disturbance of the equi-

librium through stimulation of the senses will originally be experienced

as inner danger.

At this level we may observe and have to consider the first two

differences in individual responses:

(a) The homeostatic pendulum swings differently with different in-

fants (e.g. fluctuations of blood-sugar, body temperature, pH, stability

of water—and metabolite—metabolism, etc.).

(b) Infants show considerable differences in their response to inner

and outer stimulation whereby the distinction between inner and outer

exists only in the observer.

How far such differences are genetically determined or brought

about by traumatic events either during pregnancy or birth is a fasci-

nating theoretical problem which cannot be discussed in this context

(Bender, 4; Bergman and Escalona, 7; Greenacre, 37). In any case all

these factors constitute "predisposition to anxiety" and we recognize here

a more scientific version of Adler's concept of organ inferiority.

The infant's reaction to these traumatic situations show several

characteristics: a tendency to diffuse discharge phenomena and lack of
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co-ordination in motor response. This type of response is due to the

intrinsic immaturity of the newborn—a factor which Freud had rec-

ognized as one of the causes of neurosis. Pawlow and Minkowsky among
others have studied these phenomena (Kubie, 47). Pawlow showed that

in normal functioning cortical excitation and inhibition have to be

properly balanced. This is essential to the formation of both uncondi-

tioned and conditioned reflexes and to the phenomena of thought and

attention. Without the co-ordinated function of excitatory and inhibi-

tory processes only diffuse and random responses to incoming stimuli

can occur. The evolution of the central nervous system out of a primitive

foetal stage depends upon the gradual development of inhibitory proc-

esses which circumscribe, limit, and direct the excitatory processes.

Likewise full myelinization takes place during the first years of

life only. Babinski's reflex, e.g., is an indication of this type of imma-

turity. The immaturity of the infant is the basis of the startle state, a

concept recurring in a somewhat different formulation in the theories

of Magoun. It is fascinating to detect a similarity of those concepts with

Freud's formulations in his "Outline of a Psychology" (22).

This type of responses seems to the observer out of line, "exagger-

ated." In fact, the response to a disturbance of the homeostatic equilib-

rium, whether coming from the inside or outside, may create a still more

profound disturbance of this equilibrium (Stern, 75, 76).

Maturation of Responses

From the undifferentiated state maturation proceeds in several direc-

tions. One, e.g., is the development of co-ordinated muscle function.

More important to us is the maturation of the mental apparatus (Freud,

23, 25, 29; Rapaport, 62).

Perception becomes the basis of reality testing while motility, at

first serving only the discharge of tension, becomes its tool. We see the

development of the functions of attention and judgment; we observe the

emergence of memory from an autonomous inborn apparatus to a con-

ceptual organization, the development of ideation and thought; there

ensues the beginning of delay, anticipation, the faculty to neutralize

energies, the faculty of abstraction.

Particular emphasis should be put on the development of the con-

cept of time. Realization of the concepts of past, present and future, but

especially differentiation between the past and the present, parallel the

faculty of limitation of a reaction to a present situation in contrast to

the tendency for repetition of past reactions of a more primitive char-

acter. It is not surprising that the concept of the future precedes the
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differentiation of past and present by about six months (Ames, 3; Gesell,

34; Jersild, 43).

All these concepts constitute the emergence of secondary thought

processes as an essential part of ego development. There is a parallel of

development and mutual interdependence between secondary processes,

the maturation of the motor apparatus, the development of the central

nervous system and the stabilization of homeostatic processes. This results

in an increasing desomatization of reactions to certain excitations. The
development tends toward maximal use of integrated automatization of

muscle action, replacement of action by thought and reduction of vege-

tative discharge phenomena. The desirable result is mastery of excita-

tions with a minimum consumption of energy. This desomatization is an

essential part of our maturation. Any disturbance of this development

represents a danger to the economy of our existence.

However, vegetative somatic processes never come fully under the

sway of this maturational development. Homeostatic disturbance can be

avoided only indirectly by satisfaction of certain needs. This satisfaction

in turn is dependent on agreement between reality and inner needs as

well as on the equilibrium between the ego and the superego. Postpone-

ment and substitution of satisfaction will remain an area of strain from

the economic point of view. Innate or acquired tendency to homeostatic

disequilibrium, with somatic symptoms, intensifies this strain. The fact

that the motor system and perception are directed toward the environ-

ment and that thought processes are shaped in accordance with outer

perception explain both our better equipment to meet outer danger,

and our tendency to treat any danger as outer danger. Nevertheless, in

the final analysis, any danger remains the threat of intolerable inner

tension.

With maturation the concept of danger undergoes a series of

changes. The realization that an external object can initiate or end a

traumatic situation displaces the danger from the economic situation to

the condition which determines that situation. Then for the child it is

no longer hunger that constitutes danger but it is the absence of the

mother or, later, loss of love or the threat of punishment. Inner danger

has changed to outer danger.

The absence of the mother threatens hunger, and thus represents a

"danger of danger"—potential danger. Yet we know that in certain

phases—and with great individual variations—the infant reacts to this

potential danger in the same w-ay as to the actual danger which in turn

to him represented a traumatic situation. We could then establish the

following hierarchy of situations: Birth—hunger—separation from the

mother, representing: traumatic situation—danger of a traumatic situa-
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tion—potential danger. Yet regardless of the genetic position, the reaction

to all these situations may be identical. Thus danger might represent a

traumatic situation, potential danger may be identified with danger, and

so forth. The quality and quantity of reactions to such situations must

depend on the total condition of the infant at the moment it experiences

the situation. One of the factors determining the reaction will be the

stage of the infant's development, and the degree of its maturation. We
also know that even at an early stage we may recognize fluctuations in the

type of reaction which we have learned to qualify as regressive phe-

nomena.

With progressive maturation—at a point when we can already speak

of ego development—we see parallel changes in the concept of, and the

reaction to, danger. As the faculties of memory, anticipation, abstraction,

and the time concept develop, danger can be anticipated. The reaction

to anticipated danger becomes more and more remote from the traumatic

situation. This transition is a gradual one and constantly subject to re-

gressive phenomena. In transitional phases of this development, anticipa-

tion of danger can only be conceptualized when the danger is experienced

as present. The small child has to repeat to himself, "fire burns," thus

re-creating the danger situation.

As experiences are gradually integrated into the ego, experience

grows into knowledge. On the level of integrated knowledge, we develop

the faculty to respond to certain danger situations, and especially to

potential danger, with a reaction which—although genetically linked to

primary anxiety, i.e., to the original reaction to a traumatic situation

—

has lost most of its characteristics. It has become desomatized, limited,

purposeful. It is as remote from primary anxiety as thought is from

action.

A simple example: An experienced driver is on a highway. The car

and the road are in good condition. At certain places he may encounter

signposts saying: "Danger, steep grade," occasionally with added advice

and warning: "Drive slowly, slippery when wet." The written word may
be replaced by familiar signals. According to our hierarchy, this situa-

tion represents potential danger. What is the function of the ego in such

a situation? It perceives the signs and signals. The perception results in

an awareness of the danger, in an appraisal of its quantity, and of the

chances and means of meeting it. The ego then initiates the necessary

steps quite routinely since they are well enough integrated to constitute

secure knowledge. With an experienced driver the whole reaction will

take place on a topical level closer to preconsciousness than to con-

sciousness.

The experience of the ego in such a situation is genetically linked
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to primary anxiety. Yet we could describe it better as awareness of dan-

ger,3 thus acknowledging its genetic link to anxiety, and still indicating

that it has lost most of the qualities of that affect. In Rapaport's (63)

terminology: It has become completely structuralized. We see an analo-

gous development of the reactions to inner danger, with the reaction to

hunger as the simplest example.

This development is clearly of vital importance. It is not only a

safeguard against uneconomical reactions, but the very faculty to respond

to potential danger with a reaction which is as remote as possible from

primary anxiety enables the ego to function under optimal conditions.

In his description of anxiety as the motor of repression of instinctual

demands, Freud had obviously such a reaction in mind. This concept,

introduced in InJdbitions, Symptoms and Anxiety (30), finds its most

precise formulation in the Anxiety chapter of the New Introductory

Lectures:

Our next question will be: How can we picture the process of re-

pression carried out under the influence of anxiety? I think this is

what happens: the ego becomes aware that the satisfaction of some
nascent instinctual demand would evoke one among the well-remem-

bered dans;er-situations. This instinctual cathexis must, therefore,

somehow or other be suppressed, removed, made powerless ....
In such a contingency, the ego calls to its aid a technique, which is,

at the bottom, identical with that of normal thinking. Thinking
is an experimental dealing with small quantities of energy, just as a

general moves miniature figures about over a map before setting

his troops in motion. In this way, the ego anticipates the satisfaction

of the questionable impulse, and enables it to reproduce the painful

feelings which are attached to the beginning of the dreaded danger-

situation. Thereupon the automatic mechanism of the pleasure-pain

principle is brought into play and carries through the repression of

the dangerous impulse [32, p. 124].

What appears most important here is the comparison of this reaction

to a thought process. That awareness of danger as an ego experience is

closer to a thought process than to the affect of anxiety is emphasized

by the fact that it shares with a thought process the potentiality to take

place in the system unconscious—while an affect, according to Freud,

cannot remain unconscious.^

Primary anxiety in a traumatic situation and awareness of antic-

ipated danger represent the two extremes in a series of reactions. Be-

3 This semantic designation does not intend a new classification. It leaves this expe-

rience within the big concept of anxiety. Yet our language properly offers many words

for different shades of anxiety as: apprehension, fear, fright, panic, etc.

•i "We cannot speak of unconscious anxiety if we want to keep a clean psychological

conscience" (Freud, 31).
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tween these extremes we find innumerable variations of reactions which

constitute such an essential part of normal, and especially of abnormal,

responses.

In comparing the variety of these responses we find diflEerences not

merely in quantity but also in quality. Which factor is decisive in varia-

tions? In discussing the traumatic situation, we distinguished between

the precipitating excitation and the response. We are dealing here with

quantitative factors, and may establish the following ratio: The response

is determined by the relation of the quantity of excitation to the reactive

organization. This organization consists of the pre-ego stages of certain

inborn mechanisms and will later develop into the ego. At any given

moment this organization depends on a complex interplay of genetic and

environmental factors.

What constitutes a traumatic situation for the infant need not even

represent danger to the adult, what is extreme danger to one individual

may be commonplace experience to the other. While it thus depends to

a large extent on certain factors of ego development whether a situation

is experienced as traumatic^ the ensuing reaction to such a traumatic

situation will also depend on the state of the ego at the time of the

experience.

It will also depend on a ratio of quantitative factors whether a

situation represents danger^ and how close this danger is to, or how distant

from, a traumatic situation. Similarly, the evaluation of a situation, its

designation as potential danger, and the reaction to it are dependent on

the same ratio.

Regression of Responses

In the discussion of the maturational development of the child's

reaction to danger we mentioned certain fluctuations which were desig-

nated as regressive behavior. The regression encompasses both the evalua-

tion of the precipitating excitation and the reaction to it. Thus potential

danger may be experienced as danger or as a traumatic situation, and the

reaction to danger may approximate the reaction of primary anxiety.

We see such a regressive behavior of the child in the situation of sep-

aration from his mother. The same child who has learned to tolerate the

absence of his mother without signs of anxiety may revert to his old

responses when he is sick. What has been only potential danger again

turns into a traumatic situation, a formerly desomatized reaction again

becomes reminiscent of the reaction in primary anxiety. Such fluctuations

continue throughout childhood. Regressive behavior becomes an indica-

tion of change of some kind—be it fatigue, impending sickness, or emo-
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tional conflict. It is a sign of maturation if the pendulum of regressive

behavior swings less widely.

If we extend these conclusions to the phases beyond childhood we
may formulate that regression within the organization, which now has

developed into the ego may take place in two of its functions separately,

each of these functions in turn being composed of many part-functions:

in the evaluation of the precipitating excitation, and in the reaction to it.

The regression of the function of evaluation may follow the pathway

of the hierarchy: potential danger—danger—traumatic situation; the

reaction may recede from one reminiscent of a thought process—which

we proposed to call awareness of danger—to the reaction of primary

anxiety with full resomatization.

We may now recognize one pertinent fact: It is obviously this regres-

sive attitude of the ego which spells the difference between "objective"

and "neurotic" anxiety. Hence we may proceed one step further and say:

Anxiety is always a reaction of the ego or of its matrix to a traumatic

situation, or to danger, present or anticipated. Its manifestations depend

on quantitative factors, on the relation between the precipitating excita-

tion, and on the state of the ego.

In neurotic anxiety we are dealing with a temporary, partial ego

regression. This regression always involves:

A. The junction of the ego which designates a situation as dan-

gerous, i.e., evaluation of danger. It may also involve:

B. The type of reaction to this evaluation. Such a regressive reac-

ton then constitutes a physiological regression. Ego regression tends to-

ward early fixations as does id regression, with the points of fixation

depending on genetic and environmental factors.

We may start the investigation of the two types of regression with a

quotation from Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety (30, p. 125):

It seems quite normal that at four years of age a girl should
weep painfully if her doll is broken; or at six, if her schoolmistress

reproves her; or at sixteen, if she is slighted by her young man; or at

twenty-five, if a child of her own dies. Each of these determinants of

pain has its own time and each passes away when that time is over.

Only the final and definite determinants remain throughout life.

We should think it rather unusual if the same girl, after she had
grown to be a wife and mother, were to cry over some worthless trin-

ket that had been damaged. Yet that is how the neurotic behaves.
Although all the institutions for mastering stimuli have long been
developed, within wide limits in his mental apparatus and although
he is sufficiently grown-up to gratify most of his needs for himself
and he has long ago learned that castration is no longer practiced as

a punishment, he nevertheless behaves as though the old danger-
situation still existed, and retains all the earlier determinants of
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anxiety. . . . These minor rectifications cannot alter in any way the

main fact that a great many people remain infantile in their be-

havior in regard to danger and do not overcome age-old determinants

of anxiety. To deny this would be to deny the existence of neurosis.

What Freud describes is ego regression in the evaluation of danger.

What determines this regression, what are its characteristics? Let us turn

to daily analytical experience, a concrete example of a patient with a

phobia. The conscious fear is to take a bath, the rationalization, he may
get dyspnoea. The mere thought of a bath, let alone an attempt to over-

come the phobia, create anxiety. Analysis reveals the connection of the

bathroom with masturbation and with early seduction. We then uncover

the patient's defenses, we trace his sexuality to early childhood, we reveal

old fantasies and old fears. In our interpretation we can show him: "See,

you still are afraid of castration, of weaning, and the like." In that

phrasing "you still are afraid" we may find an important clue.

If we examine the attitude of the neurotic's ego toward situations

which it experiences as danger, we see that here it has lost certain of its

precious acquisitions designated by Freud as secondary thought proc-

esses. In the appraisal of the danger situation it loses the distinction of

time.5 Future danger is already present, but what is more essential,

present and past have become identical.*^ In his appraisal of danger the

patient now behaves as if he were a child. In this area the ego has re-

gressed to the infantile level. It is this type of ego regression that accounts

for the loss of reality in anxiety, similar to psychosis and the dream.

Parallel to the regression in the sphere of the time concept, we find

in the neurotic's appraisal of a danger situation a great many elements

of the primary process: symbolic representation of words and things,

condensation, displacement, etc., mechanisms familiar from dream inter-

pretation.

The ego regression in the anxiety situation can be expressed and

studied in structural, topical, and physiological terms. The first two

approaches overlap. Freud stressed in Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety

(30) that the ego participates in the regression of the id. While this re-

gressive part of the ego now operates on the level of primary processes,

5 For a discussion of the most perplexing concept of time I refer to papers by

Bonaparte (9) , Fenichel (13) , Goldstein (35) , Oberndorf (58) , Schilder (65)

,

Bergler and Roheim (6) ; to Freud's "The Unconscious" (25) , Beyond the Pleas-

ure Principle (28) , "A note upon the Mystic Writing-Pad" (29) , and especially

to a footnote in Bonaparte's paper quoting a personal communication by Freud. There
Freud links the time concept to the psychology of attention and perception. If this

assumption is correct, then the withdrawal of cathexis from certain aspects of outer

reality will facilitate the reappearance of archaic concepts of time, prevailing, e.g., in

dreams.

6 Cf. this paper, p. 70.
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the rest of the ego tries, in most anxiety situations, to restore a realistic

appraisal of the situation through the re-establishment of secondary

thought processes. We may call the result controlled anxiety. Such inter-

action of primary and secondary processes must have an important

bearing on the phenomenology of anxiety and warrants closer study.

Obviously we will expect fluid transition rather than rigid delineations

between the two modes of thinking. This I propose to study now at hand

of three examples.

1. The Awakening from an Anxiety Dream

Probably all of us have experienced anxiety dreams and many anx-

iety dreams have been observed during analysis. Occasionally we can

notice an attempt at reality testing even during sleep. In the process of

awakening, further attempts are made to establish the dominance of

secondary processes: "Where am I?" "It is not possible," are such attempts

to re-establish orientation in space and time, and the function of judg-

ment. We may speak of a restoration attempt of the ego. This restoration

of secondary processes is not uninterrupted. The dream and the primary

process disappear like a flickering flame. Even after full awakening the

process of reality testing needs constant reinforcement. We see here a

state of fluid equilibrium which is interstructural, but mainly within the

ego (Hartmann, 38, 39; Nunberg, 57; Rapaport, 62; A. Freud, 19; Kris,

45; Brenman, Gill and Knight, 10).

2. The Analytic Situation

When we proceed to the observations of anxiety in the setting of the

analytic session, we can see how intimately mastery of anxiety is con-

nected with the re-establishment of secondary processes. Verbalization is

the first step (Loewenstein, 51). One is here reminded of the beautiful

anecdote in Freud's Introductory Lectures (26) about the child saying to

his aunt: "Auntie, talk to me, it gets lighter if somebody talks." Under-

standing of genetic principles helps reality testing, mainly by re-establish-

ing the concept of time. All this occurs at first only in the analytic session

proper. When we say, "we are lending the patient our ego," we may also

say we are supplying his thinking with secondary processes. Outside the

session he will try to apply them first in a magic way. Thus working

through is partly a slow reinforcement of secondary processes. Yet in the

analytic situation we also meet the opposite: the reappearance of anxiety

with re-establishment of primary processes. The use of primary processes

in the basic rule enables us to analyze defense, resistance, and id deriva-

tives. This attempt at "controlled regression" (Kris, 45) is experienced

as danger by many patients. Not merely repressed id contents, but the
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very loss o£ control represents danger. This can be seen in statu nascendi

in direct observation of children (Kris, 46). If we assume correctly that

ego regression with re-establishment of primary processes is the condition

for neurotic anxiety, then we understand why uncontrolled partial ego

regression may become a danger to the rest of the ego.

3. Various Manifestations of Anxiety as Observed in and

outside the Analytic Situation

Finally, we can observe anxiety ever ready to erupt with certain

patients in specific situations. Freud's Angstbereitschaft (anxiety prepar-

edness) obviously refers to this state. We know how a compulsive symptom

or the avoidance of a phobic situation can prevent anxiety. Yet for some

patients such phobic situations spread to ever-increasing areas of their

daily lives. They are hemmed in and surrounded by danger. Some of

them show such restriction of their ego that they behave similarly to

patients with a schizophrenic process. We may compare them with the

experimental animals poisoned with strychnine in which every minute

stimulation of a muscle results in a general spasm. If we analyze the indi-

vidual situation in which anxiety arises in these patients, we find again

the same constellations: at each occasion the ego has regressed to a level

at which it operates with primary processes. Psychic reality was substi-

tuted for reality proper. The ego tries desperately to re-establish reality

testing, and to restore the frequently precarious equilibrium. The out-

come will fall anywhere between complete loss of reality and full resto-

ration of reality appraisal. Between these extremes lies not only the

appraisal of danger, but also the entire range of the anxiety reactions,

including its discharge phenomena.

We may now draw certain conclusions. The tendency to fall back,

in certain areas and at certain occasions, to operations on the level of

primary processes constitutes a vulnerable link in the ego structure of

the neurotic. As in other realms of pathology, this too is only an exag-

geration of a condition prevailing to various degrees among all men.

It is a triumph of adaptation when "unrealistic thinking" can be incor-

porated in the conflict-free area of the ego (Hartmann, 39), or if it can

be used for creative purposes (Kris, 45). In the state of anxiety we see

one of the pathological outcomes.

Ego Regression in the Anxiety Reaction

One would expect a close parallel between the regressive attitude in

the appraisal of danger and the reaction to it. And yet this is not the

case. As a matter of fact, we know that the reaction to regressive appraisal
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may be restricted to the type of ego experience which I proposed to call

awareness of danger. It belongs genetically to the affect of anxiety yet has

assumed the characteristics of a thought process. It shares with the anxiety

reaction its relation to danger, with a thought process the potentiality

to remain in the unconscious and the absence of obvious discharge phe-

nomena. It is this type of reaction which Freud described in Inhibitions,

Symptoms and Anxiety (30) and in the A^ew Introductory Lectures (32).

The discovery that it is the ego which is the seat of this reaction, and

that this reaction in turn is the response to certain instinctual demands,

that it initiates defense and is thus operative in symptom formation,

started a new era in the theory and practice of psychoanalysis.

So far we discussed the constellation in which ego regression is

limited to the evaluation of danger. The ego reacts to this evaluation,

first, with an experience, i.e., awareness of danger, linked genetically

with anxiety and, secondly, it takes certain measures to avoid or eliminate

the danger, e.g., it establishes defenses. If it succeeds, it can prevent a

different type of reaction, which would be closer to the reaction in pri-

mary anxiety. Thus the ego strives to prevent a regressive type of reaction

to a regressive evaluation of danger. The various manifestations of such

regressive reactions can be summarized as physiological regression (Mar-

golin, 53). We may say in physiological terms: The ego regresses to certain

automatic types of responses, more reminiscent of reaction by reflexes and

instincts. Some patients with a combination of widespread phobias and

compulsions show in their behavior a resemblance to that of the animals

in which Liddell (49) and Miller (54) produced neuroses experimentally.

Of greater practical importance and more clearly evident is the

physiological regression implied by the reappearance of discharge phe-

nomena which were prevalent in infancy. The failure of desomatization

represents physiological regression. We can now establish another rela-

tion: on the one hand, co-ordinated motor action, desomatization, and

secondary processes, on the other, random response, involvement of basic

vegetative processes and primary processes.

The manifestations of physiological regression will depend on the

total condition of the individual, involving the sum total of all consti-

tutional and acquired factors (Bender, 4; Bergman and Escalona, 7;

Greenacre, 36, 37; Schur, 67). It is obvious that the concept of somatiza-

tion, as one of the main manifestations of physiological regression must be

one of the foremost considerations of "psychosomatic medicine." As men-

tioned above, a regressive anxiety reaction does not necessarily parallel

the regressive evaluation of danger. Yet, if such a reaction occurs we may
expect it to depend on the structure of the individual anxiety situation.

Restoration attempts by the ego through re-establishment of secon-
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dary processes can be studied in phobic patients who develop a regressive

anxiety reaction even in anticipation of the phobic situation. Here the

mere thought of such a situation re-creates—on the level of primary

processes—the danger situation and even the traumatic situation. The
ego's restoration attempt uses secondary processes. The patient tries to

re-establish the difference between future and present and to gauge his

own capacity to master or to avoid the situation. Danger thus becomes

potential danger only.

This stands in contrast to a situation of complete regression in which

the attempt at restoration has been abandoned. Hence we may speak of

controlled and uncontrolled anxiety. In such situations we may expect

reactions differing not only in quantity but also in quality, with the

difference extending also to the somatic discharge phenomena. It is with

such observations that my study started.

The first observation was of a patient with chronic, exudative, dis-

coid and lichenoid dermatitis (Sulzberger-Garbe's Syndrome) (Schur, 69)

for whom functions like shaving or taking a shower represented phobic
situations. He tried to re-establish a precarious equilibrium by evading
the phobic situation. Yet mere anticipation provoked anxiety, of the

controlled variety. This was frequently accompanied by hives. Trained
in thinking in terms of Cannon's theories (12) about emergency reactions,

I was at a loss for an explanation why urticaria, which is considered a

condition connected in some way with histamine, and best relieved by
adrenalin, should develop as a discharge phenomenon of anxiety. The
same patient would, on the other hand, develop severe anxiety during
analytic sessions due to homosexual fantasies in the transference situation.

No sign of an attempt at restoration was to be detected in this situation.

During such uncontrolled anxiety his discharge phenomena were quite

different. He would shiver, cry, perspire, and complain about palpitation.

Only after I learned to dissect the anxiety situation, could I understand
that discharge phenomena in states of controlled anxiety, in which the

attempt at restoration has been incorporated, must differ from those in

uncontrolled anxiety.

Another patient used to react in states of controlled anxiety with
extrasystoles, in those of uncontrolled anxiety with paroxysmal tachy-

cardia, reactions different not only in quantity, but also in quality. Still

another patient, suffering from severe pulmonary emphysema, showed
different types of respiratory distress in states of controlled and uncon-
trolled anxiety (Schur, 68).

These findings show how futile it is to generalize the term "physio-

logical manifestations of anxiety." Rather is this a promising avenue for

research, with the goal to develop a physiopathology of controlled and

uncontrolled anxiety, with relative or absolute prevalence of primary

processes. Controlled anxiety implies modification exerted by the ego.
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e.g., through defense. Therefore, defense modifies anxiety, and also other

affects including their physiological manifestations. While we ultimately

might arrive also at a physiopathology of defenses," we should not con-

fuse for the time being physiology of controlled anxiety (or of controlled

aggression) with physiology of defense (Cannon, 12; Alexander, 1; Sasz,

64; Wolf and Wolff, 79; and Wolf, 78).8

The regressive anxiety reaction, especially if accompanied by re-

somatization shows the following striking parallel with the early infantile

reaction when danger is still identical with the traumatic situation: The
reaction can be more "traumatic" than the precipitating excitation. That

anxiety can result in shock and death has been known to physicians and

laymen since ages; British textbooks of forensic medicine bring many
examples of it (Stern, 75). A beautiful illustration of this fact is given in

the German ballad "Der Reiter und der Bodensee" ("The Rider and

Lake Constance") by G. Schwab (70). A rider crosses deep Lake Con-

stance, covered by ice and snow and is unaware of the fact that he has

done so. When he reaches the opposite shore, he is greeted with awe, and

told how miraculously he has escaped death. On becoming aware of the

enormity of the danger he escaped, he dropped dead. The poet uncon-

sciously understood that in deep ego regression, on the level of primary

processes, the traumatic situation may be re-created, with all its economic

implication, and that this may result in shock and death. The idiomatic

expression "the rider across Lake Constance" became incorporated in the

German language to depict similar situations.

Secondary Anxiety

In what follows a special constellation of regression is described:

the reaction is one of full resomatization, yet there need not be any con-

scious awareness of danger or experience of anxiety. Conscious anxiety

frequently develops only as what we could call secondary anxiety to the

primary somatized reaction. A clinical example will illustrate the com-

plicated structure of such a reaction.

During many months of his analysis the above-mentioned patient
with pulmonary emphysema would wake up from sleep drenched with
perspiration, and frequently also with his nose running ("vasomotor
rhinitis"); very rarely was he aware of any preceding dream, nor Avas he
consciously anxious. Yet he immediately checked whether he had per-

spired. If he felt wet, he developed anxiety, and with it somatization

' See also the discussion of "tension" on page 95.

8 With all the reservations which ne harbor in reference to animal experiments,
Liddell's (49) work on vigilance in sheep and Mahl's (52) studies on gastric acidity of

monkeys in different types of anxiety seem to constitute steps in the right direction.
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consisting in dyspnoea, so severe that he required oxygen. But what about
the perspiration? Analysis revealed, first, that in his early twenties he had
suffered from nightsweat and from TB phobia, after a friend of his had
died from TB. TB was the threat his parents had used if any of the

children did not eat sufficiently. However, this still left unexplained his

peculiar behavior with regard to his perspiration, his attempt to hide it,

especially any traces of it on his shirt and pillow. Then analysis disclosed

the connection of his perspiration and rhinitis not only with masturba-
tion, but also with his infantile enuresis and with primal scene observa-

tions. As so frequently, enuresis was both an anxiety reaction and a dis-

charge of sexual excitation, in response to primal scene observations and,
later, to his fantasies. It gradually became apparent that perspiration

and vasomotor rhinitis had become heirs of the enuresis; they were both
regressive anxiety reactions to incestual dreams and at the same time they

were sexual discharge phenomena. Because of the connection with the

enuresis these phenomena represented danger to the regressive ego and
were followed by a secondary anxiety reaction. This, too, became soma-
tized and consisted in faulty breathing, with undue stress on inspiration.

Because of his emphysema this led to dyspnoea.
Similar somatic reactions without consciously experienced anxiety

could frequently be observed in various dermatoses (Schur, 66): eruptions
of atopic eczema, Sulzberger-Garbe's Syndrome (Schur, 69), seborrhoic
eczema and others.^

The regression to a preverbal, pre-ego stage explains the absence

of a conscious anxiety experience in the primary reaction. The type of

all these reactions again depends on constitutional and accidental factors

which together determine the points of fixation and regression, the pre-

disposition to anxiety, the constellation of id and ego development, and
the choice of the reacting organ system. The impact of these concepts on

psychosomatic medicine is obvious.

Regressive anxiety reactions may produce secondary anxiety, thus

perpetuating anxiety. They also may result in a similar or even in a

more profound disturbance of the homeostatic equilibrium than the one

that originally constituted the danger situation. It is not surprising that

the ego would treat anxiety as danger or even as traumatic situation

—

particularly if somatization is outspoken. If this is correct, then defenses

may be directed both against the source of the danger and against the

resulting regressive anxiety reaction which has become danger in its

own right (Rapaport, 63).

9 Similar observations were published by Bettelheim and Sylvester (8), who rec-

ognized their regressive character. The "catatonoid" reaction described by Stern (75,

76) would represent another type of physiological regression to a stage of primitive ego
or pre-ego organization.
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Instinctual Demands and Anxiety

Why is it that instinctual demands so frequently represent danger

to the ego? The answer seems simple with regard to aggression: Aggres-

sion involves the ego in conflict with the environment and/or with the

superego. Sexuality on the other hand may represent danger because of its

complex development. Its first phase, orality, is patterned after, and

stimulated by, the function of food intake. When the infant sucks its

thumb, we infer from its behavior and mainly from reconstruction of

orality in analysis the connection of orality with hallucinatory satisfac-

tion of the need for food intake, a topic repeatedly discussed by Freud.

Oral sexuality derives discharge only from correlated somatic function

of food intake. This lack of direct discharge remains more or less typical

for all other modes of pregenital satisfaction and to an extent for all

sexuality before puberty (Freud, 33; Stern, 75, 76). Thus infantile sexu-

ality is for biological reasons doomed to frustration. In addition, sexuality

meets with the disapproval of the environment. While appetite mostly is

ego-syntonic, sexuality is not and will soon meet also with the disapproval

of the new structure, the superego.

We saw, in the discussion of hunger, that in the course of matura-

tion the content of danger spreads to the condition under which it occurs,

e.g., separation from the mother. The same applies to sexuality. Thus

everything interfering with sexual satisfaction, in fact sexuality itself,

its objects, any increase of sexual tension may become danger. We have to

see castration fear (and its counterpart in the female—the castration com-

plex) in this broader framework. This has been recognized by Ferenczi

(16) and acknowledged by Freud (30) and others, when they stated that

castration fear is based on the fear of the loss of an organ, essential for

sexual satisfaction. Castration enforces frustration, which is danger by

itself. The upsurge of pregenital drives in repression and/or genital

frustration reinforces the vicious circle. Thus castration is genetically

linked with hunger.^^ Beyond castration which is outer danger looms

frustration—i.e., inner danger.

The maturing ego has learned to meet outer danger with secondary

thought processes, the use of the motor system, and that fabulous exten-

sion of our muscles—the machine. But how can we meet internal danger?

We cannot shoot at low blood sugar or run away from a high pH. Freud

has pointed out repeatedly how much better the ego is equipped to with-

10 This conforms to the equations penis=breast, and to the well-established clinical

fact of the predominance of "orality" behind the phallic structure of so-called "anxiety

neuroses."
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Stand an influx of outer than of inner stimulation. He speaks of the lack

of the internal protective barrier.

Even perception of inner danger is deficient, how much more so its

anticipation. Here then is the second weak link in ego organization: We
can master internal danger only indirectly, by mastery of the environ-

ment; i.e., we can provide food or find a sex partner. Hence the ego takes

refuge in two devices. It treats inner danger as coming from the outside

and tries to meet it with methods which were successful in the fight

against external danger. This projection of danger is apparent in phobias.

Yet we also see reinternalization of danger, e.g., from loss of love to loss

of self-esteem, and guilt feelings; or reinternalization from fear of castra-

tion, from fear of the father and the phobic animal to fear of upsurge of

sexuality in general.

The ego also tries to apply some of its higher functions to inner

danger and to keep up some resemblance to secondary processes in its

defenses, e.g., by rationalization. ^^

We may speak of more mature and more primitive defenses. Yet the

fact persists that defenses are to a large extent subject to the laws govern-

ing primary processes (Rapaport, 62). They are constantly reinforced in

order to ward off a danger which mostly exists because of a regressive

evaluation of the ego. This applies particularly to defenses against in-

stinctual demands which, being directed against inner danger, represent

a kind of inner barrier. They also try to protect the ego from further

regression with more regressive anxiety reactions.

Thus we may establish another relation: on the one side prevalence

of secondary processes, capacity for neutralization, use of more "mature"

defenses, ability to use controlled regression without anxiety, ability for

sublimation, restriction of reaction to danger to a thoughtlike awareness

of danger, all constituting the "conflict-free ego" (Hartmann, 39); and on
the other side, prevalence of primary processes, primitive defenses, tenu-

ous neutralization, tendency to regressive anxiety reaction with somatiza-

tion, all representing the "conflict ego" or as I would suggest to call it the

"primitive defense ego."

Is it then not rather obvious why sexuality and especially sexual

frustration should constitute fertile ground for anxiety? And yet we here

meet with a certain difficulty in Freud's formulation, a difficulty which in

turn has created a controversy in the analytic literature. In order to re-

11 A. Freud (18) stressed the importance of intellectualization in puberty. Hart-
mann, Kris and Loewenstein (41) introduced the concept of neutralization. Rapaport
(62) speaks of binding of energies by secondary processes. Hartmann (38) has pointed
out that defenses might follow the preformed pathway of reflexes and/or instincts which
are part of our natural endowment. They may (but need not) be interpreted as a part

of adaptation in the autonomous ego. Character defenses may represent such adaptation.
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solve it, we have to go back to the development of Freud's clinical and

theoretical concepts about anxiety.^^

Discussion of Freud's Anxiety Theories

On the basis of his experience with patients, Freud established the

concepts of anxiety neurosis and of actual neurosis, as consequence of

sexual frustration.

The prevalence of anxiety in those entities remained for him a

clinical axiom.

Anxiety was explained first as a deflection of somatic, sexual excita-

tion from the psyche (Freud, 20). Later the concept of libido was inter-

polated: "Anxiety is libido that is deflected from its application" (Freud,

21).

In the same paper Freud uses the term of "sexual noxa." From there

on his formulations develop toward two concepts: conversion of libido

into anxiety, and the "toxic" origin of anxiety. The latter concept returns

in The Discussion on Onanism (24), in this Lectures (26), and as late as

in the Anxiety chapter of the New Introductory Lectures (32).

These concepts reflect Freud's tendency to understand instincts and

affects in biological terms. The concept of conversion of libido into

anxiety parallels, e.g., the law of conversion of chemical energy into heat.

The concept of toxicity reflects the new discoveries in the field of metabol-

ism, experimental pharmacology and endocrinology. Not only the con-

cept of "actual neuroses" as clinical entity, but the "toxic" character of

the anxiety as the leading symptom was retained with great tenacity. In

his Introductory Lectures (26) Freud states that "the symptoms of actual

neurosis have no meaning, no significance in the mind. Not merely are

they manifestations principally in the body . . . , but they are in them-

selves purely and simply physical processes." Yet after having previously

approached the new concepts of anxiety in many scattered remarks, he

formulated them in Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety (30), with the

main emphasis on:

(1) The ego as the seat of anxiety.

(2) Anxiety as a response of the ego.

(3) The role of anxiety and of the ego in defense and symptom

formation, assigning to anxiety a necessary biological function.

Freud's difficulty was to reconcile his new findings with his old

theories and clinical observations, his new approach to anxiety as a psy-

chological problem with his previous "biological" anxiety theories.

12 For details I refer to Oerlemans' (59) paper.
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He retained the following of his older concepts of the origins of

anxiety:

(1) The toxic theory, exemplified by the birth situation and sexual

frustration.

(2) The dynamic-economic theory: The creation of high tension,

which is experienced as displeasure and cannot be mastered by

discharge, as exemplified by the birth situation, by the hungry

infant missing his mother, or by sexual frustration.

These concepts were integrated with his concept of the "pleasure

principle" as regulator of psychic function.

It has also to be noted that the resulting theories are presented in

slightly different versions in the original ten chapters of Inhibitions,

Symptoms and Anxiety (30), in the Addendum B, and in the Anxiety

chapter of the New Introductory Lectures (32).

According to Freud we have to distinguish between two sources of

origin of anxiety: One type of anxiety is "unwanted," "always economic-

ally justified," "reproduced automatically." A point stressed again and

again is that in this type anxiety is "created anew," e.g., it "is being

created anew out of the economic conditions of the situations" (30, p. 94).

It is this last definition which returns most frequently. In the hun-

gry infant, in sexual frustration, in an external trauma, something occurs

in the id, "analogous to the birth situation." Besides "toxic" changes, the

increased tension arising from nongratification of instinctual needs is

understood by Freud as "economic justification." When these economic

conditions occur—e.g., as Freud assumes, in actual neuroses and perhaps

in traumatic neuroses—anxiety is "automatically created anew." This

wording obviously does not mean that in certain situations the ego re-

sponds automatically with anxiety, but that this type of anxiety develops

automatically, so to say, without the ego's participation.

In the other type of anxiety Freud assumes a completely different

origin. Here Freud assigns to the ego an active role. The ego gives a

"signal of unpleasure." "The ego is the sole seat of anxiety, only the ego

can produce''-^ and experience anxiety." He speaks about the "transition

from the automatic and involuntary new creation of anxiety to the m-

tentional reproduction as a signal of danger." He contrasts the "auto-

matic phenomenon" and the "rescue signal" calling it a "signal intended

by the ego." He calls this type of anxiety purposeful. In contrast to the

first type, this type is not newly created and economically explainable,

13 The italics in this and the following quotations are mine,
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but "it is reproduced as an affective state on the model of an already

existing memory picture." Finally Freud states:

We endorsed the part played by the ego as the seat of anxiety

by allocating to it the function of producing the affect of anxiety

according to its needs. Thus we attributed two sources of origin to

anxiety in later life. One was involuntary, automatic and always due

to economic causes and arose whenever a situation analogous to birth

had established itself. The other was produced by the ego as soon as

a situation of this kind merely threatened to occur, in order that it

might be avoided. In the second case the ego subjected itself to

anxiety as though to a sort of inocculation, willing to go through a

slight attack of the illness in order to escape its full strength [30, p.

153].

It is this type of anxiety which according to Freud remains typical

for the etiology of psychoneuroses and has the function to signal danger,

and to induce repression and other defenses.

Freud's own dissatisfaction with his dichotomy of anxiety, his dif-

ficulty in reconciling the theory of the "automatic" (economic-toxic-

dynamic) origin of anxiety with his new knowledge that anxiety causes

repression was expressed in his famous non liquet.

The formulation is somewhat different in the Addendum B and in

the Anxiety chapter of the New Introductory Lectures (32). It is in the

Addendum B, that Freud introduces the concept of the traumatic situa-

tion as the core of the danger situation.

It consists in the subject's estimation of his own strength com-
pared to the magnitude of the danger and in his admission of help-

lessness in the face of it—physical helplessness if the danger is objec-

tive and psychological helplessness if it is instinctual [30, p. 160]. . . .

A danger-situation is a recognized, remembered and expected situa-

tion of helplessness [30, pp. 161-162].

This element of quantitative factors introduced here is getting more

emphasis in the Anxiety chapter of the New Introductory Lectures:

It is only the magnitude of the excitation which turns an impression

into a traumatic factor, which paralyses the operation of the pleasure-

principle and gives significance to the danger-situation. [Freud, 32,

p. 130].

This presentation would conform to the simple definition that anxiety

is always a response to a precipitating excitation.

The term "automatic" could in this context be used with the follow-

ing connotation: in certain situations the feeling of helplessness of the
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ego in the face of overwhelming danger must arise automatically. This

stands in contrast to Freud's previous formulation, namely, that if certain

changes occur in the id, anxiety is automatically newly created as a toxic

metabolic process.

In the Addendum B the problem of "new creation" versus "repro-

duction" is not mentioned. The double origin of anxiety is hinted at only

in the following formulation:

Anxiety is the original reaction to helplessness in the trauma
and is reproduced later on in the danger-situation as a signal for

help. The ego, which has undergone the trauma passively, now re-

peats it actively in a weakened version, hoping to have the direction
of it in its own hands.

Summarizing Freud's formulations, we may say that Freud distin-

guished between two kinds of anxiety:

A: Anxiety automatically created due to certain changes in the id;

and

B: Anxiety actively reproduced by the ego.

This second type of anxiety Freud called signal anxiety.

What are the objections to Freud's classification?

The automatic anxiety originating in the id is a remnant of Freud's

older theories, known as the "toxic," "dynamic," "conversion of libido"

theories. Freud's main argument in favor of the concept of automatic

anxiety was the frequency of anxiety in sexual frustration. This concept

of "automatic" anxiety has obviously a physiological connotation, which

Freud expresses as "tension" or "toxicity."^^

Can we claim any metabolites producing "automatic" anxiety under

the exclusion of its origin in the ego? Choking through an accumulation

of CO2 is probably the situation most likely to produce "automatic"

anxiety. But do we know anything similar under circumstances occurring

in neurotic anxiety? It has been claimed that adrenalin, a substance pro-

duced occasionally in excess as reaction to fright, will also automatically

produce anxiety. This hormone has even been equated on the physiol-

ogical level to the experience of anxiety. It is true, an injection of adren-

alin can frequently create anxiety, but does this occur "automatically"

or as reaction to various sensations after such an injection?

Only recently I was able to make an observation which may be of

special interest here:
~

14 Brenner (11), Oerlemans (59) and others, who rejected the concept of automatic

anxiety, try to prove their point by repudiation of Freud's entity "actual neurosis." Yet,

the concept of automatic anxiety can be disproved apart from the question of the

validity of this entity.
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A twenty-six-year-old man was referred to me for evaluation of his

symptoms. I diagnosed a pheochromocytoma, a tumor of the tissue pro-

ducing adrenalin and noradrenalin. Such a tumor produces enormous
amounts of these two substances. For unexplainable reasons this does

mostly not result in permanent hypertension, but in a paroxysmal rise

of blood pressure. These attacks last a few minutes. The patient had such

an attack in my presence. Within a few minutes the pressure rose from

130/90 to 300/160: Here, if ever, one could expect "automatic" anxiety.

Yet no undue anxiety was discernible. His main anxiety was of a secon-

dary nature, as reaction to a host of problems mobilized by his illness.

As to sexual frustration, we know how varied the threshhold of

tolerance for it is. It parallels the tolerance for frustration in general.

Without subscribing to the validity of the concept of "actual neurosis,"!^

I can confirm the clinical observation of Freud (20) and Fenichel (15) that

certain symptoms such as anxiety, "air hunger," aerophagia, palpitation,

etc., may be precipitated by sexual frustration, and especially by coitus

interruptus, and then relieved by normalization of intercourse. But this

is not "automatic" anxiety. The explanation was given—but not accepted

by Freud himself—when he said:

It will not be easy to reduce the two sources of anxiety to a

single one. We might attempt to do so by supposing that, when coitus

is disturbed or sexual excitement interrupted or abstinence enforced,

the ego scents certain dangers to which it reacts with anxiety [30, p.

56].

Here we come back to my attempt at an explanation why frustration

constitutes internal danger. This may enable us to solve Freud's dif-

ficulty in reconciling his clinical experience with his new insight by

formulating: Anxiety causes repression. Repression creates frustration.

While repression does not make for anxiety, it creates danger, and there-

by indirectly anxiety, thus closing the circle.

There is another example of anxiety for which automatic "toxic"

origin might be assumed: the anxiety of addicts missing the drug. Yet

we see also in this example all the elements of regression to an early in-

fantile stage. Such a state of maximal frustration constitutes to the re-

gressed ego a traumatic situation in which the experience can only be

one of utter helplessness.

Mescaline used for experimental psychosis precipitates maximal

anxiety, especially in schizophrenics. The anxiety is preceded by a deep

repression of ego functions which obviously is experienced as traumatic

by the ego. This, again, is not "automatic" anxiety, but automatic ego

response to a traumatic situation (Hoch, Cattel and Pennes, 42).

15 For similar reasons as Brenner (11) and Oerlemans (59).
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As far as I know, experimental neurophysiology and its counterpart,

neurosurgery, have failed to prove the existence of an anxiety center.

This statement does not detract from the importance of the "visceral

brain" for processes which create "inner danger" and influence somatiza-

tion of reactions. The blunting of anxiety after psychosurgery, in certain

organic processes, and in certain cases of schizophrenia may be attributed

rather to the elimination of certain ego functions than to elimination of

an anxiety center.

"Economic justification" to Freud is synonymous with some changes

in the id. Thus anxiety is "newly created" if these changes occur. The
difference in my interpretation can be shown at hand of Freud's example

of an obsessional neurotic developing unbearable anxiety when prevented

from washing his hands. Freud's interpretation here uses, if one may call

it that, a combination of ego-reaction and id-change approach. He speaks

of the helplessness of the ego, but also of economic justification due to

constantly increasing instinctual demand, creating a situation analogous

to birth.

To clarify my own interpretation we have to keep in mind the fol-

lowing hierarchy of situations: potential danger, present danger, trau-

matic situation. 1^

On the one hand the ego has different functions in these situations,

on the other, it depends on the very function of the ego what the indivi-

dual situation will represent.

We may represent normal ego responses in these situations by the

following table:

Situation Ego Function Ego Experience and
Reaction

Anticipation.

Potential Evaluation of the danger
Danger and the means to prevent

or meet it on a realistic

basis. Preparatory steps.

Awareness of Danger
(Freud's signal anxiety).

Present Quick appraisal, quick de-

Danger cision for fight or flight.

Optimal mustering of all

resources (Freud's "protec-

tive action").

Anxiety (Fright) "Ten-
sion." Various degrees of

somatization. Awareness of

threat of a traumatic situa-

tion.

Traumatic Initiation of desperate at- Feeling of helplessness;
Situation tempt to escape. panic; full somatization up

to shock.

16 Cf. This paper, p. 71.
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At hand o£ this scheme, we can see at a glance where the ego func-

tion, experience, and reaction may deviate from the normal in the

direction of the neurotic response: by regressive evaluation and regres-

sive reaction. Thus instinctual demands may become danger, and a poten-

tial danger situation may turn into present danger or even into a trau-

matic situation, both with regard to evaluation as well as reaction.

Let us now apply these concepts to Freud's example, the obsessional

neurotic, prevented from washing his hands. The ego of the obsessive

neurotic operates in this area with primary processes. Touching is equated

with masturbation. This evaluation of danger is regressive. Castration is

still a reality. Yet the ego tries to apply to this danger whose actual con-

tent is unconscious secondary process devices, e.g., rationalization. It tries

to meet it with similar means as it would use in treating external danger.

It avoids the danger by inhibition or undoing. Thereby the ego succeeds

in keeping the situation within the limits of potential danger, and its

reaction to awareness of danger. Defense and symptom prevent further

regression. When the patient is prevented from washing his hands, every-

thing changes. Potential danger changes to present danger or even to a

traumatic situation. The ego reaction regresses accordingly. Desomatiza-

tion fails. No increase of instinctual demands, postulated by Freud to

explain the "economic justification" of this anxiety state, took place in

this situation and yet the whole reaction points to a change in the eco-

nomic position. The following conclusion could be proposed: In regres-

sion more than a memory is being re-enacted. Regression can restore

archaic situations and thus re-create the old economic conditions. ^'^ If this

explanation is correct, Freud's distinction between "new creation of

anxiety" due to changes in the id and "reproduction" of anxiety by the

ego becomes unnecessary.

Thus each anxiety experience also contains certain elements of the

old traumatic situation and through the regressive attitude of the ego,

potential danger may grow into a traumatic situation of and by itself.

The best example of the full reactivation of a traumatic situation is again

supplied by Freud: the wolf dream of the "VVolfman" (27).

Against Freud's formulation of his second type of anxiety the fol-

lowing objections may be raised. Freud's reasoning that this type of

anxiety must be actively reproduced by the ego on the model of an al-

ready existing memory picture because there is no "economic justification

for its origin in the id" has already been discussed. It rests entirely on

his old anxiety theory. I tried to show how ego regression is able to

restore the original danger—or traumatic situation, including its eco-

nomic potential. Every response to danger is economically justified. As

17 Cf. This paper, p. 81.
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to the memory image: every repetitious action obviously implies memory
in a biological sense. Hence the anxiety reaction also must follow specific

pathways whatever the precipitating factor.

Other objections are perhaps rather semantic. They are directed

against Freud's formulation that the ego can produce anxiety, as he puts

it, intentionally, that it is a signal intended by the ego.

If it it permissible to speculate on Freud's reasons for this formu-

lation we may enumerate:

(1) His pivotal problem in view of the wealth of new concepts was
to reappraise the role of anxiety in symptom formation, to find the means
with which the ego copes with instinctual demands.

(2) His new appraisal of the biological function of anxiety led to

the concept of signal anxiety.

Could we fit all these considerations into the framework of anxiety

as a response of the ego?

Freud applies his "ego-produced" anxiety mainly to the thought-

like, structuralized, potentially unconscious experience for which aware-

ness of danger seems to be the proper semantic designation. ^^ This aware-

ness which is linked genetically with anxiety is an essential ego response

which serves in turn as signal for introduction of protective measures,

e.g., defense in case of instinctual danger.

This concept follows that of Freud of the ego as an organization with

many partial functions (Hartmann, 38, 39; Nunberg, 57; Waelder, 77;

Brenner, II; and Oerlemans, 59). Thus different parts of the ego could

perceive danger, respond to it with various shades of anxiety, and intro-

duce defensive measures.

The definition of anxiety as a response does not eliminate the signal

concept, it only formulates it differently. Instead of saying with Freud:

the ego produces anxiety to signal danger and induce defenses, my formu-

lation would read: the ego evaluates the danger and experiences some
shade of anxiety. Both evaluation and experience act as a signal to induce

defenses. Not only in anticipation of danger, but also in its very presence,

and even if the situation has some elements of a traumatic situation, and
if the anxiety reaction of the ego is a regressive one, with resomatization,

this experience may still serve as signal for the rest of the ego to call for

the reserves to take necessary measures. This formulation in no way alters

the concept of the function of an anxiety as stimulus of adaptation, de-

fense and symptom formation.

Examples are frequently quoted to show how the ego can "produce"

anxiety, e.g., for the purpose of defense, to avoid still greater anxiety,

18 Cf. this paper, p. 73. We can recognize how the many words which language
ofifers for different shades of anxiety correspond to various stages of ego regression.
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for masochistic gratification; that children do it to recognize danger, or

that the ego has only to engage in an incestual fantasy to produce anxiety.

However, the proper formulation should read: the ego is able to produce

danger and not anxiety. It can do so by manipulating situations and by

ensraginsf in fantasies. It can do so with or without conscious knowledge
O O o ...

that it will have to experience anxiety. It does this if anticipation is not

yet well integrated, and a certain visualization of danger is still necessary

to avoid its sudden emergence. Thus the child has to be warned, "This

will hurt," before one actually inflicts the pain; to a lesser degree does

this apply to the adult: expected danger is always less traumatic. The

child also has to produce danger in the process of maturation. We play

with danger for narcissistic gratification (sports). If anxiety is sexualized

or needed for self-punishment, the ego can constantly engage in fantasies

representing danger. Yet in all these instances danger is what the ego

produces. The resulting anxiety—whatever its shade—is again a response

of the ego.

Summarizing, this presentation of the anxiety problem is meant as

an elaboration of Freud's concepts, as stated in Inhibitions, Symptoms and

Anxiety (30) and in the New Introductory Lectures (32). Anxiety is here

defined as response of the ego or of its matrix to a traumatic situation or

to danger, present or anticipated. Neurotic anxiety comes about through

a partial ego regression of various degrees. The regression may be limited

to the evaluation of danger or it may involve the reaction. Except for

outright panic in the traumatic situation—i.e., for uncontrolled anxiety

—

all other shades of anxiety represent an attempt of the ego to regain

control (controlled anxiety). The somatic manifestations vary accord-

ingly and differ not only in quantity, but also in quality.

Thus anxiety is a complex phenomenon, which in its structure has

similarities to a symptom. If anxiety is libidinized, the approximation

becomes striking. The complex structure of anxiety explains the innumer-

able variations in its psychic and somatic manifestations.

This formulation deviates from Freud's concepts as follows:

The concept of "automatic" anxiety originating in the id (e.g., in

sexual frustration) is substituted by the concept of the ego evaluating

certain changes in the id as danger and reacting with anxiety. This

formulation stresses the fact that anxiety is always an ego response.

Freud's difficulty to combine his clinical experience (that repression cre-

ates anxiety) with his new theory (that anxiety makes for repression) has

also been clarified by this conception. Anxiety makes for repression, re-

pression causes frustration, frustration may represent inner danger, and

thus cause more anxiety. This closes the circle.

Freud's concept of the "economic justification" of this type of anxiety
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through changes in the id was replaced by the following formulation:

Economic justification is inherent in any evaluation of danger and is

proportionate to the degree of ego regression. In regression more than a

memory is being re-enacted. Regression can restore archaic situations and

thus re-create economic conditions. As to "new creation" of anxiety—no

changes in the id can create "automatic" anxiety per se. Each anxiety

response is newly created and yet follows a memory—both in a phylo-

genetic and ontogenetic sense.

Thus no anxiety response occurs without "economic justification,"

and every response, although it follows old memory traces, is yet "newly

created."

Freud's signal anxiety was in this paper characterized as an ego re-

sponse, which is closer to a thought process than to an effect. Here the

ego regression is limited to a regressive evaluation of potential danger,

the ego experience is restricted to an awareness of that danger. This ex-

perience is genetically linked to anxiety. The "signal" concept has been

changed only in its semantic formulation. Instead of saying that the ego

gives the signal of anxiety, or produces anxiety to signal danger, my
formulation says: the ego experience of anxiety (or awareness of danger)

serves as a signal which may be utilized by other parts of this organization

(Brenner, 11).

According to my formulation of ego regression in anxiety, every

state of anxiety, whatever its kind or degree, has its genetic link to old

dangers and traumatic situations. If this is so, then we have gained better

understanding of the fact, actually well known since Freud's analysis of

the wolf dream (27), that each recurrence of anxiety is a danger or a

traumatic situation of and by itself. Thus anxiety is constantly self-per-

petuating. Genetically it is always the same anxiety. Yet it acquires not

only new contents but also new shades of psychic reality. We see, e.g.,

this impact of reality in the mutual interdependence of the result of

castration threats and the discovery of the anatomical differences of the

sexes and/or of mutilating injuries and operations. This traumatic effect

of anxiety which applies not only to children will gain in quantity—and

reality value—if physiological regression with resomatization of dis-

charge phenomena is pronounced. If in turn such discharge phenomena

include the organ which had been the focal point of anxiety the vicious

circle is closed. Here I should like to refer back to my patient with

paroxysmal tachycardia.^^ His father, six of his father's siblings, and his

first analyst died from a coronary thrombosis, his sister from subacute

bacterial endocarditis. Not only was his anxiety focused on his heart, but

he also responded with his heart. His anxiety gained additional psychic

19 Cf. this paper, p. 80.
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reality if it was accompanied by such discharge phenomena as paroxysmal

tachycardia. While not every case is so dramatic, the basic principle re-

mains the same.

Anxiety is a reaction to danger, but it also constitutes danger. An
anxiety reaction, especially if it is somatized, is to the neurotic evidence

for the reality of the danger, for the necessity of his defenses. What I

called secondary anxiety, namely, the frequently also somatized reaction

to an already somatized anxiety reaction contributes to the self-per-

petuation of anxiety.

Angstbereitschaft—OR "Vigilance" AS Ego Attitudes—
AND THE Concept of Repetition Compulsion

If this self-perpetuation of anxiety occurs in many areas of function-

ing, it creates the need for a state of constant preparedness of the ego.

It corresponds to Freud's term of Angstbereitschaft (preparedness for

anxiety) coined still in the context of his old anxiety theory. Liddell's

concept of vigilance (49) has similar connotations: constant vigilance

requires high cathexis of defenses, which in turn facilitates ego regres-

sion in that defensive area. This state of constant vigilance, of high

cathexis of defenses which constitutes a precarious equilibrium, is prob-

ably what we mean when we speak of tension. This state, too, has its

somatic manifestations, the degree of which depends on the degree of

resomatization.20 These somatic equivalents of tension in turn constitute

an additional factor in the establishment of a vicious circle which in

some cases eventually produces a nearly automatic anxiety response. The
cases in which I could observe this state of affairs were mainly extensive

phobias with a strong tendency to somatization, some with severe com-

pulsion symptoms.

This formulation oi Angstbereitschaft in terms of an ego attitude has

its theoretical and technical therapeutic implications. In the anlysis of

severe cases of this kind we are frequently confronted with the following

frustrating situation: We have uncovered the defenses, the unconscious

drives, the unconscious content of anxiety, we have gone through the

types of ego resistance described by Freud and still the patient behaves in

the same repetitious way. Freud designated as repetition compulsion the

dynamic force behind this type of resistance. While in Beyond the Pleas-

ure Principle (28) he attributed repetition compulsion to the death in-

stinct, in Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety (30) he only stated that it

belongs to the id resistance. On the other hand, Anna Freud (18) stated

that the repetition compulsion, which dominates the patient in the analy-

se Cf. this paper, p. 80.
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tic situation, extends not only to former id impulses, but equally to

former defensive measures against the instincts.

According to my formulation this repetitious response, for which

repetition compulsion is an excellent descriptive term, originates in the

primitive regressive part of the ego which developed, under the impact

of the self-perpetuation of danger and anxiety, an automatic, reflex-like

response pattern. This automatic primitive response as an expression

of ego regression is both the result of and the cause for the perpetuation

of instinctual regression.

However, this form of ego resistance may be entirely obscured by

(1) the libidinization of anxiety;

(2) the fact that especially in the compulsive patient the danger is

reinternalized and anxiety is experienced as guilt, whereby automatic

guilt feelings correspond to automatic anxiety and libidinization of anxi-

ety may be one of the motivations for self-punishment.

The recognition of such repetitious behavior as ego resistance may
have the following technical implications. Let us restate the structural

situation of such cases. We are faced with regression of instinctual drives,

and know that the regressive libidinal position is under the strong at-

traction of old fixations. Yet the undoing of the libidinal regression is

blocked by that regressive attitude of the ego, namely, the regressive

evaluation of danger and the regressive reaction to it.

The regressive anxiety reaction, especially if it resomatized and fol-

lowed by secondary anxiety, is used as inexhaustible source of rationali-

zation of this ego resistance.

While the ensuing libidinization of both vigilance and anxiety repre-

sents a triumph of the "pleasure principle," this triumph proves ex-

tremely costly to the ego; for it results in a behavior pattern which has

to create ubiquitous danger and lead to permanent anxiety. This pat-

tern can rightly be called masochistic. However, it is rooted neither in

primary masochism nor in excessive guilt feelings.

The only means to undo this constellation is ceaseless working

through of this particular ego defense. Needless to say, this can be

achieved only within the framework of an analysis of all the factors in-

volved.

The undoing of this regression might perhaps also be expressed in

terms of learning—and Pawlowian theories. I would prefer to state that

it has certain parallels with phenomena of learning and deconditioning,

yet it could be used rather for the understanding of conditioning and

deconditioning than explained by Pawlowian theories (Schilder, 65).
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Death as Content of Danger

My presentation stressed that self-perpetuation adds new contents to

the meaning of danger. Freud stated that each phase of development has

its specific danger. Birth, hunger, separation from the mother, loss of

love, castration fear, loss of self-esteem, fear of the superego; with castra-

tion fear and fear of loss of the love object remaining the prime proto-

types. In his Letters to Fliess (22) he described how certain insecurities

of early childhood persist as social insecurities. He also showed how

castration fear returns as fear of syphilis or injury.

In this context the problem of fear of death requires some clarifica-

tion. Freud discussed it in connection with the problem of traumatic

neuroses. Denying that "a threat to the instinct of self-preservation could

by itself produce a neurosis without any admixture of sexual factors and

without requiring any of the complicated hypotheses of psychoanalysis,"

he continued:

The unconscious seems to contain nothing that would lend

substance to the concept of the annihilation of life. Castration can

be pictured on the basis of the daily experience of the faeces being

separated from the body or on the basis of losing the mother's

breast at weaning. But nothing resembling death can ever have

been experienced; or if it has, as in fainting, it has left no observable

traces behind. I am therefore inclined to adhere to the view that the

fear of death should be regarded as analogous to the fear of castra-

tion and that the situation to which the ego is reacting is one of

being abandoned by the protecting superego—the powers of destiny

—so that it has no longer any safeguard against all the dangers that

surround it [30, p. 93].

What Freud implies is that every type of anxiety must follow cer-

tain prototypes. Yet what may change is the content of danger. And even

if the existence of an independent instinct of self-preservation (Loewen-

stein, 50) is not easy to prove, we may say that with age death becomes

increasingly a content of the danger situation. The appraisal of death

certainly lends itself most readily to being connected with all previous

traumatic situations. The constant denial of death which we all prac-

tice seems to be in favor of this assumption (Bonaparte, 9). As some of

our loved ones, but especially our peers, begin to die, the reality of death

draws closer and denial becomes harder. What Freud called the core of

the danger situation is the feeling of helplessness. This certainly applies

to our attitude toward death. The fact that it is unfathomable as an ex-

perience makes the helplessness supreme. A serious accident, particularly

when we narrowly escape death, makes this danger so much more real.
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thereby shattering our feeling of omnipotence. If the reaction is "neuro-

tic" it may necessitate a similar state of increased vigilance of the ego

—

Angstbereitschaft. Such vigilance is directed toward outer and inner dan-

ger. It succumbs to primary processes and makes past and present iden-

tical. It is as if the ego were to say: If that could happen to me, then

everything may happen in the future and could have happened in the

past—castration, loss of love, and the like. It is compatible with the

narcissistic elements of this ego reaction that hypochondriacal symptoms

are prevalent in traumatic neuroses, and with the regressive attitude of

the ego in these neuroses that somatic discharge phenomena are so

abundant.

In certain instances it may serve as a relief to have experienced

closeness of death: "Now that I know what death is like, I need no

longer be afraid of it." To quote Shakespeare: "Present fears are less

than horrible imaginings" (72).^^

An all too frequent occurrence of the nature of an "accident" illus-

strates well what has been discussed above: a coronary thrombosis. Its

sudden onset, the excruciating pain, the shock, the danger, create all the

aspects of a traumatic situation. The aftereffects may show great similar-

ity to a traumatic neurosis: the Angstbereitschap, the cathexis of physical

symptoms with narcissistic libido, the hypochondriasis. It is sometimes

not easy to distinguish between the somatic consequences of the coronary

thrombosis, the symptoms of the underlying vascular disease, and the

discharge phenomena of the anxiety. One may speculate whether the

pathology which develops within the zone of segmental hyperesthesia

after a coronary thrombosis (bursitis, arthritis, neuritis, etc.) may repre-

sent such discharge phenomena.

To face death remains the greatest test of our faculties to face danger.

Among the supreme achievements of human intellect we admire the at-

titude of those truly heroic personalities who maintained their scientific

Weltanschauung in this ultimate traumatic situation. What comes to

mind here are Scott's diary, Nothnagel's description of his last anginal

attack and last but not least Freud's attitude toward his own death.

In all manifestations of anxiety which constitute such an important

part of our emotional life we see, and have an opportunity to study, the

intricate interaction of regression and restitution, and of primary and

secondary processes, resulting in the various degrees of what I called

controlled and uncontrolled anxiety.

In the study of the somatic manifestations of anxiety, the dissection

of its structure might help to resolve controversial findings and stimulate

21 1 refer here, e.g., to the moving report of A. de Saint Exupery about the story of

the French pilot Guillaumet who experienced such closeness of death.
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progress in its physiology, and thereby in psychosomatic research. This

also applies to the frequently used—and abused—concept of tension.

Eventually this could lead to a physiology of defense mechanism.

To speculate whether the concepts of physiological regression, the

rigidity of certain ego attitudes {Angsthereitschajt, vigilance) could be

approached in terms of brain physiology and pathology is obviously be-

yond the scope of this paper.

It seems to be also at least a simplification that my formulation dis-

penses with the need for a dual explanation of the origin of anxiety and

leaves us with one uniform definition.

Finally, the addition of the words "and of its predecessor" to the

definition "anxiety is a reaction of the ego" reduces the problem as to

when in infancy anxiety starts to be experienced to an important detail

of clinical observation and does away with the emphasis of that discussion

on theoretical formulations of anxiety. Traumatic situations start with

birth—or even earlier. The way the organism experiences them changes

with growth and maturation. The matrix of anxiety consists of reflexes,

instincts, regulatory mechanisms of our biological ancestry and the dis-

charge phenomena of early infancy.

Review of Literature

Numerous papers dealing with the theory of affects in general will

not be included in this review. Theories of anxiety are frequently de-

signed to conform to or to prove a specific viewpoint of the author, e.g.,

when Mowrer (56) claims that anxiety represents the suppressed super-

ego. On the other hand, Rado (60) uses the discussion of anxiety to re-

pudiate basic concepts of analysis, e.g., in his mockery of the analysis of

"little Hans."

In the perusal of the analytic literature I found several of my formu-

lations previously expressed in a similar w^ay by a number of authors,

and mainly those are singled out in this sketchy review. It was Fenichel

(14, 15) who stressed regression in anxiety. He sees anxiety starting as

"automatic" ("id") anxiety, which is gradually "tamed" and "utilized"

by the ego. In his opinion, in regression, anxiety again becomes "auto-

matic" which would correspond to "id anxiety" under the exclusion

of the ego.

The term "physiological regression" has been used among others by

Margolin (53), and is implied, though not specifically coined, by Bettel-

heim and Sylvester (8), Kubie (47), and Stern (75, 76).

Kubie's stress on economic factors in repression, particularly in con-

junction with frustration, completely parallels my formulation. He also
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emphasizes the importance of Angstbereitschaft. In his paper on repeti-

tion compulsion (48) Kubie calls this concept a psychoanalytic version of

the word habit. Expressed in structural terms my interpretation would,

to a certain extent, correspond to Kubie's definition.

The designation of frustration as inner danger was clearly defined

by Berg (5).

French (17) uses topical and structural terms alternatingly. Yet he

seems to see repetition compulsion as deriving from the id. His conception

of early acquired ego attitudes in terms of lack of learning is, in most

aspects, different from my concept of ego regression.

Kris (44) defined apprehension as "anxiety under the command of

the ego" wdiich entails what I here called controlled anxiety.

I referred to observations of Anna Freud (19), and Brenman, Gill

and Knight (10) on the interplay of primary and secondary thought

processes.

Rapaport's book Organization and Pathology of Thought (62) proved

a rich source of information. His paper on affects (63) clarified the vari-

ous phases of Freud's concepts of anxiety and introduced the term "struc-

turalized anxiety."

I share with Oerlemans (59) the recognition that the ego cannot

produce anxiety actively, but receives signals of danger. Oerlemans did

not go beyond this recognition to establish the role of the ego in anxiety.

Both Brenner (11) and Oerlemans (59) assume two distinct ego func-

tions, with one part of the ego perceiving the signal, the other giving it,

which confirms to my own conception. Both authors reject the concept

of automatic
—

"id"—anxiety, and try to validate this point by the re-

pudiation of the concept of actual neurosis. I tried to show in my discus-

sion that the concept of "automatic" anxiety can be disputed on many
other grounds as well. Brenner (11) and Spitz (74) question the justifica-

tion of ascribing anxiety to pre-ego stages. I point here to my discussion

of the genetic aspects of anxiety.

Brenner's definition of anxiety as the reaction to anticipated danger

narrows the scope of the term anxiety to one specific constellation. Stern

(74, 75) devoted his studies mainly to the part of the problem which

was specified by me as regressive, resomatized anxiety reaction. He tried

to correlate the anxiety reaction, especially in pavor nocturnus, to Selye's

(71) theory of shock. Stern's "catatonoid" reaction illustrates a specific

type of physiological regression. Stern also stressed the importance of

the lack of discharge in infantile sexuality. Spitz (74) contributed im-

portant material to the ontogenesis of anxiety.

If it is true that each anxiety state represents danger or may even

represent a traumatic situation, then the nosogenic aspects of disposi-
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tional factors—whether constitutional or very early acquired—gain addi-

tional importance. I here refer to papers by Bender (4), Bergman and

Escalona (7), Greenacre (36, 37), and Schur (67).

I refer finally to Liddell's concept of vigilance (49) and Mahl's work

on the physiology of different types of anxiety in monkeys (52).
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ESSAY ON SUBLIMATION

CHARLES ODIER, M.D.^

In this jubilee book I should like to pay homage to an old and faith-

ful friend. All of us, and we are many, who had the privilege of knowing

her and of fighting for the "good cause" by her side and under her

guidance, have been impressed by the very special quality that radiates

from her forceful personality at all times; a sort of admirable unity and
integrity in the face of the most diverse and difficult problems. It is quite

evident that her integrity has transcended what I might call a purely

analytical sense and acquired deeper and wider human significance. It is

based on a very rare constellation of qualities: sincerity and candor,

courage, intellectual probity and generosity. A most happy constellation

as all will agree. Her qualities, allied with her strong intellectual powers

and undeniable literary talent, have enabled her in the course of her

development to deal successfully with some of the most traumatizing

experiences a young child can endure. I refer to the child Mimi.^

In making the above statement I am on delicate ground. Marie

Bonaparte's passion for truth would doubtless lead her to object that had
it not been for her analysis and the perceptive genius of Freud she would
never have been able to develop along the lines she did and emerge suc-

cessfully; that her neurosis would have blocked the sublimation of Mimi's

budding literary gifts and the flowering of her extraordinarily rich

imagination. This is probably true.

Nevertheless, in order to undertake a sublimation and then to bring

it to fruition and give it definite value (in this case scientific and literary

value) the ego must dispose of certain tools and special powers which are

its special property and which cannot possibly be created by the mechan-

ism of displacement of instinctual energies and of changing objects and

1 Translated by Vera Damman.
2 See Marie Bonaparte, Five Copy-Books, Written by a Little Girl Between the

Ages of Seven and a Half and Ten; With Commentaries. London: Imago Publishing

Co., 1951. This is one of the most important and unique documents in the annals of

psychoanalysis.
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aims which constitute a sublimation. In other words, there is no absolute

and constant correlation between the energies available to operate a sub-

limation on the one hand, and the actual results and qualitative value of

the sublimation on the other.

The qualities and talents of Marie Bonaparte mentioned above have

a twofold aspect. Not only are they the qualities which make up her

private personality, but because she has constantly used them in her

relations with her fellow men they have acquired a very real human and

social value, as all of us can testify who have felt their benefits. And since

these qualities have further been used to inspire and guide scientific re-

search it is evident that they have also acquired an extremely rich speci-

fic scientific value.

We know that Freud rendered an immense service to the Princess

of Greece in freeing her from the disturbances and conflicts engendered

by the ordeals of Mimi. We know too that Marie Bonaparte has herself

subsequently rendered this same service to many sick people with great

skill and kindness. But however much analysis of the dynamic mechanisms

of the instinctual drives might favor the subsequent development of a

sense of reciprocity, in my opinion it could not create it. Every analysis

is a two-way undertaking. In her quite special case, can the growth of a

sense of—or rather, need for—reciprocity be entirely ascribed to her

strong identification with a benevolent teacher?

We have had many discussions with Marie Bonaparte on this im-

portant subject of the relation between instinctual functions and human
values. She has always maintained that it was indeed her double trans-

ference that was responsible for her having been able to "valorize"

scientific research, psychotherapy and creative writing.

In various passages in her "copy-books" Marie Bonaparte stresses

the efficacy and resolving action of little Mimi's oedipal transference to

her father, a studious and scholarly man with a passion for geography

and anthropology. It is as if this first transference to a prince devoted to

science was later reactivated, completed and, in a way, consecrated, in the

second transference to Freud, a prince of science. W^hat an enviable and

unique destiny! But was this convergence of drives and affects on men
of great worth at two different times in her life sufficient to make a prin-

cess of science out of her? Does not the question answer itself? It is true,

however, that anthropology may lead to psychoanalysis through the inter-

mediate stage of biology. And biology, it seems to me, has always been

Marie Bonaparte's major interest.

In other chapters she shows excessive though genuine modesty. She

feels that the determining factors in her scientific and literary vocation

can be traced back, on the one hand, to her exhibitionism—in the anal
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manner of producing and the genital form of creating—and, on the other,

to her obsession with sexual investigations, overstimulated by numerous

traumatic experiences.^

It is true that the texts referred to would lead us to believe that

these factors were the only ones in operation. It is quite evident that,

with the help of the transference, they were its source. But source and

cause are two different things. Furthermore, the concept of "causality" is

still somewhat speculative and open to question.^ I hope this passing

observation will not offend my friend, for although she has never made
a secret of her own position on metaphysics, declaring herself a convinced

adherent of determinism in general and of psychic determinism in par-

ticular, she has always respected the theories of others. . . . though with

a slight tinge of regret when they seemed to her scientifically erroneous

or neurotic.

In short, although Marie Bonaparte herself may think that the

many courageous interpretations she has put forward provide the whole

explanation of her development and career, in my opinion they do not.

They do not adequately account for her evident and personal transition

from the functional sphere of instinctual activity to the value-infused

sphere of her intellectual activity.

She once concluded one of our conversations with a striking meta-

phor. "The drives," she said, "are the pedestal, and the ego ideal is the

statue." To which I replied: "You are quite right to distinguish between

matter and form. Any workman can make a pedestal, but only an artist

can make a statue. The nature of marble is marmorean, the nature of a

statue is aesthetic. Thus the work of art acquires and possesses a value

that the pedestal can never have."

This is the place to quote the prophetic ending to the third copy-

book:

3 It is known that little Mimi, from the age of one to three years, was the an-

guished spectator of the frequent and complicated sexual relations between the head-

groom and the nurse to whose care she had been so imprudently confided. The trauma
had been completely repressed; they were discovered and reconstituted by Freud during
the course of analysis.

4 The authors of certain works in the field of psychosomatic medicine appear to

treat as identical the two concepts of organic or material causality and psychic causality.

In fact, their writings are based on the implied postulate of their being identical.

These two media, through which the mind of man seeks to explain things, are reduced
to the same principle. It seems to me that there is a misapprehension here. In physics

and chemistry and also in physiology the experimenter is within his rights to speak of

causation, on a macroscopic scale at any rate, to the extent to which he is able to prove
its existence and its exactness. But on the psychic level it is always risky to invoke this

principle, for here it is a question of rather complex connections which may be, but
not necessarily are, established between converging or clashing series of motivations.

Now there is nothing in common between indefinite numbers of motivations and one
specific constant material cause.
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And here Mimi makes a promise which I have kept and which I

still find very moving on rereading it after so many years, so well

does it testify to the undeviating orientation of my psyche, so well

do I recognize myself in it: "The day I will not like anymore to write

nonsense" (and not before, notice, I will not be forced!) "I will con-

tinue to write (it) but serious things." And Marie Bonaparte adds:

"Surely it would be hard to find a more precocious affirmation of a

writer's vocation!" . . . "My third copy-book is finished. Now it is

enough. Goodbye Nonsy Book!" (very serious about it) "And then

I proudly sign my real high-sounding name: Marie Bonaparte."

Henceforward, Mimi, the bewildered little girl, deceived and fright-

ened by ignorant servants, has ceased to exist. In her place is the daughter

of her august father, the writer and scholar. She has finally succeeded in

surmounting the fears and doubts which ravaged her and immobilized

such a large part of her libido. This part she now fixes on her father as

she triumphantly assumes his famous name. This mechanism effectually

neutralizes her aggressivity and quells her resentment against the tyran-

nous and murderous man who in his role of husband had killed "Little

Mother," with the complicity, she imagined, of her terrible grandmother.

In actual fact "Little Mother"—that is, her real mother—had died in

childbirth. These beliefs had grown out of her sadomasochistic fan-

tasies inspired by the sexual activities of the head-groom and the

Nanny.5 In this sense the child can be said to have resolved her oedipus

complex in so far as the positive component has gained ascendancy over

all the negative components. Such was the real birth of Marie Bonaparte

and of her vocation.

And so, through love and admiration, the way was opened to iden-

tification with her beloved and revered father, who happened to be a

scholar as well. For did he not shut himself up in his magnificent book-

lined study to write about mysterious and hence fascinating things?

One gets the feeling that Mimi longed to join him there more often and

have him explain these mysteries to her. She hears it said on all sides

that her father is taken up with "scientific studies," and for many years

the term will keep its magic po^ver for her. The original revolt is thus

followed by overvaluation—one might almost say deification—of the

object; and revenge and death wishes inspired by retaliation are super-

5 In some of her other stories Mimi expresses through svmbol and metaphor her

feeling of having herself been her mother's "killer," through the fact of her birth.

Marie Bonaparte ascribes this feeling of guilt to the oedipus complex, although Mimi
had never known her mother and could not therefore have ever considered her as a

thwarting rival. Actually the real, living, rival, felt and feared as such, was the grand-

mother. She and her son formed a very closely knit couple, and it was hence impos-
sible for Mimi to dissociate them.
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seded by a rather awed and reverent regard for intellectual values.^

In turn identification opened the way to sublimation, though it is

still far from explaining its fortunate consequences and ultimate success.

Henceforth the child Mimi was preparing for the future transference

of Marie Bonaparte to Freud. This second, decisive, transference was

already written in the lines of Mimi's destiny. It was to be an essential

factor in the identification of the Princess of Greece with a second father,

who also happened to be a scholar. But the prestige she accorded to the

second, spiritual father was intrinsically different from the fascination

Prince Roland had formerly held for his daughter. More and more

rational thinking had replaced the former magic thinking. Moreover,

Freud was to discover Mimi's most intimate secrets and decipher some

of her most impenetrable fantasies, whereas her father had had no inkling

of their existence.

The second father was a genius whose nature and type of intellect

were in admirable harmony with those of his pupil. What an impressive

historical phenomenon is this meeting of two superior people ideally

fitted for mutual understanding and respect! The strong bond between

them was formed of three great qualities: an exacting need for objectivity,

an aptitude for self-detachment and finally, generosity. A clear-sighted,

beneficial generosity; one of those rare instances when the interests of

the protege are put before those of the benefactor. One other important

element should be added to this list: a passion for psychology and its

application to biology and to the history of the human race. A sub-

limation is the offspring of an instinctual drive and an ideal. But its

development depends on the primacy of the ideal, we might even say

on its victory, over the instinctual drive.

Everything—temperament, chief interests, tastes—in fact the whole

personality, was in harmony between the doctor and his patient, the

teacher and his pupil. Marie Bonaparte came to Freud with a latent

vocation. It remained for him to release it and to bring it to fruition.

The remarkable harmony between their natures enables us better to

understand the success of the identification. It is nonetheless true that

it was made possible by the analysis. And this action of the Freudian

method should give moral and religious philosophers food for thought.

It was indispensable first of all to get the superego out of the way in

order to release the ego from the interdictions, arising out of guilt and

6 If this first identification does not seem to have been totally effective nor to have

borne fruits of value it is because it had to be freed from its impediments. Mimi had
formed a syncretic whole of the image of her father and the image of the head-groom,

and they had to be dissociated. This was to be Freud's task. In the depths of her imcon-

scious she still at that time regarded them both as dangerous males, cruel and sadistic

toward women.
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fear, which still hampered the vocation. The vocation could only develop

in an atmosphere of security in which the intelligence could have free

rein. In other words, it was necessary to replace the superego by an ego

ideal. And the disciple formed and integrated her ego ideal in the image

of her teacher rather than in the image of her father, who was a famous

geographer but not much interested in psychology. At any rate, our col-

league's work is very clear proof that she was gifted for the psychological

sciences. Transference freed her nature, but her nature subsequently

dominated the transference.

Whereas dynamic and personal mechanisms may in themselves

account for the "how" of a sublimation, they do not explain the "why."

In this case the "why" is the quality and worth of Marie Bonaparte's

research and writings. She herself has given us a clear picture of how the

sublimation of her narcissistic needs and oedipal drives was effected and

through what channels they found new goals to which they became

definitely attached.

I was a melancholy, dreamy and rather neurotic child. I pre-

cociously enjoyed writing, as these copy-books testify, and, doubtless

by virtue of a primitive identification with his studious nature, I

owed to my father the taste for work which I was to retain through-

out my life. . . . To my father, who insisted on my learning foreign

languages early. ... I owed the ability to use English and German
as "secret" languages for these copy-books, in which to express the

primitive mysteries, emotions and memories of my life.'^

In her "fairy tales" and "fables" Mimi poured out her unconscious

in a wealth of symbols and magic. They have the marks of secondary

elaborations as in dreams. They also served to compensate the little girl

for the griefs and disappointments and the sense of moral isolation that

she must so often have felt in the blind and rigid protocol of her environ-

ment. But none of these factors was of a kind to determine the creative

and narrative talents of the precocious little novelist. (Surrealist poets

have been fascinated by the charm and piquancy that radiate from her

stories, by turn "pretty" or dramatic.) Mimi found consolation in telling

herself things she could not tell anybody else. Prototype of the private

diary!

The great majority of children are preoccupied with the problems

of sexuality and of how children are made—problems with which their

imagination and experience is being faced. Rarely do they find any con-

nection between the two. Mimi found a great many because of her expe-

riences, and she sousiht to describe them and fix them in her stories. For

T Bonaparte, op. cit.. Vol. I, Introduction.
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these exceptional reasons her case is unique. Although we are indirectly

indebted to the two servants for this unique twofold document—the

stories and their analysis by the author—nevertheless their unspeakable

lack of conscience shocks us deeply.

These are the reasons for the intensity and wide range of her sexual

curiosity overstimulated by too many sexual spectacles, and later, for

the extremely rich and varied fruits of her investigations in a sphere

prematurely revealed to her by the head-groom and the Nanny.

After many years of silence Marie Bonaparte owed it to herself to

describe how she had been able, thanks to her analysis, to raise herself

from the level of sexual investigations to the level of scientific investi-

gations, the common denominator being an urgent need to know and to

understand. This urge, stimulated on the first level, was still operative on

the second. Nevertheless, though it is true that the infantile type of

investigation did determine in the full sense of the word the adult form,

it still remains to be explained why all children do not by the same token

become distinguished scholars engaged in intelligent research.

This is the place to refer to "Morgan's principle," first so called by

Claparede to define the law whereby the reactions of an animal should

not be explained in terms of a higher psychic faculty (the reasoning fac-

ulty, for example) if they can be accounted for in terms of a lower faculty

in the hierarchy of mental function (for example, association of ideas or

habit). s It is therefore a question of comparative psychology.

The behaviorists were right to affirm also that the so-called higher

faculties in animals must always remain largely a matter of conjecture.

Not so in children. Little Mimi is a case in point. In my opinion it

would be quite hopeless to try to explain even the most infantile sublima-

tion solely in terms of the lower faculties.

In our therapeutic work we are obliged to reduce the higher to the

level of the lower. For example, when we state that a conflict is responsible

for the failure of a sublimation, we infer that the sublimation would have

been possible had there been no conflict. On the other hand in the case

of a successful sublimation, we have a hard time finding an explanation

for its success in our theory. Many writers have analyzed such processes

up to a certain point and no further, as if they would refer the task of

explaining them fully to moralists and philosophers. This is a fair and

honest position, and preferable to a confusion of levels.

Thus, a thorough examination of these processes raises a primary

question that cannot be evaded, since it involves a basic principle of the

psychology of the ego: the question of levels. And once raised, the ques-

tion leads us to a consideration of not one but two orders of phenomena

»Arch. de Psychol, June, 1905.
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in sublimation, that are sometimes simultaneous, sometimes consecutive,

but always related. There is first of all the much-discussed primary phe-

nomenon described by Freud, which, as is well known, consists in a

rerouting or shifting of energy. This operation is a function of the ego.

The ego, made conscious of the objects and primary aims of a given in-

stinctual drive, has the power to detach it from them and to attach it

to new aims and objects. The very term sublimation implies a principle

in which these secondary aims and objects are considered superior. In

other words, the ego brings them to another level, a higher level. In

place of the primitive needs it substitutes different needs which corre-

spond to a higher stage of evolution.

This power, therefore, is a function of the ego; a special and, I would

even say, a specific function. It is a determining function in the forma-

tion of personality. It can be called a function of the distribution—or

better still of the redistribution—of available energies.

Let us now examine the second order of phenomena. This raises a

new, more delicate problem: the problem of choice of secondary objects

and aims. Such a choice is not self-created; it is neither fortuitous nor

gratuitous. It depends on a process the property of which is to prepare

the ground for it, to give it orientation and ultimately to establish it.

This process is none other than a "valorization" process. The ego chooses

among all others the activity which it has "valorized." For example be-

tween two aims it will choose the one which seems to have the greater

worth not only for the individual and his milieu but also, if possible, for

humanity and civilization. The second phase of a sublimation is thus

related to a judgment of worth; and its success is dependent on the

correctness of the judgment.

Here the "principle of suitability"^ intervenes. The choice is correct

if it is appropriate, that is to say, if it is adapted not only to the feelings

but also to the aptitudes, talents, tastes and real interests of the person.

Let us call the sum of these elements P and let us call the available

energies and their implied needs E. We must conclude that, provided

there is no serious neurosis, it is P that calls the plays and utilizes E for

its own ends.

To my mind we see here the transformation of an instinctual

—

sexual or aggressive—drive into an affect, or rather into affective energy,

which is by definition more flexible and plastic, and easier for the ego

to control and channel off toward different goals and to focus on new
objects. These so-called affective energies are an important constituent

of the functional system of the ego. They play a particularly important

9 French: principe de convenance.
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role in the process of a sublimation as well as in its subsequent evo-

lution. ^^

In the depths of Mimi's unconscious, her father was first of all the

oedipal object of very ambivalent sexual and aggressive drives. Her prob-

lem or her test was to fashion an ego ideal from this libidinal object. How
did she go about it? Little is known about the development of a sublima-

tion in a child, but surely Marie Bonaparte is best fitted to bring us some

insight into this infantile mechanism.^^ Along the same line of thought

the question arises how and why a sexual drive may be instrumental in

determining a person's identification with a partner of the opposite sex.

It is homosexuality that furnishes us with the most clear-cut, as well as

the most frequent, examples of identification. Moreover, Mimi might

have followed the normal schema and adopted a feminine passive atti-

tude toward her illustrious father, and such an attitude would have

occasioned acute inferiority feelings. It would in short have been the

opposite of an identification. But it must be remembered that the object

of her desires was also her beloved and revered father, and furthermore

that it was at about the age of nine that she signed her writings with the

family name, and hence long after the oedipal storm but before puberty.

One is thus led to form the hypothesis that the real promotors of the

identification were the positive affects surviving from the oedipal stage.

Conversely, we wonder how it is that a normal or successfully

analyzed person may, in his sublimation, fix on goals that are valueless,

or that have no real value for him. Is such an error conceivable? And
yet we often observe in our patients that most unsuccessful sublimations

can be attributed to just such an error of judgment. It also happens that

such patients may be their own dupes in attributing false value to aims

which are intrinsically worthless. These are what we call functional or

neurotic sublimations, to distinguish them from valorized sublimations.

In short, the sublimation in such cases has value only for the person

himself. Let us illustrate these reflections by a fairly common example,

and one, incidentally, that is very far removed from the example of Marie

Bonaparte.

A man suffering from obsessional neurosis told me: "Before I have

been given a thing or obtained it for myself, it never occurs to me to ask

10 Some psychoanalysts talk of desexualized sexual drives or of desaggressivized

aggressive drives. What does this mean? They postulate that after sublimation the

energy is basically the same as it had been before sublimation. They are "unicists."

But as long as we remain in ignorance of the true nature of vital energy it is advisable

not to juggle too much with this concept and above all not to attempt to find too

precise a solution for a pix)blem which to my mind is still insoluble.

11 Here too we touch on the great problem of the connections between identifica-

tion and sublimation which are or are not established during the oedipal phase.
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myself whether I like it. In any case I wouldn't know. On the other hand,

as soon as it is mine and I truly possess it, I know for certain that I like it.

Anything that is mine I appreciate and love; anything that has had any

part in my life—the comrades I have known and made 'mine.' The only

thing I like about anything—a phonograph record, a view—is its context

in my personal history." It is quite evident that it was possession and

possession alone that gave value to any elements of the external world

that had been integrated into this patient's experience.

This criterion led him to develop a curious idiosyncrasy. Everything

he possessed had to differ in some respect from other people's possessions.

He had the reputation of being a great eccentric. His room—a veritable

workshop—was full of the most extraordinary assortment of objects as-

sembled or constructed indiscriminately. Most of them were in poor taste

and quite useless. Some were special mechanical gadgets he had devised

himself but with no regard for their practicability provided they were
"unique models" and belonged to him. One day he picked up an old pan
from a garbage dump and put an electric bulla into it and made it into

"his lamp." In his possessive eyes it was the most beautiful and interesting

of lamps. A great many of the articles in his "museum" (his wife called it

his "junk room") had no objective interest whatsoever. On the other

hand his compulsion helped him to develop a sense of combination and
invention, as well as the necessary resourcefulness and manual dexterity

to carry them into effect. For example, he had been able to solve some
intricate technical problems connected with his radio, by personal tech-

niques which he kept secret. All these traits recall the well-known symp-
tom of "collectionism."

Analysis. It is clear that only possession gave value to the possessed

object. Things only acquired worth when they had been incorporated

into the ego and become a part of it. This is obviously a typical sublima-

tion of an erotic drive. Possession has replaced retention; the constipated

child has become a collector. The displacement of energies to external

objects and toward new goals has been effected. In other words, the first

phase of the sublimation has been entirely successful. On the other hand,

the second phase has completely failed and its failure is easy to define.

On the second level, the patient's behavior remained entirely ego-

centric. The objects were only intended for personal ends. He could only

use his intelligence and reasoning powers (both mediocre) in the interests

of possession. As far as the taste, aesthetic quality or scientific value of

his contraptions were concerned, the less said the better. None of the

"valorizing" factors discussed above entered the picture or played any

part in the selection of goals. Strictly speaking there was no selection,

there Avas only possession. Furthermore, this man lived in a state of

anxiety; he was tormented by the fear of losing the possessions he had

incorporated into himself, of being "dispossessed" in some way or another,

just as certain psychopaths are afraid of losing part of their ego. Funda-
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mentally it comes to the same thing. In addition, the area of anal sublima-

tion had been separated and dissociated from the other areas of the ego,

which means that neither the equilibrium nor the synthesis of the per-

sonality had been realized through this attempt to cut off the energies

from their original erotic and partially sadistic aims. The present be-

havior of the patient is not in my opinion a sublimation in the full sense

of the word; it is purely a neurotic symptom. In short, he has not suc-

ceeded in giving real "valorization" to secondary objects and goals, or

rather he has stopped half-way. The values involved have remained

purely subjective: they have no objective interest. Existing only for the

patient, they are nonexistent for anyone else. For these reasons it is per-

missible to speak of a partial or incomplete sublimation.

The "anal character," moreover, provides us with other examples.

It is true that in obstinacy, according to Freud, the connection with

primitive interest in defecation is less easy to explain than in avarice. On
the other hand, as Lagache observes: "Though the hedonistic value of

anality is open to question, its ethical value would seem incontestable."^^

In our opinion, however, it is precisely the ethical value of avarice that

is debatable. We all know what a tremendous amount of aggressiveness is

involved. In fact, the sublimation is betrayed by its origins. Accumulated

money seldom has an ethical value, even that which Marie Bonaparte

has managed to impart to it through her generosity. Parsimoniousness and

obstinacy, inasmuch as they are "manias," are first-degree sublimations

which have turned out badly.

It is precisely because they have retained a neurotic character and

remain incomplete that these types of activity should rightly be called

"first-degree sublimations."

There are various intermediate types between partial and complete

sublimations. We all know classic examples. Some occupations have un-

disputed objective value, whether they be professional or paraprofessional

activities (such as hobbies, sports, hunting, fishing, movies, special re-

search, etc.). But when the occupation takes on an obsessional or com-

pulsive character, 13 the vital equilibrium of the individual concerned is

ultimately threatened and he may become subject to depressions. Often

he becomes more and more asocial, constrained to devote most of his

time and energy to the activity saddled on him by his neurosis. Such a one

is the unrelaxing worker "who never takes a Sunday off" or who can only

take a "busman's holiday" and the shortest possible one at that. Proclaim-

^2 Dumas' Dictionary, sub.: "L'amour et la haine."

13 Such activities are in the nature of "symptoms." Sometimes they have an openly

erotic or aggressive function, sometimes a self-punishing one and lastly, in the case of

inferiority complexes, the function of overcompensation.
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ing himself a martyr, he devotes himself exclusively to his work to the

detriment of his family life and social relations. He works instead of

living, in precarious equilibrium. In failing to achieve his sublimation,

he has failed to synthesize his personality and achieve his "unity."

In quite a difEerent sphere, should not Mimi's writings be described

as a first-degree sublimation? To the best of my knowledge she never

divulged the contents of her copy-books to anybody, and with good rea-

son. Marie Bonaparte rediscovered them by chance. It is true that they

had neither meaning nor value for anyone but herself. Mimi was not

writing for the public. Nevertheless it would be a mistake to apply the

term "incomplete" to a production that a child of this age would have

been incapable of "completing." The type of sublimation was entirely

appropriate to her level of development. Mimi would have surpassed

herself had her writings had any real literary—that is to say, social

—

value. It is more correct to speak of a first-degree sublimation. The whole

problem of sublimation in children might well be re-examined from this

angle. Here I will confine myself to one remark. If we grant that infantile

sublimation may be regarded as corresponding to a first degree in the

process, then our thesis presupposes that the process may attain a second

degree in the adult, gaining in value in proportion as it discards its in-

fantile function. This is what I propose to demonstrate as briefly as

possible in the last part of this essay.

Let us take as points of comparison the examples of anal sublima-

tion discussed earlier. We know from clinical experience that there are

some very different forms of anal sublimation in which neurotic traits

may be dispersed. They may even disappear entirely, and when this hap-

pens the process has attained a level that we must needs call "superior"

if not "sublime." (Let us not be too difficult and call it "sublime.")

This leads us to a consideration of a third movement in sublimation.

It is closely related to the second but for the sake of clarity it has been

placed in a subdivision.

The Third Stage

The third state, which to a certain extent corresponds with a state of

maturity, is characterized by the coming into prominence of the faculties

of the ego. Here I use the term in its conventional everyday sense^'* be-

cause it greatly facilitates studies of ego psychology proper. The com-

pletion and success of a sublimation is in fact an important chapter in

ego psychology. The reference just given to our previous research will

allow us to establish certain points and to elucidate one aspect of the

14 Cf. C. Odier, L'angoisse et la pensee magique. Neuchatel: Delachaux et Niestl^,

1948. To be published in English by International Universities Press, 1954.
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problem that so far has not received much attention. Roughly it can be

divided into two groups of phenomena,

1. The pleasure principle loses none of its rights and affectivity

retains an important role. The affects involved may be designated by the

general term joy; joy in work without conflicts, joy in production, and

ultimately joy in success. Completed tasks provide a special joy to the

liberated individual because they are "value-infusing."^^ They confirm

his inner conviction of having used good judgment in the choice of

objects and goals for his sublimation. He sees them as proof that his

choice was adapted to his desires and aspirations because it was adapted

to his tastes and aptitudes. He feels in perfect harmony with himself and

with his environment. The goals which he had "valorized" acquire con-

siderable supplementary value ("secondary valorization").

This joy is comparable to the joy of victory. It is an almost specific

pleasure, the subtlety and lastingness of which have no longer much in

common with the coarser more ephemeral pleasure procured by instinc-

tual gratifications. This very special pleasure and self-content is specific

in that, in any sublimation, there is always the danger of failure or only

partial success, so that the value of a successfully completed sublimation

is enhanced and has the flavor of a victory.

2. The individual concerned has gained or regained his equilibrium

and has a pleasant sense of personal freedom. Why? Because there is

conformity between the goals he has "valorized" and his personal ap-

titudes.

Let us stress the phenomenon of interaction which characterizes this

conformity.

The secondary goals, once "valorized," stimulate the personal facul-

ties; and the latter, through use, become more efficient, stable and effec-

tive. Correspondingly, the very fact that the dominant faculties are

functioning with ever-increasing efficiency augments the person's confi-

dence in the validity of the chosen goals.

In short, there is a "mutual aid" relationship between goals and

faculties. There is, however, one requisite condition for the establishment

of such a relationship—in itself a relationship—and that is the relation

of suitability'^^ between the secondary goals and the level of evolution of

the ego.

According to my thesis, a sublimation is accomplished through the

establishment of these relationships. They can be described as a well-

regulated synergetic interaction between the valorization function and

the ego faculties, or if we prefer it, the dominant faculty which is also

15 French: valorisantes.

16 French: rapport de convenance.
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the most personal. An intelligent sublimation is the product of intelli-

gence, as is clearly demonstrated in the career of Marie Bonaparte, the

literary and artistic value of whose work is due to an innate talent. The
opposite, however, is not so. We do not see how a change of goals or

objects imposed on an instinctual drive by his superego would necessarily

make a person intelligent or artistic. The more's the pity, for if it were

so the world would be full of geniuses. From this point of view, what

are we to think of Mimi's first attempt at sublimation?

A prey to her sexual obsessions, Mimi in her copy-books sought her

truth—a prey to her passion for objectivity—and expressed it in cypher.

Marie Bonaparte in her work seeks the Truth and translates it into

rational language. Mimi's truth is still too subjective to be communicable;

Marie Bonaparte's, on the other hand, is communicated in her scientific

writings which at times have a profoundly poetic tinge. Hers is truth

about everybody and for everybody. It has general value, hence human
and cultural value. In Mimi's writings, the individual comes before

humanity. In Marie Bonaparte's, the opposite is true, inasmuch as the

special goal of our colleague's fortunate sublimation is the discovery of

fundamental biological laws. Humanity comes before the individual.

This may even be taken as the criterion and earmark of a successful sub-

limation. During the course of her remarkable development, Mimi's

passion for subjective truth was successfully sublimated into the sense of

any passion for objective truth which permeates the works of Marie

Bonaparte. Are these rare qualities, along with so many others, to be

solely and wholly attributed to her identification with her teacher, or,

as she infers, to her "transference"? The question answers itself.

Furthermore, fully matured people like to "valorize" works and tasks

adapted to their particular aptitudes and talents. A successfully completed

sublimation is only one illustration of this general law. Conversely, to

reduce the whole process to one of displacement of energy amounts to a

denial of the hierarchv of Sfoals and to a leveling down to the lowest

common denominator. At such a level there is no way of distinguishing

between a sadist who becomes a butcher and a little "smearer" who
becomes a great painter.

Nevertheless analysts are right to exclude the concept of value from

the sphere of analysis, for it has no place within the theoretical frame-

work of the instinctual drives. Its exclusion, however, seems to me mainly

theoretical, for in practice they are bound to have recourse to this con-

cept at times in their capacity of psychotherapists; for example, when
studying the new forms a transference may take during the course of

treatment, and more especially in the very necessan- study of the par-

allel transformations that occur in neurotic sublimations as a result of
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healthier and more realistic appraisals. Thanks to these new elaborations

the patient is progressively better able to distinguish between activities

which have a subjective, and let us say neurotic, value only and those

whose results and fruits have an increasingly apparent objective value.

It is thus that he sheds his blindness. These truly worth-while results

and fruits offer an incentive to the conscious preparation for further

modes of sublimation and the subsequent regulation of their devel-

opment.

If I may so venture to express it: it required the knowledge and

talents of Marie Bonaparte to lead Mimi into a new mode of sublima-

tion—a sort of retroactive sublimation. We are indebted to the first for

the revelation of the second, and for an objective explanation of why

Mimi was only able to achieve a first-degree sublimation.

Conclusions

The concept of sublimation opens up a new field of investigation for

analysis.

The problem consists in ascertaining how and why one sublimation

remains neurotic while another becomes healthy, or again, in a closer

examination of the processes of elaboration whereby a given pathological

mode of sublimation is capable, in changing its nature, of transforming

into a normal mode. We know in fact that one of the most harmful

attributes of a neurosis is that it blocks the way toward "sublimity," in

the sense of "reaching the summit."

There are three main categories of factors to consider:

(1) The mechanisms involved in the evolution of the instinctual and

emotional processes (e.g., transition from the anal phase to the

genital phase).

(2) The influence and pressures of the environment (e.g., the impact

of the reality principle on the pleasure principle).

These two groups are already well-known to us and much has been

written about them.

(3) The third group of factors comes into play during the course of

what we have called the "third stage" of a sublimation, either

spontaneously in the healthy person, or during the course of

analysis in the neurotic person. These factors become operative

later but they are decisive. And because they are decisive they

should be examined more thoroughly.

There is need for further study of the special psychology of the ego

to throw light on this important problem. It would necessitate overstep-

ping certain prescribed boundaries. It would lead us out of the sphere
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of quantity into the sphere of quality, which would bring us into the

world of values.

Unless we bring in the notion of value the completion and success

of a sublimation seem to be incomprehensible phenomena. Such a notion

implies two things: on the one hand, appraisals of value, and on the

other, mechanisms of valorization. This whole constellation of phenom-
ena must be taken into account in order to understand why and in what
respects a healthy sublimation differs from a neurotic one.

A successful sublimation is one aspect of cure. Whereas the primary

mechanisms define its origin, the "suitability factor" defines its limits.

Having broken its original ties, it can be compared to the ripe fruit

which falls from the trees. In this third stage it is equivalent to a normal
activity.

It is possible that Marie Bonaparte may, in the light of her bio-

psychological knowledge and theories, refute these various theses. But it

is also possible that, in the light of her life and personality, she will help

to confirm them even in the eyes of my opponents.
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A few years ago I made an attempt to formulate psychoanalytic ex-

perience in terms of behavior.^ The interest of the attempt lay in trying

to adjust to modern psychology such psychoanalytic concepts as have

been carried over from psychology of fifty years ago. It also facilitated

some theoretical comparisons, inasmuch as the psychology of behavior,

taking its inspiration from psychoanalytic hypotheses, has some inter-

esting contributions to bring to theoretical and clinical analysis. Such

"excursions" are not dangerous if we are careful to keep both the psycho-

analytic and the psychological facts and theories specific. Nevertheless

they have been "viewed with alarm" by some psychoanalysts. Some of

their critical reactions may be ascribed to "group defenses," though it

would be both discourteous and inept not to acknowledge their validity

as objective criticism also. But is the making of such comparisons neces-

sarily a lapse into "psychologism," or the application of certain psycho-

logical concepts to analytic experience necessarily a distortion of its

meaning and nature? Such misgivings, though groundless, at least serve

to challenge the "psychologizing" psychoanalyst to clarify his ideas and

clear up any misunderstandings.

Sometimes psychoanalysis is defined as "the science of the uncon-

scious mind," notably by English writers. This is clearly not a very satis-

factory definition. Its relation to history is also clear; it is the counter-

part of the definition of psychology as "the science of the mind," by

which is meant "the conscious mind," a definition which seemed valid

fifty years ago. Had psychoanalysis been born fifty years later it is per-

missible to suppose that the psychoanalyst in search of a definition would,

for the same historical reasons, have related psychoanalysis to psychology

in its new status of a science of behavior.

1 Translated by Vera Damman.
2 Lagache, Daniel. De la psychanalyse k I'analyse de la conduite. Revue frangaise

de psychanalyse, XIII, 1949.
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As a matter of fact the concept of behavior is found even in classical

psychoanalysis, where it is employed in referring to two related pairs of

opposites: action and memory, motor expression and verbal expression.

Since his earliest writings on transference Freud characterized it as the

substitution of an acted repetition for a mentally evoked and verbally

expressed memory; and he has several times called the attention of

analysts to what is revealed by motor expression when verbal expression

is deficient. Thus conceived, motor expression as opposed to verbal ex-

pression, action as opposed to speech, would be acceptable to many
analysts. It describes concrete realities and hence offers a valid medium
for translating experience into theoretical concepts. We can, however,

try to go further and reduce the opposition of the two terms by describ-

ing analytic experience either in terms of speech or in terms of behavior.

Jacques Lacan made an attempt to describe analytic experience in

terms of discourse; and by discourse I understand him to mean not just

"verbal behavior" but exchanges which constitute language and the

dialectical development of sequences of thoughts. I apologize if I am mis-

interpreting his ideas, but having no texts at hand I have to rely on my
memories of his oral communications and conversations. Let me try then

to put myself in his place and to formulate his position simply and

candidly: psychoanalysis is a dialogue between two people; at the begin-

ning of the analysis the patient does not talk of "himself" (as a result of

resistance, I suppose) nor does he talk "to the analyst" (probably due to

transference); the analyst does talk to him of "himself," he "recognizes"

him and helps him to recognize himself; the analysis is completed when
the patient talks of himself to the analyst himself. Once again I apologize

for giving such a bare skeleton of Lacan's rich and fascinating reflections,

which are profound by their very simplicity.

All this does indeed seem simple and true, and it is a very elegant

as well as a very human and humanistic way of describing analysis in

terms of discourse. But it cannot be expanded to include behavior. And
the concept of behavior does at least enable us to highlight certain facets

of analytic experience and of discourse itself.

Take the words of the patient. Clearly I as the analyst am not only

interested in the objective meaning of what he wants to tell me. I am
also and most of all interested, not in what he does not want to tell me,

but in what eludes both his intended communications and his conscious

refusals. The simplest and least devious revelations are those conveyed

through parapraxes and negations. In other words, the attention of the

analyst is directed toward the expressive meaning of the words within the

framework of the whole analytic situation. Hence the language is not

considered exclusively in its quality of language—as an abstract behavior
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—but as concrete behavior. The patient's speech is a certain manner of

behaving in the analytic situation and toward the analyst, and I as

analyst have to decipher the unconscious significance of this attitude. For

example, a patient can, and often does, talk in order to say nothing. His

speech is an action.

The analytic material is not confined to the meaning contained in

the language. To begin with, verbal expression itself, with its manner-

isms, intonations and vocal mimicry, conveys far more than the actual

words used. In addition to affective expression, posture and movements

are full of hidden meaning under their apparent naturalness. Then there

are also visceral reactions: precordial pain, headache, brachial pares-

thesia. There are actions and bits of actions. All these express what the

words fail to tell. All these have meaning. So that we can also say that

behavior is discourse.

Thus, language is a behavior and behavior a language, and the ques-

tion of whether to formulate analytic experience in terms of language or

in terms of behavior becomes largely a matter of choice. The selection of

language responds to a humanistic choice to express the quintessence of

analytic experience and to emphasize the unique nature of intersub-

jective and symbolic experience. But is the totality of this experience

really connoted in the concept of discourse? The concept of behavior

expands more easily to include, though less precisely, all the elements,

even the confused and nebulous ones. It has been criticized on the

grounds that it "objectivates" psychoanalytic experience. This argument

would be valid if the concept were used to define behavior within the

limits of material data—a sort of "naturalized" behavior as it were. But

does it still hold when significance and meaning are considered to be the

essential property of living behavior?

In human psychology, and indeed all psychology, there is need for a

concept which does not reduce it to objectively definable material data

such as motor reactions and secretions. In order to meet this need the

following definition is suggested: behavior is the whole of the physio-

logical, motor, verbal and mental actions, by means of which an organism

in a given situation seeks to reduce the tensions which motivate it and to

realize its potentialities. In the spirit and letter of such a definition the

essential nature of behavior is seen to be its significance, the property by

which a person's actions tend to reduce his tensions and realize his

potentialities.

Because the accent is on the whole constellation of behavior, this

definition is an acceptable one for describing analytic experience. It im-

plies that the psychoanalyst does not neglect a single one of the patient's

actions in his observations, and it further implies that these actions form
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a structured whole. The behavior of the patient is made up of the inter-

play of all these interdependent actions. It may sometimes happen that

all the components are externalized and appear simultaneously. It may
also happen that some of them are controlled or suppressed—motor activ-

ity, for example—or repressed—for example the conscious awareness of

an affect, yet revealed by ideas, facial expression or gestures, or bodily

impressions. Sometimes one component takes precedence, sometimes an-

other. However, because of the primordial importance of language, ver-

bal expression is often seen, as it were, in relief against the background of

the other components.

The use of language is the most obvious and also the most important

illustration of the fact that the patient is not alone and that the pres-

ence of the analyst is an essential factor in the situation. The sterility

and ineffectiveness of attempts at self-analysis, and particularly when
undertaken with the help of a recording machine, bear witness to the

importance of this factor. If the patient withdraws into himself, or tries

a session of psychoanalysis at home by himself, it is just one more way of

responding to an interpersonal situation. This is a technical problem
which has always been one of the main concerns of psychoanalysts and
it has been given increasing attention during the past few years when
so much has been written to focus attention on the influence exerted on
the course of the analysis by the analytic situation, the technical role of

the analyst, and particularly by the coutertransference. Now all these

interactions are an integral part of the concept of behavior. In fact the

field which in biology or psychology is defined as the interactions between

the organism and the environment has its counterpart in the psycho-

analytic field in the interactions between the patient and the analyst.

The principle of reduction of tensions is also common to the spheres

of both life and behavior. In the analytic session and in the relationship

with the analyst a fractional discharge of impulses and affects is accom-

plished through the medium of verbal, affective and motor expression.

It is a partial discharge only, and interpretation centers round the other

aspect of reduction of tensions—on the defenses formed by internaliza-

tion of external obstacles. Some tensions are maintained so as to avoid

developing greater tensions in relation either to external danger or to the

internal danger of the ego being overwhelmed by impulses and affects.

The very purpose of interpretation and working through of the negative

transference and of the resistance is to increase the tolerance to tensions

and progressively to lower the threshold of discharge of impulses and
affects.

That is the condition, economically speaking, under which the pa-

tient can realize his potentialities. It takes on various and distinct aspect:
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(1) the ego has less frequent recourse to defense mechanisms as a means

of reducing tension; (2) the ego's tolerance to tensions is increased; for

example, there is greater tolerance to libidinal frustration without anx-

iety or recourse to regressive defenses, and greater tolerance to aggression

in the self and in other people without loss of the love object and without

guilt; (3) there is increased tolerance to higher tensions as a means of a

more complete reduction of tension. It is in this perspective that the

rule of free association becomes meaningful. Not enough thought has

been given to the fact that in the word used to describe this rule, freedom

is the important term. For is not the whole purpose of analysis to restore

inner freedom to the patient? Not freedom to do whatever he wants,

which would be a caricature of inner freedom and a way of dissimulating

its absence. Certainly the analytic situation itself implies some restric-

tions and they have been intentionally re-emphasized recently: frustration

of a real relationship, "infantile" situation, or restriction of expression

through action. But it is also a privileged situation, perhaps the only one

in which a human being is really permitted to express himself freely and,

might I say, to live in freedom. Only, the patient is prevented from mak-

ing full use of this freedom at first by negative transference, since he has

internalized external dangers and obstacles in the form of defenses and

projects prohibitive and punitive images onto the analyst. He has there-

fore to learn to live freely; and the very restrictions comprised in the

analytic experience—restrictions which conform with reality—bring

home to him that true freedom is within and that inner freedom is the

necessary condition for any concrete freedom. As Satan said at the end

of his description of the dream in which he saw himself in the place of

the dethroned Eternal One: ".
. . we failed to understand that victory is

spirit, and that it is in ourselves and in ourselves alone that we must

attack and destroy laldabaoth."^ There can be no doubt that the analyst's

presence is an essential moment in the pursuit and accomplishment of

such a task.

There are various other points of psychoanalytic theory and tech-

niques where concepts from the psychology of behavior can well be more

specifically applied. Here the intention has merely been to point out that

a definition of behavior, formulated to meet the requirements of psy-

chology, could equally well be employed to describe, without in any way

distorting them, the essential aspects of psychoanalytic experience. The
integration of all the various physiological, motor, verbal and mental

components into the concept of behavior makes it broad enough and

flexible enough to cover all that happens in analysis. It permits us to

3 Anatole France, The Revolt of the Angels.
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reach back to its somatic origins and manifestations. Reduction of ten-

sions, realization of potentialities are basic principles, common to biology

and psychology. Topographically, the concept of behavior, like the con-

cept of personality, implies no choice as to the conscious or unconscious

quality of its meanings. Structurally, beyond the sphere of intersubjective

relationships where the dialogue takes place, the perspective of behavior

gives us a glimpse into a nebulous zone where events seem to grow out

of each other in a rather impersonal fashion as in the world of things.

But we have no direct contact with this area and can only apprehend it

as a sphere beyond that of the operation of behavior in reality and in

interpersonal commerce. So that in the last analysis one could say that

behavior thus conceived is indeed a dialogue. As a matter of fact, in

classical psychological terminology behavior has often been called "re-

sponses." For is not life itself a dialogue, or, to recall Kurt Goldstein's

beautiful formulation, a "parley"^ between the living being and the

environment?

4 In German: Auseinandersetzung; in French: une explication.
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The numerous articles published in recent years on the role of

aggression in psychological development have been mainly concerned

with elaborating that reformulation of the theory of instincts which

Freud presented in The Ego and the Id (15). Two of these articles
—"Com-

ments on the Psychoanalytic Theory of Instinctual Drives" by Hart-

mann (18), and "Notes on the Theory of Aggression" by Hartmann,

Kris and Loewenstein (19)—have been selected by us as the most exhaus-

tive and the most advanced presentations of the theory. The authors

examined the adaptive and the organizing aspects of the aggressive

drive. They discussed the psychological aspects of the manifestations of

both the aggressive and the libidinal drive and their vicissitudes. They
have expanded Freud's concepts by suggesting the existence of a neutrali-

zation of aggressive energy.

This approach resulted in several conclusions, one of which is that

while the internalization of libidinal energies leads to neurosis, the inter-

nalization, without neutralization, of aggressive energy in the ego must

lead to some kind of self-destruction (19, p. 24). The authors suggest

further that "internalized aggression plays a relevant role in the etiology

of illness" (19, p. 22).

As for the constructive aspects of the drive, the authors find that "the

musculature and motility, apparatuses for the discharge of aggression,

contribute decisively to the differentiation between self and environment

and through action, to the differentiation of the environment itself" (19,

p. 23). Objective danger situations require motor discharges (fight and/or

flight); the enforcement of passivity is made responsible for the prob-

ability of pathological disturbance.

The opportunity in the adult for the direct observation in relatively

pure form of the total inhibition of the discharge of aggression is rare
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in psychiatric experience; its best example is probably ofEered by the so-

called combat neurosis (30). Such observations can be made with much
greater facility and exactitude during the early development of the

personality, i.e., during infancy.

Given the parallel between similar findings of our own, as presented

in our past publications, and the propositions advanced by Hartmann,

Kris and Loewenstein, it appears desirable to complement the data de-

rived from psychoanalytic reconstruction, on which theoretical deductions

like those of the authors must of necessity be based, with the data of

experiments and direct observation.

We believe that an attempt to apply the significant propositions of

Hartmann, Kris, and Loewenstein's to our findings in infancy should

yield useful viewpoints for the clarification of the genetic picture of

the aggressive drive and important suggestions in regard to prophylaxis

and treatment of early psychiatric and psychosomatic manifestations.

We will begin with a fundamental question: psychoanalytic theory

assumes that the aggressive and the libidinal drives are primal ones. We
will ask whether they are already present at birth and, if so, whether

they are distinct from each other and capable of being differentiated.

Our observations and those of others indicate that at the outset the

infant is in the narcissistic stage,i during which the total energies at its

disposal are at the service of the vital processes. Actions and reactions

do not take place in response to outer stimulation, but by and large to

the afferent impulses generating in the interoceptor system. The young
organism is protected against outer stimuli by its high perceptive thresh-

old, by the stimulus barrier, which Freud considers the prototype of

repression. Perception is directed toward the organism's own processes;

it responds nearly exclusively to proprioceptive stimuli.

In the following few weeks, the development of the exteroceptive

organization is paralleled by the progressive appearance of conditioned

responses. This supplements the interoceptive behavior which persists.

It is only after about two months that a behavior going beyond this

elementary pattern becomes visible. An example will illustrate these

points. During the first few weeks of life the infant in the hunger situa-

tion will not react to the offer of food, for it does not perceive it. At this

stage, perception of the food object is predicated on the presence of a

proprioceptor stimulus, namely, the hunger sensation; without the pro-

prioceptor stimulus the exteroceptor perception is not possible. It is

only progressively that the infant in the course of the first three months

will develop to the point where it will recognize the signal of proffered

1 As formulated by Freud (13, p. 74)

.
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food outside the hunger situation (9). It should be added that even in

these circumstances the infant does not perceive in food an object, but a

signal, that is a part-object (21, p. 283).

At this point (i.e., after about two months of life) we can begin to

distinguish manifestations of pleasure in the child from manifestations

of unpleasure, and frequently of rage. Phenomenologically we can speak

of observable manifestations of the libidinal drive on the one hand, and

of the aggressive drive on the other. Of course, before that, libidinization

of certain areas, of certain situations, of certain behavior patterns has

been proceeding in the oral, accoustic and optic sectors (also in regard

to thermal stimulation and the enjoyment of freedom of movement).

When we speak of a differentiation of the two drives, we are re-

ferring to their functional aspects.^ My concept of the differentiation of

drives is that of a developmental process, in the course of which the two

primal drives, libido and aggression, are functionally differentiated out

of the great energy reservoir of the narcissistic stage. The differentiated

drives are directed in the beginning toward what I have called the pre-

object (32)—an object which is a precursor, not very firmly established

and not too clearly differentiated, of the libidinal object itself. The
integration and structuration of the ego, on the one hand, the emotional

expression of the drives in response to environmental influence on the

other, interrelate in the course of development. This is a circular inter-

relation (similar to, though not identical with, a feedback process), in

which the infant's actions and the emotional expressions of his drives

provoke responses from the environment. These responses then will shape

the infant's further development and responses.

Definite manifestations of the aggressive drive can be observed at

the time when the infant becomes capable of goal-directed actions, how-

ever primitive the action may be. Around three months, angry weeping

and screaming can be observed when the infant is deprived of its human
partner.^ Withdrawal of food provokes screaming, which is no longer

the expression of helpless discomfort but of specific resentment. The ag-

gressive drive finds its generalized discharge in the relatively meager

skeletal musculature of the infant. Specific aggressive acts, however, are

still absent.

It is in the period of the transition from what I have called "pre-

object relation" (32) to real object relations that aggression and aggressive

2 Differentiation of a drive should not be confused with "defusion." The latter is

a pathological process, the former a developmental process.

3 Any such dating of observed phenomena refers to statistical averages; actual

appearance of the phenomena can be delayed within a rather wide range of a month
or more.
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manifestations become specific. Like Hartmann, Kius and Loewenstein

(19) we believe that the collaboration of the aggressive drive with the

libidinal drive is a prerequisite for the formation of object relations.

These authors have formulated in a more general manner that libido

and aggression are not distinguishable from each other in the stage pre-

ceding object relations. On the other hand, they state that, at an un-

specified age, aggression is directed at an object labeled "bad" (the non-

I), while at the same time libido is directed to an object labeled "good"

(the I). They obviously imply that at this age perception has already

been achieved and the percept differentiated into good and bad. Between

these two stages is situated what we have called the inception of object

relations, when the object is in the twilight area between conditioned

reflex and pre-object. At this stage the nascent object is the target of the

simultaneous manifestation of both drives, the aggressive and the libidinal

drive. It is the delimitation of the I from the non-I which marks the

emergence of an object (pre-object), it is with the help of this delimitation

that the aggressive drive is differentiated from the libidinal drive.

In the second half of the first year we see progressively destructive

activities appear. Hitting, biting, scratching, pulling, kicking, are used

in the manipulation of "things," be they inanimate or human. This

manipulation serves many purposes, primarily that of perceptive orienta-

tion and, of manipulative mastery; at the same time, it establishes relations,

earliest object relations, between the infant and the "thing" (and this

includes the libidinal object!) in question. These relations will be estab-

lished as a result of the "thing-reaction" (of the infant), as a result of the

attacks directed at the object. In this way, then, beginning with a distinc-

tion of self and non-self.^" a further distinction between the animate and

the inanimate, and finally a distinction between friend and stranger, be-

tween libidinal object and the object as conceived by academic psychology

will develop.^

Therefore we are of the opinion that a sublimation of the aggressive

drive necessarily must be preceded by the functioning of this drive; in

relation to pre-objects, "things" and persons, this implies object relations

of a preambivalent nature (1, p. 450), in the course of which the func-

3* "Self" and "I" will be used interchangeably in this paper, because defining the

two would require a digression and is unnecessary in this context.
i I have found it useful, in studying the genesis of the formation of first object

relations, to make a clear distinction between "things" and the libidinal object (31, p.

108) . Things—that is, objects as conceived by academic psychologv—can be described
in terms of spatio-temporal co-ordinates; they remain identical with themselves. The
libidinal object, as defined by Freud, is described by its history. It does not remain
identical with itself, it is not described by spatio-temporal co-ordinates, but by the
drive structure directed toward it.
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tions of the drives will be mastered and related by the infant to the

object it is exploring.

We consider, furthermore, that long before sublimation can begin,

the understanding of prohibitions and commands must be established.

Up to here we have followed the development of the aggressive drive

in the first year of life, but have only touched upon its modifications, of

which Hartmann, Kris and Loewenstein mention four: displacement,

restriction of aim, sublimation, and influences of libido (of which fusion

is one).

The articles of Hartmann, Kris and Loewenstein, basing themselves

on a hypothesis introduced by Freud, state that the formation of perma-

nent object relations is "dependent on the capacity of the individual to

bear frustration" (19, p. 21), a view with which I fully concur and which

I have frequently expressed. This capacity to bear frustration, or, as Freud

expressed it, "to enforce the postponement of satisfaction" (14, p. 5) is

more generally referred to as the reality principle. I postulate on the

grounds of my interpretation of experimental findings that the infant

must achieve the reality principle before any objective perception can

take place. This, by the way, is also in accordance with Freud's formula-

tions (10a, pp. 533, 535) on the detour function of the two systems.^ For

example, only when the infant becomes able to postpone the gratification

of the hunger drive, communicated to it by the proprioceptor stimulus,

will it become free to direct its psychic energies to its environment and

perceive the environmental world, that is, the food object. This capacity

to tolerate frustration is slowly acquired and develops step by step to an

ever-increasing liberation of perceptive activity in the course of the first

six months of life. Exact experiments (25, 9, 20, 29) have shown the suc-

cessive steps in this environmental discrimination. Thus the postponement

of gratification of the drive leads to: (1) a cathexis of the percept; (2) a

confrontation of the percept with a memory trace; (3) "thought," that is

"
. . . . essentially an experimental way of acting, accompanied by dis-

placement of smaller quantities of cathexis together with less expenditure

(discharge) of them" (12).

Perception and thought initiate the discharge of the drive into aim-

directed activity. Sensory organization, musculature and motility here

function as apparatuses for the discharge of aggression. Aim-directed ag-

gression is now placed in the service of acquiring mastery over objects

5 I do not share Hartmann's view that both "the turn towards the external world

and the compulsion to recognize it are still under the auspices of the pleasure prin-

ciple" (17, p. 90). This view of Hartmann's is based on Freud's assumption that the

narcissistic stage is abandoned and object-libidinal cathexis formed for libido-economic

reasons.
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of the environment as well as for the acquisition of skills, among which

grasping is one of the first and locomotion the second.^ The function of

grasping in the discharge of aggression becomes clearly evident in the

second half of the first year.

By the time the baby is eight months old, it has acquired an orienta-

tion and co-ordination of the different parts of its body, thanks to the

body image formed with the help of the distribution of the aggressive

drive into the most varied systems. Around that time the aggressive drive

can be directed toward the objects with the help of the effectors. The
beginning of locomotion in the infant marks the conquest of space by the

child.

Developmentally this is preceded by the perceptual acquisition of an

orientation in space. Motility, of the upper limbs at least and frequently

also of the trunk, has been co-ordinated and has come under central

control. Psychologically, what I have called "crib space" is expanded into

the space surrounding the crib. It should be noted that this takes place

at an age when locomotion in the sense of walking has yet to be

achieved, and even directed crawling is often as yet not too successful.

Before this orientation in space the infant, though perfectly able to grasp

an object inside the crib, is unable to grasp an object held outside of it.

For the space of the infant at this stage is circumscribed by the limits of

the crib. And it is the breaking down of this barrier with the help of the

aggressive drive which represents the inception of the conquest of space

by the infant in its eighth month.

This age also marks the time when the infant differentiates "things"

from human beings, friends from strangers; it marks the inception of

full-fledged objectal relations.

It is at the inception of object relations that we will examine more
in detail the manifestation of aggression; for we believe that it is here

that we are able to see on the one hand phenomena of neutralization of

aggression, on the other hand a turning of the aggression toward the

self.

Such observations have been made by us in our studies of a nosol-

ogical picture which we have called "anaclitic depression" (28).

In this disease the etiological factors are simple and well known.

Children who, during the first six months of their lives have been in good
relation with their mother, respond to the loss of their love object by a

progressive mourning reaction if no adequate substitute is provided. They
begin by showing greater restlessness, weepiness, clinging to chance visi-

tors. In the further progression of the disease, apathy sets in. The mani-

6 In a motion picture "Grasping" (35), and in an article "Purposive Grasping"

(34), I have dealt with the steps invohed in the development of grasping.
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festation of aggression common in the normal child after the eighth

month, such as hitting, biting, chewing, etc., is conspicuously absent in

the depressed children. How can this be fitted into the conceptual frame-

work of the theory of drives?

We believe that similarly to every other sector of the infant's develop-

ment, the development of the drives, both libidinal and aggressive, is

closely linked to the infant's relation to the (libidinal) object. As far as

the libidinal drive is concerned, we have shown this in our article on

autoerotism (31). It is equally so with regard to the development of the

aggressive drive.

It is the relationship with the love object which gives the infant the

opportunity to release its aggressive drives in all the activities provoked

in it by the actions of the object. That, after all, is well-known to nursing

mothers who suffer from the tendencies of their infants to bite the nipple.

It should be understood that we include in the manifestations of the

aggressive drive also those activities which are not experienced as hostil-

ity, for instance grasping, etc. When the object-formation period is

reached in the second half of the first year, all these manifestations be-

come more and more evident. At this early stage of infantile ambivalence,

no real difference is made by the infant between the satisfaction of one

drive or the other; they are manifested simultaneously, concomitantly,

and alternatively in response to one and the same object, the libidinal

object. If the infant is deprived of the libidinal object, both drives are

deprived of their target. This is what happened to the infants affected

with anaclitic depression.

Now the drives hang in mid-air, so to speak. If we follow the fate

of the aggressive drive, we find these infants slowly becoming self-destruc-

tive. It is in such cases that we have found the frequent manifestations

of head banging, well known also in animals.

Hartmann, Kris and Loewenstein express doubt whether unpleasure

resulting from self-infliction of damage is already recognized as signals

warning of danger, in view of the incomplete awareness of the bodily

self and the incapacity to distinguish between self and external world.

We have a motion picture of an infant which, at eight months, after

prolonged separation from its mother, would violently hit the left side of

its face with its fist by the hour in a rhythm comparable to that of head

banging. This child directed its blows always at the same spot on the

left side of its face under certain specific circumstances which aroused

its resentment. The blows were well co-ordinated, and it is difficult to

assume that this child was not distinguishing the self from the outer

world, that it did not realize that the pain inflicted on its face originated

in its own action.
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Perhaps we may compromise in assuming a transitional stage in

which the infant has already delimited the self from the outer world

under routine conditions. However, when circumstances of suffering

arise, in which it cannot vent its aggression on the outer world, then the

boundaries again become fluid and the aggressive action is directed

against the only object available, i.e., its own body.

Similar assumptions have been made in the past by Pierce Clark (7).

From all my observations on infants I am very much inclined to assume

that the deprived infants' aggression, which cannot be directed against

an outer world object, is returned against the self.

A counterpart of this phenomenon arises when the libidinal object,

that is, the mother, has returned to the child after a limited period of

depression. Then we have observed that all functions expand in an

exuberant fashion. That applies both to the libidinal drives and to the

aggression. Particularly the manifestations of the latter are conspicuous:

after coming out of the anaclitic depression the restored infant no longer

hits or scratches itself. It now begins to bite, to scratch, to kick others.

In other terms, as long as these infants were deprived of their libid-

inal object, they became increasingly unable to direct outward, not only

the libido, but also the aggression. Although one cannot observe phenom-

enologically what happens to the two drives during the period of de-

privation, one gets the impression that the aggressive drive is the carrier,

as it were, not only for itself, but also for the libidinal drive. If we as-

sume that in the normal child of that age (second half of first year) the

two drives are fused, we might postulate that in the deprived infant a

defusion of drives occurs.

How does this come about? When the separated infant cannot find

a target for the discharge of its drive, the infant first becomes weepy,

demanding and clinging to everybody who approaches it: it looks as

though attempts are made by these infants to regain the lost object with

the help of their aggressive drive. Later on visible manifestations of

the aggressive drive decrease; and after two months of uninterrupted

separation the first definite somatic symptoms are manifested by the in-

fant. These consist of sleeplessness, loss of appetite, loss of weight.

An attempt to explain the loss of appetite and the loss of weight has

to take as its starting point the libidinal stage at which the infant is at

this period. It is the oral stage; one of the attributes of the lost love object

is the gratification of the oral zone. The mother is the very source of

food, and, psychologically speaking, food itself. When the infant is de-

prived of this love object, the libidinal and the aggressive drives are

denied the opportunity for discharge. They are dammed up and turned
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against the self. After a brief period of transition we can observe that the

infant withdraws and rejects everybody who lacks the attributes of the

love object. Similarly food alone lacks these attributes and will be re-

jected. Loss of appetite would then represent a behavior of withdrawal

and rejection; loss of weight its consequences. As in the withdrawal

behavior toward persons other than the love object, the libidinal and

aggressive drives normally acting in the intake of food are withdrawn

and dammed up. The dysfunction of food intake and utilization is the

result.

An explanation of the second disturbance, the insomnia in the in-

fant—the dysfunction of the sleep center—will have to be made with

the help of extremely tentative hypotheses.

Let us begin by positing that it is perhaps not so much the act of

sleeping which is disturbed, but the process of jallmg asleep which is

obstructed and halted. The infant falls asleep when its needs are gratified;

at the breast, when its hunger is satiated. This is a picture of complete

narcissistic equilibrium, of the still undifferentiated unity of object and
subject.

It would seem to us that the infant's sleep disturbance, when sepa-

rated from its object, is a physiological manifestation of the disruption

of this narcissistic equilibrium. The healthy infant which is able to gratify

its libidinal and aggressive drives during its waking period and discharge

them in actions will, after this discharge, be able to return to the nar-

cissistic equilibrium of sleep. The infant which has been deprived of its

object will first attempt to use its drives to recreate in a hallucinatory

manner the object with a progressively increasing measure of frustration,

like in all hallucinatory processes. This continuous frustration will finally

end in the predominance of the disappointment and in an avoidance of

sleep and the concomitant attempts at hallucinatory gratification through

dreams.

These explanations, however, do not demarcate the manifestations

of the aggressive drive from those of the libidinal drive. The two were

fused and, therefore, difficult to distinguish. Some light is thrown on this

question by our observations on infants suffering from hospitalism: they

present a tangible demonstration of the defusion of the two drives. It

can be observed in the unchecked progression of deterioration in these

children who were subjected to long-term deprivation of emotional sup-

plies. The result is a progressive destruction of the infant itself, even-

tually leading to death.

The obverse of this defusion can be observed in anaclitic depression,

when the pathological process which follows deprivation is halted by the

return of the love object. Then we can witness the manifestations of a
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partial refusion of the drives in the rapidly returning activity of these

children, in their becoming gay, playful and aggressive.

In the first case, when the deprivation syndrome goes on unchecked

and the children are separated not for months but for years, those

children who survive offer pictures reminiscent of brain-damaged in-

dividuals, of severely retarded or downright imbecile children. In the

due course of events these will probably become either the inmates of

institutions or, under "favorable" conditions, they will offer, according

to the specific individual circumstances, the manifold problems of the

"asocial" (Aichhorn), of the "atypic development" (Rank and Putnam),

of the "schizophrenic" (Bender), of the "hyperthymic" (Bowlby), of the

"turbulent" (Wallon) child—in one word, of the severely disturbed

problem child. Theoretically w'e may posit that in these children the

aggression has been turned against the self, resulting in the shockingly

high percentage of deaths; and becoming manifest, that is, turned to-

ward the outside world again, in the survi\ ing children. In these, however,

the aggression is mostly not directed at a specific object, libidinal or

otherwise. It is directed at everything and everybody and takes the form

of a generalized and mostly senseless, that is, "objectless," destructiveness.

In the second case, when the process of deprivation is interrupted

within a reasonable length of time—that is according to our experience

after not more than three to five months—by the return of the love

object, the result is different. When the mother is returned to these in-

fants within this period, they become not only gay and lively, happy
with their mothers, with grownups, with other children, and active in

their games in general. They also become more aggressive against others,

for a while at least, than any normal infant of the same age. They may
become actively destructive of objects, clothes, bed clothes, toys, etc. But
this destructiveness does not compare with the contactless destructiveness

of the child who survives prolonged deprivation of emotional supplies.

It is also among these infants whose mothers have been returned

to them after several months of absence that we found the biting chil-

dren and those who tear out other children's hair—not their own.

We have a film (No. 264) which shows one such infant systematically

tearing a piece of skin off another child's instep, leaving a bleeding

lesion.

But what has happened to the two drives during the period of de-

privation? Why have they become defused, why does it appear as if the

aggressive drive had been subjected to a different fate from that of the

libidinal drive?

Our present state of knowledge does not permit us to formulate a

conclusive answer at this stage. Our own speculations have led us in the
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direction of suggestions expressed by Freud in various forms throughout

his publications, beginning with the Three Essays on the Theory of

Sexuality (11), regarding the affinity of the libidinal drive to the organ

systems. Elsewhere, particularly in the "Economic Problem of Masochism"

(16) he has remarked on the musculature as the organ of discharge for

the aggressive drive. Organ systems are considerably slower in the func-

tion of discharge than the skeletal musculature. It is to be assumed that

they have the capacity of holding energy in a bound state. This is not

the case for the skeletal musculature which discharges energy rapidly,

completely, and in bursts of brief duration.

We might, then, speculate about the existence of an organic, a

physiological basis, which in the case of pathological processes of dis-

charge-inhibition would produce the defusion of the two drives. Once
the libidinal drive becomes separated from the aggressive drive, the

difference between the rhythm of discharge in the organs from that pre-

vailing in the skeletal musculature could lead to a different fate for each

of the drives. Perhaps some of the propositions of Cannon (6) might

find application in this context.

Any such statements can only indicate one of the possible directions

of our thinking. Much careful research will be needed before we will be

able to advance any less tentative statements.

Regarding the suggestions for prevention and treatment of early

psychiatric and psychosomatic manifestations of which we have spoken

in the beginning of our paper, we believe that they follow logically from

the preceding considerations. As published previously (33), prevention

can be achieved by avoiding at all costs any disturbance of the formation

of object relations during the critical period (beginning with the sixth

month of life). If the original libidinal object, the mother, has to be

separated from the child, an adequate and acceptable substitute has to

be provided.

As for the therapy of already damaged infants at this age level, the

discharge of aggression combined with the discharge of the libidinal drive

should be facilitated in every possible way.

This is not the place to go into the details of these procedures. We
will come back to this point in a more extensive publication which we are

preparing on the subject of the aggressive drive.
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BIOPSYCHOLOGICAL SPECULATIONS ON THE
LIBIDO THEORY

RAYMOND DE SAUSSURE, M.D.

Geneva

At all events there is no way of working out this idea except by
combining facts with pure imagination many times in succes-

sion, and thereby departing far from observation. . . . One may
thereby have made a brilliant discovery or one may have gone
ignominiously astray.

Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, p. 77.

We are indebted to Freud for having been the first to establish the

fact that the sexual instinct is composed of a great many partial tenden-

cies which slowly become structured one into another until puberty when
the supremacy of the genital zone forms the final arrangement of those

numerous drives. Freud did not hesitate to go back very far to biological

tendencies in order to find the bases of certain psychological tendencies

and with much ingenuity and intuition Marie Bonaparte has followed

him on this hazardous course, leaving a henceforth classical description of

the evolution of the female libido.^

We could pay no greater tribute to Marie Bonaparte than to con-

tinue research along those lines; moreover, we are happy here to acknowl-

edge that her works inspired most of the ideas that follow. I shall not

summarize Marie Bonaparte's ideas as I believe they are well known.

While they have interested me enormously I have been struck by the fact

that the Princess endows woman's sexual instinct chiefly with negative

qualities: passivity, masochism, giving up of the penis, etc. This does not

mean that the Princess has not observed or described other elements of

activity, such as the role of aggression which is left over from the active

phase of the oedipal, the libidinal investment of the clitoris and the con-

1 See particularly Marie Bonaparte (1) . "^Ve are indebted to Marie Bonaparte for

having laid stress on the narcissism of the cell as a precocious defense of the fear of

penetration. She has also emphasized vittelinism (p. 163) as a prefunction of feminine
sexuality; the whole study of prefunctions is extremely fruitful from the point of view
of speculation.

139
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cave erotism of the vagina. However, it seems to me that certain portions

of the libido theory would profit from being presented a little differently.

If we take as our point of departure Freud's ingenious idea that

sexuality is a compound of more primitive tendencies we would grant

that at first two functions are chiefly involved: sensibility and motility,

and that as the child develops these diffuse functions become organized

around certain centers and are hierarchically gradated under the supreme

pleasure of sexual release.

Musculature and Aggression

We are accustomed to consider the earliest aggressions as being mani-

fested by oral assault or anal retention. When the libido spreads to the

mucous erogenous zones aggression seems to invade the muscular system.

My first speculation would be to posit that the libido, that is, erotic

pleasure (having a beginning independent of the sexual function or that

of reproduction) is dependent on the sensorimotor system and aggression

on the motor nervous system.

Here I woud like to specify the kind of dependence that we mean:

it does not involve an equation: libido-sensory nervous system or aggres-

sion-motor nervous system.

The sensory nervous system is different from the libido and has

given rise to functions other than the libido. Similarly the sole origin of

the libido is not this nervous system, but it has other sources, such as

the glandular system, for instance. We simply mean to say that the sen-

sory nervous system is a prefunction of the libido.

Analogous statements apply to the relationship we establish between

the motor system and aggression.

Freud and classical psychoanalysis usually place musculature and the

mucosa in opposition to each other. This is correct in describing the

erogenous zones but behind them are the functional systems which are

the two nervous systems.

It is immediately observable that the motor nervous system inner-

vates a part of the mesoderm (the musculature) whereas the sensory

nervous system innervates a part of the ectoderm, the mucosa.

The whole nervous system results from an invagination of the ecto-

derm which corroborates our thesis defended later; namely, that there is

an increase in sensibility every time invagination occurs.

This first speculation permits us better to understand the relation-

ship, intuitively glimpsed but not completely explained, between aggres-

sion and activity. It also enables us to relate these two realms to the

problems of intrapsychic and perhaps even synaptic tensions and to
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draw more parallels between the development of the libido and of ag-

gression. There are also economic relationships which immediately arise

when the motor system does not discharge the tensions of the sensory

system in a normal way.

The two fundamental—by which we mean the most primitive

—

properties of living beings are sensibility and motility. These are revealed

even in unicellular organisms. Gradually as this sensibility develops and

becomes specialized, the nervous system which serves as their intermediary

becomes organized and hierarchically gradated. Our two groups of in-

stincts would therefore correspond to the two most primitive functions

of living organisms.

Freud glimpsed the importance of skin erotism and its role in the

sexual act. However, he did not characterize it as a stage of libidinal

development nor pay as much attention to it as to the more specialized

erogenous zones.

It is probable, nevertheless, that skin erotism plays a considerable

role in the first months of life and is useful to the development of our

corporal scheme as well as to the narcissistic investment of our libido.

If we excite the skin of a newborn child we obtain diffuse contractions

not only of the striated musculature but also of the unstriated muscula-

ture. This shows the very great sensibility existing at this age. Our custom

of covering most of the surface of the skin of newborn infants may have

a series of consequences which it would be interesting to verify. I apolo-

gize for speaking hypothetically, but I have not had time to substantiate

these hypotheses which would require experiments lasting several months

or years.

The first consequence is that it inhibits part of this sensibility, but

perhaps augments the sensibility of the face (and consequently the mus-

culature of expression) and also that of the mouth, eyes and ears.

It would therefore result, first, in diminishino^ our aofaressive tendencies

(by diminishing the sensitive surface); second, in increasing our cultural

capacities by causing primarily the child's face and hands to enter in

contact with the external world; and third, in inhibiting part of our

cutaneous sensibility.

PSEUDOPODISM AND INVAGINATION

Even before the individual's nervous system is developed there are

two forms of activity which are already indicative of the two directions

later taken by the two sexes: I shall call them pseudopodism and invagi-

nation. Let us consider the amoeba, that unicellular ors^anism which
is used for so many demonstrations. Its protoplasm stretches out in
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pseudopods to permit it to move and it becomes invaginated in order to

surround its food and progressively absorb it. In other unicellular organ-

isms invagination will, in the first stage, be used for separation, the

primitive method of reproduction.^ In more developed creatures all in-

vagination will be invested with mucosa and its entrance will be more
sensitive than the rest of the surface of the body. Therefore the orifices

of nose, mouth, anus and vagina represent so many stages of the libido.^

When Marie Bonaparte speaks of concave erotism, I think that this

pleasure can be sought very far back. When the living being invaginates

itself on a foreign body, the latter represents either a poison which must

be rejected or an aliment which must be absorbed. This role of selector

that invagination will assume obliges it to feel, and the organisms seem to

have concentrated all their efforts on increasing the acuteness of sensi-

bility of those temporary or permanent invaginations. Have not the first

organizations of the nervous system always been formed all along that

great bucco-anal invagination which also for a long time serves as the

exit for the genital secretions?

Active invagination on a body such as takes place to a certain extent

when the nursling sucks the breast is accompanied by great pleasure. It

seems to us that in the "absorption" of the penis by the vagina the

pleasure must be similar. That means that vaginal pleasure is not as

passive as it is described as being and that, as in all invagination, active

tension exists in order to succeed in feeling as much as possible. Without

having connected it with its cellular prototype or emphasized the hyper-

sensitivity of the invaginated mucosa, Marie Bonaparte had already

written (1, p. 197): "An analyst has justly formulated the idea of the

woman's hollow penis. The vaginal woman, when in possession of the

penis of the man within her, seems to have in her more or less uncon-

scious imagination the image of her own vagina in its hollow form, a

mould, as it were, of the coveted penis. Those women, it might correctly

be said, have a concave mental image of pleasure which is absolutely

opposed to" (or absolutely superposed upon—R. de S.) "the convex

image of pleasure which is that of clitoral women as it is of men."

If the very primitive tendencies of pseudopodism and motility, on

2 Freud (6, p. 72) defends the idea that the Amphimixis could have been the

result of a fortuitous conjugation of two protozoa. This chance conjugation could have
happened as a result of the general tendency to absorb outside objects by invagination.

A reciprocal invagination may have contributed to the conjugation.

3 It is interesting to note that all the functions which enable us to make an
adaptation at a distance and which consequently give proof of a particular sensibility

are located at the bottom of an invagination: sight, hearing, smell. The vaginal spasms
which some women experience at sight of a man toward whom they feel strongly

attracted are also a form of adaptation at a distance.
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the one hand, and of invagination and active sensibility, on the other,

are the basis of certain characteristics of male or female sexuality in the

highest mammals, it is important to establish simultaneously that these

tendencies also serve other functions which developed along parallel lines

in the course of the evolution of living beings. That is one of the reasons

why the generic character of man (male or female) is so complicated to

establish, pseudopodism and invagination being but one of the many

factors that determine it.

If it is true that one of the effects of pseudopodism is man's mascu-

linity, male hormones ought to stimulate development of the musculature

(which is actually the case) whereas female hormones stimulate the sensi-

tivity of the mucosa. It is known that women whose ovaries have been

removed not only often become frigid but also frequently lose the taste

of food and that female hormones restore both sensibilities.

It would be interesting to study whether there exists in the brain of

woman a cortical zone of sensibility more extensive than that of man,

whereas her motor zone might be smaller than man's.

We should like to know whether, in the microtexture of the proto-

plasm of unicellular organisms, there might not be found a prototype of

the sensitive nerve cells which multiply around the vacuoles whereas at

the center of the pseudopods might be found the first organization of a

motor nervous system. The function of Golgi's corpuscles as well as that

of the mitochondria is little known and we would have the right to make
such hypotheses were it only to follow Lalande's (9, p. 24) precept:

"Nature does not answer him who does not know what to ask her."

It would be useful to have more facts concerning the physiological

processes of the orgasm and the physiological processes of pleasure in

general.

Our speculations at least have the advantage of revealing to us

certain gaps in the realm of facts. Science needs ideas as well as facts.

As Emile Callot (2, p. 190) says: "Knowledge which augments by simple

addition is not science, but all science progresses by integration, and this

integration is precisely the result of our work with the facts, that is to

say, the idea."

The functions of pseudopodism and motility, on the one hand, and

those of invagination and sensibility, on the other, are not necessarily

linked together. All invagination is capable of motility, even the amoeba
can empty its vacuoles and every pseudopod is generally supplied with

greater sensitivity at its extremity: for instance the penis, the sole of the

foot and the palm of the hand.

Having taken cognizance of the speculative interest there may be

in considering pseudopodism and motility as preconditions and pre-
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functions of masculinity, whereas invagination and sensibility might be

the preconditions and prefunctions of femininity, and having emphasized

the relativity of these facts, let us try nevertheless to apply them to the

psychoanalytic theory of female sexuality.

Applications of the Theory of Pseudopodism and Invagination

TO the Libido Theory

Masculinity and Femininity

We should like to add a few remarks to the thoughts we have de-

veloped above.

Marie Bonaparte, partly adopting the ideas of Maraiion, the Spanish

physiologist, writes: "Thus the cloacal stage remains the substratum of

the feminine and, in the history of libidinal evolution, the feminine exists

before the masculine."

In embryology invagination also precedes pseudopodism. We see, for

instance, that the morula, the first step of the embryo, is transformed by

invagination, at an early stage, into a blastula. Only later is formed the

bodystalk, the first bud of the embryo, which soon will be invaginated

again (amniotic cavity and yolk sac).

Masculinity is active sexuality, femininity is reactive sexuality. The
amoeba puts forth psevidopods in order to make its way in life while

vacuolar invaginations, on the contrary, are reactions to the contact of

foreign bodies to be absorbed. It might also be possible to homologize

those two prefunctions with the two terms frequently used in the physiol-

ogy of perception: the effector and the receptor. All feminine psychology

is based on this receiving role which Marie Bonaparte has so well de-

scribed by the term "awaiting." She writes:

For the role of everything female, from ovule to mistress, is to

await. The vagina must await the advent of the penis in the same
passive, latent, sleepy way in which the ovule awaits the spermato-
zoon. It is the eternally feminine myth of the Sleeping Beauty carried

over to its biological prototype .... [1, p. 46].

The centrifugal orientation of aggression as of the libido consti-

tutes a male attitude; the centripetal orientation of the libido as of

aggression a female quality. Did the male or female organs precede
the orientation or did the orientation, the tendency, create both the

function and the organs? Better to leave the question in abeyance

[1, p. 45].

If we accept the idea that masculinity selected the motor drives of

the individual and his potentialities for pseudopodism, we can say that

masculinity utilized pre-existing organs and functions for its own dispo-
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sition. So also femininity rests upon a progressive selection of invagina-

tion and sensibility.

It will at once be noticed that those characteristics cannot be given

in an absolute way. The sensitivity of the mucosa is useful to the male in

the genital reflex, and the female, particularly among the mammals, is

not motionless in the act of coitus. The very fact that the woman expe-

riences a need to contract herself on the foreign object leads her to

satisfy this need and to develop techniques of seduction in which she can

reveal herself to be very active. Moreover, the extremity of the pseudo-

pods is supplied with an invagination which often has mucosa; the gland

and foreskin furnish an example. R. Loewenstein (10) has emphasized

the passive role of the penis in the passive phallic phase.

When one reads Winifred Duncan's (5) curious book on the proto-

zoon one cannot help thinking that in this lower organism there is

already a certain intent, a choice which impels it to the most useful

action.

Invagination, from the very earliest stages, is probably accompanied

by a retreat, an effacement, a passivity, which will later yield the charac-

teristics of the female sex. Pseudopodism, on the contrary, is preparatory

to the qualities of initiative, aggression, nay even the spirit of adventure.

Feminine Masochism

Freud writes (7, pp. 148-149):

The repression of their aggressiveness which is imposed upon
women by their constitution and by society favors the development
of strong masochistic impulses, which have the effect of binding
erotically the destructive tendencies which have been turned inwards.

Masochism is then, as they say, truly feminine. But when, as so often

happens, you meet with masochism in men, what else can you do but
say that these men display obvious feminine trends of character.

I started with this quotation of Freud because it shows masochism

as a reaction to aggression. Freud later changed his views on the subject

but I think that more could be said about the idea of invagination. When
the protozoa encircle the foreign body, the protoplasmic membrane has

to filter the substances which will be absorbed and a certain sensitivity

must develop at this place. Later, every time that an invaginated mvicosa

has to feel, it will intensify this sensation to a point which might hurt.

The envelopment of the foreign body has also destructive functions, so

that this primitive act is most likely sadomasochistic in nature. When
Helene Deutsch says that masochism is a normal erotic condition of

women, we think she is right. The vagina, like the primitive vacuole,

tries to contract itself on the inserted object in an effort to intensify
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sensation and perhaps even to destroy the male organ. At this stage there

is also an attempt to assimilate by absorbing the sperm.

The intensification and diffusion of sensation to the point of faint-

ing is certainly a kind of pleasure which is united with suffering. One of

the techniques for augmenting pleasure is to concentrate upon it by

ceasing to move, but there are also more active techniques which multiply

the spasms upon the inserted object.

In the classic psychoanalytic theory the clitoris is primarily a substi-

tute for the penis. We do not deny that this element exists but we believe

it has been exaggerated. The clitoris actually has none of the attributes

which attract the young girl to the penis. (1) It is not independent of the

vulva and so cannot be exhibited. (2) It does not urinate and does not

afford play with the jet of urine. (3) It does not ejaculate and so does not

give a feeling of power. In this sense clitoral erotism is essentially passive

and does not satisfy any "pseudopodic" drive except by its partial erec-

tion. The clitoris submits, it does not act; in this sense it is more maso-

chistic than sadistic.

The difficulty in making the transition between clitoral erotism and

vaginal erotism seems to me to emanate from many causes. It is a general

biological law that sensation is at first diffuse and then becomes localized.

Cloacal sensibility becomes confined to these two poles, the anus and the

penis of the boy, the anus and clitoris of the girl. The vagina forms a

kind of secondary invagination which only discovers its sensibility and

biological use when it has an object to enfold, except in the case of pre-

phallic stimulation described by Phyllis Greenacre (8).

Marie Bonaparte (1, p. 29) writes that in the young girl a regression

to cloacal organization succeeds phallic organization. We do not believe

that it is really a question of regression. Rather is it a question of becom-

ing aware of the erotism of invagination. One of the methods of exciting

the clitoris has been to insert it firmly within the vulva. An extension of

the need for insertion develops from the vulva to the vagina. Many girls

masturbate by inserting an object in the vulva in such a way as to excite

the clitoris simultaneously. Through these acts woman learns her true

erotic function which is to develop acute sensation around an external

object. Marie Bonaparte (1, p. 29) has rightly given us this concise for-

mula: "The cloacal stage remains the substratum of the feminine."

In my opinion the girl's discovery of the penis often induces clitoral

masturbation but this remains passive erotism. It is through identification

and magic thought that the girl is phallic. In this connection Phyllis

Greenacre (8, p. 247) rightly uses the term "hallucinated penis." Deper-

sonalization, autistic thought and fantasies exist rather than a masculine

erotism developed around the clitoris.
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Of course nothing is absolute and we do not deny that certain clin-

ical cases evince an active investment of the clitoris. Are these cases in

the majority?

In opposition to the mouth and anus, the vagina is closed for a long

time and can only perform its functions of absorption tardily. Its sensi-

bility is inhibited for a long time through lack of use. (An exception is

made of precocious cases of vaginal masturbation.)

Marie Bonaparte (1, p. 10) writes:

The most remarkable accomplishment of the female organism is

precisely to know how to divert that male force of clitoral libido and
the orgasm, its supreme expression, into strictly feminine channels

by transferring the erogenous seat of the clitoris "male symbol" to

the cloacal vagina.

Is it really a question of a transfer or of the development of a new

function? Moreover, is the passive pleasure of the clitoris so masculine?

Let us not forget that many women keep both orgasms, sometimes simul-

taneously, sometimes in succession, without being therefore masculine.

Similar remarks apply when Marie Bonaparte (1, p. 216) writes later:

Woman's situation is quite different. Her active libidinal dan,
conveyed by the clitoris, must be destroyed before she can acquire

her own proper erotic function. It is consequently this destruction

partly caused by the biological castration complex which initiates the

girl's passive complex, the latter being the psychic cause of speci-

fically feminine sexuality.

For reasons which we have just developed we do not believe that it

is necessary that the clitoral function be abolished in order that the

vaginal function may be brought into play. It seems to us, rather, that

clitoral sensibility extends to the vulva and from there to the vagina.

The woman, being unable to possess the penis or to substitute for it the

clitoris which is incapable of real penetration, turns her aggressivity

primitively directed against the male organ, back against herself; she

imagines herself to be penetrated, first as a punishment, then as a sort of

masochistic voluptuousness.

With regard to the young girl the end of the phallic phase is due to

the fact that the boundaries of the ego and the sense of reality become

more precise. She speculates less about her brother's penis. Then she

passes through a period when her syncretism diminishes; the differences

interest her as much as the similarities. Having definitively accepted the

fact that the clitoris is not a penis and lacks the penis's most attractive

attributes, she speculates about the advantage there might be in insert-
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ing this penis into her own body. In doing this she is only following the

female's deep drive to invaginate herself around a foreign body, Marie

Bonaparte quite rightly states that it is primarily mentally that woman
prepares for her vaginal role (1, p. 200). But at this time the unconscious

again finds not only the earlier cloacal sensations, but also a biological

memory of all the functions of invagination which make ready the con-

cave erotism of the vagina.

Speculation is also brought to bear upon the desire to have a child by

the woman's father and to keep it in the womb, which sharpens the sensi-

bility of the vagino-uterine canal (3, p. 58). Helene Deutsch describes this

relationship between mother and child similarly to the way in which we
described the relationship between the invaginated mucosa and the for-

eign object. This is what she writes:

Here I think we have a fundamental difference between fem-
inine and masculine. In the woman's mental life there is something
which has nothing at all to do with the mere fact of whether she has
or has not actually given birth to a child. I refer to the psychic

representatives of motherhood which are here long before the neces-

sary physiological and anatomical conditions have developed in the
girl. For the tendency of which I am speaking the attaining of the
child is the main goal of existence, and in women the exchange of

racial aim for the individual one of gratification may take place
largely at the expense of the latter. No analytical observer can deny
that in the relation of mother to child—begun in pregnancy and
continued in parturition and lactation—libidinal forces come into
play which are very closely allied to those in the relation between
man and woman.

There is no doubt that Helene Deutsch alludes here to the feelings

which develop as consequences of the relationship between the enveloped

object and the erotism of the enveloping mucosa.

To clarify my thought, I wish to add that I do not deny the existence

of penis envy but I do deny that the clitoris systematically substitutes for

the penis, and that the clitoris takes an active role and, as in the boy,

elicits fantasies of penetration. "^-.

Methodological Observations

We are well aware of having accumulated premature hypotheses and

conclusions by using the method of analogy.

Analogy [writes Callot (2, p. 136)] is a procedure which, judi-

ciously applied, is an excellent instrument for research. But one must
be careful not to make of it a method of demonstration or build a
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system upon it alone, especially when one subsequently tends to con-

sider that system as an expression of reality.

This could not be better said.

We know that the principle of analogy was considerably exploited by

Aristotle and his successors until Theophrastus (372-287 b.c), the founder

of botany, opposed it. In the sixteenth century Cesalpino again made use

of it.

Psychoanalysis has taught us that certain psychophysiological be-

havior patterns repeat themselves through development or regression.

Thus the adolescent who struggles against his masturbatory habits retains

his sperm in an anal way. Recently Phyllis Greenacre (8) has shown that

the child often constructs his images of respiratory phenomena in a way

which is analogous to that which he observed concerning his anal func-

tions. So also it is possible to surmise that anatomo-physiological struc-

tures repeat earlier constructions. Thus the erect penis borrows from the

pseudopodic role just as the female sexual functions repeat the invagina-

tion and sensibility of the amoeba.

Analogy is a method which is useful for asking questions which

patient research will resolve. In reading Winifred Duncan's fascinating

book, The Private Life of the Protozoa (5), we had hoped to find many

answers to our interrogations, but contemporary biologists are not yet

oriented toward these problems and we should like to ask them a few

questions:

1. From what point on, in the evolution of living beings, is there

an autonomous sympathetic nervous system governing the system of

invaginations?

2. Beginning with what creatures is it possible to find hyperesthesia

accompanying invagination?

3. Is it possible to find in unicellular organisms genes which corre-

spond to the functions of invagination or pseudopodism?

4. Is there, in the genes, a filiation proceeding from pseudopodism

to the male sexual organ and the same filiation between invagination and

the female sex?

5. Is there a relationship between the number of pseudopods and

the number of invaginations?

6. Can a relationship be observed between the development of the

male organs and the motor nervous system?

7. Is it possible to obser\e a relationship between the deAelopment of

the female sexual organs and the sensory nervous system?

8. In pathology, can a woman w'ho has acquired dual sensual pleas-
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ure, both clitoral and vaginal, lose one of these through a lesion of the

medulla?

9. Is there information available concerning clitoral and vaginal

sensual pleasure in female apes?

10, Are there differences in the nerve ends of the clitoral and vaginal

nerves?

It would be possible to add many other questions which are also war-

ranted by the hypotheses we have formulated. In summarizing we can say

that the concept of prefunctions, at the present stage of our knowledge,

raises more questions than it resolves. Perhaps some day science will be

better able to describe to us the filiation of the functions derived from

pseudopodism and invagination. Meanwhile may the serious-minded

forgive us for having given free rein to our imagination!
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CLINICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

The interdependence of clinical data and theory in psy-

choanalysis is unique in the history of psychopathology.

The psychoanalytic method and psychoanalytic hypo-

theses have been leading to the discovery of an unsus-

pected wealth of new clinical data, which in turn have

enriched our understanding of human nature in general.

The following papers explore the role of instinctual

drives in various clinical manifestations: in depression,

in somatic illness, in bodily behavior during analysis,

in early developmental processes. Some chapters deal with

technical problems in dream analysis and in special types

of cases.





DEPRESSION AND AGGRESSION

A Contribution to the Theory of the Instinctual Drives
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Amsterdam

1. Differences in the Psychiatric and Psychoanalytical Approach

TO THE Phenomenon "Depression"

In psychiatry, the term "depression" is often used in a diagnostic

sense. A subdivision is made into different clinical pictures such as: re-

active depression, psychogenic depression, hysterical depression, endo-

genic depression, etc.

Some authors distinguish between endogenic depression and melan-

cholia, others seem to equalize both terms, but they all agree that endo-

genic (melancholic) depressions are constitutional diseases based on an

innate predisposition.

Reactive depressions, on the other hand, are considered as reactions

to external, traumatic events in otherwise almost normal individuals

whereas the term psychogenic or neurotic depression is used for depres-

sive disturbances developing in the course of life, on the basis of child-

hood neuroses.

From a descriptive point of view these differentiations are justifiable.

Many phenomenologists offer very fine and detailed pictures of the inner

experiences of depressed patients.

As far as the psychoanalyst is concerned, however, the phenomen-

ology is the starting point for his investigation. Some patients give as

colorful and detailed a description of their depressive states as many
phenomenologists have done in their writings. The analyst, however,

wants to know far more. He is interested in the structure and the genesis

of the psychic deviations from normal; he does not only search for the

immediate causes of the outbreak of the disease, but for the deeper causes

as well. It is common knowledge that psychic disorders invariably arise

from a conjunction of constitutional and developmental factors (Freud's

153
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complemental series). As regards the field of the depressive states, this

implies that a fundamental separation of endogenic from exogenic de-

pressions is impossible. All depressive clinical pictures contain endogenic

and exogenic factors. Naturally, it is of practical, therapeutic importance

to know at which end of the complemental series the syndrome in a given

patient must be placed.

A psychotic patient presenting a grave melancholia with delusional

ideas, having hardly any affective contact with his environment, is not

amenable to psychotherapeutic nor to analytic therapy in this stage.

Yet Abraham (1) has pointed out already that, not infrequently, manic

depressive patients can be treated in the interval periods, sometimes even

successfully.

It is my experience that there are cases of "endogenic" depressions,

where analysis is possible and, though the technique has to be slightly

modified, rather significant results can be obtained. The periodical

cyclothymic variations of mood mostly continue to exist, but the ampli-

tude of the oscillations has decreased so much that they sometimes are

hardly any more perceptible for the environment. Such experiences urge

us to be very careful with our indications for shock therapy in depres-

sions, the more so as the damage done by shocks to the subtle psychic

functions can be very considerable.

The so-called reactive depressions may sometimes disappear spon-

taneously or with superficial therapeutic help. Whenever it is possible to

observe them analytically, it becomes clear over and over again that they

only arise in individuals who have already gone through inconspicuous

depressive changes of mood. The latter can be tracked down regularly

into early childhood. Many of the differences between mild and grave

depressive states, so great from the phenomenological viewpoint, prove

to be based, genetically, on economical, i.e., quantitative factors. The
active psychic mechanisms are the same, however.

2. Psychoanalytic Knowledge of Depressive States

Psychoanalysis does not look upon depression as a disease but as a

symptom formation that may occur in nearly all neuroses. Fenichel speaks

of "that most frequent and also most problematic mechanism of symptom
formation, depression" (2). And next: "To a slight degree, depression

occurs in nearly every neurosis (at least in the form of neurotic inferiority

feelings); of high degree it is the most terrible symptom in the tormenting

psychotic state of melancholia."

We know that depressions occur in combination with hysterical

symptoms, with compulsive-obsessional symptoms, with perversions, and
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also with all kinds of character deformities and developmental disturb-

ances. The depressive mood is the expression of an injury to the self-

esteem, ranging from slight inferiority feelings to a total loss of self-

esteem. The latter is often attended by feelings of depersonalization; the

patient has become estranged from his surroundings or from himself

(once a patient used the expression: "I suddenly perceive I have lost

myself").

Sometimes an intense anxiety is experienced, sometimes the latter

is suppressed, but during analysis it invariably manifests itself. This

anxiety signals the great danger of the "ego loss," of the impoverishment

in narcissistic libido cathexis, which is indispensable for a normal self-

esteem.

It is also well known that self-reproaches may alternate with blaming

others. The patient feels bad or guilty, the ego is no longer loved by the

superego, as Freud puts it.

The ego tries to reconcile the superego by means of self-accusations,

self-vexations, penances, etc., for the feeling of being loved again increases

self-esteem. The latter also applies to the surroundings. In every possible

manner, the patient demands that the persons in his environment supply

love, care, sympathy, help, etc., because he feels permanently wronged.

To quote Fenichel: "These patients are love-addicts."

In other words: the patient's affective relationship with the environ-

ment as well as the relationship with his own person is not at an adult

level; he does not love objects on the basis of their own merit; he has

regressed to an infantile stage of love life.

The classic work of Abraham's referred to above moreover presents

us, in a way still unsurpassed, with a picture of the regressive libidinal

processes to be observed in depressions as well as in manic-depressive

psychoses. The author found a combination with compulsion-neurotic

phenomena in the mild forms of depression as well as in the interval of

the manic-depressive psychosis. Therefore he was forced to accept a regres-

sion toward the anal phase. In the more severe and psychotic forms, how-

ever, the process of regression was found to have proceeded to the oral

phase. Abraham holds this deeper regression responsible for the psychotic

character of the disorder. In such cases, the representative of the object is

introjected (eaten, as it were), in consequence of which the relationship

with the environment gets lost. The more complete this process, the more
deeply psychotic the patient becomes.

Abraham also assumes that such regressions may occur under the

influence of traumatic events (e.g., the loss of beloved persons, etc.), in

those persons who are predisposed by a fixation at the pregenital devel-

opmental stages. Constitutional factors may play a role here, but also the
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so-called "primal depression" of earliest childhood, which may arise from

a lack of gratification of the primitive bodily needs as well as from a

deprivation of love.

Abraham's subdivision of the three libidinal developmental phases

(each of them was divided into two subdivisions), explains some pecu-

liarities of the ambivalent afEective attitude of the depressive patient to-

ward the environment. However, a number of questions remained open

at that time, part of which can now be answered, in connection with the

increase of our knowledge about the development of the ego and the

development of the aggressive urges. Although Abraham's clinical ma-

terial presents an abundance of aggressive and destructive reactions, both

against others and against the own person, he only speaks of anal and

oral sadism (respectively, masochism), but no attempt is made to study

the specific role of aggression.

At the present time we consider the following points as two of the

most important problems of psychoanalysis:

(a) how have we to envisage the coexistence of erotic and aggressive

instinctual manifestations; and

(b) what is the mutual influence of ego and instinctual development.

Sub (a) I should like to recall to mind that no human relationship is

free from ambivalence. In the greatest happiness of two loving partners

a certain hostility, however deeply concealed it may be, is never entirely

absent. One often gains the impression that living out a certain amount
of aggression, provided that it is used in the right form and at the right

moment, may increase the feeling of felicity. It is common knowledge that

a wrong dosing or timing for one of the partners may disturb or destroy

the entire experience of love. The very fact that erotic and aggressive feel-

ings and urges are so closely interwoven, renders our study so much more
difficult.

Sub (b) I wish to recall to mind the fact that communications on

instinctual urges only reach us via the ego. What we actually observe are

instinctual derivatives (Triebabkommlinge) in which we must recognize,

by means of analysis, which portion was original instinctual urge and

which modification this urge has gone through because of the responses

of the ego. This is also valid when the whole of this conglomerate of

instinct-ego reaction has been repressed and, in the analytic work, has

only become conscious after a resistance has been overcome. Merely un-

controlled, instinctual impulsive actions, in which the ego has been taken

by surprise, provide us with a more direct picture of the instinctual event.

This can become abundantly plain in certain psychoses. In more or less

normal persons it is observed for instance in outbreaks of rage or under

the influence of alcohol or other intoxicants. The observation of very
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young children who have developed only very few ego functions is par-

ticularly instructive in this respect.

I am of the opinion that the study of the depressions may shed some

light on the two problems mentioned sub (a) and (b). Since analytic

treatment of depressive patients can only take place ^v•ith those patients

in whom part of the ego functions has remained intact or, at least, is

functioning to such an extent as to permit of co-operation of analyst and

patient, we always have to contend with the difficulties mentioned above.

Therefore we must be very cautious in our attempts at distinguishing

the shares of the erotic drives, the aggressive drives and the ego func-

tions in the psychic event. We are always dealing with a total personality.

Observations of young children, such as were made by Anna Freud in

the Hampstead Nurseries and such as are taking place in many American

institutions provide us with valuable, complementary data and correc-

tions.

3. The Role of Aggression and of Ego DevelopiMent in Depressions

I shall present a few examples from the abundance and variety of the

material gained from a deep personality analysis, in order to illustrate

the facets that are of significance to these two problems. The gloomy

mood of a depressive patient, which he often accounts for by declaring

himself to be so inferior, so bad, so stupid, so incompetent, figures promi-

nently among his complaints.

We already described that these complaints express an inner psychic

conflict: the ego feels itself to be so bad when confronted with a strict

superego which acts condemning and punishing. But there is more to it:

in every patient with strong inferiority feelings, analysis one day reveals

the existence of superiority feelings, fantasies of grandeur and omnipo-
tence.

The patient cannot love another human being on his own merit, be-

cause he is unable to give. He only wants the other to be his. In other

words, the object is, to the patient, a complement, an extension of his

own person. He can only love the other in the form of possessing him.

It is a craving for power, an enlargement of his own power through that

of another one's. In childhood, this wish for power is concerned with the

parents who, in the child's fantasy, are omnipotent. In a certain phase

of infantile development the feeling of omnipotence arises from an intro-

jection of the images of omnipotent parents. The fantasies of omnipo-
tence are well-known in the obsessive-compulsive neurotic who performs
"magic" in words, thoughts and compulsive acts. In magical thinking and
acting we recognize ego functions at a primitive level. However, these
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processes are, at the same time, manifestations of a twofold instinctual

event. The need for love is satisfied through the union with the object,

but at the same time the process serves as a means of increasing power.

The existence of the object has become insignificant at the very moment
the craving for power predominates.

In some cases of depressions the fantasy of devouring the object

entirely (introjecting it) and destroying it gets the upper hand. Freud

described this phenomenon in grave melancholias at an early date al-

ready.

We are used to linking the feelings of omnipotence which have to

compensate for the experience of being powerless, so intolerable to many
sensitive children, to the anal and oral phases of libidinal development.

It is one of the earliest analytic discoveries that the young child's emo-

tional attachment to the mother in the periods of breast feeding and

bowel training is accompanied by a somatic sexual gratification and con-

sequently by a discharge of libidinal tension. It did not become clear

until much later, however, that the aggressive instinctual energy also may
find an outlet in the struggle for power, in processes of conquering the

object, wanting to possess it, keeping or destroying it.

4. The Interrelationship of Erotic and Aggressive Drives

Freud's original conception reads that, normally, we are dealing

with a blending, a fusion of erotic and aggressive drives, while in patho-

logic cases a defusion can take place. This applies to the aggression

turned against the outer world as well as to the aggression directed

against the own person.

When observing an uncontrolled outbreak of anger or a temper

tantrum in a child, we are struck by the enormous quantity of aggression

that can be discharged. It is quite probable, to be sure, that such an event

is accompanied by some discharge of libidinal energy. Freud pointed out,

at an early date, that every important somatic process, such as, e.g., pain,

may act as a sexual stimulus. However, in the outbursts of impotent rage,

the discharge of aggression is clearly predominating, in contradistinction

to, for instance, of what happens with a lust murderer, in whom sexual

and aggressive (destructive) drives are discharged with nearly equal in-

tensity. The latter also applies to the sadistic (and masochistic) masturba-

tion fantasies.

A patient suffering from depressive states, feelings of derealization

and inferiority, once depicted the great difference in subjective experi-

ence. In the course of some years' analysis, an abundance of sadomaso-

chistic fantasies had been worked through. The early infantile material
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next emerged in acting out. Desperation and impotent rage manifested

themselves in crying, yelling, trampling, kicking and beating on the

couch. In the subsequent discussions the patient was greatly impressed

by the intensity of his destructive urge. When I tried to find a connection

with his sadistic fantasies, in which he used to humiliate and beat his

objects, he replied: "That's something entirely different; with those fan-

tasies, long drawn out in bed at night, I had erections and sexual grati-

fication. What I experienced now was merely: 'wanting to smash, to

bite, to destroy.' " I gained the impression that the patient was right.

After all, the patient has not really destroyed something, neither my-

self, nor the furniture, nor some property of mine. What had put this de-

structive need in check prior to its realization?

In the analytic situation, the patient's ego has temporarily aban-

doned part of its functions, such as, for instance, self-control, but it was

still functioning to such an extent as to preserve part of the reality sense

and to leave part of the control of motility intact owing to which actual

destruction was given up. It goes without saying that this was due to a

conjunction of various motives, e.g., under the influence of a moral

agency, of guilt feelings and especially of anxiety.

We are interested, however, in the question as to what happened

here in the instinctual sphere.

(a) Has the discharge of the aggressive energy been simply inter-

rupted?

(b) Has a fusion with libido, modifying the destructive urge, come
into being?

(c) Did something happen to the aggressive instinctual drive itself,

i.e., has it become an aim-inhibited urge, has a sublimation taken place?

Inhibition of the discharge has undoubtedly taken place, as is shown
by direct observation. But surely more things have happened: as far as

the process of fusion with libido and of sublimation are concerned, the

subsequent course of the analysis will shed some light on that. We might
briefly describe this course as follows:

After an aggressive outburst, such as the one described above, we
see the patient regaining, more or less gradually, a positive attitude to-

ward the analyst. At first, this often occurs under the pressure of an
enormous fear of retaliation on the part of the analyst, a fear of losing

his love and appreciation. In this period of the analysis it is the analyst's,

often difficult, task to deprive the patient by a great deal of quietly await-

ing patience, understanding and invariable kindness, of the possibility to

rationalize his anxiety by an actual danger situation.

He learns to understand that the danger was real in his early child-

hood but has become superannuated now and, under various circum-
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Stances, such as the analytic situation, does no longer exist in reality.

When the patient has repeatedly gained this experience we see after new
aggressive explosions the positive, libidinal attitude coming into existence

spontaneously, automatically as it were.

The more successfully the inner, instinctual conflict is solved, the

anxiety over the own aggressive and destructive urge is overcome, the

sooner the patient will be able to abandon his self-vexations, his raging

against himself, i.e., his depressive symptoms.

I wish to add here that, naturally, this healing process can be accom-

plished only in part of the cases. As I expounded above, it is self-evident

that one cannot embark upon an analysis in a grave melancholia, where

the representation of the object has been entirely, or almost entirely,

introjected, consequently, where the patient has turned nearly all aggres-

sion and destruction against his own person and where there hardly exists

an affective contact with the environment. In an interval, or with grave

depressions on a more or less obvious endogenic basis, it is sometimes

possible to realize the process described above, although the latter may
take many months and runs a monotonous course.

As I pointed out in the introduction, the result is often limited to a

reduction of the amplitude of the oscillations, which, however, may rep-

resent a very important improvement from the therapeutic viewpoint.

A practical difficulty may be sought in the fact that—as is generally

known—the self-destructive tendency may become so strong, in grave de-

pressions, as to entail the danger of suicide. It is often very difficult, then,

to decide whether the patient must be hospitalized or whether one must

venture to continue the analysis. If the libidinal attachment to the analyst

is strong enough to carry the patient over all aggressive and self-destruc-

tive tendencies, one may book a success in return for one's pains. But

there are cases in which the analyst's courage, tact, and patience are of

no avail.

I revert to the cases in which the healing process described does

materialize. In addition to the aggressive discharges experienced by the

patient as destructive urge, other forms of aggression can be observed in

some cases. They are described by the patient as a wish to control, to get

hold of, to gain possession of. In fantasies the object (the analyst) is be-

littled and humiliated, it is true, but it is not destroyed. These presenta-

tions and experiences, too, are clearly distinguished by some patients,

from their sadistic and masturbatory fantasies.

The events taking place here during the analytic process remind us

in many respects of the observations of babies and toddlers by various

authors, e.g., Anna Freud in the Hampstead Nurseries.

Anna Freud (3) describes that the baby's first emotional contact
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presents the same characteristic quality of aggjessive insatiable greediness

he displays toward food. And afterward: "In the oral stage the infant

destroys what he appropriates (sucks the object dry, tries to take every-

thing into himself)." She depicts the toddlers' "peculiarly clinging, pos-

sessive, tormenting, exhausting kind of love which they have for their

mothers," etc. And, "We understand that on these pregenital stages it is

not hate but aggressive love which threatens to destroy its object." The
author describes, elsewhere (4), a form of "autoaggression" (head-knock-

ing) as "the aggressive equivalent of autoerotism" and later on "as one

of the rare representatives of pure destructive expression, where fusion of

the drives is incomplete or after defusion has taken place."

Thus, in order to explain the phenomenon of "aggressive love," Anna
Freud uses Sigm. Freud's theory of a fusion or mixture of the erotic with

the aggressive drives. It is certainly distinctly observable that the infant,

sucking, biting, laughing and whining, is developing an erotic attachment

to his mother's breast (and afterward to his mother). Tearing up and

smashing toys, attacks on pet animals are, at the same time, the child's

expressions of love just as the struggle for power and the toddler's wish

to domineer are in the anal phase.

But it remains an open question whether this coexistence of aggres-

sion and erotic play is a real fusion of the two drives and whether, e.g.,

the substitution of a striving for power, or an urge to dominate, is to be

solely attributed to an admixture with libido.

Another possibility urges itself upon us. Prior to going further into

this subject, I shall briefly discuss the libidinal development. We readily

follow Freud's conception that the sexual drives may have different aims.

However, we must clearly keep in mind what we must understand by this

concept. The general description given by Freud in "Instincts and Their

Vicissitudes" (5) runs as follows:

The aim of an instinct is in every instance satisfaction, which can
only be obtained by abolishing the condition of stimulation in the

source of the instinct. But although this remains invariably the final

goal of every instinct, there may yet be different ways leading to the

same goal, so that an instinct may be found to have various nearer
or intermediate aims, capable of combination or interchange [p. 65].

The aim which each [of the sexual instincts] strives to attain is

"organ-pleasure"; only when the synthesis is complete do they enter
the service of the function of reproduction, becoming thereby gen-
erally recognizable as sexual instincts. At their first appearance they
support themselves upon the instincts of self-preservation [pp. 68-69].

We can fully endorse the first sentence of this description. The aim

of a drive is gratification, relief of tension, or, in other words: the per-
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sonality aims at a discharge of tension (energy). The question remains,

however, whether this discharge takes place at a body zone functioning

as a specific source for a given instinct. We would rather assume that

instinctual discharge takes place at different zones of the body, having

an exceptional significance in certain developmental phases in relation

to the body's needs, but not being necessarily the "source" of the instinc-

tual energy.

These zones vary according to the individual's maturation as well as

his development under the influence of the environment (i.e., the educa-

tor's attitude and demands).

We no longer speak, at present, of the instinct of self-preservation

but we regard the striving for self-preservation as an ego function. The
first, most elementary need is the intake of food. The first libidinal dis-

charge takes place at the mouth (the oral zone). Later on, it is the proc-

esses of digestion and excretion that are attended by sexual gratification

(anal phase). Ultimately, in adult sexual life, an ejaculation of sperma,

accompanied by an orgasm, provides a complete discharge of tension.

The "intermediary aims" are gratifications at the various erotogenous

zones (apart from mouth, anus and genital, the skin, the respiratory

organs, and other parts of the body may also act as such). Thus we speak

of organ-pleasure, which is probably comparable with the more or less

diffuse gratification the young child provides himself in masturbation and

is undoubtedly different from the orgasm attending the ejaculation of the

sexually mature male.

We shall now revert to our considerations of the aggressive drives.

As far as the latter are concerned, we also assume that the ultimate aim

is gratification, discharge of tension. Temper tantrums, etc., demonstrate

this ad oculos. It does not seem unlikely, however, that the aggressive

drives are not so rigid as Freud originally believed them to be, but that

they, too, can reach the ultimate aim (gratification) by "various ways."

A destructive or aggressive act can be directed against animate as well

as against inanimate objects. The discharge of aggressive energy observ-

able in an outburst of rage, might be compared with the sexual discharge

in a complete orgasm. ^ It is my impression that "gaining possession of,"

conquering, mastering, getting hold of an object should be regarded as

variegated ways of discharge providing some kind of gratification. The
object (animate or inanimate) is not incorporated (i.e., destroyed), then,

but the object's survival is tolerated and sometimes guaranteed. Gaining

possession of the object serves the increase of the subject's own power.

The problem of the aims of aggression has already been touched

upon by Hartmann, Kris and Loewenstein in (6). These authors write:

1 Vide also Brunswick (9).
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What should we assume the aims of aggression to be? It has

been said that they consist in total destruction of objects, animate or

inanimate and that all attempts to be "satisfied with less," with battle

with or domination of the object, or with its disappearance imply
restrictions of the original aims. It seems that at the present stage in

the development of psychoanalytic hypotheses the question as to the

specific aims of the aggressive drive cannot be answered; nor is a

definite answer essential [p. 18].

In my opinion, this formulation of the question is not the right one.

As I said before: the aim of a drive is gratification, discharge. (The

authors cited above assume, just as I do, that "aggressive discharge per se

may be experienced as pleasurable" and that the pleasure does not neces-

sarily arise from "narcissistic components.") The ways by which discharge

can be efjected may differ, but no one is "superior" or "inferior" to

another. A given form of discharge is not a "restriction" of another form,

either. Nor does an aim inhibition of the drive take place. The different

modes of discharge are manifestations of the instinctual development.

The various ways of discharge can be used concurrently, e.g., an urge to

gain possession of the object can be accompanied by a destructive urge

and conversely. A specific mode can also be abandoned and replaced by

another one. This is, e.g., clearly to be observed in a child as a reaction

to the object's attitude. If, for instance, the mother resists the child's

striving for power, if the child feels disappointed or hurt in some fashion

or other, a tendency toward revenge will arise and provoke the destruc-

tive impulse.

-

The question as to whether the quality and intensity are the same
in the different forms of gratification should probably be answered in the

negative. But in this respect there is no fundamental difference from the

possibilities for sexual gratification.

The sexual gratification obtained at the oral or anal zones, or expe-

rienced by the little boy playing with his genital, certainly differs quan-

titatively, and probably also as regards intensity, from the orgastic

experience attendant upon the ejaculation of the adult male, as I pointed

out before.

We revert once more to the problem of the relation of libidinal and
aggressive energy to certain zones of the body. Observation, especially of

children, has taught that the sequence of oral, anal and phallic develop-

mental stages of the libido is not a constant one. For instance, genital

stimulation takes place in the infant (onanism of infancy), i.e., long

before the phallic phase. Oral and anal phases overlap. The anal stage in

2 I feel justified in concluding from a personal communication of Hartmann's that

the author, personally, is inclined to accept a diversity of aims (perhaps he also means
a diversity of modes of discharge?) of the aggressive drives.
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particular is greatly subject to the influence of educational measures, etc.,

as regards its duration, form and significance. In this connection I refer

to a communication by Anna Freud in "Observations on Child Develop-

ment" (4), viz., that she was in a position to observe an extremely

intense penis envy in one-and-a-half to two-year-old girls, following a

particularly intimate bodily contact with little boys, such as permanently

occurs in nurseries.

According to many authors, the relation of the aggressive drives with

certain parts of the body would be such that these organs are not places

of stimulation, but serve as instruments of discharge of tension. Remark-

ably enough, one of the first organs to be used for the discharge of aggres-

sion is the mouth, the very organ where sexual stimulation and discharge

takes places. I do not venture to discard the possibility that the stimula-

tion of the mouth (lips and jaws) caused by sucking the breast might also

be able to serve as a stimulant for the aggression, which is discharged

then in "sucking out," biting, "swallowing up," and crying.

When the musculature develops further, it is especially the muscles of

arm and hand, in addition to the muscles of mouth and jaws, that become

instruments for the discharge of aggression.

It is likewise an open question whether muscular tension per se

might function as a stimulus for aggression (often in the form of an urge

to gain possession of the object.) The so-called Funktionslust, i.e., the

immense satisfaction a child may display when successfully utilizing

muscular functions he recently learned (e.g., walking) , certainly is an

expression of a saturated "possessive instinct" (power over his own body),

apart from the sexual gratification it may represent.

Although differences in the development of libido and aggression

cannot be discarded, we come to the conclusion that they are likely to be

smaller than they appeared at first.

5. Aggression, Ego Development and Object Attachments

We shall now turn to the following questions: Under which condi-

tions do the aggressive drives search for discharge in the one inode or in

the other, by this or by that way?

It has become clear from the above that this depends upon the stage

of maturation of the individual and of developmental factors, under the

influence of the environment. The development of aggression partly fol-

lows the libidinal development, partly the growth of the body, partly the

psychic and emotional maturation, and it is especially correlated with

the maturation of the ego.

In the process of growing the ego gains mastery over motility, i.e..
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the use of the muscular apparatus which is the instrument for the dis-

charge of aggression. In the oral developmental stage the object is cap-

tured and destroyed by "eating." It stands to reason that this does not

imply, as is sometimes said, that the infant sucks mother's breast "wish-

ing" or "intending" to destroy it. As long as the baby cannot distinguish

a world outside his own self he cannot have a "wish" regarding such a

world. He does not suck out of "love" nor out of "hate" or because of

his "wish to destroy." Sucking is a reflex movement stimulated by hunger.

But this activity apparently offers, at the same time, a possibility for

discharge of libidinal and aggressive instinctual tensions; therefore suck-

ing is continued even if the stimulus of hunger is no longer operating.

A need, a wish for gaining possession of the object (the mother's

breast) cannot arise until the child can distinguish an outside world

from his own self, i.e., after a certain degree of ego-development.

Only when the object is recognized as being a prerequisite for the

gratification of needs, does a libidinal attachment come into being. And
only when the child has learned that destruction of an object means loss

of what is indispensable (or beloved) , will he replace the destructive

urge by a striving to gain possession of the object, sparing its existence.

It is easy to observe this phenomenon in a toddler who smashes a

favorite toy with a blissful satisfaction, who is surprised, next, and un-

happy on perceiving that it does not function any more, is broken or

gone, and who ultimately learns to "possess" the beloved doll or animal

while leaving it intact.

We mentioned above that disappointments and injuries may pro-

voke again destructive impulses, e.g., in the form of a wish for revenge.

In other words, part of the development of ego-functions, e.g., the capa-

city to distinguish between outside and inside, acquiring reality sense

by means of experience, but also the magic form of thinking (the basis

for fantasies of omnipotence and grandeur) are preconditions for being

able to replace a certain mode of discharge of aggressive energy by an-

other one.

A second process, the development of a psychic object attachment

also plays an important role. The object being shown at first as some-

thing indispensable for the gratification of bodily needs becomes essen-

tial as a source of love later on. The feeling of being loved is a gratifica-

tion of the self-esteem which is so easily hurt in the child who feels

utterly powerless when confronted with demands of the environment as

well as in regard to his own wishes for power. The tragical conflict lies

in the fact that being hurt or disappointed is apt to mobilize a destructive

urge against the very person whom the cliild cannot do without as a love

object. It is self-evident that this person's attitude (at first the mother)
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may exert a great influence on the intensity of this conflict. Since, how-

ever, in consequence of tlie peculiar complexity of man, his protracted

immaturity and dependence, a life without any frustration or feeling of

impotence is impossible, the conflict is fundamentally unavoidable.

Thus we see alterations taking place in the forms of discharge of

aggression actuated by maturation and ego development on the one hand
and consecutive upon the libidinal object attachment on the other hand.

We shall now revert to our earlier question. Could this not be simply

explained by the theory of the fusion of erotic with aggressive drives?

Clinical observation leads me to regard this event, at least partly, as a

developmental process of the aggression which runs its course along with

the libidinal development rather than as a fusion of aggression and
libido.

I return to our depressive patients and the distinction, described

already, in their experiencing sadomasochistic urges or fantasies and the

aggressive or destructive bursts of anger. The striking point is that a

clear-cut difference between the therapeutic possibilities in regard to in-

fluencing the two phenomena can be observed. In sadistic and masochistic

acts and fantasies a fusion of libido and aggression is unmistakable.

Hurting, humiliating or destroying in perversions or masturbatory fan-

tasies is gratification and vice versa.

We all know how difficult it is therapeutically to affect the sadistic

and masochistic perversions, as well as the morally masochistic attitude

toward life. There are depressions, however, that are comparatively easy

to cure and they are the very depressive states where there is less sadism

involved but where one is chiefly concerned with aggressive (destructive)

urges and with possessive tendencies. I have the impression that an inti-

mate fusion with libido under special circumstances can fixate the aggres-

sive drives in such a way as to render them invariable, whereas remark-

ably enough, an aggressive urge, operating more or less independently

of the libido can be liberated from repression and eventually integrated

into the personality. The nature of those special circumstances should

be further explored.

The question as to how integration may take place leads us to the

problem of sublimation, which we have avoided so far and on which I

will be brief.

Sublimation was described by Freud as an instinctual vicissitude of

the libido. More than once I have expressed the view, and I am in agree-

ment with many other authors, Hartmann, Kris and Lowenstein, that

aggression can be likewise sublimated.

^

Possessive urges, besides sexual curiosity, provide an important con-

3 Vide my papers (7, 8) .
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tribution to exploring the world, acquiring knowledge, controlling nature,

creating social achievements, etc. Such activities may become constructive

for personality and fellow beings. Destructive tendencies, too, can be

used in a constructive form; I refer to the well-known example of the

surgeon who cuts up in order to cure; of the decomposition of substances

in the laboratories which can be used productively in chemistry and

engineering; of analyzing man and social conditions, etc., etc.

In the individual himself, part of the sublimated aggression, to-

gether with sublimated (or desexualized) libido is used for the struc-

tural differentiation of the psychic apparatus.

Hartmann prefers to speak of neutralized energy in this connection.

Does it make sense to distinguish between neutralized and sublimated

instinctual energy? Both expressions refer to aim-inhibited energy. How-
ever, to the term "sublimation" we attach the idea that the energy is

drained off in actions valued as being "socially higher." Thus, in dis-

tinguishing between both terms, we introduce the element of e\'aluation.

Experience has taught us how defective sublimations frequently are, both

in the individual and in the community.

We now return to the therapeutic possibilities with depressive pa-

tients. Apart from the observation that it is difficult to affect libidinally

fixated aggressive tendencies, we have to consider the greater or lesser

capacity for sublimation as playing a most important role in the thera-

peutic procedure, in addition to a number of other ego functions, which

I shall not discuss now.

Finally, however, I wish to stress the fact that the form of discharge

of aggression predominantly present in a certain patient may be of

importance. If the mode of destruction of the object is prevailing, i.e.,

if the instinctual regression to a very early stage has taken place; if, to

cite Abraham's words, the "primal depression" is localized in the earliest

part of childhood and caused or enhanced by traumatic events such as,

for instance, mother's death, or a particular lack of love on the mother's

part, while moreover the patient's possibility of sublimation is not very

great—a grave melancholia is more apt to occur than in a patient in

whom other possibilities for discharge of aggression have already come
into force, in whom no malign fixation has arisen for libido fusion and
in whom there are ampler and more extensive possibilities for sublima-

tion.

I feel justified, however, in mentioning one other experience. Though
it is sometimes possible to cure a patient afflicted with a grave depression,

it is definitely not possible to do so when one does not succeed in uncov-

ering and bringing to consciousness the various ways used by his aggres-

sive urges in the course of his development. For only this process, if
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successful, can offer the opportunity of effecting an afterdevelopment,

of sublimating and of integrating those urges into the whole of his

personality.

And only if this is done, can a harmonious interplay of sexuality,

aggression and ego achievements become possible. Such harmony seems

to be a precondition for a constructive attitude toward environment and

society as a whole.
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NOTES ON PROBLEMS OF MOTOR RESTRAINT
DURING ILLNESS

DOROTHY BURLINGHAM

London

According to some of our theoretical assumptions expounded recently

in a paper by H. Hartmann, E. Kris and R. Loewenstein (2) the muscular

apparatus is more essential for the discharge of aggressive than of libid-

inal tension. In spite of this particularly close tie between aggression

and motility, it seems plausible that also on the libidinal side an essential

though less spectacular flow of discharge takes place constantly by way

of muscular movement, creating a similarly close link between libidinal

tensions and motility. Instances where muscular movement is particularly

prominent or particularly inhibited provide us with the opportunity to

test as well as to illustrate this theory.

Muscular Movement as General Discharge of Instlnctual Energy

The most impressive example of muscular movement used for the

discharge of instinctual energy is provided by the infant in his second

year, especially in the short period after independent movement has

been established and before verbal expression is achieved. During this

time when speech is not yet available for discharge, a variety of emotions,

libidinal as well as aggressive, are expressed in movements. Impatience, an-

ger, rage, as well as pleasurable anticipation, bursts of affection, jealousy,

feelings of frustrations each find their outlet in specific movements of

the head, the arms, hands, legs, in short the whole body.^ (See for instance

the characteristic bouncing up and down or beating movements with the

hands for pleasurable anticipation; kicking with the feet in rage.) Mus-

cular activities such as walking, crawling, running, jumping, climbing,

continually discharge the tensions created by the violent and urgent im-

pulses which dominate this stage. In frustration, and under the impact

of conflicting emotions, muscular activity becomes diffuse, spread over

1 See E. Kris (3) on facial expression as a reduction of body movement.
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the whole body, undirected and chaotic, i.e., it reaches its climax in the

so-called temper tantrum of the child.

On the other hand, in this period of life the infant indulges in more
motor activity than his ego can control and employ sensibly. Therefore

he lays himself open to continual thwarting of his movements by the

environment, for the sake of his own safety as well as for the safeguarding

of surrounding objects. Such bodily restraint, which blocks his main
avenue of expression, leaves large amounts of tension undischarged.

Infants are known to react to this state in two ways. Where restraint is

sudden and unexpected, they answer with a paroxysm of aggression with

increased attempts at motor discharge; where restraint is a chronic feature

in the child's life, i.e., where infants are never given sufficient scope for

moving, it is an observed fact that the restraint of muscular movement
has an adverse, inhibiting effect on the emotions which are prevented

from finding motor expression with the result that these children appear

duller and more apathetic (other circumstances remaining equal).

Child Patients under Motor Restraint

The same close connection between the mode and freedom of dis-

charge and the fate of the affects waiting for discharge seems to be ap-

parent in older children whose muscular movements are restrained for-

cibly for reasons of orthopedic treatment. T. Bergmann (1) in her paper

"Observations of Children's Reactions to Motor Restraint" describes

patients from two to sixteen years of age in the course of orthopedic

treatment as having two stages in their reaction to the enforced restric-

tions. In the first stage the children are immobilized in their plaster casts.

They are then found to be docile and apparently content, the abnor-

mality of their situation being expressed mainly by regressions to more
infantile modes of satisfactions and behavior. In the second stage the

children are relieved of their casts and permitted to begin moving about.

But this partial freedom of movement does not act as a relief for tensions.

On the contrary, the children are then especially difficult to handle, they

are overactive, hard to keep within bounds, easily fly into rages and
throw temper tantrums.

The same pattern of behavior is reported for example of a latency

child, a boy who came to analysis because of aggressive outbursts against

his parents and strangers and of destructiveness toward objects after he

had been in a plaster cast for many months. The mother reported that

during the period of enforced immobility the child had been gentle,

considerate and especially easy to handle, but that he had broken out in

wild uncontrolled behavior after the cast had been removed.
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David M. Levy (4) and others have reported similar cases of enforced

restrictions with the same behavior patterns as aftereffect.

So far no explanation of this incongruity of behavior has been stated

explicitly, although the interpretation suggests itself easily that in the

second, uncontrolled period these children work off the emotions,

anxieties and frustrations which were dammed up in them during the

immobilized state. Still, this does not answer the question why other

modes of outlets such as speech were not used during immobilization, nor

why the children showed no manifest signs of rising tension in this phase.

This is where the analogy with infant behavior may be helpful. It seems

possible that the full restraint of mobility to which the child has to sub-

mit develops within his ego into a restraint of affect, i.e., a massive

repression of emotion which reduces manifest tension. This control of

emotion cannot be kept up except during complete immobilization. The
partial lifting of motor restrictions leads to a break-through of the re-

pressed feelings, makes tensions unbearable so that outlets in muscular

movement, aggressive speech and general uncontrolled behavior have to

be found.

Mechanical versus Voluntary Restraint

Another type of motor restraint can be studied in patients with heart

disease or tuberculosis on whom no mechanical restrictions are imposed

but who, on medical advice, have to immobilize themselves more or less

in bed in order to be cured. This means that their ego has to supply the

restraining action which, in the case of the aforementioned patients was
supplied by the apparatus (plaster cast) or by the environment. The
normal impulse to move, and to discharge tensions through the muscula-

ture, is opposed in their case by another impulse acting in the opposite

direction (the wish to be safe, to improve, to be cured) represented in the

mind by the fear of the consequences of movement. This creates a state

similar to that known from the dreams of inhibited movement, where a

wish to perform a certain movement is opposed by the counterwish not

to do so, a conflict which results in the dream in a feeling of complete

paralysis. Similar sensations of paralysis are reported by adult patients

under the conditions of complete bed rest.

In an article on tuberculosis, called "A Patient's Point of View" in

the Nursing Times of 22nd March 1952 there were included the following

remarks written by a patient under the heading, "Working off Emotion":

Quite often, in my own case, I found that while I was following
some quiet occupation such as reading, I would suddenly have a
feeling of being "bottled up" inside. Only by violent exercise such as
kicking and stretching was I able to overcome this feeling, which I
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can only describe as having a mental origin and a physical eflfect. It

was like being bound hand and foot and wanting desperately to

move. The phenomenon continued throughout the illness and was
present not only when lying still in bed, but on occasions when I was
writing or doing occupational therapy. This, I think, proves that lack

of exercise and lying still in bed are not the only factors that con-

tribute to this feeling. I believe this to have been a kind of stagnant

emotion which some light exercise would have relieved.

Another tuberculosis patient was greatly disturbed by states of bodily

sensations after several months of bed rest. She lay quietly in bed appar-

ently content and at peace when she would be overcome by unbearable

feelings of tension. She felt as if her arms and legs were actually engaged

in violent and uncontrollable muscular motions of beating, striking and

kicking. The sensations though felt as violent activity had, of course, no
reducing effect on the existing tension. These sensations went on for

hours and continued off and on for several days. They could be described

best as an imaginary temper tantrum. However, there were no accom-

panying emotions of annoyance, of anger and of rage toward anyone or

anything, merely a concentration of attention on the bodily feelings. No
thought content which could be brought to consciousness, except attempts

at interpretation such as: "This must mean that I am impatient, or tired

of lying in bed, or of being ill." These states recurred several times during

this period of illness and again to a much lesser degree several years later

during a relapse of the same disease after several months of complete rest.

That a busy and active person when forced to give up all normal

occupations, interests and physical activities becomes disturbed and irri-

tated, does not need explanation. The situation warrants emotional out-

breaks. What is astonishing with these two patients is that although they

are aware of tension and of the need to express violent emotions by

means of muscular activity, they remain in ignorance of the nature of

their emotions. The first patient merely feels "bottled up" inside, "bound

hand and foot" and "unable to move."^ In his interpretation of the state

he hints at a "mental origin" for his bodily feelings and expresses the

view that lack of exercise and lying in bed cannot be the only factors to

create so much stagnant emotion; but he never refers explicitly to the

general complex of annoyance, frustration, anxiety, fear of death, etc.,

which seem to be the inevitabe reactions to an illness of this kind.

The second patient does not answer to the identical feelings of ten-

sion by action, but by muscular sensations of movement only, the imagi-

nary movements increasing in violence since no release of tension is

achieved. In her case too none of the accompanying affects become con-

2 As in the inhibition dreams mentioned before.
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scious. The strength of the counterimpulse (not to move, not to endanger

herself) can only be concluded from its inhibitory effect which reduces

outlet in motility to a mere imaginary activity.

The reactions of both patients may be compared with those of the

children in plaster casts, their changes of mood corresponding to the

presence or lifting of the mechanical restraint. So long as they achieve

immobility, they inhibit their emotions together with their actions; any

reappearing wishes to move coincide with returning waves of chaotic and

usually unrecognized emotions.

Regressions under Motor Restraint

Automatic Movements

Certain types of tics in animals as for instance the head-shaking of

chicks or the weavinsf of horses are considered a result of confinement toO

limited quarters. With infants, the well-known rhythmical movements

such as rocking and head-knocking, which have a place among the auto-

erotic and autoaggressive activities of early life, are known to increase

where the children are confined too much to their prams or cribs. Ac-

cording to David M. Levy (4), tics are often found in hyperactive chil-

dren as a means to ward off forbidden motor impulses. This last observa-

tion would be valid for the state of the patient under the voluntary

restriction of bed rest who equally has to ward off his dangerous, and

therefore forbidden motor impulses. It would be worth while to observe

such patients for the emergence of "nondangerous" ticlike automatic

movements of those parts of the body which escape restriction, such as

the drumming of tunes, biting or pulling of lips or hair, etc. Compulsive

activities of this nature which are usually dismissed as expressions of mere

"boredom" may well be qualitatively reduced and displaced substitutes

for the normal ways of motor discharge of affect.

Passive Experiences

Another substitute for active muscular movement is provided by

the passive handling of the patient's body by others. This attention given

to the body by the mother or nurse gives rise to a variety of sensations,

exciting, pleasurable as well as painful ones. These pleasures revive the

experiences between mother and child in the earliest stages of life; while

they are regressively enjoyed by some child patients, they are violently

opposed by others. Adult patients under motor restriction, handled by

the nurse, equally find their childhood memories of pleasurable handling,

feeding, etc., revived. As adjusted personalities with well-stabilized de-

fense mechanisms they have less to fear from diis reactivation of former
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passive pleasures. Only where unconscious passive trends are kept under

precarious and labile ego control, the patients will feel threatened by

whatever bodily care is given and instead of accepting it as a substitute

pleasure and relief will develop violent, paranoid reactions against the

nursing personnel.

Vicarious Pleasure in the Movement of Others

Another substitute for the pleasure and relief offered by muscular

activity of the individual's own body is the pleasure in observing the

movement of others. Before they reach the stage of independent move-

ment, infants often spend their waking hours in watching and contem-

plating anything that moves, whether it is the changing facial expression

of the mother, the moving of a shadow, a leaf that falls or waves in a

breeze, that is, whatever passes in their line of vision. Anything that

catches the attention of the infant by its motion is a source of attraction

and produces a delighted concentration. This pleasure is not lost after

independent movement has been acquired. The child who has learned to

walk and will move about constantly in his second year of life, is equally

attracted by the toys which move, particularly wheels, carts, etc. In the

years to follow he is fascinated by the mechanical toys with independent

motion such as trains, engines, toy cars or their counterparts in the adult

world. (For the boy the mysterious independent movement of the mechan-

ical toy probably symbolizes the mysterious independent action of his

own genital.) From then onward interest in the watching of moving

objects outside seems to keep pace with the pleasure in muscular

movement.

In adult patients under voluntary restraint, the enjoyment of watching

moving objects reacquires many of the characteristics of the baby stage.

Following with the eyes the nurse who is occupied in the room, watching

the moving of a curtain, the swinging of a lamp, or of a spider web, the

swaying of trees outside the window, the watching of birds, or of fishes

in an aquarium, can be a pleasurable preoccupation over many hours and

days. For many patients this is the only welcome and relieving antidote

to the constant preoccupation and concentration with their own immobil-

ized and ill body.

There is, probably, no illness where revolt against (voluntary) motor

restraint plays a greater part or leads to more disastrous consequences

than tuberculosis. The conflicts between the fantastic, unrealistic wishes

and plans for activity that crop up in the patients' mind and their decision

to obey doctor's orders and lie still remind one of the continual struggles

of the two-year-old against all measures which restrict his freedom. As
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the illness develops, and with it the fear of ever-increasing or renewed

restrictions, the state of mind of the patient resembles increasingly the

blind paroxysm of the toddler under the impact of frustration. It would

be interesting to know whether the so-called "elation" of the tuberculosis

patient, his dangerous periods of activity which sometimes prove fatal,

do not represent a similarly "blind" struggle, a denial of the worsening

disease and its requirements. The "last fling" of the tuberculosis patient

would then represent the immediate and impatient motor wish fulfill-

ment regardless of consequences which is well known to us as appropriate

to the instinctually stormy second year of life.
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PENIS AWE AND ITS RELATION TO PENIS ENVY

PHYLLIS GREENACRE, M.D.i

New York

Envy is defined as the "chagrin or discontent at the excellence or

good fortune of another," or as "resentful begrudging." Freud (1) de-

scribed penis envy early (1904 in the Three Contributions to the Theory

of Sex) as the feeling aroused in the little girl at awareness of her lack

of an organ comparable to the penis, this envy resulting often in the

wish that she were or might become a boy. The importance of penis envy

in the development of the girl's attitude toward her own body and its

functions is too well accepted in psychoanalytic investigations to need

much further discussion.

What will be presented here is concerned rather with a state of mind
and emotion which can better be described as penis awe than as penis

envy. Awe has been defined (8) as "solemn and reverential wonder, tinged

with latent fear, inspired by what is sublime and majestic in nature" or as

"dread mingled with veneration, as of the Divine Being." Envy and awe

differ greatly in the quality of the aggression aroused. In envy there is

more or less covetousness, a focused disappointment and resentment at

not having. In awe there is intense admiration, a feeling of strangeness,

with little sense of the possibility of possession, and sometimes an element

of fear. Certainly very strong aggressive feelings are aroused, but are

suspended and diffuse, and may be converted presently into worshipful

submission verging on the religious, or into states of considerable ex-

citement.

It seems likely that penis awe and penis en\j exist in varying rela-

tions to each other in very many girls and that the particular nature of

this interrelation is of considerable import in special attitudes of the

woman toward herself and toward her mate. This may not have been

sufficiently stressed in our psychoanalytic investigations. I shall attempt to

outline it even somewhat schematically.

1 From the New York Hospital and the Department of Psychiatry, Cornell Univer-

sity Medical College, New York.
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Penis envy seems to appear in two distinct stages: envy by the girl

of the boy's possession of the special (one might say from the visual angle

of the little girl), the extra organ, and envy of its special functional

capacities, notably as an organ of urination and of masturbation.

In the older literature penis envy is regarded as being particularly

strong between the ages of three and five, with perhaps the peak of envy

during the phallic phase when the girl child is especially aware of the

relative inadequacy of her clitoral miniature compared to the greater

importance of the phallus. The observations of many later writers indi-

cate that the time of the first appearance of penis envy varies markedly

according to the special experiences and other developmental problems

of the individual child. It is undoubtedly true that it appears in a

definite form before the age of three, quite regularly I would say between

the ages of two and three. Awareness of the anatomical differences be-

tween the sexes may be spoken of clearly during the first half of the third

year, that is, soon after the second birthday, depending largely upon

opportunities for observation. That the appreciation of the difEerence is

not fully established is obvious from the behavior of little girls of this

age who are in contact with older brothers or other older boys, and who
quite commonly make hopeful attempts to urinate like the older child,

and seem bewildered at their own inability to accomplish this. The envy

of simple possession is also evident in the frequent theories of these little

ones that there hasn't been enough to go around and so they have been

made short, as it were. It has been my own observation that such aware-

ness of difference becomes painful and the subject of en\7, especially if

the child has already recently been subject to other narcissistic blows and

deprivations (such as illness, separation from the mother, loss of a play-

mate) and that a sense of being at a disadvantage with envy of the richer

boy emerges then in a sitviation of special vulnerability. We see then such

restitutive fantasies as the belief that a penis will grow later, or during

the night. It seems that these theories gain special reality fortification

from the concurrent experience of growing teeth and seeing vaguely the

replacement of fingernails. By three, however, the emphasis of envy of

special urinary functioning has usually become evident, dependent only

on the girl's experience of observing a contemporary boy.

Sometimes as early as this, but more commonly definitely with the

phallic phase and the sharp rise in clitoral sensitivity, penis envy gets a

considerable new increment. This is the penis envy which was most

written about in the older literature, the resentment of the girl concern-

ing the relative inadequacy of her organ as a source of erotic pleasure

compared with that of the boy. This is, I believe, frequently a second

peak of the experience of envy.
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But now what of penis awe? This occurs as the result of the observa-

tion by the small girl of the penis of an adult man, either in its flaccid

state, or more especially in a state of erection or of becoming erect. The
effect depends on several factors: the child's developmental stage, the

frequency of the experience, and especially the relation to the man who
has been observed. It develops quite regularly according to my observa-

tion, under the following conditions: (1) Observation of the organ of the

father, especially in "progressive" households in which the parents are

wont frequently to disrobe or to go nude before the children. Under

these circumstances there may be a casual and episodic or an almost con-

stant observation of the organs of both sexes, by children of both sexes.

(2) Primal scene experiences. These do not invariably entail observation

of the phallus, this depending on the location of the young observer.

The frequency of observation of the erected phallus is, however, appreci-

able. The whole scene is likely to be one of excitement, the child's

situation as a spectator has a special quality in that he or she is generally

not included in the party and may be definitely in fear of punishment for

intrusion. The position of passive frightened participation increases the

drama and the fascination; especially as the parents are seen further as

unnatural and strange. (3) Experiences of young children with exhibition-

ists. Here again is the sense of strong drama by passive participation in

a startling and impressive event, but without the general excitement of

the primal scene. Quite frequently the exhibitionist has been a stranger,

and sometimes there has been a definite preliminary seduction. Again a

state of fascination, sometimes with fear, ensues. (4) The chance observa-

tion of men or older boys urinating or masturbating. In both of these

situations the effect of the experience depends much upon the develop-

ment of the child, and the situation in which the event has occurred, as

well as the relation to the person observed, and the suddenness or fre-

quency of the experience.

First as to the timing of any experience of seeing the adult penis by

the girl child, in terms of her stage of development: the full effect of

the observation can be felt by the girl only after there is some sense of

separateness of the self, some definite appreciation of the own body

—

that is certainly not before the last half of the second year, when walking

and talking have become fairly well established, and a sense of space and

of time is developing. Under these circumstances, there is an appreciation

of difference in the body configuration and of enormous difference in

size. I believe that this may be somewhat sensed as early as two years,

but awareness becomes increasingly sharpened up to four and five years

of age when the increase in genital feelings of the little girl is a factor

increasing the focusing of interest and comparison. The situation is some-
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what complicated by the presence of pubic hair in adults, which may
somewhat blur the clearest vision. It is extremely common for the girl

child of two to three years to observe the relaxed penis of the man as a

large stool, particularly if she is in a period of toilet interest focused on

feces, and control of bowel toilet functions is insecure or recently at-

tained. The darkness of the surrounding pubic hair then contributes to

this illusion. If, however, the little girl sees the adult penis when the man
is urinating, or especially when the organ is in a state of tumescence or

of becoming tumescent, then the effect is incomparably more dramatic

and the penis may be perceived as something of extraordinary fascination

and impressive awesomeness. Penis envy is not then established so much
as a state of penis awe, similar to and sometimes leading over to a condi-

tion of phallic fascination or worship which leaves a definite imprint on

the later sex life. Under some circumstances the experience is associated

with sensations of visual shock and headache which reappear in quite

a typical fashion whenever the memory is reactivated in later life or in

the course of analysis. In an earlier paper of my own, I described this

especial traumatic stimulation producing an effect of color or of light

which reappears in dreams and which may be related to the color shock

in the Rorschach test (5).

In such cases of observation of the impressive erected adult penis,

the experience is not followed so much by a tendency to form an illusory

penis until and unless the girl child presently sees that a contemporary

boy possesses an organ like but not so grand as the man's. But where this

has not occurred or does not follow soon, the girl is impressed with the

difference and may feel herself not so much castrated as fatefully and

hopelessly different. There may not be so much guilt engendered as that

special type of fear compounded with admiration which is the essence of

awe, together with extreme feelings of inadequacy. All this is most

marked between three and five years—but the effect may be observed

quite definitely at much earlier stages also.

If, however, as not infrequently happens, the observation of the

adult penis occurs at a time or is soon followed by a time when there is

some awareness of coitus, especially when the child has already some

sense of sexual identity, the girl child may develop an active terror of

the organ on account of its size and the fear that to be penetrated by such

an organ would be to be split or torn apart by it. The illusory anticipa-

tory sensations arising from this are given special reality by comparison

or fusion with rectal sensations in children who have suffered severe

constipation or been given enemas. Such an extreme fear readily colors

and/or may be converted into a complementary fear of pregnancy and

of the baby having to tear its way out or be torn out. Under exactly these
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conditions, the feeling of difference interplays with the fear of traumatic

birth and often produces theories of injuries before or at birth in the

child herself, naturally reinforced by any family accounts of a disturbed

pregnancy or labor.

For some years I have watched the interrelation of penis awe and
penis envy in my patients, and studied the genetic importance of this

interrelation in the psychosexual development of women. I have come to

the conclusion that the crucial effect is the timing, especially as to which
occurs first.

If penis awe is established early and decisively precedes the aware-

ness of the contemporary penis, then the awe remains the dominant and
demanding attitude toward the opposite sex, but may vary from a reli-

gious oversubmissiveness to the man, in which the selected partner must

seem to be especially godlike, to an attitude of terror and need for frank

masochistic humiliation. These attitudes may naturally be directed to the

total figure of the man, be reflected onto his character attributes, or may
be clearly focused upon the genital. The chosen man must be a spectac-

ularly big man in some respects—or present this illusion—for the rela-

tionship to be sustained at all. Penis envy of the more ordinary sort is

never felt, but is turned rather into contempt, disappointment or an

attitude of humor or ridicule toward the man who represents the brother

or the contemporary—the man who is an equal or only somewhat supe-

rior in his attainments. Naturally this pattern means also a great exag-

geration of the oedipal attachment with special complications if the

original submissive awe has been developed in relation to some man
other than the father and has been at variance with other paternal at-

tributes. In many such cases the aggression aroused may remain diffuse

and attempts at mastery result in attitudes of excessive spiritualization or

in demands for extraordinarily high ideals in the self or in the mate.

This seems particularly likely to be true if the traumatic situation pro-

ducing penis awe occurs or reoccurs at the phallic phase, when a sense

of time has become established. It is a period anyway of beginning ideal

formation. These illusory ideals or ambitions may conceivably take the

place of what otherwise would have been the basis for illusory penis

formation.

In some of these patients there is a strong body-phallus identification,

which occurs especially where the exciting experience of seeing the

erected adult penis has occurred rather early and under markedly arous-

ing circumstances, as with repeated primal scenes, or in a child with

rather poor early ego organization. There may then be not only a taking

in of the organ with the eyes—a kind of visual/oral incorporation—but

a generalized skin, muscle and total body excitement as well, which so
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floods the body that the resuking aggressive excitement, akhough in-

tense, is held in check, even to a numbing extent, somewhat comparable

to Lot's wife who turned to stone, on looking at the burning city. These

children are spell bound rather than predatory. Even repetitions of the

experience at a later time may not weaken the effect. The experience

transcends reality and this too contributes to the religious feeling and

to attempts at denial. Particularly if the organ is seen becoming tumes-

cent, as in situations where three- to four-year old girl children see a

grown man masturbate, the impression is of magic or of something super-

natural.2 Later on in life, the attitude of awe may be maintained as a

successful defense against the sadomasochistic content of the fantasy and

permit the woman to achieve satisfactory intercourse with a peculiarly

sharp quality of ecstasy.

If, however, the little girl is first initiated to the anatomical differ-

ences between the sexes by seeing the organs of a little boy and penis

envy is established before there is any experience of seeing the adult

penis, direct competitiveness with castrative desires may develop, along

the routes with which we are familiar, and become enormously reinforced

by later awareness of the adult penis. Especially is this true if there has

already been an attempt to meet the painfully aggressive competition

by the formation of an illusory penis. The focused aggression then remains

strong, and the girl is more likely to become a woman who is competitive

with all men in a particularly intense way.

It may be desirable here to consider some clinical illustrations. For

this purpose, dreams have been selected, presenting the statement of

awe in three different cases, and are presented in the setting of brief

clinical summaries. These patients had certain elements in the life

situation in common, in that all were only daughters, and in all the

fathers were men of conspicuous attainment in the community. All three

of these fathers had somewhat overly strong reverse oedipal attachments

to their daughters; this was clearly evident in that two of these fathers

remarried when their daughters were in adolescence and married young

women only slightly older than the daughters; the third varied this pat-

tern to the extent that he fell in love with a nineteen-year-old girl just

as his own daughter reached puberty, and went into a state of anxious

depression for which he sought treatment. Two of the patients had no

brothers, while the third was the only girl and fourth child among five

siblings. As might be anticipated, this last girl was the one who developed

the very strong penis envy early, whereas in the other two penis awe

seemed to be the earlier state. The term azve was derived from the

patients' own accounts, as will be noted in the statement of the dreams,

2 Cf. Tausk (7)

.
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This term was used spontaneously more frequently than any other in

the telling of the dreams. Another interesting characteristic was that the

dreams which conveyed the awe tended to be overly long and full, in a

way which suggested to me that the form of the dream was in itself

determined by the emotion which was being re-experienced. Such dreams

occurred recurrently during the analysis, the progress of which could

be somewhat gauged by the gradual shift in the dream content.

Case I. This patient was a woman who came into treatment because
of severe symptoms of premenstrual distress, consisting of sore throat, in-

somnia, hyperacuity of all the senses (vision, hearing and touch especially)

and vague depression. These occurred during the week before the men-
struation and were generally relieved when the period was well estab-

lished. Coming to this country from Germany at the outbreak of the war,

she had had a considerable struggle to establish herself, but then did

reasonably well. She had married before she left Germany and had
divorced her husband some months before she entered treatment. At the

time of commencing treatment, her former husband had married a

woman with whom the patient had had a close but rather peculiar friend-

ship. My patient was small, slight, and of feminine build. She had been
called "a little gypsy" in her childhood and now in her young woman-
hood there was a trace of this still in her appearance. She described her

friend on the other hand as tall, a columnar woman with scant breasts,

and with a deep throaty voice, exceedingly well dressed and cosmetically

perfect. My patient admired this woman's daring and flair rather than
really liked her. The patient's former husband was a brilliant but very

sober man whom she at first overestimated greatly, and when disillusion

set in, especially when he turned away from her when she was ill, she

withdrew from him in a gradual but decisive and unconsciously cruel

way. At the time of the beginning of her treatment she was involved in

two attachments, one to an older man whom she described, probably
correctly, as a genius. He was a picturesque and magical sort of man,
whom she saw only when he made periodic visits to the city where she

lived. Then she gave up work and other commitments and was com-
pletely at his beck and call. At other times he neglected her, for which
she bore him no grudge. The other man with whom she had a sustained

gentler relationship was a young artist, undoubtedly bisexual. It seemed
from the material of the analysis that the husband, the impressive woman
friend, and the Olympian lover were different versions of her glamorous
father; whereas the prototype of the artist was a boy cousin with whom
she had played somewhat in her childhood. Her husband and her father

had the same profession.

This patient had an extreme fear of childbirth. She had been preg-

nant three times but each time had had an abortion rationalized as neces-

sary because of the uncertainty of financial and living conditions. Besides

being the only child of a Jewish-Gentile marriage, she had heard much
of the dangers she had inflicted on her mother in getting herself born,

as the mother had moderately advanced tuberculosis, from which she

died when the child was eight. The father had remarried the following
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year and had lost this wife from an acute illness after one year. During

her prepuberty and early adolescence she had been in an especially close

oedipal relationship to her father, and when, at fifteen, he married again

a girl four years older than herself there had been marked disturbances

of adolescent overactivity and a tendency to wildness.

She had early been cared for by her father with great intimacy, since

he attempted to be both father and mother to her; he had frequently

taken her into his bed as well as allowing free access to the bathroom

when he was there. This was the more impressive since she was always

kept at a distance by her mother out of fear of infection. She felt she

had been as familiar with her father's body as with her own from her

earliest memory. She had no brothers and sisters but played frequently

with two boy cousins of about her age, and was tenderly devoted to dogs.

At the time of the following dream she was in one of her states of

insomnia, with a terrible irritability to noise, to coughs on the street and

to spitting. She could not be reassured by her artist companion, who
generally held her like a child when she became upset. The dream was as

follows:

I was the leader in a family group arrived in a foreign town and

looking for a place to stay. I was the oldest of the group of children

and I led them through the woods, like a German woods. We were

nude or barefoot. The children were interchangeable with dogs.

Sometimes there were dogs and children. We encountered red squir-

rels or chipmunks. We would stop and look at them and try to pet

them. As we stood in a garden, one of the children made a sound.

I saw a huge bull following along, after some scent of his own. We
were afraid he would attack us. I said we must walk quietly so he

would not hear us; and I gestured to the others reassuringly. When
we got through a fence the danger was past and it became an adven-

ture. We ran to the house where the adults were assembled; and I

told the story in a dramatic way. I became aware that it was inap-

propriate that we were undressed. Some of the children would stay

there and some including me go elsewhere. I wanted to stay with

one of the boys. I felt I did not belong there. One man, who was

extremely large was sitting in a big arm chair. He was middle aged

and had a long beard. He was nude and I briefly noticed his genital.

I felt extremely pleased with myself and in an uplifted, even exalted

state.

The patient associated the trip into a foreign country with her various

travels, especially in going away to school, and being separated from her

father; then with a period at four when she and her mother had been in

the Swiss Alps. When her father came, wearing a beard, "but not so long

a one as the man in the dream," she had been frightened and did not at

first recognize him. (This together with the associated hypersensitivity

to sound and vision, probably constituted a revival of a primal scene

expectation with watchful wakefulness after the father's return.) The
bull had been particularly impressive, but now she recalled that as she

told of the story in the dream it took on the character of a story book
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or a history-book presentation, something unreal, Hke drawings in a pre-

historic cave. On the other hand, there had been a trip in the Italian

Alps in her twenties with a comfortable boy friend, who had proved a

poor protector when they had come upon a bull; and again a time in

adolsecence when she had seen a cow brought out for a bull to mount
and she had watched this with fascinated tenacity and could hardly get

herself away. The children and animal play was associated with sex play

in a progressive school which she had attended and where one of the

boys had suggested their going off in the woods together; it associated

further with her boy cousins; and the wish to pet the little red squirrels

with a wish to touch the little boy's genitals. Then at the end of the

hour, the patient added: "The light shone from behind the bull and gave
me the sense of the silhouette and the bright light, like someone stand-

ing in front of a window. There was almost a religious quality." This is

the typical halo or aura effect which I have described elsewhere (5).

In this single hour then we see the interplay of fright and fascina-

tion with the adult genital, which had been seen before in prehistoric

times; the question as to its reality or was it only a representation or a

fantasy; and the comforted but inspired feeling of reassurance in seeing

it on the godlike man with the beard—all this in contrast to the gentle

little boys with their darting chipmunk attributes. The need to verify, to

repeat, and to look again is apparent not only in the dream, but in the

associations to it.

Case II. This patient came into analysis in her early twenties,

because she was involved in a hopeless love affair, was fascinated by the

man to the point of thraldom, but could see no future for the relation-

ship, which grew tempestuous and disturbing. The young man was ex-

tremely handsome, physically well built, bright and conceited. She had
interrupted her college work, gone on the stage where she attained a

precocious but unhappy success, and oscillated between being provocative
of and submissive to her lover's overbearing attitudes, and then escaping
from them to her own exhibitionistic triumphs. She was the only child

in a family where the father was a philosopher, the grandfather a religious

leader who became a great educator and the great uncle was a Supreme
Court judge. She felt that she was a very special person, both inferior

and superior—quite different from any one else. One saw at once from
her frail and elfin physique and the specially vivid character of her dress

that she was a story-book character; and fairly early in the analysis it

became clear that she had at certain periods regarded herself as a child of

no sex. Her fantasy was that she had not only injured her mother by
being born, but had herself been robbed of a penis at or before birth.

In her unconscious fantasies she thought both parents had penises and
that she alone was the different one.

The household was one of those more than progressive ones, in

which there was a really conscientious effort to behave as though unre-
pressed, to explain and demonstrate everything quite clearly to the little

girl and to include her in all activities possible. Both parents, actually
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rather prudish people at heart, went around nude and the child was

given free run of the bathroom and of their bedroom. After she graduated

from sleeping in their room she was wont to get into bed with them on

Sunday mornings, when all three lolled together in a kind of communal
enjoyment of each other's bodies. On the other hand, she was put in a

nursery school even when she was scarcely two, and developed an intense

fear of separation from the parents. At home she was quite familiar with

her father's genitals and seemed early to confuse breasts and penis quite

satisfactorily. She was much impressed with the father's urinary prowess

and for some time repressed awareness of the difEerence in the mother's

functioning. In nursery school where she continued until five, she devel-

oped a theory that certain girls, especially the aggressive ones, had hidden

penises. Although there was indication of some early clitoral masturba-

tion, she seemed never to have fully associated the clitoris with the penis,

and the masturbation of choice was by pressing the thighs and rubbing

the feet against each other.

Although she gave indication of having seen her father's organ in

a state of tumescence on more than one occasion, still the greatest im-

pression seemed to be in the matter of urination. After nursery school

she attended a large private school of which her grandfather was the

founder. He was a very impressive man, a great orator, a rigid idealist

with stern principles. He was definitely the figure of God and her father

was the son of God. Then there was an uncle, a weak man, probably

homosexual, and undoubtedly genitally exhibitionistic. These three men,

grandfather, father and uncle, were the big-penis men, beside whom
little boys were trivia. From six to ten she spent much time at the sea-

shore.

She repeatedly said that in spite of the physical intimacy with her

father she could never attain a feeling of closeness. "There is too much
awe in my feeling for him" and again "The thing that frightens me is

my exaggerated and extreme love for him." Later on, she opened an

hour with the remark "I think the feeling of awe was connected with

the sea as a child." Subsequently she gave the following dream:

I was at the seashore with my parents, staying in a little cottage

near the road, with three couples who were friends of my parents.

Mother and I were going toward the cottage when we saw tremendous

waves coming in. Father had been at the beach. The waves were

towering and awe-inspiring. Then I was leaving with a group of

girls walking along the road looking for an engagement ring that be-

longed to Kitty who was one of them. I looked down at a rock and
saw a lot of diamonds. I did not want anyone else to get them; and
I picked up a few, then the ring. I tried the ring on and did not want
to give it back to Kitty. When I showed it to her, however, she said

it wasn't her ring. I said I would wear it until I got my own ring.

It was a little chipped. The stone was set unusually high and pro-

truded greatly which might account for the chipping.

I was in camp with adults and children, some were patients with

whom my mother does occupational therapy. A number of people

were on cots. I went to the bathroom. My mother came in and said
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she might be pregnant; that she had bladder trouble and pregnancy
might be dangerous. I reassured her then I went back to find an
empty cot, folded the sheet over and crawled in comfortably.

Either you or I was going away. I wanted to go, but felt I

should continue with the analysis. I felt there was a lot to be done,
but that the main problems were my father and the baby, and maybe
the rest would fall into line. Still, I was not altogether convinced.

At the time of this dream the patient had long since broken with the
original lover and after several rather slight attachments, mostly with
older men, had for some time had a relationship with a man slightly

older with whom she felt happy and comfortable, but could never get
over the feeling that he was not suitable as he was not sufficiently dis-

tinguished.

In association with the dream she thought of her doctor aunt (com-
bined with the mother as therapist) and of an illness which she shared
with her niece. She associated illness with the dangers of being caught
in (masturbatory) fantasies which might deprive her of the pleasure
of reality. She thought of stones as being miniatures of the boulders on
which she played at the seashore. These were fantasy spots of childhood.
At eight she had a dream of a great big perfect rock on the shore and
this had so much reality that she had insisted on going to look for it.

Kitty, the daughter of a distinguished jurist, was now engaged to a man
whom people considered "just right" for her, a taciturn, but very very
special man of great distinction and promise. Even his taciturnity seemed
glamorous. She recalled sitting on the beach with her mother who talked
to her carefully about sex while her father and a philosophical colleague
strolled nude nearby. Then suddenly she added, "Of course the beach
meant looking at men and women naked. My father went out swimming
in deep rough water and mother and I dicln't. I really think the very
high waves represent my father's urination." "Abby and Bobby (two little

girls) in nursery school used to put penises on their dolls with safety pins

and pieces of cloth; but somehow I never could. I think the sea has
something to do with birth."

The patient's aggression showed chiefly at this time in a kind of rock-

like stubbornness. At one period there was unmovable insistence that

some doctor should be able to tell her the exact structural basis of certain

chronic allergic responses; that without this knowledge about the expecta-
tions of her body, she could not possibly plan her life. She was not gen-
erally an overtly jealous or envious girl, but very insistent that she was
both a special person and must have a very special and very outstanding
husband.

Case III. This patient was the one of the three who showed frank,

severe penis envy and castrative wishes. She was a girl with four brothers,

three of whom were older than she. With one brother, only fourteen

months older, she seemed to have made a basic primary identification,

regarding him clearly as a kind of twin. Since he had been a sickly pre-

mature baby who grew up to be a sensitive and chronically anxious boy
with many symptoms, she had been able to surpass him readily. Her father
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was a man of God, a popular clergyman who became a liberal and rather

dramatic political speaker. The mother on the other hand was a pleasant

but unremarkable woman, chiefly concerned with domestic duties and
the care of her children. The father had soon neglected her and carried

on a series of love affairs with younger women, who were clearly sub-

stitutes for his precociously brilliant little daughter.

This child's greatest reaction was to the genitals of her brothers,

with whom she played, bathed, swam and generally competed. She had
undoubtedly formed an illusory penis, partly shifted to her head, as

the organ of great prowess (5). She was not without some indication of

penis awe, but it seemed secondary to the basic envy, and grew not only

from her estimate of her father's genital, of which she was quite aware in

snuggling up to him in bed, but the reaction had been sharply and
traumatically augmented by some spying incidents at four to five, when
she had watched a colored gardener masturbating in a garden tool shed.

This had had a real shock effect upon her, and was concealed behind a

screen memory of a fiery cross being burned on the lawn by the Klu Klux
Klan. Whenever the memory of this spying activity would almost break

through the patient would develop sudden sharp pain in the head and
remark, "Well, there goes my head."

In her early adolescence she had been fearful that she might be

neglected by the boys and not show off well before the other girls. With
characteristic charm and care, she had set out to attach the very blonde

boy who was the school's handsome athlete, who had then convoyed her

safely through the perils of high school social life. In college, she seemed
to outgrow him, but married him during her third year, under the im-

petus of the war and as a personal protection against homosexual tempta-

tions in a girls' college. Her father refused to recognize the marriage, and
within the next two years persuaded his wife to divorce him so that he

might himself marry a young singer just the age of his daughter.

At the time this young woman entered analysis, she and her hus-

band were living with her mother. She treated the husband distinctly

as a little brother and secretly scorned him for his compliance. She her-

self was an unusually bright and productive young woman and held a

responsible job. On the other hand, she dressed like Alice in Wonderland,
with hair hanging waist length, low-heeled slippers, and little girl dresses,

everything to emphasize her precocity. She referred to herself at certain

times as a sprite.

The following dream occurred after she had been many months in

analysis and had already gained some insight. It occurred after a day
when she had complained that "her head acted up" (feelings of painful

stimulation) when she listened to a friend talk of a secret extramarital

infatuation.

I had taken a statue of a knight in armor from a museum to study.

I went to take it back. A little boy was reading an inscription on the

pedestal where the knight belonged. I was glad to get it back there

just at the right time for the boy to see it. But the statue was floppy

and would not stand up properly. The little boy tried to help me.

Next I was a spy, with many people around. The leader of the peo-
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pie was alert for spies, he had a photographic memory and was ex-

amining people for being spies by asking them about various cities.

He asked me about Chicago, and what I thought of it, stockyards and
all. A woman was fending off blows, by speaking against violence.

As she turned to go I noticed a scar on her face. I thought of this

mark of violence and of her aversion to violence.

From the associations it appeared that this dream presented rather defin-

itely the masculine (knight and boy) part of herself and her husband,
and the feminine aspects, scarred and castrated.

She began her associations by saying that her husband had a cold
and she had lost her temper with him because he wanted to be taken
care of, but that he had replied that she could always surpass him and
get a much worse cold in two or three days. "I think I get some feeling

—

how dare he want me to wait on him!"— "I am not proud of it, but
that really is my feeling."

She thought the floppy knight was a sign of sickness, a man who was
sick and flopped. Armor was a name in her father's family and was her
youngest brother's name also. Her father was never sick much, except
certain impairment of vision in one eye, and the children had played
tricks by putting butter where he would not see it and so might put
his elbow in it. In her little girlhood she had dreamed of a Knight who
would take care of her; then she had met Jim, her husband, and he had
temporarily inherited knighthood. (Now she felt he was letting her down,
being sick and not strong sexually, but rather like a little boy.) At fifteen

she had once walked in the woods with Jim and come upon two men
fencing. They looked like Nazis and one had a duelling scar on his face.

She herself had fenced in college and had done quite well at it.

When her friend had been talkino; about her infatuation, and the
husband had walked in, she had been surprised at how adroitly and
naturally she had changed the subject without changing her voice. She
was able to deceive easily. She thought the photographic memory referred

to a memory which she did not want to recover. Her friend with the in-

fatuation had a photographic memory; but "I don't mind, I have ideas."

About Chicago, she said this was near the town where she had lived

until six (the place of the as yet unrevealed experience with the colored
gardener). She had been amused to think that Chicago, the hog-butchering
center of the world, should be selling horse meat. Perhaps Chicago repre-

sented a concealment of an experience in the nearby town where she
lived.

All through these associations her intense competitiveness with both
men and women was apparent—her assurance that she could generally
"go each one one better." After I had interpreted certain aspects of this

to her, she suddenly remembered more of the dream.

In the museum, there were a number of knights in the room. Their
cod pieces stuck out too much, so I just took them off. They were
too suggestive.

In the first two patients the dreams indicate the diffusion of aggres-

sion, the wonderment, religious feeling, and question of reality so typical
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of the awe-inducing experience; in contrast to this is the third, where

there is a rather hard practicaHty and sharply focused, competitive aggres-

sion and castrative wishes.

It is interesting that Freud, in the article on "The Taboo of Virgin-

ity" (3) touches somewhat on these same problems. He quotes Krafft-Ebing

who in 1892 used the expression "sexual thraldom" to describe a state

in which one person may develop an unusually high degree of dependence

on another even to the total loss of independent will and the heaviest

sacrifices of personal interest. Krafft-Ebing saw this as due to an "unusual

development of love and of weakness of character" in one partner with

unbounded egoism in the other. Krafft-Ebing was describing chiefly a

pathological state, but remarked that some degree of sexual thraldom

was necessary if any permanent marriage relationship was to be main-

tained. In his study of the primitive rites of defloration preceding mar-

riage, Freud pointed out that the defloration was done often by an older

man who then performed a ritualistic intercourse, and that this was essen-

tially a loosening of the oedipal tie and a partial separation of the hus-

band from the father; but that further the preliminary defloration might

save the young husband from the nuptial hostility due to the bride's

penis envy. He concludes his article with the remark "It is interesting

now to find that psychoanalysts come across women in whom the two

contrary attitudes—thraldom and enmity—both come to expression and

remain in close association."

But are there any comparable effects in the case of boys? We do not

usually speak of penis envy in boys, yet the narcissistic interest of the boy

in the size of his organ is certainly related to the penis envy in the girl.

In the article already referred to on "Vision, Headache and the Halo"

(5), I indicated that boys and girls both suffered shock if they experienced

actual observation of the birth of a child, and that this too aroused a

state of diffuse aggression even greater in the boy than in the girl, because

of the difference in the primary body image, i.e., the resulting biologically

determined differences in the castration complex. In any event, too, this

occurs only in states of general excitement, and the child of either sex

suffers from the overstimulation of such an experience to an extent which

is much greater than the most thrilling primal scene experience. This is

related to the situation of the development of the myth of the Medusa's

head. It is interesting that in his article on this subject Freud (4) calls

special attention to the turning-to-stone sensation on looking at the

Medusa's head, actually the bleeding female genital.

It is my intention now, ho^\•ever, to consider only the effect on the

boy of awareness of the adult penis. In the famous case of Little Hans

(2) Freud recounted the vicissitudes of one child under these circum-
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Stances. In general, I would say the little boy does not suffer a state of

awe comparable to that of the little girl. His awareness of his own body

configuration robs the experience of its sharpest quality of strangeness

and unreality which are so necessary for the development of a state of

awe.^ That very sharp envy and competitiveness does develop is a matter

of general analytic experience. This may contribute to the small penis

complex, so often associated with a feminine-like overcompensatory in-

terest in dress, manners and all outer appearances.

I have also been especially impressed with the effect on young boys,

often the youngest child of the family, with brothers eight or ten years

older who exhibit their masturbatory and ejaculatory prowess in dramatic

seductiveness before the youngest one, who still has a small organ. It is

obvious that such experiences tend to increase the envy and develop an

attitude of discouragement which may reinforce a passive attitude, or

initiate an attempt to overcome this by an identification with the post-

puberty boy in a way which definitely increases the homosexual tendencies

of later life.

While it seems that the specific experiences are of fundamental im-

portance in focusing the reactions which have been described, still it is

necessary to emphasize that the severity of their effect depends very much
on the character of the narcissistic elements in the ego at the time. In

analyzing these patients, consequently, the work must be done with the

narcissistic defenses, and the recovery of the specific memories is chiefly

effective in the working-through process. There, it is essential.
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The forgetting of dreams, Freud (9) tells us, is inexplicable until

we seek to explain it by the power of the dream censorship. All for-

getting of dreams or dream elements, all blurring of the picture, all of

the dreamer's doubts about the contents, are signs of resistance to the

dream or to dream elements. And during analysis, when a resistance is

overcome, it often happens that the forgotten dream or dream-part is

recalled. There are many motives for the forgetting of dreams during

analysis, since resistance may affect a large variety of ideas and impulses,

including many kinds of transference wishes. Thus, the forgetting of a

dream may be due to such ego attitudes as shame, hostility, spite, or

revenge; and the whole dream may be treated as if it were something

substantial, as an object for barter between the dreamer and the analyst,

or as a gift or coin that may be given or withheld or used for purchases.

On the whole, the remembering of a dream betokens less resistance, for

this promotes the analysis, but even the remembering of dreams can

exceptionally and paradoxically be perverted into a resistance, a fact first

pointed out by Eder (4). The patient may remember too much of a

dream or too many dreams and may thus sabotage an analytic hour,

filling it with a long exposition of elaborate unanalyzable material. My
interpretation of this resistant remembering (19) is that the patient is

acting out his sleep of the night before and is repeating it in the analytic

hour; in other words, the wish to sleep is the motive for an excessive and

futile remembering, a finding strikingly confirmed by a patient of Dr.

Jacob Arlow (2).

Thus, the motives for forgetting a dream are the same as the motives

for repressing in general—not different from the motives for forgetting a

name or a word—as Freud has explained in The Psychopathology of

Everyday Life (10) . I call your attention to the fact that the word for-

getting is a gerund, a verbal noun, and that it implies both action and

substance. When we spoke above of the motives for forgetting, we were

191
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implying action and were thinking more of the verb to forget, the process

of forgetting as a movement or a dynamic fact. But we may stress the

substantival nature of the word, and thereby treat the forgetting statically

as a piece of the manifest dream itself, as the last piece in the dream text.

Then we can interpret a forgetting as if it were a symptom or any mani-

fest conscious content, and thus determine its latent meaning. Concretely

what I mean is this: if the dreamer associates to his forgetting a dream,

he will be led, as by any other free association, to the latent or uncon-

scious meaning of the forgetting. This is true whether the associations

are prompted by the analyst or if they spontaneously accompany the

dreamer's efforts to recall the dream. In the process, the dream will some-

times be remembered, but by no means always, for the resistant motives

may well maintain the upper hand.

Now a good many of the associations to anything that is forgotten

are of the sort we call regressive in the topographic sense. In a famous

example, Freud's attempt to recall the name of the artist Signorelli (10)

,

we find an exact statement of how Freud introspectively experienced this

regressive process. For he tells us: "As long as the name of the painter

remained inaccessible to me, I had more than a clear visual memory of

the cycle of his frescoes, and the picture of himself in the corner; at

least it was more intensive than any of my other visual memory traces.

In another case, also reported in my essay of 1898, I had hopelessly for-

gotten the street name and address connected with a disagreeable visit

in a strange city, but—as if to mock me—the house number appeared

especially vivid, whereas the memory of numbers usually causes me the

greatest difficulty." The regression is from the later form of remembering,

that is, from verbal memory traces of the name Signorelli or the name of

the street to the associated visually remembered mental pictures. And the

regression of latent dream thoughts during dream formation follows this

same course as a rule: from verbal thoughts to visual images.

Since the forgotten dream is usually a picture to begin with and not

verbal predominantly, the question arises as to what regressive substitute

formation is to be expected, analogous to the visual pictures when a word
is forgotten. There should be memory traces older than the formed

pictures that are the substitutes for words. There should be regressive

substitutes for formed pictures, memory traces further back and nearer

the perception system (P) in Freud's scheme of the psychic apparatus.

To our introspective efforts, the results of forgetting a dream picture is

to wipe it out, to erase it or blur it and reduce it to an amorphous state.

Sometimes we catch this process in statu nascendi while a dream is going

on, or when the dreamer turns his attention to the dream after waking;

and I shall give later on an instance in which the forgetting is repre-
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sented in the manifest dream itself and the dream picture is turned into

an amorphous one.

I was led to think about the special nature of dream forgetting by an

observation which I used to show what I meant by the dream screen (18)

.

I had an opportunity, as it were, to watch a dream being forgotten. For,

while one of my patients was on the couch, ready to tell me her dream,

she "saw it" suddenly curve over backwards away from her and then

like a canvas or a carpet roll up and away into the distance. The process

of forgetting the dream was dramatized: the dream was like a painting,

which was then rolled up and rolled away from her. This was the final

element in her waking process and in her dream; it was a sort of hypno-

pompic phenomenon, and the action could be analyzed. For the patient,

it was a weaning experience. On going to sleep she had joined herself

in fantasy to the breast, in the manner described by Isakower (12) , and

when she awoke she lost this breast.

In previous communications (18, 19) , I have given reasons for

assuming that the visual manifest dream picture is as if painted on or

projected like a motion picture onto a screen, and I tried to show why

this screen is the dream representative of the breast—the continuance in

sleep and dreaming of the baby's first background when it falls asleep.

In a recent criticism of the idea of the dream screen, Fliess (8) has

raised the question whether the dream screen has empirical existence or

whether it is a model, an explanatory construction. I believe that it ex-

ists; however, for my present purposes there is no need for a final answer

to this question.

Let us consider the manifest dream as a picture, as a "technicolor"

motion picture if necessary, projected onto the dream screen. The screen

would not show through from under a perfect or ideally remembered

dream picture. But when a dream is remembered only in part, blanks

(erasures, Freud calls them) may appear in the manifest picture; and

when the whole dream is forgotten, it is as if the picture was wiped off,

leaving a blankish, amorphous background. Now, properly considered

this background too is made up of memory traces. It is composed of the

very earliest ones laid down in infancy during nursing and dormescent

experiences. Perhaps the background is a reminiscence of the "primal

dream" of the smallest infant, before the various sensations have been

arranged and combined in significant and consistent, formed percep-

tions. When the process that leads from formed vision to amorphous

blur or to complete forgetting is gradual, or when it takes place in stages,

we may get a view of the details in the blanking-out or fading-out proced-

ure, as in the example mentioned above and as in some to follow. When
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we do, we are in a position to analyze and interpret the latent meaning

of the manifest forgetting.

This picture of the dream as a painting or as a stage or moving pic-

ture performance is a simplification, but for me a useful one as a model

or diagram into which one can fit many details of clinical observation on

the forgetting and remembering of dreams. I am aware that it leaves

out the matter of nonvisual dreams and dream elements, with their at

present unsolved problems, such as the auditory phenomena for which

Isakower (13) has given us an explanation. Along with the visually blank

dreams, moreover, we find many nonvisual, so-called organic, qualities,

such as touch, taste, warmth, sexual excitement and the rest, as Rycroft has

confirmed. However, the breast experience too is not purely visual, but

tactile, gustatory and thermally exciting; and many other sensory quali-

ties may arise indirectly during nursing. With all these reservations and

conditions, there still remains the fact that the large majority of dreams

is visual, and that it is perfectly proper to investigate as a special problem

the forgetting of this prevalent form of the dream.

My general thesis is that the forgetting or remembering of dreams,

considered as if a dream element, or as I have phrased it, as the noun
part of the gerund, may be interpreted as an oral phenomenon by means

of the method of free association. Now, I should like to present examples

of this general thesis. The first example will explain what I mean by the

statement that dream-forgetting stands for weaning. It is the case of a

young woman, early in her analysis, who said that she had forgotten her

dream. Casually I asked her what occurred to her in connection with

forgetting it, and she replied, "I think of the dog I had when I was a

child, with a tennis ball in his mouth." This was a memory of some-

thing that had really occurred, and it turned out to be a screen memory,

for she went on to relate that she had never been breast-fed, and that this,

more than any other circumstance, had made her envious of her sister,

who had been. The association about the dog appeared to portray her

own intense need to sink her teeth into the breast and to cling to it

stubbornly, a wish that was evident enough in her life story and in her

subsequent analytic behavior.

Listening carefully, one hears many oral ideas arise spontaneously

after the statement, "I forgot my dream." Sometimes they appear to

portray a search, as if the dreamer were looking for it. Thus one patient

reported, "My dream slipped away from me while I was brushing my
teeth," and there are comparable oral hints in many other efforts to

find the dream. On another occasion the same patient said of a forgotten

dream, "It was uninteresting." Whereupon her stomach rumbled and

so to say began to associate for her, and she continued: She had dined
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out with her husband and parents at a restaurant, and the slice of lamb

she had got was "uninteresting," whereas her husband and her father

had both commented on the excellence of their portion. Often the same

patient, having forgotten a dream and trying to recall it, would speak

of her lunch and of her lunching companion. In her particular case,

the motive for her resistant forgetting was usually a wish to avoid speak-

ing of her current unsatisfactory and uninteresting sexual life. But her

attempt to recall her dreams led invariably to thoughts of drinking,

eating, pleasant table companionship; there was an obvious desire to

think of the pleasures of the table rather than to recall the privations of

the bed. To give an example, one day trying to recall her dream, she

spoke of having had lunch with an aunt, then through some superficial

associations about her aunt's proposed vacation journey, she recalled that

she had had a dream of packing the night before. This led to her admis-

sion of having masturbated before going to sleep, and of an unsatisfactory

coitus before the masturbation.

That the forgotten dream is a concrete object, which has been as if

physically lost or misplaced, is implied in many remarks, as in those

above to the effect that it was brushed off the teeth or swallowed. One
of my friends, a colleague, tells me that when she tries to remember a

dream, she has the feeling of its being somewhere in her mouth or throat,

as if she were trying to find it there. Such spatial ideas are very common.
The lost dream is sometimes thought of as being somewhere in the body,

sometimes outside somewhere. One patient of mine began her analysis by

saying that she ought to pray to Saint Anthony, to help her find her lost

memories. And William James has this charming description of looking

for a forgotten idea:

We make search in our memory for a forgotten idea, just as we rum-
mage our house for a lost object. In both cases we visit what seems to

us the probable neighborhood of that which we miss. We turn over
things under which, or within which, or alongside of which, it may
possibly be; and if it lies near them, it soon comes to view. But these

matters, in the case of a mental object are nothing but its associates

(14).

Since in this allegory the house we live in must be a symbol for our body,

there is an interesting hint here for the future study of where we think

memories go when they are forgotten. So far as my experience goes, the

forgotten dream seems to take one of two paths; either it goes inward,

that is, stomachward, or it goes away carried along by the illusively de-

parting breast.

Freud has remarked that a very small fragment of a dream will often

be sufficient to yield on association a large part, perhaps all, of the latent
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dream thoughts. Sometimes the statement, "I forgot my dream," will serve

as such a fragment and lead to latent thoughts of great importance, even

though the dreamer may not recall the forgotten manifest dream text.

Thus the word uninteresting in the above example, which seemed to be

a comment on the dream text, was in fact such a fragment. The other

patient's initial association to her dog and the tennis ball was not a

fragment or a comment; it was an association, spontaneous and not im-

mediately comprehensible, captured in her effort to remember the dream.

It was a real screen memory, formed in the way described by Fenichel

(6) after an "injunction to make a mental note." Her wish to remember

the dream re-enforced by my request, brought forth this screen memory,

which stood not only for the forgotten dream but also for the underlying

latent memories of oral sibling rivalry. Fenichel (5) has explained how
screen memories arise from a comparable conflict of a wish to remember

and a wish to forget, as compromises, a theorem which Greenacre (11)

has developed and elaborated. It is interesting that Fenichel calls the

intense need to remember something, a hunger for screen events, ein

Deckerlehnishunger, a conception which Greenacre also finds useful. In

the effort to remember a dream and the immediate associations that ac-

company this effort, this is certainly a happy term, for the dreamer very

often turns to thoughts of food or oral satisfactions. I am indebted to Dr.

David Rubinfine (22) for the following interesting example. His patient

reported: "I had a long dream last night. I kept forgetting it, but then

I remembered a code word: Marzipan." The dream that followed con-

firmed the idea that the manifest subjective length of the dream indicated

the fulfillment of intense oral wishes—that it was so to say a long drink

or a long repast.

I present two contrasting examples: in one an external stimulus led

a young man to remember some of his forgotten dream, in the other the

external stimulus drove a remembered dream from a young woman's

mind. The stimulus for remembering was food. A conscientious patient

was sitting in the drug store across the street from my office, wondering

why he had forgotten his dream, when the soda-counter attendant came

in with a plate of chopped eggs. He thereupon remembered that he had

dreamed of steamed spaghetti. His associations led to food poisoning, due

to rat dirt, and to other negative oral topics. In contrast, the stimulus

that chased the other patient's dream away was a waker, a bell. She was

engaged in remembering her dream while she was still in bed, when her

telephone bell rang and she lost it completely. The bell reminded her of

the rising bell at school and the bugle at summer camp, which was a

signal to get up and put on her swimming suit. This was at an age when
she was comparing her growing breasts to those of other girls. The dream
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text was not recalled.^ To make the meaning of these events clear, I

must explain that for both patients sleep was a highly libidinal matter,

unconsciously equated with being loved and fed. The man relied on

sedatives to secure a good night's sleep; the woman was "irritable" and

"not herself" till after breakfast. From this one may infer why the sight

of food induced the first patient to remember his dream, and why the

bell sent the other's dream to oblivion. The food, particularly drug-

store food with its pharmaco-toxicological connotations, suggested sleep,

or that food mixed with drugs or poison would put one to sleep. It put

the patient in the mood for dreaming again and probably too for freely

associating, which as Freud says, is "the psychic state that is in some

degree analogous, as regards the distribution of psychic energy (mobile

attention) , to the state of mind before falling asleep—and also, of course,

to the hypnotic state" (9, p. 110). The symbolic sleep-inducer led to a

partial recall of the dream.

The bell, on the other hand, was a waker and a symbol of school and

camp discipline. Its admonition: Sleep no more, was obeyed. The dream,

remnant and successor after waking of the oral satisfaction of sleep, was

hastily put aside. In my recent paper on "Phobic Symptoms and

Dream Interpretation" (20), I pointed out that in preoedipal psychology,

to sleep and to dream mean to repeat being at the breast, while to be

awakened means the disturbing of that situation, usually by the father,

though in the example just given evidently by the superego, which is a

possible confirmation of Isakower's views on the relation of superego and

auditory sphere. I should like to add here that not only are sleeping and

dreaming possible symbols for being nursed, but that to remember the

dream is a quasi prolongation of sleep and stands for sleep, while for-

getting the dream repeats and stands for waking up and is a step in the

weaning process.

The male patient just mentioned once forgot two dreams. The fact

that there were two reminded him of one of them; it was a dream of

watching a partly undressed woman in a window of the opposite house.

She had on her brassiere, and as a day residue he remarked that on the

evening before the dream, friends he had visited had shown him home
movies of a baby nursing at the breast. Another patient surprised me by

saying, "I can't remember my dream. No! Nol" I asked her why two such

emphatic "noes." "Oh," she said, "that's because I had two dreams."

Association through "double zero" led to her mother's double mastectomy.

Dr. Sylvan Keiser (15) wrote me about a patient who told him "I

1 To spell out the message of the rising bell, it said: Leave the mother (the bed) ;

establish your separateness by an ego boundary (clothes) ; be active (swim) , not orally

passive and quiet for you are too old (note your breasts) .
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feel I had two dreams that I can't remember." Asked for associations to

that, she expanded: it was as if something were just beyond her reach,

as if she were reaching for food, just as in recurrent dreams of adolescence,

she seemed to run after a ball without reaching it. Then her associations

took up fellatio, her feeling that her mother loved her children only

when they were being nursed. Finally, the patient remarked that the two

dreams seemed extraordinary, since forgotten material followed the re-

moval of resistance, but that there was nothing else in the dreams except

that something was moving away.

The dream fragment, or dream token (to distinguish a "solid" form

of condensed dream residue), is often highly charged with transference

meaning. One of my patients said to her husband that she had no dream
for her analytic hour. He teased her, "Why don't you take him a chocolate

bar?" As a matter of fact, a patient of Dr. Charles Fisher, under very

interesting circumstances, did in fact bring him a chocolate Easter egg

about six inches long—an anal gift-baby. Dr. Fisher was experimentally

testing what the effect would be on patients in analysis of a direct "sug-

gestion" to them that they bring in a dream. This patient brought the

gift, saying, "I couldn't bring you a dream, so I brought you an Easter

egg instead" (7). During analysis, we are reminded, dreams are often

dreamed and remembered as something for the analyst. Yet as in the ex-

amples given, even in the choice of the gift which is substituted for the

dream and stands for it, an oral mechanism is to be divined. A gift of food

is a demand for a return gift in kind.

Among the "gifts" for the analyst that stand very directly for dreams,

Abraham (1) described a special variety, the dream which the patient

writes down or tries to write down or to record in order to bring it to

the analytic hour. Such dreams, as Freud, Abraham and others have

shown, are usually unanalyzable; the writing indicates great resistance

to the content. In a previous paper (19) , I pointed out that such a purely

transference interpretation as Abraham gave—that the written dream is

a gift to the analyst—sets limitations for any general theory of the im-

pulse to write down a dream. I thought that the writing showed a wish

to continue sleep, particularly where the aim was not accomplished and

produced only blank records or jumbled notations (Abraham) or even

simply a dream of having written down the dream (Meyer, 21). The
blank page, like the blank dictaphone record in one of Abraham's cases,

represented the blank dream screen and (more deeply) blank, undis-

turbed, infantile sleep; the recorded dream is the equivalent of a new
version of the dream, which, since it proves unanalyzable is equal to "no

dream at all" or only to the paper on which it is written. That is to say,

the paper itself is the main addition to the new manifest version, and it
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Stands for the "background" of the dream, that is, the dream screen or the

breast, as an indicator of the wish for more, uninterrupted sleep. Further-

more, the written dream shows exquisitely the mechanism which Fenichel

predicated for screen-memory formations, in the other sense of "screen,"

a Deckerinnerung, for it is an evident compromise between the wish to

remember and the wish to forget.

The patients whose material I have been citing here have all at one

time or another had a desire, sometimes almost a compulsion, to write

down their dreams, and many of them have made waking notes. Since

I have discussed this impulse and its interpretation at some length in my
second paper on the dream, and there given several examples, I shall

present only one more example of dream notation, or rather of its mis-

carriage. A patient reacted to a long weekend's absence of the analyst by

producing a great many long dreams. This is a well-known reaction;

weekend dreams frequently try to make up for the frustrating absence.

But the interesting fact here is a slip which the patient made after tell-

ing me two long dreams and starting to tell me a third. She said, "I am
afraid I am forgetting some of the details. I had better look at some notes

I made." She took a scrap of paper from her purse; but the notes were

not on that paper. "Why!" she said in surprise, "This is a list of restau-

rants I made for my father."

Some patients become more or less obsessional about recalling their

dreams and feel guilt for not remembering them better. Their conflict

then may be portrayed in the manifest text of the dream. Thus, one

patient dreamed that he was trying to take a camera shot of a beautiful,

spired, cathedral, which stood on the crest of a hill, terraced ornately like

Mont Saint-Michel in the travel advertisements. The cathedral shone in

brilliant colors, but while he was aiminsr his camera, the scene darkened

and clouded up and the view was obscured behind a bank of clouds.

There was no more possibility of taking the picture and even less of any

color photography. Obviously the patient's wish to remember the dream,

which he really fulfilled, was indicated by his dream wish to take the

photograph. He had in fact shown me color photographs after he re-

turned from previous summer vacations. By his effort to record the scene

in all its colors on a film, he was complying with his analytic "duty" and

with his wish to show me the dream—a procedure which brings to mind
dreams reported by Blitzsten and the Eisslers (3) , where the patient ex-

hibited her dreams to the analyst, at the same time repudiating any

responsibility for their contents. But my patient clouded up his dream

even while he was dreamins^ it, to indicate his counterwish; i.e., the wish

not to see it and not to be able to show it to me. In other words, the

"clouding up" was an unsuccessful attempt to "forget" the dream picture.
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I shall not enumerate the topics that the patient wished to conceal and

to exhibit. Instead I shall turn to an interpretation of the cloud.

This cloud I take to be the dream screen, wandering around from

behind the view and then covering it. I should like, for general confirma-

tion, to refer to the papers of Rycroft (23) and Kepecs (16). In the latter's

case, the dream screen appeared as a hallucination, which came between

the patient's eyes and the world and obscured his vision. As always, I

consider that the dream screen is a symbol for the breast, and that in the

dream above the patient was finally seeing and showing nothing but the

breast. Due to the kindness of Dr. Kubie (17) , I am able to give an illus-

trative dream. This dream was recurrent and first dreamed early in child-

hood, now become less vivid and less compelling, a dream "hard to

describe, because," in the patient's words, "it was almost pure emotion."

He continues, "The contents of the dream were of something pure white,

like an endless wall that you don't see—perhaps as though your eyes

were closed and you just felt it, or as though you just knew it was there

without any senses; almost like gazing through a window into a milky

substance, or you were pressed up so close to the wall that it was all-

enveloping and endless and you were both in it and at the same time

against it." I owe to Dr. Zilboorg (24) the account of a comparable

dream: "The patient, a man, dreamed of a big slab of marble—white,

smooth. There was nothing else seen; nothing was happening except this:

the piece of marble seemed to come closer and closer to the dreamer's

eye (it was coming to the dreamer; the dreamer was not moving toward

it) and the dreamer began to discern bluish veins which 'one clearly sees

in marble stones.' " Dr. Zilboorg added, "I explained to the doctor (in

supervision) on the basis of associations, which I don't remember (it was

almost twenty years ago) though I do remember they were scanty, that

that slab was the breast."

I return to the dream of the camera and the cathedral to outline

a theory of dream-forgetting in terms of Freud's dream psychology, as

this is stated in Chapter 7 of The Interpretation of Dreams. The patient's

preconscious wish to remember the dream was in fact fulfilled, but only

after it was modified by his unconscious wish to forget it. These two ideas

are expressed respectively by the camera, which is a memory aid, and the

clouds. The action in the dream shows the formed, colored, visual memory
traces giving way before older, dull, amorphous, colorless ones. In terms

of the psychic apparatus and Freud's ideas of dream formation, at the

moment that the clouds appear there is a regressive movement. Early

amorphous memory traces, which stand very near to the system P are

activated in place of the colored and formed memories, and they gradually

fill the major part of the picture. Indeed, the clouds stand for the earliest
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of all memory traces—those of the breast. In other dreams, even such

early amorphous visual traces are lacking, the memory traces are elusive,

vague, "more like pure emotion"; that is, they are made up of deeper

tactile, thermal, and dimly protopathic qualities not readily localizable

or nameable, which are in their way "memory traces" of early dim con-

sciousness of the breast or of the half-asleep state.

Hence, the reduction of a dream to this relatively blank state, to the

state of a dream screen, is a near approach to forgetting. All its visual

contents except representatives of the very earliest memories have been

eliminated. To forget a dream, then, may be given the following inter-

pretation in terms of psychic functioning: The dream thoughts regress to

the memory traces that stand near the P entrance to the psychic apparatus,

and in particular to those laid down during the nursing period. Theo-

retically it is hard to say whether the process might not go on to cathect

"no memory traces"; this would represent the abstraction of absolute

sleep. I suspect that such an absolute might be very difficult to attain,

and I tend to believe empirically that there is always some Wachbereit-

schaft, some trace of the disposition to awaken.

Finally, two questions arise naturally from the above descriptions

and interpretations. The first is, must the forgetting of dreams always be

interpreted in oral terms, as a "losing of the breast"? So far as I am con-

cerned, I must say "Yes," but I have to concede that some day some addi-

tional interpretation may be discovered and empirically substantiated.

The more cautious statement that this is the case sometimes would not

be correct for me until such a demonstration, for it implies that some

other process of dream forgetting is now known. In other words, always

means "so far as I know." The other question relates to repression in

general. Since dreams are forgotten through an act of repression, can we
extend our results to cover all repressions, not merely the forgetting of

dreams, and can we then asume that the same interpretation of oral loss

and regressive reduction to the blankness of the breast applies here also?

This is very hard to answer. Repression is said to be a differentiated form

of the more primitive denial, and the earliest manifestation of denial ac-

cording to Freud is a spitting out. But the dream always contains the

wish to sleep, linked from the start to oral satisfaction, and the forgetting

of dreams comes readily into union with this wish. Hence, there is cer-

tainly the possibility that we have found orality here because we are in a

predominantly oral region of the mind, and we need many broader

studies before we can make a positive assertion about repression in gen-

eral.
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'BORDERLINE STATES"!

ROBERT P. KNIGHT, M.D.

Stockbridge, Mass.

The term "borderline state" has achieved almost no official status in

psychiatric nomenclature, and conveys no diagnostic illumination of a

case other than the implication that the patient is quite sick but not

frankly psychotic. In the few psychiatric textbooks where the term is to

be found at all in the index it is used in the text to apply to those cases

in which the decision is difficult as to whether the patients in question

are neurotic or psychotic, since both neurotic and psychotic phenomena

are observed to be present. The reluctance to make a diagnosis of psy-

chosis on the one hand, in such cases, is usually based on the clinical

estimate that these patients have not yet "broken with reality"; on the

other hand the psychiatrist feels that the severity of the maladjustment

and the presence of ominous clinical signs preclude the diagnosis of a

psychoneurosis. Thus the label "borderline state," when used as a diag-

nosis, conveys more information about the uncertainty and indecision of

the psychiatrist than it does about the condition of the patient.

Indeed, the term and its equivalents have been frequently attacked

in psychiatric and psychoanalytic literature. Rickman (13) wrote in 1928:

"It is not uncommon in the lax phraseology of a Mental O. P. Depart-

ment to hear of a case in which a psychoneurosis 'masks' a psychosis; I

have used the term myself, but with inward misgiving. There should be

no talk of masks if a case is fully understood and certainly not if the case

has not received a tireless examination—except, of course, as a brief

descriptive term comparable to 'shut-in' or 'apprehensive' which carry

our understanding of the case no further." Similarly, Edward Glover (8)

wrote in 1932: "I find the terms 'borderline' or 'pre'-psychotic, as gener-

ally used, unsatisfactory. If a psychotic mechanism is present at all, it

should be given a definite label. If we merely suspect the possibility of a

1 Read at the joint session of the American Psychoanalytic Association and the

Section on Psychoanalysis of the American Psychiatric Association, Atlantic City, May
12, 1952. First published in Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic, XVII, Jan., 1953.
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breakdown of repression, this can be indicated in the term 'potential'

psychotic (more accurately a 'potentially clinical' psychosis). As for larval

psychoses, we are all larval psychotics and have been such since the age

of two." Again, Zilboorg (18) wrote in 1941: "The less advanced cases (of

schizophrenia) have been noted, but not seriously considered. When of

recent years such cases engaged the attention of the clinician, they were

usually approached with the euphemistic labels of borderline cases, in-

cipient schizophrenias, schizoid personalities, mixed manic-depressive

psychoses, schizoid manics, or psychopathic personalities. Such an attitude

is untenable either logically or clinically. . .
." Zilboorg goes on to declare

that schizophrenia should be recognized and diagnosed when its char-

acteristic psychopathology is present, and suggests the term "ambulatory

schizophrenia" for that type of schizophrenia in which the individual is

able, for the most part, to conceal his pathology from the general public.

I have no wish to defend the term "borderline state" as a diagnosis.

I do wish, however, to discuss the clinical conditions usually connoted by

this term, and especially to call attention to the diagnostic and psycho-

pathological, and therapeutic problems involved in these conditions. I

shall limit my discussion to the functional psychiatric conditions where

the term is usually applied, and more particularly to those conditions

which involve schizophrenic tendencies of some degree.

I believe it is the common experience of psychiatrists and psycho-

analysts currently to see and treat, in open sanitaria or even in office

practice, a rather high percentage of patients whom they regard as border-

line cases, in a general sense. Often these patients have been referred as

cases of psychoneuroses of severe degree who have not responded to

treatment according to the usual expectations associated with the sup-

posed diagnosis. Most often, perhaps, they have been called severe obses-

sive-compulsive cases; sometimes an intractable phobia has been the

outstanding symptom; occasionally an apparent major hysterical symptom

or an anorexia nervosa dominates the clinical picture; and at times it is

a question of the degree of depression, or of the extent and ominousness

of paranoid trends, or of the severity of a character disorder. The unsatis-

factory state of our nosology contributes to our difficulties in classifying

these patients diagnostically, and we legitimately wonder if a "touch of

schizophrenia" is of the same order as a "touch of syphilis" or a "touch

of pregnancy." So we fall back on such qualifying terms as latent or inci-

pient (or ambulatory) schizophrenia, or emphasize that it is a severe

obsessive-compulsive neurosis or depression, adding, for full coverage,

"with paranoid trends" or "with schizoid manifestations." Certainly, for

the most part, we are quite familiar with the necessity of recognizing the

primary symptoms of schizophrenia and not waiting for the secondary
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ones of hallucinations, delusions, stupor, and the like. Freud (4) made us

alert to the possibility of psychosis underlying a psychoneurotic picture

in his warning: "Often enough, when one sees a case of neurosis with

hysterical or obsessional symptoms, mild in character and of short dura-

tion (just the type of case, that is, which one would regard as suitable for

the treatment) a doubt which must not be overlooked arises whether the

case may not be one of incipient dementia praecox, so called (schizo-

phrenia, according to Bleuler; paraphrenia, as I prefer to call it), and

may not sooner or later develop well-marked signs of this disease." Many
authors in recent years, among them Hoch and Polatin (9), Stern (17),

Miller (10), Pious (11), Schmideberg (15), Fenichel (3), H. Deutsch (2),

Stengel (16), and others, have called attention to types of cases which

belong in the borderline band of the psychopathological spectrum, and

have commented on the diagnostic and psychotherapeutic problems asso-

ciated with these cases.

Some Diagnostic Considerations

In attempting to make the precise diagnosis in a borderline case

there are three often used criteria, or frames of reference, which are apt

to lead to errors if they are used exclusively or uncritically. One of these,

which stems from traditional psychiatry, is the question of whether or not

there has been a "break with reality"; the second is the assumption that

neurosis is neurosis, psychosis is psychosis, and never the twain shall meet;

a third, contributed by psychoanalysis, is the series of stages of develop-

ment of the libido, with the conceptions of fixation, regression, and typ-

ical defense mechanisms for each stage.

No psychiatrist has any difficulty in diagnosing a psychosis when he

finds definite evidence of falsification of reality in the form of hallucina-

tions and delusions, or evidence of implicit loss of reality sense in the

form of self-mutilation, mutism, stupor, stereotypies, flight of ideas,

incoherence, homicidal mania, and the like. But these are all signs of

advanced psychosis, and no present-day psychiatrist of standing would be

unaware of the fact that each patient with one or more of these psychotic

manifestations had carried on for some previous years as a supposedly

normal individual, albeit with concealed potentialities for a psychotic

outbreak, and that there must have been warning signs, various stages of

development, and a gradually increasing degree of overtness of these

gross expressions of psychotic illness. All science aims at the capacity to

predict, and psychiatry will become a science the more it can detect the

evidences of strain, the small premonitory signs of a psychotic process, so

that it can then introduce the kinds of therapeutic measures which have
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the best chance of aborting the psychotic development. The break with

reality, which is an ego alteration, must be thought of not as a sudden

and unexpected snapping, as of a twig, but as the gradual bending as

well, which preceded the snapping; and sound prognosis must inevitably

take into account those ego factors which correspond to the tensile

strength of the twig, as well as the kinds and degree of disruptive forces

which are being applied.

A second conception which leads to misdiagnosis is that neurosis and

psychosis are mutually exclusive, that neurosis never develops into psy-

chosis, and that neurotics are "loyal to reality" while psychotics are

"disloyal to reality." It is, to be sure, one of the contributions of psycho-

analysis that neurotic mechanisms are different from psychotic mechan-

isms, and that psychosis is not simply a more severe degree of neurosis.

However, it is quite possible for both psychotic and neurotic mechanisms

to have developed in the same individual, and this is the crux of the

problem in many borderline cases. Furthermore, there is a sense in which

there is a loss of reality even in neurosis. As Freud (4) pointed out: "The
difference at the beginning comes to expression at the end in this way: in

neurosis a part of reality is avoided by a sort of flight, but in psychosis it

is remodelled. Or one may say that in psychosis flight at the beginning is

succeeded by an active phase of reconstruction, while in neurosis obe-

dience at the beginning is followed by a subsequent attempt at flight. Or,

to express it in yet another way, neurosis does not deny the existence of

reality, it merely tries to ignore it; psychosis denies it and tries to substi-

tute something else for it. A reaction which combines features of both

these is the one we call normal or 'healthy'; it denies reality as little as

neurosis, but then, like a psychosis, is concerned with effecting a change

in it. This expedient normal attitude leads naturally to some active

achievement in the outer world and is not content, like a psychosis, with

establishing the alteration within itself; it is no longer autoplastic but

alloplastic." Again, on the point of gradations in loss of reality, Freud

(6) discussed normal jealousy, projected jealousy, and delusional jeal-

ousy, pointing out their transitions from one to the other, and describing

how an individual may for a time maintain his critcal judgment over

paranoid ideas which are already present but do not yet have the strength

of conviction of delusions. Anna Freud (14) describes how children can

use the defense of denial—denial in fantasy and denial in word and act

—

in ways which represent temporary breaking with reality while retaining

an unimpaired faculty of reality testing. However, if adolescents and
adults persist in or resume this kind of denial after the normal develop-

ment of ego synthesis has taken place "the relation to reality has been
gravely disturbed and the function of reality-testing suspended." The
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varieties of channeling psychotic (usually paranoid) tendencies in eccen-

tric or fanatical ways—even to the point of developing a following of

many people—and the various degrees of inappropriate emotions seen

in many individuals further highlight the vagueness of the criterion of

reality testing, and of the distinction between neurotic and psychotic.

Also, we are well aware that in these and other borderline conditions the

movement in the case may be toward or away from further psychotic

development.

The third frame of reference, that of the levels of psychosexual de-

velopment—oral sucking, oral biting, anal expulsive, anal retentive,

phallic, and genital—and of the attempts to build a classification of

mental disorders by linking a certain clinical condition to each level of

libidinal fixation, has presented a one-sided, libidnal theory of human
functioning. This psychoanalytic contribution has been of major value,

but it needs to be supplemented extensively with the findings of ego

psychology which have not, as yet, been sufficiently integrated with the

libido theory. Reliance on the "ladder" of psychosexual development,

with the line of reality testing drawn between the two anal substages, has

resulted in many blunders in diagnosis—especially in the failure to per-

ceive the psychosis underlying an hysterical, phobic, or obsessive-compul-

sive clinical picture. I believe it was Freud who used the metaphor of a

retreating army to illuminate the mixed clinical picture in libidinal

regression. I should like to borrow the metaphor and elaborate it for the

purpose of illuminating ego-defensive operations. Various segments or

detachments of the retreating army may make a stand and conduct hold-

ing or delaying operations at various points where the terrain lends

itself to such operations, while the main retreating forces may have

retired much farther to the rear. The defensive operations of the more
forward detachments would, thus, actually protect the bulk of the army
from disaster; but these forward detachments may not be able to hold

their positions, and may have to retreat at any time in the face of su-

perior might. On the other hand, the main army may be able to regroup

itself, receive reinforcements or gain new leadership, and recapture its

morale. In that event, the forward positions may hold long enough for

the main forces to move forward to, or even well beyond, the stubbornly

defended outposts. I believe this metaphor conceptualizes in an important

way the psycho-economy and the indicated therapy in the borderline

cases. The superficial clinical picture—hysteria, phobia, obsessions, com-

pulsive rituals—may represent a holding operation in a fonvard position,

while the major portion of the ego has regressed far behind this in vary-

ing degrees of disorder. For the sake of accurate diagnosis, realistic prog-

nosis, and appropriate therapy, therefore, the clinician must be able to
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locate the position, movement, and possibilities o£ resynthesis of the

main ego forces and functions, and not be misled by all the shooting in

the forward holding point. An important corollary of this conception is

that the therapy should not attempt to attack and demolish the forward

defensive operations when to do so would mean disaster for the main

ego operations. Some forward defensive operations are a matter of life

and death.

Without defending the term "borderline state" as a diagnostic label,

I have thus far developed the argument to show that there is a border-

line strip in psychopathology where accurate diagnosis is difficult. I have

tried to show the general characteristics of such borderline conditions,

and to point out why the often used diagnostic criteria of break with

reality, mutual exclusiveness of neurosis and psychosis, and the libido

theory are insufficient and misleading in reaching accurate diagnosis,

prognosis, and appropriate therapeutic recommendations for such cases.

What, then, are the more reliable methods of evaluating these cases so

that one will not have to be content with using as a diagnosis the unspe-

cific term "borderline state"? The attempt to answer this question will

involve a discussion of certain dynamic considerations as they relate to

the diagnostic techniques available to us—the psychiatric interview, the

free-association interview, and the use of psychological diagnostic tests.

Some Dynamic CoNsmERAxioNS

We conceptualize the borderline case as one in which normal ego

functions of secondary process thinking, integration, realistic planning,

adaptation to the environment, maintenance of object relationship, and

defenses against primitive unconscious impulses are severely weakened.

As a result of various combinations of the factors of constitutional tenden-

cies, predisposition based on traumatic events and disturbed human
relationships, and more recent precipitating stress, the ego of the border-

line patient is laboring badly. Some ego functions have been severely

impaired—especially, in most cases, integration, concept formation, judg-

ment, realistic planning, and defending against eruption into conscious

thinking of id impulses and their fantasy elaborations. Other ego func-

tions, such as conventional (but superficial) adaptation to the environ-

ment and superficial maintenance of object relationships may exhibit

varying degrees of intactness. And still others, such as memory, calcula-

tion, and certain habitual performances, may seem unimpaired. Also, the

clinical picture may be dominated by hysterical, phobic, obsessive-

compulsive, or psychosomatic symptoms, to which neurotic disabilities
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and distress the patient attributes his inability to carry on the usual

ego functions.

During the psychiatric interview the neurotic defenses and the rela-

tively intact adaptive ego functions may enable the borderline patient to

present a deceptive, superficially conventional, although neurotic, front,

depending on how thoroughgoing and comprehensive the psychiatric

investigation is with respect to the patient's total ego functioning. The

face-to-face psychiatric interview provides a relatively structured situa-

tion in which the conventional protective devices of avoidance, evasion,

denial, minimization, changing the subject, and other cover-up methods

can be used—even by patients who are genuinely seeking help but who

dare not yet communicate their awareness of lost affect, reality misinter-

pretations, autistic preoccupations, and the like. Several interviews may

be necessary to provide the psychiatrist ^vith a sufficiently comprehensive

appraisal of the total ego functioning and to provide the patient with

enough sense of security to permit him to verbalize his more disturbing

self-observations. In spite of the patient's automatic attempts at conceal-

ment the presence of pathology of psychotic degree will usually manifest

itself to the experienced clinician. Occasional blocking, peculiarities of

word usage, obliviousness to obvious implications, contaminations of

idioms, arbitrary inferences, inappropriate affect, and suspicion-laden be-

havior and questions are a few possible examples of such unwitting

betrayals of ego impairment of psychotic degree. In regard to such mani-

festations the appraisal of total ego functioning can be more precise if

the psychiatrist takes careful note of the degree of ego-syn tonicity asso-

ciated with them. Momentary halting, signs of embarrassment, and at-

tempts at correction of the peculiarity of expression are evidences of a

sufficient degree of ego intactness for such psychotic intrusions to be rec-

ognized and repudiated as ego-alien; whereas unnoticed and repeated

peculiarities and contaminations provide evidence that the ego has been

overwhelmed or pervaded by them and has lost its power to regard them

as bizarre. Likewise the expression of suspicions accompanied by embar-

rassed apologies or joking indicates preservation of the ego's critical

function with respect to paranoid mistrust; whereas unqualified suspi-

ciousness indicates the loss of that important ego function. Sometimes

this capacity for taking distance from these psychotic productions has to

be tested by questions from the psychiatrist which call attention to the

production and request comments from the patient about them. Ob-

viously such confrontations should be made sparingly and supportively.

In addition to these microscopic evidences of ego weakness in respect

to id eruptions in borderline cases, there are more macroscopic manifes-

tations which may be either frankly stated by the patient or may be
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implicit in his attitude and productions. Lack of concern about the

realities of his life predicament, usually associated with low-voltage wishes

for help or grossly inappropriate treatment proposals of his own, is one

such macroscopic sign. Others are the fact that the illness developed

in the absence of observable precipitating stress, or under the relatively

minor stress which was inevitable for the point where this patient was

in his life course; the presence of multiple symptoms and disabilities,

especially if these are regarded with an acceptance that seems ego-

syntonic, or are viewed as being due to malevolent external influence;

lack of achievement over a relatively long period, indicating a chronic

and severe failure of the ego to channelize energies constructively, espe-

cially if this lack of achievement has been accompanied by some degree

of disintegration of the ordinary routines of looking after one's self;

vagueness or unrealism in planning for the future with respect to educa-

tion, vocation, marriage, parenthood, and the like; and the relating of

bizarre dreams, or evidence of insufficient contrast between dream con-

tent and attitudes on the one hand and waking activities and attitudes on

the other. All of these macroscopic manifestations will be observable, if

they are present, only if the psychiatrist keeps as his frame of reference

the patient's total ego functioning, with appropriate allowances for the

patient's ego, endowment, cultural background, previous level of achieve-

ment, and the degree of severity of the recent or current life stresses.

The question of using the free-association interview, with the patient

on the couch, frequently comes up with borderline cases. The associative

anamnesis has been advocated by Felix Deutsch (1), and many analysts

use free-association interviews either as a limited diagnostic tool or as a

more extended trial period of analytic therapy. This technique changes

the fairly well structured situation of the face-to-face psychiatric inter-

view into a relatively unstructured one, so that the patient cannot rely

on his usual defensive and conventionally adaptive devices to maintain

his front. Borderline patients are then likely to show in bolder relief

the various microscopic and macroscopic signs of schizophrenic illness.

They may be unable to talk at all and block completely, with evidence

of mounting anxiety, or their verbalizations may show a high degree of

autistic content, with many peculiarities of expression, or their inappro-

priate affect may become more obvious. The diagnosis is aided by the

technique of free association on the couch, but the experience may be

definitely antitherapeutic for the patient. Definitive evidence of psychotic

thinking may be produced at the expense of humiliating and disintegrat-

ing exposure of the patient's naked pathology. Clinical judgment must

be used as to how far the psychiatrist should go in breaking through the

defenses in his purpose of reaching an accurate diagnosis.
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In the face-to-face psychiatric diagnostic interview the patient is in

a fairly well structured situation and is reacting to the interested listen-

ing and active questioning of a visible and supportive physician; in the

free-association interview on the couch the patient is in a relatively

unstructured situation, more or less abandoned to his own fantasies, and

relatively unsupported by the shadowy and largely silent listener. Diagnos-

tic psychological tests combine the advantages of support from a visible

and interested professional listener, as in the face-to-face psychiatric inter-

view, and the diagnostically significant unstructured situation of the free-

association interview on the couch. The various test stimuli are unusual

and unconventional, and there are no "correct" answers, so that the

patient does not know what he is revealing or concealing. The psycho-

logical tests also have one significant advantage over either of the two

kinds of diagnostic interview. The tests have been standardized by trials

on thousands of cases, so that objective scoring can be done and com-

parisons can be made of this patient's responses to typical responses of

many other patients with all kinds of psychiatric illness, whereas even

the experienced psychiatric interviewer must depend on impressions and

comparisons of the patient's productions with those of other remembered

patients in his particular experience. The psychologist can also determine

the patient's capacity to take critical distance from his more pathological

responses, and thus assess the degree of ego-alienness or ego-syntonicity

of the pathological material, by asking questions which elicit comments
from the patient about certain of the unusual responses. As Rapaport

(12), Schafer (13), and others have pointed out, the interpretation of

diagnostic psychological test results is far from being a mere matter of

mathematical scoring followed by comparisons with standard tables.

There is also required a high degree of clinical acumen, and it is just in

the field of the borderline cases that expert interpretation of the test

results is essential. The Rorschach is probably the most sensitive test for

autistic thinking, and the word association and sorting tests are most
valuable for detecting the loosening of associations and disruption of

concept formation. The Thematic Apperception Test is less sensitive to

schizophrenic pathology but can give a sharply etched picture of the

patient's projected image of himself and of the significant people in his

life, while describing what the patient feels he and these significant

people are doing to each other. The Bellevue-Wechsler intelligence test

may, on the other hand, especially in borderline cases, show excellent

preservation of intellectual functioning. The relatively clean and orderly

responses of the Bellevue-Wechsler do not cancel out the contaminated
and disorderly responses of the other tests and thus make the diagnosis

doubtful. Instead, the former highlight the preservation of certain ego
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functions in the face of the impairment of other ego functions revealed by

the latter, and thus provide a basis for critical appraisal of ego strengths

in relation to threatening eruptions from the id. The Rorschach alone

is often given as a test to check on possible schizophrenia, but only a bal-

anced battery of tests can provide the range of responses which will per-

mit of accurate appraisal of total ego functioning.

In all of these diagnostic methods, then, the aim should be to take

a complete inventory of ego functioning in order to discover the kind of

equilibrium which exists between ego controls on the one hand and

threatening impulses on the other, and to learn whether the movement

in this patient is toward less ego control and poorer adaptation or toward

more ego control and better adaptation. The qualitative appraisal of ego

functions is, if anything, even more important than the quantitative esti-

mation of impulse-control balance. Even quite severely neurotic defenses

may be capitalized, through therapy, and become reintegrating forces

leading to a dynamic shift away, for example, from dereistic thinking to

fairly well organized compulsive striving, with marked improvement in

both the defensive and adaptive aspects of ego functioning.

Some final comments are in order regarding the clinical picture in

the borderline group of cases before turning to the therapeutic considera-

tions. A useful distinction can be made between internalized or auto-

plastic illnesses, such as the schizophrenias, depressions, and clinical psy-

choneuroses, and the externalized or alloplastic illnesses, such as the neu-

rotic and psychotic characters. In the autoplastic conditions, the ego, in

various stages of enfeeblement, is attempting to hold out against a bar-

rage of ego-alien impulses and their autistic elaborations; in the allo-

plastic conditions, or character disorders, the ego itself has been moulded
and distorted by the gradual infiltration of pathogenic impulses and de-

fenses, and the invasion of id impulses appears much more ego-syntonic.

In some respects the alloplastic conditions thus represent greater integra-

tion of the ego, but just because of this integrated infiltration of patho-

genic impulses into the ego these cases are more difficult to influence

therapeutically. On the other hand, the autoplastic conditions may ap-

pear more severely ill than the alloplastic ones but the prognosis for

therapy may be more favorable. Both the psychiatric interview and the

psychological test results can aid in establishing whether the structure

of the illness is primarily autoplastic or primarily alloplastic.

Of seventy-two "borderline cases" surveyed out of the last four years'

experience at the Austen Riggs Foundation, most of them were young
adults, the median age of the seventy-two cases being twenty-five. Forty-

eight patients, or two thirds, were age thirty or younger. Eleven of these

were patients with predominantly neurotic clinical pictures, referred as
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psychoneuroses, but with underlying schizophrenic patholog)'—the

pseudoneurotic schizophrenias of Hoch and Polatin (9). In four cases

the presenting symptoms were hysterical, in three obsessive-compulsive,

in two mixed neurotic, and in one each phobic and anorexia nervosa.

Thirty-six cases were regarded as alloplastic, comprising various kinds

of psychotic character disorders, the most common diagnosis being schizo-

phrenic character disorder. Twenty-three were primarily autoplastic, and

were designated mainly as incipient schizophrenia. Two were chronic

schizophrenias, one of these, surprisingly enough, having a typical major

hysteria (globus hystericus) plus phobias as the presenting clinical picture,

with chronic paranoid schizophrenia and severe intellectual deteriora-

tion revealed on diagnostic testing. Unfortunately, time and space con-

siderations do not permit detailed discussion of case material.

Some Therapeutic Considerations

This section will, of necessity, be brief, and can merely indicate some

therapeutic principles deriving from the above diagnostic, dynamic, and

economic considerations.

The ego of the borderline patient is a feeble and unreliable ally in

therapy. In the incipient schizophrenias the ego is in danger of being

overwhelmed by the ego-alien pathogenic forces, and in the psychotic

character disorders the ego is already warped by more or less ego-syntonic

pervasion by the same pathogenic forces. Yet a few adaptive functions re-

main, and certain psychoneurotic defense measures may still be in oper-

ation, even though the impulse-defense balance is precarious. In an en-

vironment which maintains its overtaxing demands on such patients,

further regression is likely; if these patients are left to their own devices,

in relative isolation, whether at home or in closed hospital, they tend

toward further intensification of autistic thinking. Similarly, if they are

encouraged to associate freely in the relative isolation of recumbency on

the analytic couch, the autistic development is encouraged, and the neces-

sary supportive factor of positive transference to an active, visible, re-

sponding therapist is unavailable. Thus even though a trial analysis may
bring forth misleading "rich" material, and the analyst can make cor-

respondingly rich formulations and interpretations, the patient's ego can-

not make use of them, and they only serve the purpose of stimulating

further autistic elaborations. Psychoanalysis is, thus, contraindicated for

the great majority of borderline cases, at least until after some months

of successful analytic psychotherapy.

Psychotherapists can take their cue from the much better front these

patients are able to present and maintain in face-to-face psychiatric inter-
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views, where the structured situation and the visible, personal, active

therapist per se provides an integrating force to stimulate the patient's

surviving adaptive, integrative, and reality-testing capacities. Our thera-

peutic objective, then, would be the strengthening of the patient's ego

controls over instinctual impulses and educating him in the employment

of new controls and new adaptive methods, through a kind of psycho-

therapeutic lend-lease. With our analytic knowledge we can see how he

defends himself, and what he defends himself against, but we do not

attack those defenses except as we may modify them or educatively intro-

duce better substitutes for them. Our formulations will be in terms of his

ego operations rather than of his id content, and will be calculated to

improve and strengthen the ego operations.

The psychoneurotic defenses and symptoms especially are not at-

tacked, for just these ego operations protect the patient from further

psychotic disorganization. Particularly the obsessive-compulsive defense

line is left untouched, except as it can be modified educatively. To return

for the moment to the metaphor of the retreating army, our therapy

should by-pass the outposts of neurotic defenses and symptom formation,

and should act as a rescue force for the main army of ego functions to

the rear, helping to regroup them, restore their morale, and provide

leadership for them. Then we might hope to bring them forward to or

beyond the neurotic outpost which we by-passed. We may even take our

cues for morale-building and leadership from the kind of neurotic out-

post we observed. If it was primarily obsessive-compulsive we might

strive therapeutically for a reintegration based on strengthened compul-

sive trends. If it was phobic we could attempt to build counterphobic

defenses.

Not only do we try to consolidate the more neurotic defenses avail-

able, but we also attempt to convert autoplastic (self-crippling) defenses

into alloplastic (externally adaptive) ones. This attempt will often re-

quire considerably more therapeutic impact than can be provided in an

hour a day of modified analytic psychotherapy. Both the motivation and

the specific opportunities for alloplastic adaptation must be provided

through group-dynamic measures—group discussions, group projects, and

initiative-stimulating group and individual activities. In a comprehensive

attempt at providing such a setting in which to conduct the individual

psychotherapy of these borderline cases, we have discovered that many
such patients can be carried on a voluntary basis and in an open hospital

facility, thus avoiding the encouragement toward isolation, regression,

and inertia which closed hospital care sometimes introduces.
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Summary

Borderline cases have been discussed in their diagnostic, dynamic,

and therapeutic aspects. The term borderline case is not recommended as

a diagnostic term, for a much more pi'ecise diagnosis should be made
which identifies the type and degree of psychotic pathology. Far more im-

portant, however, than arriving at a diagnostic label is the achievement

of a comprehensive psychodynamic and psychoeconomic appraisal of the

balance in each patient between the ego's defensive and adaptive meas-

ures on the one hand, and the pathogenic instinctual and ego-disintegrat-

ing forces on the other, so that therapy can be planned and conducted

for the purpose of conserving, strengthening, and improving the defen-

sive and adaptive functions of the ego.
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INSTINCTUAL DRIVES AND INTERSENSORY
PERCEPTIONS DURING THE ANALYTIC

PROCEDURE

FELIX DEUTSCH, M.D.

Boston

The increased analytical interest of late in ego development has,

like a strong undertow, drawn the investigator—medical and lay—into

the study of the body ego. Hence it is not only the inroad of medicine

into analysis, but also that of analysis into physiology which becomes

apparent in some of the more recent analytic publications.

Analytic treatment proceeds with the instruction to the analysand

that he must verbalize his thoughts and feelings indiscriminately. Only

too often it is not sufficiently emphasized that this also includes any

bodily sensations and any sensory perceptions which may occur and may

be perceived during the session. That may explain why some analysts

are surprised that they rarely hear spontaneous utterances of this kind

from their analysands, while others never miss them. This refers to pos-

tural attitudes and kinesthetic feelings as well as to auditory, visual, skin

and visceral sensations.

For many years I (4, 5, 6) have pointed out that the establishment of

an ego-governed instinctual-sensory pattern depends largely on the degree

to which the ego has learned to use certain sensory perceptions for its

defenses. The more these sensory functions have been drawn into the

protective mechanisms during the development of the ego, the more in-

solubly will this pattern be cemented into the personality structure. The

ego keeps the regressive pathways wide open in case there is need to

retreat, and uses the devices of repetition compulsion, derived from bio-

logical functions, as guides for safeguarding its integrity.

Sensory perceptions work synergistically and antagonistically, due

to their libidinized and antagonized objectifications. On different levels

of development, sensory thresholds are differently charged and tuned up

to each other. These different sensitizations at different times, and hence

the sensory configurations, determine the feeling tone toward the cath-
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ected objects. The change of emotional attitudes to objects depends on

those constellations and on the dominance ot one or the other sensation

within the total sensory awarensss.

Sherrington (16), in his lectures Man on His Nature, found an ap-

propriate expression for this from the physiological point of view.

Each of us at any moment of the waking day is a whole bundle
of acts simultaneously proceeding. In no case does any other of all

the doings of the moment disturb the one focal doing. No other part

of the pattern is allowed to be the key-piece of the pattern. Should it

do so, then the pattern changes and the disturbing piece becomes
usually the key-piece of a new pattern which supplants the previous.

The key-piece is the crown of the unified doing of the moment.
In the pattern of doing of the moment the focal act has com-

monly a number of satellite acts, contributory to it the key-piece of

the pattern. A score of contributory acts of posture, and of sensory

adjustment, secondarily contribute to give speed or steadiness or pre-

cision to the focal act.

Signals convergent via many lines may in the centres coalesce

and reinforce. It is in the centres too, that there appears a process

which quells excitement instead of evoking it.

[According to Sherrington, sense organ very commonly does not
involve sense or mind at all.] It may or it may not be a gateway to

the mind; it is always a gateway to the motor individual, and its

injunction to that individual may be, to move or not to move.

In other words, movements are metamorphosed sense perceptions

(Deutsch, 7, 8). Through them, the ego executes the messages of the

sense organs directing them toward objects or away from them. Within

specific psychic strata specific sense perceptions have a specific object

cathexis. Abstract visual sensations may antagonize auditory ones because

of their contrasting object cathexis. On the other hand, different shades

of the same perceptions may belong to different objects. Freed from their

object cathexis, these sense perceptions may appear as the unrecognized

repressed memories of a past experience. This reappearance of specific

abstract sense perceptions is determined by the meaning of the object to

which they belong. They are preverbal forerunners of the preconscious,

which the ego still holds in abeyance.

"The progress in intellectuality consists," as Freud remarks in Moses

and Monotheism, "in deciding against the direct sense perception in favor

of the so-called higher intellectual processes." Hendrick (11) reaffirms it

when he wrote that the development of the special senses and especially

their discriminatory function is an essential precursor of any true object

relation. In this respect all object relations originate in and are based on

the association of formerly abstractive perceptual stimuli.

Freud (10) in his posthumously published manuscript An Outline of
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Psychology mentions in connection with the origin of perception that

"we become aware of the living objects around us by perception com-

plexes which come forth from them, but which are fused with memories

of similar perceptions of our own body. The memories of these sensations

are associatively interlinked with reactive movements which one has

experienced in oneself. Hence the objects are perceptively recognized

through recollective mechanisms which are rooted in sensory perceptions

of one's own body." That means that all bodily processes are affectively

charged by those recollective sensory perceptions. When new organs or

organ systems mature, they impose demands for affective discharge.

We can assume that these bodily sensations may originate from

stimulations of any kind of sense perceptions when the threshold of them

becomes lowered. The reactive movement is the response to the sensory

signal of an instinctual feeling and represents a turning to or away from

the object. Thus the inner perception of feeling is derived from a sensory

perception which serves as a warning signal against a wish arising toward

an object. The object toward which a wish is directed is always closely

connected with a series of sensory perceptions. The memory of this con-

nection has become repressed but is constantly reawakened by sensory

stimuli. Sensory perception originally was directed toward the body only

and was therefore sensu strictiori without an object. This "objectless"

sensory perception then became libidinized. Thus it gradually spread

over the objects and kept them and their perceiver in continual contact

with past and present reality. At the same time, it is the mediator between

the symbolized objects, so that one may say: Sense becomes sensuality, and

leads into the realm of the transsensory.

Sensual pleasure is libidinized sensory pleasure, viz., visual, auditory,

olfactory, gustatory, tactile and kinesthetic pleasure. Withdrawal from

objects leads, as we know, to increased narcissism, that is, sensual pleasure

is tied to oneself, or turns into transsensory illusion, such as religious

metasensory or transcendental sensory mysticism. Thomas Mann (13)

expressed it poetically in his Bekenntnisse des Hochstaplers Felix Krull

(Confessions of the Impostor Felix Krull).

The Catholic forni of worship particularly relies on sensuality

and acts upon it, aids it by all the means at its command, and com-
pels us, more than any other religion, to ponder its secrets.

The ear, accustomed to sublime melodies, to harmonies which
seem formed to impart a message from higher beings—should not

such an organ be sensitive as well to the nobility inherent in a hu-

man voice?

The eye, schooled in divine splendors, in colors and forms which

represent to it the grandeur of celestial spheres—ought it not to be
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receptive, above all, to the strangely privileged charm of natural

origin?

The sense of smell, native to the aura of altars, and transfigured

by incense, an organ acquainted of old with the efflux of holiness

—

should it not perceive the atmosphere—transsubstantial and yet

bodily—which radiates from those who have been favored by the

fates, from the elect?

And those initiates chosen to preside over the innermost secrets

of this religion—the mysteries of flesh and blood—should they not

also have the gift of distinguishing between a noble human being

and an ordinary one, by virtue of their more highly refined seyise of

touch?

As a rule, these libidinized sensory and metasensory perceptions are

repressed. The return of cathected and repressed sense perceptions is

sometimes revived during the analysis.

Their return in a visual reverie in its interchange with auditory

reveries could be observed during an analytic session. Working through
his feminine identifications, one patient regressed in the transference

relationship to the oral-anal level with reveries full of symbols. They
appeared in color images ranging over the whole spectrum. "Now I am
thinking of an explosion, I don't know why, like the sensation you get

after staring at a light bulb. Now I seem to be thinking of how a light

bulb is like an avocado, cut in half with the seed, radiating light. Now it

seems to be a green bell pepper cut in half." He continues with the visual

images, the pepper becoming a crown studded with jewels of blue and
green, then a throne of gold filigree. Then he can almost see someone
materialize in it. "Now it's gone and I seem to see tire tracks in white

snow. I think of a door, a yelloivish brass nameplate on it. There is a

wreath on the door and three electric candles. One is out, or white, while

the two others are red."

The only color memory which he had mentioned earlier in relation

to people from his early past, was the green woven cloth of a pad used by
his aunt for ironing. From the recent past he remembered in another
dream an apple-green dress of his first wife.

The day after the spectral dream he describes a little car he had as a

child, which was red, and that of the boy across the street which was blue.

His visual imageries during the analytic hour are interrupted when
he begins to shun the sunlight shining through the window. Then he
begins to listen to a sound. He is reminded of a word which might be
Hebrew or Spanish and which he might have learned from one of his

teachers. But then he recalls father's violin, an instrument which he could
not play. He remembers that he picked up a tune on the piano after his

father's death when he was three years old. Words of a song come to his

mind, a lullaby, something about "baby sails across the sea, don't forget

to come home to me."

It is as if his auditory sensory perceptions were more basically related

to the father figure. The threshold for auditory stimuli became lowered
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and the perception for them sensitized whenever the visual perceptions

which symbolize a fe?7iale figure became too great an enticement. The
intersensory, auditory and visual sense perceptions seemed to be tuned up

to each other, indicators of the balance betiueen his passive feminine ties

with his father and those with his mother. The associations to these inter-

changing perceptions led to a memory of his puberty, when he heard

someone in the locker room say that he was built like a woman. He
finally states in resignation, "I wasn't a complete man." This period of

the analysis was highly charged with unconscious passive feminine wishes

toward the analyst.

These observations correspond to our concept of the sense of reality

as a composite of very early cathected sense perceptions, which were once

formed into a body ego. These sensory constellations became fused by

partial identifications with sensorily perceived parts of other objects

which had become qualified to represent the ideational image of a mother

or father, woman or man. These constellations are hierarchically built up

and diflierently grouped in different phases of development. For this

reason, the instinctual stimulation of one sense perception may lead to

an objectification related to a mother or a father figure, depending on

the total sensoripsychic structure and on what constituted the focal point

of that time. The fusion between an object relationship and a specific

sensory perception is therefore determined structurally and by the time

level.

In this connection it might be appropriate to mention Hornbostel's

(12) theoretical and experimental investigations on the so-called "unity

of the senses,"^ the main outcome of which has been the idea of a coin-

mon suprasensory factor known as "brightness" versus darkness. Its char-

acteristics are shared by most high-pitched tones, "loud" colors, penetrat-

ing but pleasant odors, or sharp, pointed tactual stimuli as opposed to

dull, blunt surfaces. Furthermore, the simultaneous stimulation of differ-

ent sense organs—auditory, olfactory, tactual, pain-sensitive—produced

a similar influence upon visual acuity, i.e., a synesthesia, which suggests

that they have some properties in common. By and large, it seemed that

the faculty of perceiving bright and dark is a function common to the

fields of senses. However, "to us, alas, sight and sound, inner and outer,

mind and body, have fallen apart. What we knew as children, we must

now grope for."

Stimuli which excite the sensation of brightness not only affect all

sense organs in the same manner and are not only transmitted from the

sense organs to the muscles and from the muscles to the eyes, but such

stimuli induce a modification of the whole organism as a fundamental

1 See also H. Werner (17).
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biological process. There exist "intermodal" relations between the single

domains of all senses (Boernstein, 2). This means that there exists a group-

ing and elaboration of various sensory impulses into a system of relation.

When one speaks of the body image, this always refers to its conceptual

components (Schilder, 15; Bender, 1; Reitman, 14). When primitive in-

stinctual drives become evident, the unity of the perceptual components

is dissolved and the emphasis shifts from one sense modality to another.

-

The breaking through of the unconscious leads over a threshold

lowered for specific sensory perceptions into the preconscious. There it is

arrested by the appearance of heightened stimuli from other sensory

perceptions antagonistic to it. All of these sensory stimuli are the abstract

precursors of recollections of objects with which they are connected.

These recollections remain repressed as long as the complexes of sensory

stimuli which belong to the object can be kept below the threshold. Those

observations made on associative processes in analysis correspond to the

results of psychological experiments on emotional selectivity in percep-

tion and reaction, by Bruner and Postman (3), who assumed that with

increase in the emotionality of stimuli perceptual defense and perceptual

sensitization occur, due to the lowering of thresholds for stimulus objects

of great personal relevance, or due to the presence of "dangerous" stim-

ulus objects.

It is interesting that after the week-end intervals in analysis, the

feelings of the analysand toward the analyst are very often transitorily

expressed in the beginning of the analytic hour through nonverbal per-

ceptual sensations due to the transference situation. The separation from

the analyst leads to an intensification of the ambivalent infantile feelings

toward the parental object image. The confrontation with the "danger-

ous" object—the analyst—stirs up a primitive sensory reaction, which

will appear specifically in that sense organ which is associatively con-

nected with the "love-hate" object. It may be expressed in postural dis-

quietude, in hypersensitivity to noise, light, or smell, or in a combination

of these. Those intersensory perceptions as the preverbal expressions of

antagonizing instinctual impulses, are deeply rooted in the unconscious.

They have an established pattern and recur with regularity in specific

situations which the ego cannot master otherwise.

A medical student working through his infantile aggressive feelings
of hate toward his domineering mother, with whom he identified him-
self, opened the hour after some days of interruption of the analysis

2 That reminds one of the pictures of abstract painters like Adolph Gottlieb who
is concerned with \isual equivalents of other than visual sensations. In a picture
"Frozen Sounds" a row of stationary shapes seems to have stopped moving. Another
picture produces muscular sensations by visual means.
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with long-lasting silence. From the preceding hours it was known how
guilt-ridden he felt in relation to her. He then remarked that he had sen-

sations of light spots and a premonition of unpleasant events. These
visual sensations made him think of punishment.

A memory of his fourth year enters his mind; he was sitting alone on
the porch, counting flickering spots of sunlight which came and went, and
anticipating punishment from his mother, as often as light spots appear,

for playing with matches. Ideas about matches lead to firewood; sticks of

firewood were used by mother for punishment when he did wrong. His
pleasure in lighting matches comes to his mind. He recollects his mother's
habit of smoking cigarettes and the fact that she did not let him do what
she did. He associates that cigarettes burn holes. Holes are dark. Mother
is dirty and sloppy. Then the light spots vanish.

He becomes distracted by the 7ioise of the radiator and by the rum-
hling of his stomach. He calls it gastric cramps. Revengeful wishes of his

childhood against his despotic mother appear, together with the desire

to get even with her. This reminds him that he becomes angry and tense

when his own children are noisy. The irritation against the rumbling
noises of his stomach increases. His hands, placed under his head, begin
to tingle. He associates dirt, dirty hands, his hand-washing compulsion
and his phobia of touching doorknobs.

The intersensory perceptions of this patient obviously revolve on
one hand around visual, auditory and skin sensations, and on the other

hand around the change within one sensory sphere between opposites

like light and dark, silence and noise. These abstract sense perceptions

reveal in the associative process the instinctual origin of these objecti-

fications.

Another session starts with a long silence followed by oversensitive-

ness to sounds and noises in and outside the room. He again refers to the

rumblings of his stomach during the last hour and remarks again that his

children are too noisy and that he becomes increasingly tense when he
has to control his need to punish them. His borborygmen may appear
also when he is disturbed by glaring light or feels unclean. He associates

to his light sensitivity that he has to sleep with the shades down, keeping
out any light rays. It is as if the "mother" stimulus should not disturb his

sleep, because it means punishment. But keeping out light leads to sensi-

tivity to noise with noisy bowel activity. It might even start when he
smokes. Sometimes smoking excites him sexually.

His associations turn to his father. From now on, the sensory sensa-

tions stop dining the hour. In the following days, abundant and pleasant

memories of his prepuberty, related to his father, break through. He re-

members many occasions of fishing trips with his father and his alliance

with him against his mother. He remarks dryly that his problems are

with women. To the interpretation that he apparently wanted father's

love, he reacts with uneasiness. Next day, he reports that as a result of

my remarks he had awakened that morning with a headache from "a hell

of a dream." He still has the migraine and sees flickering light spots. He
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indicates that he understands their meaning as anticipation of punish-

ment by mother. He remains silent. After a while he tells the story of

an insane man who claimed that he could bring the sun to a standstill.

Then he remembers another dream: it is an eclipse of the sun and the

world is in darkness. The whole family is afraid. Now the sun shines

bright again. It is very hot and the leaves begin to grow. There is no
danger of famine any more.

He associates to darkness his fear of being alone in a dark room, and
that afterwards very often his ears and face begin to burn and become
red, as if he were blushi^ig. In the darkness he feels lonely and cold. But
the sun is unpredictable. The sun warms one up, but the sun can also

burn, can give too much light. His mother's smoking comes again to his

mind, and that cigarettes can buryi holes. Light spots appear again. To
his mother he associates the Catholic Church and remarks that the church
makes strangers out of people who should live together. To Catholic
Church he also associates birth control, and he indul2;es in new recrimi-

nations against his mother.

These observations suggest that the fusion between sensory percep-

tions and living objects occurs at an early period of life. This fusion

determines to a certain extent the sensitiveness to the threshold for sen-

sory stimuli.

Another male patient, v.ith latent passive-homosexual tendencies and

the personality pattern of a conversion hysteria, had the habit of drifting

off in the analytic session into a dreamy, fugue-like state which was

accompanied by visceral sensory sensations. Whenever repressed homo-
sexual wishes threatened to become conscious, he responded with muscle

movements. When they appeared he tried to control them, stretching his

body and wiggling his feet up and down, or only twitching his right

eyelid. AVhenever he did it, his verbal association emphasized his mas-

culine traits. At the same time, they intended to counteract unconscious

feminine wishes. They as a rule appeared as sensations in his throat, as if

he had caught a cold, or in the urge to move his bowels, or to pass urine.

Whenever the appearance of unconscious masculine sexual drives became
too threatening to the ego, the threshold for bodily sensatioris in the

organs which represented his passive identifications became lowered, and
vice versa. That seems to be a matter of psychic economy, or of offer and
demand continually expressed—more or less rudimentarily—in the shift

of perceptual expressions: averbally, preverbally, or co-verbally during

the associative process.

Once after a week-end interval of the analysis, he drew a "black
picture of himself," of his early childhood in relation to his younger
brother.

He remarks about a bad smell in the room and then remains silent

for some time. He sticks the tip of his little finger into his ear and clears
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his throat loudly. Then he looks at some particles which he picked from
his ear, spits into a Kleenex and inspects it thoughtfully. Bowel troubles

of his little son and some anal sex play with his wife come to his mind.
Thereupon he recalls similar games with his brother. He mumbles that

he would like to break wind, holds his back, complains about blocked

nose and remarks with some surprise that he has recently been using a

very odorous lotion on his head. He thinks of ether narcosis and of strid-

ulous breathing, mentions the luheezing of his little son when he has a

cold. He remembers that his brother stopped breathing during the ether

narcosis when a circumcision was performed on him. That reminds him
that his brother almost died after a tonsillectomy. He is convinced that

the same would happen to him if he should ever have a tonsillectomy.

Finally, he associates that his wife almost bled to death during the

delivery.

Next morning he begins with the statement that he has to be on his

guard not to fall asleep. He states that after yesterday's session he had
difficulty focusing on objects. This blurred vision persisted for some
hours. During the rest of the day he was homesick for his mother, as he
says, and had a gnawing, empty feeling in his stomach. He thought of

paraplegic people. In the evening, following a strange impulse he paid

a visit to an older woman with whom he had an irrelevant chat. Although
he had been abstinent for some time, he could not resist again smoking
several cigarettes with great pleasure. At night when he came home, this

spell was over. He thought of the last analytic hour and behaved very

affectionately toward his wife. But he remained restless in bed, felt now
cold, now hot, and kept in close touch with her, as if he were afraid of

losing her. His mind wandered in this feverish state from one figure to

another. Only in the morning, when his wife had left with the children,

he recognized that he had been as if in a fog all the time.

This story may permit further conclusions concerning intersensory

reactions. If the elementary sensory reaction to light, sound, touch, etc.,

would remain abstract, they would follow exclusively the physiological

laws. In the course of the psychosomatic development, their perceptions

become objectified until certain sensory stimuli always evoke the whole

past history of a specific object relationship. Thus the objectification of

sensory perceptions are a kind of feedback for the regulation of bodily

functions.

A young male student in his early twenties, who was in treatment for

difficulties in his studies, due to obsessional personality trends, several

phobic features, latent homosexuality, blocked affects and strong intel-

lectual defenses, habitually fell into a state of reverie which was initiated

by yawning and followed by an aura-like loss of visual acuity whenever
he was threatened by the return of the repressed unconscious. When he
looked at a small, framed picture on the opposite wall, his vision became
blurred and he claimed that he was seeing double. In earlier hours he had
revealed that he had had a squint in his earliest childhood; he later lost

it, but had practiced it again, as far as he can recall, from his fifth year
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whenever he anticipated and feared a scolding from his mother or nurse.

He always saw his mother, and equally grandmother, as forbidden fig-

ures, while his father was the complaisant, kind one, and—as he remem-
bered—it was his father who kissed him goodnight. It was the introjected

mother figure who made such high demands on him, from which he

shied away, afraid of not being able to live up to these demands.

This undermined his active impulses and drove him, on the one

hand, into passivity and feminine identifications, but created, on the

other hand, a painful envy and jealousy of male and female competitors.

A strong ambivalent feeling toward both sexes prevailed which made
many defensive mechanisms necessary. His identification with a weak
father figure received the finishing stroke when in his prepuberty his

father died of an intestinal ailment. He wavered between occasional

hyperactivity without real productivity, accumulating in an obsessional

manner as many data and facts as possible, but remaining static instead

of using the tools of his knowledge, and envying those who were able to

go ahead with much less justification than he. This feeling of inadequacy

became the leading feature in relation to both sexes.

His indecision where to turn was expressed during the analytical

process in transitory, abstract intersensory perceptions significant as de-

terminants for the appearance of one or the other cathected object in the

preconscious.

By and large, abstract visual sensations indicated the return to female

objects in general and mother images in particular, auditory and olfac-

tory sense perceptions were forerunners of bisexual images and passive

leanings to either of the sexes, while kinesthetic sensations led to objects

of masculine identification.

The exchange and interchange of sensory perceptions due to the

need of wardins: off overwhelmins, instinctual drives of one kind, revealed

a patterned behavior which is encountered at least in rudimentar)' form

in every analysis. It represents the protective mechanism against anxiety.

In this case it took a specific form: once, after a week-end interval in

the analysis which dealt at that time with his strong passive feminine
tendencies, he felt that due to his "long" absence everything had been
blotted out.

He begins to yawn heartily and speaks of a raw feeling in his "lung"
which he thinks is due to too much smoking. After a silence he lifts his

left foot which he had rested on the right, and mentions a dull pain and
paresthesia in the right foot. The picture on the wall seems to shake. He
listens to the 7ioise of the radiator. After this disquietude of the inter-

sensory equilibrium, he talks expansively about his dissatisfaction with
his work and his low level of efficiency. He withdraws his left arm from
under his neck because of a feeling of numbness which spreads to his left

leg (long silence). He mentions a date over the weekend with a girl and
calls it unsatisfactory. The room here reminds him of a box—Reich's

Orgone box comes to his mind—he calls it "orgasm" box. It occurs to him
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that his younger sister told him over the phone about her being pregnant.
After a fleeting thought about a rifle, he recalls a story of his gov-

erness about the "diving rod man," who with his rod could keep away the
subterranean witches. He continues until the end of the session with a
report of his mother's reaction to his sister's pregnancy. In the hour on
the following day he struggles with a dream which dealt with a sickness

of his sister, which was hopeless as the doctor claims. In the dream there
appears also an older woman who was operated on but who recovered,
supposedly from tuberculosis of an inner organ.

He recognizes the birth fantasies of this dream and the fear of death
in childbirth. He recalls that his physician had once treated him for a
thrombosis of the dorsal vein of his penis, and that his mother and grand-
mother had also been under the care of this doctor. He recalls several

occasions when they were ill. After a long silence he fights off sleepiness.

His vision becomes blurred. The sunliglit on the wall blinds him. He
sees the picture in front of him double and it turns into a man, who
leans over a wooden table and vomits. He clearly hears the splashing noise
of the vomitus falling on the table. The pregnant woman turns into a
pregnant man. The visual sensations give way to auditive ones. A silence

follows, and he asks whether the humming noise he hears comes from
my desk lamp.

After this reverie of pregnancy fantasies the next hours yielded mem-
ories of his sister's birth, of his competition with her for their mother's
love and her competition with him in later years for masculine supre-
macy. He had shied away from athletic performances, afraid of being
hurt, particularly after he injured his finger in a ball game. He had
started to play tennis, but he lacked the feeling for time—space—motion
and finally ended in golf, where the ball remains static before being hit.

He remained afraid "to catch the ball even before it was thrown," and
gave up before he dared to try it out, or as he called it, "I bury the child
before it is born." A visual reverie of a woman in black who looks at

him from a window is followed by another one in which the sunrays on
the wall of the room turn into a butcher shop, where only a bloody knife
on a shelf is clearly visible, but no meat. This leads to circumcision and
anal birth fantasies.

Olfactory and auditory sense perceptions take the lead in the follow-

ing days. He remembers his sexual excitement as a little boy when he
put his nose to the bathing suit of his governess. That reminds him of a
certain smell of the treatment room, of the odor of his sweaty feet, of that

of fresh bread and of a brewery which as a child he had visited with his

father, some time before he died of an intestinal ailment. That reminds
him of enemas. Thinking of it he becomes attracted by the humming
noise of the lamp in the room and of the clock on the desk, until earlier

memories of the kitchen odor at home, the school odor and the odor of
gun-powder lead to masturbatory guilt feelings of his childhood. The
expression of them was preceded and then accompanied by kinesthetic

feelings of reduced gravity, lightheadedness, and sensations of being
pulled back and upward.

Tliroughout the analysis of this patient, passive oral and anal instinc-
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tual urges lowered the threshold for olfactory and auditory stimuli and

led to sense perceptions in these spheres, before they became object-re-

lated. These objects were men or persons with masculine trends to whom
he was sexually attached. It was as if the ego during the analytic process

wanted to test its strength by exposing itself to these libidinized abstract

sensory stimuli before facing the cathected objects to whom they lead. It

suggests that they are used as warning signals like pre-epileptic aurae

which sometimes, though focally and not exclusively unconsciously deter-

mined, lead to those explosive asynchronous manifestations of behavior,

because they fire at an unprepared ego which is sensitized to the specific

sensation. Those familiar with the analysis of epileptics may confirm the

fact that the sensory aura either of an epileptic seizure or of a petit mal

is the abstract sensory perception of the tabooed object or objects of the

past. The traumatic effect of the repressed memories of the primal scene

often enough is expressed only in hypersensitivity toward auditory

stimuli. The sensitiveness to noise of war veterans which often is the

only rudimentary element of a never fully developed war neurosis, has

similar roots.

By and large, our concept of objects refers to the faculty of the ego

to manipulate sense perceptions in the earliest cognition of objects and

to form a sensory configuration which becomes specific for certain objects

like the parental figures. In the analytic process these representations of

the object world of the patient become destructuralized and derealized,

with the goal of synthesizing them again into a new form which the ego

can accept (Deutsch, 9). The supply of pregenital demands in this new
form through the treatment can be brought into an agreement with the

genital demands and with reality. As a rule the ego tries—when these

demands become too great and when it already has used up for its defense

too many organ systems—to re-establish its equilibrium by calling upon
those sensory organs which may sustain the homeostasis on a higher

level of development, or which may have served for the gratification of

polar demands. The ego rejects the offer by rendering the sense percep-

tions involved hyper- or hyposensitive, and hyper- or hypofunctioning

respectively.

The fluctuations of the threshold of sensory perceptions become

mitigated and stabilized during analytic treatment, their intermodal re-

lations readjusted, their repression lifted. The ego can then more equally

distribute them for new objectifications after they became freed from

their cathexis and from their inhibited use. A patient after treatment

should be able to say: Now I can hear, see, smell, feel and move as I

like.
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AN ANALYTIC SESSION

IN A CASE OF MALE HOMOSEXUALITY

HENRI FLOURNOY, M.D.i

Geneva

I. Report of an Analytic Session

X, a bachelor aged thirty, is undergoing analysis for various neurotic

difficulties. He is physically normal and is successfully following a liberal

profession. But he has suffered since puberty from sexual instability,

oscillatino; between heterosexual and homosexual tendencies.

During the session of Thursday 15th —, X reported the following

incidents which had occurred since the preceding session of Saturday

10th. On Sunday afternoon he had gone for a walk with his friend

Charles, a man younger than himself, with whom he had often practiced

manual masturbation on some pretext or another. But on this particular

day he forced himself to conform to a decision he had made to abstain

from any physical contact with his friend, and in spite of strong tempta-

tion, nothing sexual occurred between them.
On Sunday evening he happened to see a cafe waiter walking in the

street with his wife. He had noticed this waiter before because of his

aloof, haughty and dinstinguished bearing. During the night of Sunday
he had the following dream:

I saw the waiter stretched out on a divan, completely naked. I seized

his sexual organs with my hand and masturbated him actively until

he ejaculated. As this happened I had the impression that our two
bodies were mingled together and I woke up to find that I myself
had ejaculated.

The following night, between Monday and Tuesday, X had a dream
in two short episodes as follows:

(a) I was spending the evening at the house of a friend of my
own age. His father, Mr. R., gave me the same specially warm wel-

come that he does in real life and which I find very flattering. Then
I found myself sitting at a table with a charming unknown girl eat-

ing a "peche melba" while Mr. and Mrs. R. looked on.

1 Translated by \'era Damman.
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(b) I was in the home of Mr. and Mrs. S. whose son is also one of

my friends and contemporaries. They too received me with great

kindness and I was very moved.

X noted that since Tuesday—and as a result of these dreams, as he
rightly thought—he was freed from his homosexual desires and once
more turned quite naturally toward women.

Let us consider these incidents in their sequence. X, having repressed
his sexual desires toward his friend Charles, satisfied them with the waiter
in his dream of the following night, and in exactly the same manner as

he was accustomed to with Charles. Curiously, he had never before been
attracted by the waiter. The latter was a married man, much older than
himself, who had waited on him some weeks previously when he was in
the cafe with Charles. On that day the haughty waiter had evidently
looked at X in a severe and disapproving way, as if he suspected the
relations between the two friends.

When it is known that the waiter's characteristics—a distinsfuished

appearance, a cold and haughty manner, a severe and disapproving ex-

pression—are all equally typical of X's father, we realize that in his dream
the waiter is a father substitute. We also gain insight into the compen-
sating, reassuring dreams of the following night, both of which, as we
shall see, have the same purpose: to propitiate the father and obtain his

forgiveness.

To take first the role of Mr. and Mrs. R., X had actually been invited
to spend the evening of Saturday 10th at their house but was unable to
go. He had been disappointed, because Mr. X had always taken a most
friendly and fatherly interest in him. In the dream he finds himself with
this family he likes so well; Mr. and Mrs. R. welcome him most kindly;
then under their benevolent eye he shares with a young woman a delicious
and flavorsome dessert, a "peche melba"—obviously a symbol of sexual
pleasure, as he said himself. Having tasted this dish, a fresh pardon is

needed. This time the role of benevolent and protective authority is

assumed by Mr. S., a distinguished public figure. Let us give his associa-

tions to this man.
He had recently seen Mr. S. mentioned in the newspapers and re-

called having been invited to his house several months before. During
the course of the evening Mr. S.'s son, a friend of his own age, made an
extremely witty rem.ark, a hon mot. X failed to get the point and felt

embarrassed in front of the other guests. Mr. S. noticed his embarrassment
and came to his rescue by saying, doubtless out of kindness, that he too
had missed the point. Thus it is quite clear that Mr. S., like Mr. R., is a
protective and benevolent father image, ready to forgive,

Oedipus complex and transference. The two-part dream with Mr. R.
and Mr. S. came as a sort of neutralizer of the dream of the preceding
night in which X had made a sexual attack on the waiter, also a father
substitute. Here the oedipus complex was expressed not only as an aggres-

sion against the father but also as a seizure of his virility and even of

total identification, since at the culminating point of the orgasm the

dreamer had felt as if his whole self was fused with his partner's.

What about the other component of the oedipus complex, the inces-
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tuous tendency? This had continuously, though obscurely at times,

revealed itself during a series of preceding sessions. He had just passed

through a period of several weeks of exclusi\e interest in his mother, an

impressionable, intuitive woman and an overfond mother. During this

period of maternal fixation X's natural inclinations toward women had

as usual completely disappeared. He recovered them quite spontaneously

on the Tuesday, after the liberating effect of the dreams in which he

placed himself under the benevolent protective authority of Mr. S. and

Mr. R., the fathers of his two friends. Stated in terms of the structure of

the psyche: the ego, having yielded to the instinctual drives of the id

could only regain its equilbrium by satisfying the demands of the super-

ego, after which normal, heterosexual tendencies again became dominant.

As a general rule X's tranference toward me was positive; but in

this particular session it suddenly assumed a negative form. After giving

his associations to the above incidents and making his own interpretations

of them without difficulty—for he had already made considerable progress

in his analysis—he suddenly began to criticize me violently and with

strong sarcasm, because, as he said, I had not the slightest understanding

of the situation.

He accused me of never having recognized that his attachment to his

mother could provoke guilt feelings sufficiently strong to be the sole

cause of his desire to propitiate his father. He claimed that the dream in

two parts was merely a reaction against the long period of mother fixation

he had just passed through and that there was no need to bring in the

erotic dream with the waiter as a guilt factor, as I had so superficially

done.
In reality I had never denied that his mother fixation, entailing

unconscious incestuous fantasies, was a sufficient cause for ouilt feelin2;s.

But I did not think we could disregard the erotic dream when dealing

with the analytic material of this particular session. For it furnished the

essential link between Sunday, when he had successfully suppressed his

homosexual desires in conformance with his ideal, and the dream of

Monday night when he nevertheless felt the need to appease the severe

superego. (If we accept his theory, why would he feel such a need?) I

maintained that the dream was an important element in that it provided
the guilt motive in the sequence of events. X, however, denied its rele-

vance and took the occasion of this diflierence of opinion to attack me for

my lack of comprehension.
This sudden outburst of negative feelings could quite well be ex-

plained as a new method of defense; in his counterexplanation, X sought
to suppress the element which very clearly betrayed his homosexual
desires toward his father. Se\eral times already during the course of the
analysis his contradictory attitudes toward me (for or against homo-
sexuality) had been fairly transparent in his abrupt shifts in transference

feelings.

II. Psychoanalytic Commentary

Sometimes when traveling along a difficult, unknown path, the

traveler may come upon a piece of level open ground from which he gets
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a clear view of the ground already covered. In the same way it sometimes

happens during the irregular, unpredictable course of an analysis that a

single session, such as the one I have described, may clarify a whole

series of significant data in an otherwise thoroughly confused situation.

The account of this session may serve as an introduction to the consid-

eration of the problem of masculine homosexuality in general.

Homosexuality is a morbid condition, the surface simplicity of which

cloaks a highly complex pathogenesis. The general problem has been

discussed from a psychoanalytic point of view in articles by Laforgue and
Allendy (10), de Saussure (16), Hesnard (7, 8), Marie Bonaparte (1),

Vinchon and Nacht (17), Loewenstein (12, 13), to cite only those in the

French language.

It is certain that there is an organic hormonal factor involved, as

Freud has always acknowledged. This has been demonstrated by the

occasional sensational results obtained through surgery (Steinach grafts,

etc.) in cases of clinically recognized, overt homosexuality. But the organic

factor is much less important when the homosexual tendencies are to a

great extent latent, or when they become overt only under certain cir-

cumstances or in a transitory manner, as in the case of X. Here psycho-

analysis comes into its own. Not only does it help us to understand the

appearance of the inversion tendency and its development from the still

normal stages of infantile sexuality, but it also offers one of the most

effective methods of therapy in the personal and social conflicts that may
result from this deviation.

There are four detailed psychoanalytic studies of masculine homo-
sexuality, three of them describing cases that were cured. These studies

by Vinchon and Nacht (17), Nunberg (14), Wulff (18) and Lagache (11)

are particularly instructive and offer viseful points of comparison with

our case.

Vinchon and Nacht (17) divide sexual inversion into three groups:

the first, homosexuality due to definite anatomic or glandular abnor-

mality; the two others, in which they classify the predominantly psycho-

logical cases, homosexuality as a perversion and homosexuality as a

neurosis.

The homosexual pervert has few or no other abnormalities. He lives

"comfortably settled in his vice," has no inner conflict over his state and
only suffers if external complications arise. He will never be cured for

the very good reason that he has no wish, and therefore makes no effort,

to be cured.

Not so the neurotic homosexual. His life is full of psychological

difficulties outwardly unrelated to his sexual disturbance. He is not

satisfied with his state. He desires to be cured and is willing to co-operate
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with the analyst. There is therefore ample justification for an attempt at

therapy, even though the patient may not entirely grasp the purpose of

it at first. The analysis will make clear to him the unconscious connec-

tions between his sexual abnormality and his mental life in general and

will enable him gradually to resolve the conflicts that beset him.

Vinchon and Nacht place their patient in this third group of homo-

sexual neurotics. After psychoanalytic treatment which lasted about a

year he was "practically cured." I would also place my patient in this

group, although I cannot make the same therapeutic claim since the re-

sults so far are not equivalent to a cure. However, among the clinical

symptoms which justify this classification and which permit of a favor-

able prognosis I would indicate the alternation of homosexual and

heterosexual activities, and the fact that the latter are gradually gaining

the ascendancy.

Basically, with patients of this type it is a question of herma-

phroditism (Krafft-Ebing). They are "bisexuals," who have drifted into

homosexuality because of certain psychological factors which are not

irreversible but can be readjusted through appropriate therapy. I agree

with Vinchon and Nacht and other psychoanalysts that this is a far

more typical picture among inverts than an exclusive drive toward the

same sex. The latter condition (a woman's soul in a man's body accord-

ing to the current, oversimplified, formula) is fortunately rare. It implies

extreme homosexuality—perversion in the strictest sense of the word, or

an abnormality due to some organic malformation. It should be remem-

bered that Freud (4) in 1926, in his article on the psychogenesis of a case

of feminine homosexuality, insisted on the fundamental bisexuality of

man (a view also held by biologists: Gley, Maranon, Guyenot, etc.) and

that "in addition to their manifest heretosexuality, a very considerable

measure of latent or unconscious homosexuality can be detected in all

normal people."

Nunberg (14) also finds that it is most frequently "bisexuals" who
come for treatment for some disturbance or another, and in the course of

their analysis it is found that the principal cause of their conflicts is a

struggle against homosexuality. Very many psychological factors are in-

volved, all of which had played greater or lesser roles in X's case: attach-

ment to and identification with the mother; narcissistic choice of love

object with overvaluation of the male organ; fantasy of the phallic

mother; fear of the father and of castration, etc. Consequently, homosex-

uality takes many complex and complicated forms, according to which

factors predominate, and rarely a pure form. Sometimes a man flees

women through fear of incest, sometimes to avoid competition with man,

the rival. In addition to the principal types described by Freud and
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Ferenczi, Nunberg believes that aggression against the rival may also

form an integral part of homosexual love. The goal sought would repre-

sent a compromise between the subject's aggressive and libidinal ten-

dencies,

Nunberg's study centers round a case of this type. His patient, who
had a strong unconscious attachment to his mother had often been

wounded in his narcissism by her and had fits of rage against her. In

defining the relationship between narcissism and aggression, Nunberg

(14, pp. 162-163) writes:

Thus it is clear that in his homosexuality the patient wanted
to be revenged on women and to triumph over them.

On the other hand, the homosexual act represents also a triumph
over the man—over the father. Not only does he overcome him and
appropriate his strength, but he makes a woman out of him and
subsequently feels himself sufficiently masculine to take possession
of his mother. Both serve to restore his wounded narcissism and to

strengthen his weak ego.

This observation on the significance of the homosexual act applies very

well to X's case; the very explicit erotic dream described earlier showed
the compromise between libidinal and aggressive tendencies, the seizure

of virility .2

Wulff (18) describes a twenty-seven-year-old homosexual completely

cured by psychoanalysis. His case presented certain exceptional character-

istics. There seemed to be no mother fixation whatsoever; on the other

hand there was a considerable amount of conscious hatred of his father.

Wulff's views differ from Nunberg's on various theoretical questions which

I cannot go into here.

Lagache (11) reports his observations on a successfully treated thirty-

two-year-old homosexual. He traces the connections in this case between

homosexuality and jealousy. During the course of treatment the analyst

had once consented at the request of the patient to receive a visit from
his fiancee. He had reacted with a violent outburst of jealousy. The in-

cident, far from having troublesome consequences marked a decisive

turning point from a therapeutic point of view. Lagache debates whether

this jealousy should be regarded as a rejection of homosexuality and

hence as a sign of cure, or as a resistance to analytic transference. The
second interpretation seemed to him to have greater validity. The jealousy

episode was a valuable indication of resistance to homosexual transfer-

2 Nunberg also draws a parallel between these homosexual mechanisms and those

in paranoia. On this question, which has no direct bearing on this article, I would
refer the reader to a recent article by Rosenfeld (15) .
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ence (passive father fixation) and allowed the analysis to proceed success-

fully to deeper layers.

Setting aside the other aspects of Lagache's most illuminating ob-

servations, I would like to point out the parallel with my own patient's

sudden outburst of negative transference toward me on the occasion

when he refused to recognize the element which revealed his homosexual

tendencies—in this case active and aggressive—toward his father.

In addition to the four clinical reports discussed above, I should like

to refer to some remarks made by Anna Freud at the International Con-

gress of Zurich in 1949. She said that masculine homosexuality may be-

come overt as a transitory stage in the treatment of a latent state. "Ac-

tive" cases begin to veer toward the opposite sex when they realize that

their passive partner is an unconscious representation of themselves in

relation to a phallic mother. "Passive" cases evolve toward the opposite

sex when they perceive that the strong man they have chosen for a part-

ner (because of his potency) represents in their unconscious their own
lost masculinity.

In a short article on jealousy, paranoia and homosexuality pub-

lished in 1922, Freud (5), while recognizing the organic factor, listed

the typical and most firmly established processes in masculine homo-

sexuality: fixation on the mother; inclination to a narcissistic object

choice; high value set on the male organ and fear of the father—the

last two ascribed to the castration complex. He added a newly discovered

mechanism: jealousy drives stemming from the maternal complex and

usually directed against elder brothers and then repressed and trans-

formed into homosexual attraction. In other words, the a^oressive drives,

unable to achieve gratification as such, reverse themselves. They "change

camps," and produce feelings of erotic attraction.

If such feelings are sufficiently "sublimated" or detached from their

libidinal components, they may in turn inspire a vocation in the social

services and a devotion to the interests of the community. This process,

which leads me to the third and last part of my article, was very clear in

X's case and strongly influenced his choice of and success in professional

life. In the above-quoted article, Freud (5, p. 245) writes:

In the light of psycho-analysis we are accustomed to regard
social feelings as a sublimation of homosexual attitudes towards
objects. In the homosexual person with marked social interests, the
detachment of social feeling from object-choice has not been fully

carried through.
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III. Journey into Antiquity

The close connection between sexual deviations and social activity

which psychoanalysis has so clearly brought out also throws some light on
a problem of psychopathology from antiquity. How was it that homo-
sexual mores, which are almost universally stigmatized in the codes of

our modern societies as immoral, and condemned and punished, were

considered almost normal by the ancients and judged with extreme

lenience and even approved? (Incidentally we shall see that current opin-

ion on this question is not quite consistent with historic reality.)

It does not seem to me that the great license in morals that existed

before Christianity (which had a restraining influence on all forms of

sensuality) offers a sufficient explanation, unless we take into account

the fact that there were eminent homosexuals in Greece who won the

esteem of their fellow citizens by their upright characters and exemplary
lives. As Marie Bonaparte (1) observes in her "Introduction to the Theory
of Instincts":

Many an invert has been famed in the history of civilization for
high intellectual qualities and even for high moral standards. It is

enough to mention here Socrates and Plato and also Caesar, among
the many men who have made great names for themselves in an-
tiquity and who were also great inverts, if we prefer not to mention
certain moderns here among ourselves.

As regards Socrates and Plato, there are two extremely thorough and
scholarly studies inspired by psychoanalysis by H. Gomperz (6) and H.
Kelsen (9). They bring insight to the historical problem and also afford

some very instructive comparisons with our contemporary cases of psycho-

pathology.

According to the teachings of Socrates, the "love of boys" should

always remain on a spiritual plane. Morality requires the exclusion of

any thought of physical possession. There is corroborating evidence to

the fact that the philosopher himself, who had a wife and children, never

indulged in the slightest carnal contact with any of his friends or pupils.

However, his exemplary conduct and his passion for teaching were not

the expression of an innate gift but the result of an inner struggle. "We
have certainly every reason to assume," writes Gomperz, "that the real

purpose of this self-discipline was to overcome his desire for physical

possession of beautiful boys."

Furthermore, the idea of self-control is at the very core of Socrates'

thinking and teaching. Gomperz raises the question whether it was not
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this very passion for self-mastery, together with his pride and indepen-

dence that drove Socrates to repress his homosexual leanings in a society

in which public opinion was very tolerant of such practices. According

to Gomperz the repression factor (which in my opinion stems from the

ego) is not in itself sufficient explanation; he detects another, deeper ele-

ment at work toward the same end (which I think derives from the

superego inherited from childhood).

Homosexuality was not a native practice in the petty bourgeois

milieu in Athens into which Socrates was born. It had been imported

from the aristocratic circles of the Doric States, where physical beauty

and military prowess were valued more highly than intellectual qualities.

It is a mistake, therefore, to assume that homosexuality was universally

approved in ancient Greece. "Even in Doric society," writes Kelsen (9),

whose article I will discuss later, "pederasty, although it was openly

practised and even legally recognized by religion, was by no means im-

mune from censure." Gomperz (6) believes that the source of the will

power that enabled Socrates to overcome his desires for beautiful youths

can be traced back to the family life and environment of his childhood,

which had been fairly normal in this respect. He adds that whereas these

are mere suppositions, it can be said with certainty that Socrates' mastery

over his sensual desires was only achieved at the cost of a painful inner

struggle.

Space does not permit of a discussion of Gomperz's other reflections,

notably on the relations of Socrates with his father and with his mother

(described by the philosopher as a very capable and respectable mid-

wife), on his preoccupation with moral issues, his self-control, and

especially on his tremendous influence over the young men who always

surrounded him and who accorded him the authority of a father—

a

father whose moral greatness and physical ugliness must have offered

a striking contrast.

On the subject of Plato, Kelsen has written an extremely interesting,

detailed article. According to him it is impossible to understand either

the man or his works without a careful consideration of his special

activating passion, platonic love. And it is "homosexual" love that is

meant in the strictest sense of the word; it is not just a metaphor to

express the relationship between two intimate friends, one the teacher,

the other the disciple. "There can no longer be any serious question that

Plato's Eros was not what we call friendship nowadays, but was openly

based on sensuality even in its higher, spiritualized expressions; that it

was well and truly a sexual Eros playing the chief role in his life and
teaching."

Constant references to Plato's actual texts give Kelsen's thesis the
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value of a demonstration. He also comments that no woman played any

part in Plato's life with the exception of his mother.^ On the other hand

"platonic love" is always full of the charms of the male body and of

passionate ardor for young men.

Kelsen thinks that the chief factor in Plato's sublimation may have

been the moral pressure of public opinion in Athens. Pederasty and

homosexual mores, which were imported into Athens from the Doric

States, as we have seen, must have encountered much stronger opposition

than is generally admitted, even in the aristocratic circles to which Plato

belonged. For Plato—who had no thought of founding a family and

who seems to have had more exclusively homosexual drives than Soc-

rates—nevertheless seems to have undergone a much more severe inner

struggle than Socrates.

Plato found his ideal of chastity in Socrates, who had the reputation

of never having committed an impure act with any of the young men
who were his constant companions. This explains Plato's strong emo-

tional ties and intense admiration for his teacher. Like Socrates, he in-

voked the powers of reason in the struggle against Eros, although in his

private life he was unable to achieve the same control. Like Socrates, he

was fascinated by moral problems: virtue, goodness, justice, spiritual

love, all of which intense preoccupations reflect, for the psychologist, the

existence of inner conflicts and the ceaseless effort to resolve them.

Furthermore, in order to understand how it is possible for repressed

erotic drives to be sublimated into social interests—predominantly peda-

gogical and political interests in these particular cases—we must bear in

mind the deep instinctual connections (discovered by analysis of inverts

of the "active" type, to which Socrates and Plato certainly belonged) be-

tween the tendency to "love boys" and the desire to "dominate" them.

In my opinion this is also another instance of the primitive aggres-

siveness mentioned earlier. "What Socrates, the bourgeois, actually wants,"

writes Kelsen, "is to humiliate the young aristocrats gathered around him;

therefore he exalts humility into a virtue. His whole mentality, in so far

as we are able to reconstruct it from the works of Plato and Xenophon,

reveals this urge for power over men."

Undoubtedly his passion for power was given intellectual expression

only; however one of the chief aims of Socratic dialectics is to "confound

the opponent" (is this not also true of our less subtle twentieth century

political duels?). Plato is no longer regarded as a theoretical philospher

absorbed in pure science and meditation. "We now know," writes Kelsen,

"that Plato was far more of a politician than a theorist. Today he is

3 According to Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, quoted by Kelsen (9) , one of his works

may perhaps be a portrait of his mother.
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known as 'a leader of men/ an 'imperious character,' and valued chiefly

as an educator and an innovator."

After this disgression into the distant past, let us return in conclu-

sion to our contemporary case of psychopathology. A consideration of the

two famous inverts of ancient Greece has given us a clearer picture, as

through a magnifying glass, of the connection between their sexual

deviations and the channeling of their activity into social, pedagogical

and political fields. But it is also apparent that the moral and intellectual

grandeur of the two philosophers was not a derivative of their instincts

as such, but a function of their repression and sublimation. This is just

as true of our ordinary everyday cases notwithstanding their obvious

mediocrity in comparison with these famous examples from the past.

When describing the analytic session which served as a starting point

for this article, I referred to the sexual restrictions that X had imposed

on himself the evening before his erotic dream. This conscious repres-

sion, successful in spite of temptation, was instigated by the ego—the

reasoning, reflecting, fully conscious ego, adjusted to the reality situa-

tion, and, moreover, acting in accordance with Socratic principles. But

during the erotic dream the homosexual drives took their revenge and

had free play. This involuntary relapse gave rise the following night to

another dream the signifinance of which was to propitiate the father and

obtain his forgiveness and to get rid of guilt feelings. Thanks to this

release our patient's normal, heterosexual drives were able to regain the

ascendancy. In this instance the control from which the guilt feelings

derived was not the ego but the superego.

The superego (or egoideal) acts unconsciously. It develops imper-

ceptibly from earliest childhood, through a progressive unreasoning as-

similation of the educational and moral influences of the environment. It

is a product first of the parental and family milieu, and later of the

social environment. The latter, external, factors had played an important

role in X's development. We have traced their influence on Socrates and

Plato also. Similarly, the sublimation of his sexual drives, although im-

perfect, played a major role in orienting him toward a social vocation

serving the public interest. It seemed to me of interest to make some

points of comparison between a fairly common observation from routine

practice and certain illustrious historical cases.

It is above all by his study of the instinctual drives, their dynamics

and possibilities of sublimation, and by his scientific analysis of dreams,

of the unconscious and of the superego, that Freud has contributed

something entirely original toward an understanding of the permanent

deeps of human nature.
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Paris

.... Glad did I live and gladly die

And I laid me down with a will.

This be the verse you grave for me:
Here he lies where he longs to be.

Home is the sailor, home from sea

And the hunter home from the hill.

R. L. Stevenson
For his own epitaph

At one time, while on the staff of a lively and psychoanalytically

minded school for "difficult children" and, although still medically un-

trained, I was entrusted with the care of Paul, a twenty-year-old epileptic,

the son of a parson. It was hoped that I would be able to help him

overcome his enuresis and his social maladjustment. It was just to be a

tentative investigation, not a regular analysis.

Paul had been in the school two and a half years and had already

received much understanding attention, but with little results, for he was

extremely diffident. I was told that there was a great deal of hate in him,

especially for women, that his enuresis probably meant a return to the

womb, and I was given the following case history written by his mother:^

Paul, a first child, born at 10:30 p.m., weight 8 lbs., which gradually

dwindled. Breast-fed for 6 weeks with great trouble for he could not suck.

Vomited constantly. Double hernia cured by belt. At 2 months, weight
6 lbs. At six weeks. Doctor considered case was grave. Nurse sent. Occa-
sional signs of improvement followed by relapse after relapse. Constant
vomiting. Last relapse when 9 months. Improvement. Nurse leaves Dec.
18th.

After a year old, scream paroxysms occurred, usually between 10

1 The italics are mine.
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and 11 P.M. Sometimes when sitting in pram, would become very pale and
transparent looking, and then recover as quickly—about a minute in all.

Gall-bladder attacks at intervals until about 7 years old; not frequent,

but always an extra one if his mother was indisposed.

At 2 years, left eye appeared to turn slightly outwards. Oculist con-

sulted annually till 8th year when glasses given for farsightedness.

From 2 to 3 years: showed signs of precocious memory. Never forgot

anything once told. Taught himself to read entirely by asking questions.

Once hearing rhymes and conversations, could repeat perfectly. Began to

roll in bed from side to side. It became a compulsion until he was 8 years

old when he ceased it after a desire for a typewriter which was promised

if he would refrain from rolling. He has never rolled since.

When 2
1/2

years, his sister was born. From 3 to 4 years, complained
constantly of "leg-ache."

5
1/4

years: showed signs of incontinence of urine and awkwardness
became apparent. Any change of address produced a wet bed the first

night.

At 61/4 years, without any warning, he visualized the whole calendar;

at any moment could instantly and unfailingly give the day of any given

date of the current year. Serious outbreaks of temper first developed dur-

ing a period of intensive air raids. Never showed the slightest sign of fear;

rather interested in them. These tempers have now taken the place of the

screamings; they grow in intensity, but diminish in frequency. Becomes
very annoyed when his sister is corrected.

7 years: begins to write stories; says wonderful prayers.

8
1/2

years: went to Egypt where his father had been alone for 4 years,

and to Jerusalem. No more leg-aches, no incontinence of urine; fewer

tempers; apparently more reasonable in everything,

101/2 years: returned home. 12 years: his brother is born.

13i/^ years: went to a prep school. Tried to run away before he had

been there three weeks. He alleged: "/ want to see my parents." Was quite

satisfied for the next 18 months so long as his parents (at the headmaster's

request) visited him every two or three weeks. Kept entirely aloof. Began
incontinence of urine day and night, worse than at any other time, rarely

during holidays. Had him X-rayed; negative results.

Toward the end of his 15th year, very irritable and touchy. He
quickly answers back. He has always been able to control or "hold up"
one of his most violent tempers if there has been any reason to say, for

instance: "Wait now until these cyclists have passed, don't humiliate me
before them," he has waited most patiently, then continued the fray.

On December 18th, two months before his 16th birthday, he was

preparing his bath, and for some unaccountable reason, fell into the very

hot water. His father heard the noise and found him unconscious in the

bath, half-dressed. Unconscious for about ten minutes. Badly scalded, but

he remembers nothing of the occurrence. While unconscious, was breath-

ing heavily, eyes wide open and looking frightened, body limp. Given
thyroid tablets.

The following year, while out at lunch with his aunt, suddenly fell

off his chair; 14 of an hour before he recovered normal speech. Doctor
writes: "This seems to be a case in which an attack of gastroenteritis in
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infancy led to a relative arrest of cerebral development and a late advent

of epileptic manifestations." Gardenal and pituitary tablets prescribed.

Between 1st and 2nd attack, has shown marked improvement; at

school, also he was a different boy; seemed brighter in every way.

Third attack when 16i^; while dressing, fell on the floor; his father

found him, speech thick, but quite conscious.

Fifteen minutes earlier, he ivas washing in the bathroom, but he had

quite forgotten it.

From 151/2 to 16i/^ years, no incontinence of urine and only occasion-

ally afterwards. He had about 8 more attacks, some of them very slight,

before he was sent, at 17i/2, to the School.

General disposition: he is sweet, loving, unselfish, and self-effacing,

always ready to make excuses for others.

I witnessed two of his attacks; the second took place a month or so

before we started our talks: he was lying on the floor, legs folded up,

arms alongside the body, shaken with spasmodical movements, eyes closed,

breathing heavily, his head knocking the ground. He calmed down rap-

idly and appeared relaxed; then he started pulling down his sweater as

far as he could, although it was hardly out of place, got up clumsily with

our help, pulled his clothes together as if wanting to correct their dis-

order, rubbed his hands energetically one against the other and passed

them over his hair and forehead as if to straighten things. He continued

this action of washing and combing until we had led him back to his bed,

on which he lay without saying a word.

These fits were not frequent, occurring once every month or so.

They seemed, though, to coincide with the moments when his typewriter

was out of order.

At the School he was incontinent day and night, but at home, accord-

ing to both him and his mother, incontinence practically never occurred.

I learned later that his testicles came down only after he was fourteen.

His mother, speaking of her feelings during pregnancy, said that she

had desired to keep away from everything base and impure and had

put away from her mind and surroundings everything that could defile

the ideal child she strove to bear. There were no such efforts for her

other two children, both normal, I hear, and charming.

All three children were born in "dry labor," but at Paul's birth

his mother suft'ered eighteen hours of agony because "there was no

fluid," whereas, for the others, she had only two hours' pain.

Paul is tall and heavy: he has a babyish face, high cheek bones, but

with a dark look. He will stand for hours in shorts in the Avinter, his

legs blue with cold, his shoulders hunched, his arms dangling. He cares

not at all how he is dressed (except after his fits). He seems even to ex-

hibit his untidiness and soiled clothes.
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He is very polite and amiable, and anxious to use the right word.

He plays the piano, not well, but constantly, and spends a great deal of

his time writing novels on his typewriter.

His first sitting—as the nine others—took place in armchairs in front

of the fire. He started in silence by filling and lighting his pipe, clumsily

—

with thick tapering fingers. When questioned he talked of previous

psychological interviews and described the findings as laughable when

they denoted elements of hate in his unconscious. He concluded: "I love

my father, I love my mother, I love my sister and my brother. I love my
aunts. . .

."

The second sitting was different. Paul told me a dream he had some

months ago and wanted to know what I thought about it: My brother

breaks a Japanese china cup for which my mother cares greatly. His as-

sociations were: "Japanese: very polite people; although small they can

defend themselves against stronger men with jujitsu. Japan is a land of

earthquakes. Cup: In the dream my mother seemed to care more for

the cup than she did in reality." I told Paul that the broken cup prob-

ably was a symbol of himself.

Paul stared at me tensely for some seconds—then said: "That is quite

possible. It reminds me of the day that I fell into the bath. A china cup

breaks in boiling water and the water was very hot." He proceeded then

to talk of his first fit. He remembered the year and month, but not the

day (December 18th). His first fit opened the road to others. "As when

one stands on the high dive, looking down at the sea, one is frightened.

But once you have thrown yourself down into the water you are attracted

by the pleasure of the dive. The first attack was frightening but the

others, afterwards, were not so terrible." He nearly always has a premoni-

tion, sometimes just before and sometimes several hours before. Gen-

erally it is a desire to laugh at something which is not really funny, like

a factory buzzer or the water running out of his sponge. This makes him

laugh and then he knows that he is about to have a fit.

The attack comes on suddenly. It feels like an electric current run-

ning up one leg or the other. He must then lie down, as close to the

ground as possible, so as to be sure not to fall. Sometimes if he lies down

in time, he does not lose consciousness. After the fit he has a very bad

headache, which may even last a few days. He believes that his head-

aches are due to his falling; he thinks he hits a table-corner, or the

ground. (But I have seen him hit his head hard on the floor during the

attack, together with crawling movements; it is the most striking gesture.)

He thinks that if he lies down in time, he will avoid the headaches. He
says his premonitions (auras) nearly always happen in the bathroom.

(We saw that out of his four fits, two occurred in the bathroom, followed
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by his falling, unconscious, into the bath; and that the third came while

he was dressing, a quarter of an hour after washing in the bathroom;

on that occasion, he had completely forgotten that he had washed.) Be-

fore leaving—obviously as a gift, for he looked very much relieved by a

confession he had never yet made—he said that he felt that sessions such

as these could do more to cure his fits than the small pills he took every

day.

After this "let-go" Paul proved he had an active ego organization. At

the third interview, he spoke of a film he had seen the previous evening,

called The White Hell of Pitz-Palu, in which, in his own words, the

hero. Dr. Kraft, makes a first ascent of the mountain Pitz-Palu, and loses

his wife; and in a second ascent in search of her, he perishes himself. A
guide—Christian—in a third ascent, rescues Dr. Kraft's frozen body. He
had dreamed afterwards: A gentleynan, a lady and myself are climbing

the Pitz-Palu. We are tied together with a rope. We have left the hut. We
are climbing the snowy slope of the mountain which is triangular in

shape. In truth we are not making a step forward, but we see, flashing,

lighted signs giving the height we have reached.

Paul insisted on "Christian" who w-as the gentleman of the dream.

He liked the name and he thought of Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, "a. play

.... an allegory .... a story of the Nativity . . .
." The rope, he thought,

was the family tie. Then he said that perhaps there was no "gentleman"

at all and that he was alone with the lady who reminded him of his sister.

He became very much alive when he associated to her, his eyes flashed

with pleasure and he showed unusual excitement: "Nobody could touch

her, no! not as long as I was there. But of course I could bully her!"

After this short moment of feeling, he put on his mask of impassibil-

ity and reverted to "Christian". He said that what he meant by the words

"'Perhaps there was no gentleman at all and that he was alone with the

lady" (he did not say as much, but it was as if he had suddenly become
aware of what ungentlemanly behavior might imply) was that Christian,

the gentleman and himself, were one and the same person. To "Pitz-

Palu" he associated: "A beautiful name, very pleasant to hear," and,

later: "Pitz sounds like piss." He then proceeded to draw the mountain

and I was surprised to see that he had exactly reproduced an Egyptian

Pyramid.

To sum up, it seemed that Paul dreamed he was (but really without

moving) attempting to master his enuresis (the "piss-Palu") by overcoming

it like a Christian. One of his roommates had said Paul had confessed to

him that the warm urine along his thighs was a very agreeable sensation.

Obviously, the "climbing up" was the counteraction to the "let-go" of

enuresis and to the pleasure of "dropping" he experienced in his fits;
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and in this reactive behavior he identified himself with his father, the

clergyman.

But did the dream reveal more than Paul's fight against his instincts

in their distorted form of bed wetting?

There was the detail of the Pyramid. In the dream the mountain-

climbing was to save human lives. In the dream the mountain was a

Pyramid. When in Cairo, Paul had visited the Pyramids and he knew

they were the tombs of Pharaohs. Was the dream indicative of a further

precaution against death fantasies?

The fourth session brought little information as to the unconscious

material. There had been a school meeting; these meetings took place

every fortnight or so, when the children judged the complaints they

brought against each other. Paul had been summoned for "smelling

foul" and was sentenced to stay away from the dining room if it went on.

Paul told me that he felt good because he had not taken the proceedings

too much to heart, contrary to previous occasions when he felt ashamed

or angry. In any case, he now wished to make an effort to avoid wetting

his trousers or his bed. This brought the conversation to what he was

fighting against, to the unconscious and its hate of any change. (This per-

sonification of the id was common parlance in the School.) Paul said with

feeling: "Yes, I think of the unconscious as a Chinaman, steeped in an

immovable tradition."

At the fifth interview, Paul talked about a dream, in which he is in

a dining-room and experiences an unassuageable hunger, although eating

his favorite food of which there is plenty. A man is doing som,ething

with a prison door. Lighted candles burn on the table. The candlesticks

are similar to those used in churches and the same as those that are

brought out in Paul's home, on occasions such as Christmas and his

Father's birthday. The dream echoed the threat of punishment he had

been given if he did not stop his "let-go" of urine. The instinct appears

as hunger. It cannot be satiated because it is opposed by the ego ideal,

shining in the light of the candles (Paul wanted to be a clergyman like

his father) and by the repressive superego menacing with the prison

door.

Except for a few minutes of excitement when speaking of his sister,

Paul had never showed any emotion whatever. But on that day, in the

thick of his associations, he expressed a strong desire to go home, although

the school term had still more than two weeks to go. Was there some-

thing that prompted him? No. Then he remembered that next Sunday,

the 4th Sunday in Lent, was "Mothering Day," when it was the custom

to give cakes and flowers to the church and to offer to mother the same

gifts as to the Mother Church. Paul became more animated as he spoke
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and finally said that he would give anything to be home on Sunday. If

he could go tomorrow, he could turn a somersault!

6th Session. Paul wetted his bed before going to sleep. Afterwards

he dreamed: My housemother is busy at the clothes line with a sheet that

has just been washed. After this work of undoing, he goes on dreaming.

George is there and I am George too; Alfred is there and I am Alfred too;

Alfred is crying and insisting that he wants to see his mother. "Alfred,"

says Paul, "is very much like my young brother, he has the same way of

insisting upon obtaining something, the same obstinacy; the only differ-

ence is that my brother knows how to stop for a while when he feels an

impossibility, then starts again with the same vigor, while Alfred [a five-

year-old, diagnosed as a schizophrenic] cannot stop like that and con-

tinues to cry for the satisfaction of his wish without heed of the circum-

stances."

I: "What about George?"

Paul: "George went away yesterday on his motorcycle."

I: "Yes, and why?" (Everybody in the school knew that George had

just heard that his mother was dead.)

"Why?" said Paul, "probably to enjoy himself."

I: "Yes? is that all?"

Paul: "Well, it was perhaps to fight some kind of sadness .... I don't

know .... perhaps George received bad news. . .
."

As Paul said nothing more, I asked: "But don't you know that yes-

terday morning George was told that his mother had died?" Paul: "Oh,

poor George! Poor George! How I pity him." (There was not a trace

of emotion in his voice.) Suddenly he stiffened with attention; a bell was

ringing in the distance. Paul said, blankly: "The knell , .
.1"

There was a sequence to this dream. / fly away from all that, and I

build myself a hut. There is no door at the entrance, which is like a hall

with no furniture except a carpet: on the walls there is laurel which

grows there out of the garden. Blue curtains separate this hall from a

second room which is furnished with a shelf of books and a desk; there

is also a brass tray and a table decorated with mother-of-pearl—tw^o

things which are in our home and have been brought back from Egypt.

In this second room, blue curtains hang on the walls. I am inside this

hut and wearing a waterproof. I wonder if it is really mine and I twist

my head to see the name inside the collar. After an effort I manage to

read it, but first I put on my spectacles in order not to hurt my eyes. I

could, however, have seen without the spectacles xuhich are not the ones

I usually wear. I read: P. Z. . . ("Z" being Paul's surname).

"I fly away from all that," from the aggressive hunger drive for a

mother, into a narcissistic regression to a prenatal state. It is impossible
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to mistake the representation. The "hut" is the feminine genital tract,

where Paul sits, right in the uterus, furnished like his real home. Being

questioned why the curtains were blue, Paul said, "They are the same as

the curtains at home .... They were green, and have been dyed." And
he added: "Green makes me think that it is the color of e?ivy."

I: "And the books?"

Paul: "They are like my father's; now I think of it, the room was

like my father's study."

One more word about the di^eam. Paul was wrapped in a waterproof,

which of course allows him to be wet in safety. It is another "commodity"

aspect of the dream, like the white sheet at the beginning. But it goes

further; with different spectacles from those he generally uses, he reads

his name on the raincoat's collar. "P. Z. . .
." Paul agrees with the pun.

"Pee Z . . . ," like an order. He can discharge his drives in his particular

way. It can be supposed that with his own spectacles he would have read:

"Don't."

7th sitting. Another dream: / see a postcard representing the church

of a you7ig woman's father. The father is a clergyman. The church seems

like a large rounded door (or a round fireplace), with a column on each

side. These columns have also a smaller door. The church is on a low

hill which goes up in a succession of terraces, in front of the church,

there stands a high iron gate. The gate is closed, but it stands all alone,

without walls or anything on the sides. Really that church is not much.

Somebody says, "That church is awful!" and my mother approves.

Paul made a drawing of the church. He thought of it first as an old

abbey he knew, then recognized it as the Taj-Mahal, a plaster reproduc-

tion of which he had recently seen. It was one of the world's marvels

and Paul found it magnificent. How was it that the dream had made it

"awful" in absolute contradiction to reality? Paul saw the clergyman's, I

mean his father's, possession, the magnificent Mother Church, barred

from his desire by the taboo of incest. But the gate alone is not a great

enough obstacle and he dreams of one of the World's Wonders as being

"nothing much." This is surely a reaction to his feelings of rejection

at the birth of his normal brother and sister and of frustration when, after

some years of separation, the family rejoined the father who had been

pioneering in the Middle East. But here again, the mother symbol is

peculiar, for it is not only a church, a womb, but also a tomb. I do not

know if Paul had read about the Taj-Mahal he admired so much: prob-

ably he had. It was I who was ignorant at the time and associations of

ideas did not go further in that direction. So I can only suppose that

Paul, had at least a partial knowledge of what I copy here from an encyclo-

pedia:
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Taj-Mahal: The wonder of Indian Art, the most complete type of

Indo-Moslem architecture. It is a magnificent tomb, built near Agra

by the emperor Shah-Djihan, to the memory of his wife, Noor-Mahal,

who died in childbirth asking her husband not to marry again and to

build a mausoleum the splendor of which was to preserve her name
for posterity. Later on the emperor himself was buried there beside

his wife.

The drawing reproducing the Taj-Mahal was very much like what

Paul had sketched, even the terraces, but there was no gate. This descrip-

tion remined me of the Pyramid of the Pitz-Palu dream, also a magnificent

mausoleum built by an "emperor" of the East and associated by Paul

with the film in which a wife and a husband lose their lives.

8th Interview. Paul talked of a short dream of defense, in which he

is with someone with whom he is pursuing someone else and he hears:

"Be careful, show as little as possible of yourself." Although there was

no feeling of anxiety in the dream, Paul gave his own interpretation:

"The unconscious is probably afraid, because it is not sure you and I are

coming to it in real friendship."

At the next session, he associated to a dream of hunger for sliced

sausages he had first of all refused. His thoughts went to masturbation

and his disgust for anything connected with it, even for the sexual jokes

made by his comrades. Nevertheless he looked on the interviews as being

for the purpose of talking of "these things."

In the dream there was an isolated scene in which he was "fooling

around" with one of his roommates. He had in fact wet his bed that

night and in a brave attempt to make a joke of it, this pathetic Hamlet

said, with an awkward smile: "The question is: to pee or not to pee."

10th Session. He brought a dream in three parts. / am at home. I am

playing with Peter on the double bed (in which my sister sleeps except

when there are visitors). We are fighting playfully, like the "fooling

around" of the last dream. There is no one else in the house.

I am with mother in a shop; there are three counters, placed as three

sides of a square. The saleswoman hands a parcel to mother, but with

her arm stretched above her head. It contains a Chinese bowl.

I am at home, listening on the luireless to the hymn "Abide with

Me" broadcast from the church. It is my mother singing. I start to cry.

Mother comes and says: "What is the matter? Didn't you see?" I answer:

"It isn't that at all, it's the hymn that makes me cry."

Paul was quite pleased with his dream. He said of the double bed

on which he was "fooling around" with Peter, that he saw it really as

his mother's (he did not say "father and mother's). For "Peter" his

association rambled. After thinking of Peter, one of his schoolmates, he
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went on to Saint Peter and "Thou art the rock on which the church is

built"; to Saint Peter in Rome, the real Mother Church; to "Wasn't

Peter one of Jesus' disciples?" to "Pete" as an abbreviation; then to

"peat" as a pun; he thinks of peat as stuff you burn in the fire. "Funny

too, the first two letters of the word are the same." But he stopped there

to revert to Saint Peter: "I think that Saint Peter was very human: he

was afraid like the rest of us, and he cried because he had denied Jesus.

He was an impulsive man." He then said that he believed that the Peter,

here at school, was passionate like himself. Once more he thought of a

pun, the two first letters of Peter and he stumbled on "to pee" and "the

pe." But he could go no further, evidently blocked at "playing with

Peter" standing for "playing with the penis."

He had nothing to say about the second part of the dream: he re-

peated that it was a Chinese bowl which was handed to his mother across

the counter.

He could give no explanation to the "Didn't you see?" except that it

might have concerned a kind of vision connected with his brother and

sister.

The hour was up. Paul had been speaking in a more lively tone than

previously, more naturally in fact, and, on taking leave, he told me,

with a tinge of real feeling, diat his last dream was the one he preferred

above all.

II

Three days later, on the afternoon of March 26th, Paul was found

dead in his bath; he was naked, his head was turned to the right as in

the two fits I witnessed, as also in his "rolling" when he was a child.

That morning, he had behaved more doggedly than usual. In the

afternoon he had asked to take a bath, which he was never allowed to

do without someone being present. It was a beautiful sunny day, every-

one was outdoors and the house mother told him that she would attend

to him later. He had agreed to this. But contrary to all previous occa-

sions, Paul did not wait, went immediately to the bathroom and took his

bath alone.

At the autopsy it was found that Paul had been neither drowned
nor asphyxiated. The heart was enormous. "Heart failure," the doctor

concluded at the coroner's inquest. But in private he admitted he had
found no adequate cause for death and he even spoke of a "will to die."

When I saw the body, I was impressed by a presence stranger than

the natural strangeness of death; something in Paul's face had changed.

The doctor, at the inquest, had said that he was a mongolian type. This

had not been so striking when he lived but now it became obvious. Some-
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one said: "With a pigtail, he would look as like as they make them to the

dead Chinamen I have seen in Australia." Then one of the school teachers

who, for months, had been giving him lessons, whispered: "He looks

triumphant!"

The words clicked; it was just that: he was triumphant! In a flash

I remembered the Japanese china cup broken in the hot water, the com-

parison Paul had made of his unconscious to a Chinaman steeped in his

immovable tradition, the newly bought Chinese bowl, handed across the

counter to his mother who sang "Abide with Me." Truly, the uncon-

scious had brushed away all the ego organizations and successfully broken

through the gate of the Taj-Mahal, the door of the Pyramid and tri-

umphantly returned home. . . .

After this subjective and highly emotional view of the case, I looked

at it in a more objective and, I hoped, constructive way. Paul's case was

fairly clear. Here was a boy who, from birth, showed physical and emo-

tional disturbances which made him sensitive to adverse circumstances,

and all the more ready to feel rejected. He started by being jealous of his

normal sister. Due to the absence of his father at an early age, and as he

was the only male in the home, he developed a strong fixation to his

mother. When, around his fifth year, the whole family went East to join

his father, he suffered from a severe frustration in what he felt were his

riafhts over his mother and his love for her. Blocked as he was at thiso

stage of his oedipus complex, his mother-cathected libido regressed to

the oral level of dependency, and turned into nostalgia. His narcissistic

phallic libido was repressed, partly into an aim-inhibited fingering activity

on his typewriter, and partly in the bed wetting. The latter seldom hap-

pened at home, but when he was away the libido tension, increased by

his longing, found an outlet in the narcissistic pleasure of a "letting

flow" of a warm bath of urine.

Nevertheless his libido kept pressing more and more as he reached

puberty. One day, the 18th of December (the anniversary of his nurse's

departure), he was at home, in the bathroom; he felt a growing sexual

excitement in the guise of a "funny" aura; then, sweeping back into

nostalgia, he short-circuited the coming orgasm by dropping into the

water. The way was opened for this new kind of discharge: from time to

time he had fits and his spasmodic crawling movements were certainly

quite similar to a burrowing orgasm. The manner in which he stretched

down his pull-over after his attacks supports this analogy.

The discharge of that powerfully repressed libido, which has be-

come channeled into an equally powerful yearning for a call from his

mother, was, on that day, too much for his body which broke under the

strain.
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III

Such an explanation, however, was not wholly satisfactory. It fol-

lowed the appearance of events and only took into account the course of

the libido drives. All the aggressive trends were equated to hungry sub-

stitutes of the frustrated Eros. Some allusions were made, of course, to

Paul's rivalry with his sister (which was later turned into championing

her), and to his reaction to his father when they all went East, a reaction

which necessarily implicated a thwarting of oedipal aggression. But what

came out in dreams and associations, conveyed the idea that Paul had

managed to keep out of the picture anything like a straightforward aggres-

sive drive. And certainly, in his everyday behavior, he was courteous,

obedient, self-effacing, a boy "incapable of hurting a fly."

Yet Paul had a sort of murderous look upon his face, and his seizures

manifested great violence.

I learned later that for some time before his death, Paul had been

inquiring about how to strangle someone. He put such insistence into

getting this information that his school fellows found him a nuisance.

Why did he want to know? Perhaps for a story he was writing? He had
been laboring on one for a year, which was used as a text for translation

by his French teacher, the very one who had said that Paul, on his death-

bed looked triumphant.

He called it: The NigJit Watchman or "La Guerison Imperiale."

Contrary to his wont, he had great difficulty both in writing and ending

it. He was still working on the story the day before he died.

As it stands, it tells of a young man, Esdric (obviously the author),
the son of an Emperor who never appears in the story; he is tall and
handsome, lives in an abbey and is constantly suffering from seizures.

As a test of his courage and manhood, the hero is sent away to a lonely
hut in the woods, where there lives a solitary, mysterious and very fright-

ening man, named Kenneth. On the way, he has "paroxysms of rage
ending in tears, violent but extremely silent." He says: "If only I had had
a little courage—but yes a little courage—I would have sent him to the
Devill" But suddenly his face grows pale, his eyes dull and he trembles
all over.

When Esdric meets Kenneth, who looks like the living statue of
justice, with piercing eyes capable of revealing the most intimate
thoughts, "his heart jumps with fear and he collapses at his feet."

If there was any doubt as to Kenneth's identity, the text clears it

away at the moment Esdric, in a daze, calls him "The Old Man, The
Doctor, The Emperor!"

This embodiment of moral conscience puts the hero to a test. Esdric
is entrusted with a cedar box, Kenneth's "most precious treasure." It con-
tains pictures of the abbey which belonged to him (and in which Esdric
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was living at the outset of the story). But it contains also a picture of

Kenneth's father which, at one point, falls out of the box. (I am keeping

to the text: but it appears, from details, that the picture is the same as

the hero's father, the Emperor.)

It is dark. Kenneth has departed. Esdric begins his night watch,

alone with the box. He feels a growing curiosity, which becomes an urge

to look into the box. But just as he is about to do so, he is "fooled" out

of it by the trickery of men who hate Kenneth and seek a revenge.

The story stops at the moment Kenneth returns, holding in his

hands the cedar box, he has found, broken, in the woods. . . .

Although the author died just when his hero was on the point of

meeting the terrible avenging father and did not tell us what was going

to happen, nevertheless he left the plan he had made for three further

episodes:

(a) Esdric and Kenneth are riding in the forest together: Kenneth

falls from his horse, is seriously hurt, but the hero saves his life.

(b) Esdric "finds his feet" and returns triumphantly to his native

town.

(c) The crowning triumph of Esdric's career is in restoring the

abbey to Kenneth, who is then recognized once more as the father of his

people, the Emperor.

From what was going to be "La Guerison Imperiale": Saving his

father's life, returning him in triumph, and restoring to his father his

rights and property (the abbey), we can guess what the hero's malady was:

Fear. But fear of being driven by his instincts to exactly opposite actions.

That is to say: killing his father; coming to his mother as an incestuous

criminal; setting himself up in his father's rights and property and there-

by taking the vacant place at his mother's side.

Such a development of Paul's story fits closely into Freud's' bold

interpretation of Dostoevsky's epilepsy as given in "Dostoevsky and

Parricide."^ Each seizure is not only an outlet for an incestuous sexual

drive, as we found earlier, but it is also the equivalent of a murder,

specifically of a parricide. It condenses, in one single act, the drives of

Oedipus.

Therefore, from the story he was writing, we can ascribe the same

meaning to Paul's seizures and understand the terrific repression his ego

had to impose upon his instincts. But is that all? Paul on his deathbed was

triumphant; was it only a sign of the upsurge of his instincts? He had

broken into the precious cedar box and thrown his father out of it. But

the triumph, the Imperial cure, was to be the undoing of his double

crime. What did Oedipus do in the same predicament?

2 (1928) , Collected Papers, 5:222-242. London: Hogarth Press, 1950.
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IV

Shortly after Paul's death his mother sent the following copy of a

will that he had made two years previously:

To my highly respected and dearly loved Mother and Father:

If you have no objection, when I die, may my body be sent over

to Vienna, and there be buried beside my One Ideal in Music, beside

that One Immortal Master who is above—far above all earthly

Praise in Music: BEETHOVEN?
Sincerely hoping I shall not sadden you both with this Wish,

my dear Parents and saying that I hardly know why I make it—and
that if you have any wishes as to what should be done with my body,
praying you to perform them and not mine,

I remain ever—your devoted and respectful son
Paul Z. . . .

Written this ninth day of January Anno Domine .... Being
my last hope and ambition.

Paul's Mother added: "Wouldn't he be glad to know that he died on

the same date as Beethoven, March 26th?"

There are surely reasons to believe that Paul did know, and even

that he was glad to die in the afternoon of March 26th, as Beethoven

had in Vienna in 1827.

Paul had, as you see, a passionate admiration for Beethoven, he was

enthralled by the great composer's life, and, whenever at home, borrowed

from his sister the biography she possessed of his "One Ideal in Music,"

which he read and reread.

If Paul knew this date, and if he was glad to die, his last fit becomes

nothing else than an unconscious suicide, and the "casting out" of his own
life is one more proof tliat he was turning against himself his uncon-

scious drive to kill, as the only fitting punishment for his criminal

desires.

In his work on Dostoevsky, Freud makes a statement which is aptly

corroborated here. Speaking of Dostoevsky's seizures, which he thinks of

as hystero-epileptic, as Paul's seems to have been, he writes: \,

His early symptom of death-like seizures can thus be understood as

a father-identification on the part of his ego, permitted by his super-

ego as a punishment. "You wanted to kill your father in order to be
your father yourself. Now you are your father, but a dead father"

—

the regular mechanism of hysterical symptoms,^

That is just what Paul did in the reality of his death and in his desire

to be buried beside his One Ideal Master.

3 op. cit.. p. 232.
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"Abide with Me," sang the voice of his mother in Paul's last dream.

But he could only reach her after settling his rivalry with his father,

standing at the gate. This he did by turning his aggression against him-

self and channeling, for the purpose of identification, some of his libido

into homosexual drives cathecting the ideal father imago; Paul's wish,

then, became to abide with Him.
But the action, in turn, revealed a perfect piece of trickery, for, at

that very moment, Paul had reached the deeper goal of his regressed

libido.

He had realized his "last hope and ambition," and, unsexed, in the

now receptive cedar box,

Here he lies where he longs to be.

Home is the sailor home from sea,

And the hunter home from the hill.
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OF INSTINCTUAL DRIVES ON CERTAIN

ASPECTS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR

ANNA FREUD, LL.D
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In 1948 the author was invited to Paris by the United Nations'

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization to deliver a lecture on

"Educational and Psychological Techniques for Changing Mental At-

titudes Affecting International Understanding," a subject with which

UNESCO was deeply concerned at the time. The following paper was

written shortly afterwards to amplify the main points of the lecture. It

contains some suggestions on how to apply psychoanalytic principles to a

theoretical discussion of the problem and, consequently, how to use

psychoanalytic knowledge practically to further the aims of a World
Organization interested in spreading insight into the basic nature of the

child's instinctual drives and their bearing on the socialization and char-

acter formation of human individuals.

To transgress in this manner from the circumscribed fields of internal

conflict, individual psychology and psychopathology to the vaguer and
more general questions of behavior in the interrelations of human beings

means overstepping the limits of the psychoanalytic discipline in its

strictest sense. On the other hand, such ventures have always proved

stimulating and rewarding to the analysts who undertook them, even

where—as in this instance—the recommendations made are not taken up
by anybody, and the argumentation leads to no tangible results.

I. Theoretical Part

Introduction

For more than fifty years psychoanalysis has attempted to establish

and demonstrate certain basic facts about human nature which may pro-

vide answers to two important questions: a) why the relations between

human individuals and human groups are in the majority of cases

strained, difficult, and full of conflict and tensions; b) whether it is pos-

sible to change or influence individuals so as to ease the tension between

them and their fellow beings; what methods can be used for the pur-

pose; and at what time of life such changes can be brought about most

effectively.

259
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Facts about human nature which are responsible for conflict and tension

in relation to fellow beings

On the basis of intensive analytic study of single individuals, psycho-

analysis claims that, from the beginning of life, man is an instinctive

being, moved by wishes which are the outcome of crude and primitive

urges (sex and aggression). In the early childhood years, when his be-

havior is completely under the influence of these urges and the inner

need to fulfill the wishes which arise from them, he is egoistic, material-

istic, and without regard for the needs of his fellow beings. This period

may be called the asocial attitude of infancy and early childhood.

Social adaptation as a result of the emotional dependence on the parents

Modifications toward social behavior take place in the child owing to

his material and emotional dependence on the parents. Since the child

is in need of the parents' love and protection, he learns to regard their

wishes as well as his own, and to modify his behavior in accordance with

their social attitudes. Psychoanalysis has attempted to show that the

measure of the child's emotional relationship with the parents determines

the extent to which such changes toward social behavior take place.

In the majority of cases this education toward social adaptation

works satisfactorily so that children, when they reach school age, are

ready to take their place as members of a group and to enter into more
or less satisfactory relations with adults and contemporaries outside their

own family. But, already at this stage, it is evident that their attitudes

to these new figures in their lives (teachers, classmates, etc.) are not

wholly on a realistic basis but include elements of a fantastic, unrealistic

and, therefore, disturbing nature.

Tensions arising from early sex development

While passing through the stages of the early relationship with the

parents (first sex urges directed toward the environment; mother rela-

tionship of the infant; oedipus complex), the child experiences many
inevitable frustrations, rebuffs, etc., which leave him with feelings of dis-

appointment, distrust and lack of satisfaction. He has had the experi-

ence that it is not possible to possess his love objects fully and expects

similar disappointments from his next love objects. He has, further, been

involved in rivalry and jealousy with his brothers and sisters, and with

the parent of the opposite sex. Such rivalries are invariably continued

outside the family circle. Though sometimes stimulating and beneficial

in group life by producing attitudes of healthy competition, they more
often give rise to tension between the child and his contemporaries and
disturb the development of peaceful and co-operative attitudes within the
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community of children. It is a significant point that such behavior on

the part of one individual need not be occasioned by real provocation to

rivalry and jealousy originating from the others, but that it is an out-

come of past experience. The figures of later life represent for the in-

dividual the important people of his first childhood. They are, therefore,

treated on the basis of past experience and not on the basis of their own
merits. In a community of children (or adults) such tendencies are,

naturally, present in all the individual members and thus produce re-

actions and counterreactions, tensions and countertensions.

Tensions arising from early aggressive development

Disturbing factors of equal importance originate from the aggres-

sive urges. In recent years, especially under the influence of war experi-

ence, much has been said and written by psychologists and educationists

of all nations concerning the role of aggression in the emotional life of

the child and the development of his character.^ There seems to be uni-

versal recognition of the fact that normal and abnormal psychological

development cannot be imderstood without adequate explanation of the

role played by the aggressive and destructive tendencies and attitudes.

The problem of aggression in normal children has been studied especially

with regard to their social responses. In abnormal children aggression

has been shown to play an important part in producing or contributing

to neurotic and psychotic illnesses, dissocial and criminal development.

Certain schools of psychology regard aggression merely as the product

of environmental influences, i.e., as the individual's answ^er to the frustra-

tion of his early emotional wishes. In contrast to this opinion, the

Freudian theory of instinctual drives maintains that aggression is one of

the two fundamental instinctual drives (sex and aggression, "life and

death instincts") which combine forces with each other or act against

each other and thereby produce the phenomena of life. Aggression is thus

taken to be an inborn instinctive urge which develops spontaneously, in

response to the environment, but not produced by environmental in-

fluences.

The derivatives of the aggressive drive disturb human relations in

various ways:

Ambivalence of feeling as a source of tension.—The aggressive ten-

dencies (taken, according to Freudian view, to be present from birth and
ineradicable from human nature) lend their specific quality to all human

1 Published in The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, III/IV. New York: Interna-

tional Universities Press, 1949. See also in this connection the papers prepared for the

Mental Health Congress, London, August 1948, where one whole day of the Interna-

tional Conference on Child Psychiatry was devoted to the subject of "Aggression in

Relation to Emotional Development; Normal and Pathological."
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attitudes and relationships. This admixture o£ aggression to other instinc-

tive urges is, on the one hand, highly beneficial and even necessary to

preserve life. Without it, human beings would be unable to maintain

themselves in the face of a hostile environment. They have to "fight"

nature, to "struggle" for their existence, to "overcome" adversities of fate,

to "tackle" their problems, etc. Without an admixture of aggression, the

sex urges as well would be unable ever to reach their aim. Especially on

the part of the male, in man as well as in animals, aggression plays an im-

portant role in obtaining possession of the sex object, in overcoming its

resistance, in performing the sexual act itself, etc.

On the other hand, aggression enters in an unwelcome manner into

nearly all the positive relationships between human beings and gives

rise to disturbances, tensions and conflicts. Already in the earliest stages

of development, the young child loves and hates the same people, often

with equal force. So far as these conflicting feelings are directed toward

the parents, the child suffers severely from this ambivalence of feeling.

His aggressive hate culminates in death wishes against the very people

whose living presence is of the utmost importance for his well-being.

The child fears that his bad wishes may anger the parents and deprive

him of their love; or that his bad wishes may come true and harm the

otherwise loved parents. The child therefore learns to fear his own

aggressiveness, develops anxiety and guilt feelings in relation to the

parents and expects them to retaliate with similar hostility.

The first love relationships of a human being are thus, in the normal

course of events, tainted and upset by the inherent aggressive tendencies.

As the individual child matures, his aggressive feelings and the

hostile attitudes derived from them normally lose some of their violence

and urgency. After speech development has been completed, for in-

stance, anger and hate can find a new, comparatively harmless, outlet in

words instead of being confined to uncontrolled fantasies and harmful

actions. Again, after the next step in development is taken and the

child's sense of reality has fully developed, he ceases to believe in the

potency of his own bad wishes. He, thereby, becomes less anxious and

guilty with regard to his negative feelings and, consequently, more

friendly and amenable in his social responses. Individual development

thus takes the course from greater to lesser violence, hostility and aggres-

siveness, and from ambivalence of feeling to greater positiveness in human
relations. But this does not obviate the fact that a certain amount of

egoism, aggression, self-assertion, readiness to hate, to take offence and to

fight normally survives the years of childhood, underlies the behavior of

adults toward each other and, since it is present in all individuals (though
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in a varying degree), gives rise to crosscurrents of hostility between human

beings.

Displacement of hate onto strangers.—The child often solves this

early conflict between love and hate in a manner which has grave con-

sequences for his adult relationships. In the attempt to keep his feelings

for the parents and siblings purely positive and free from aggressive

admixtures, he may direct all his hostile tendencies away from the family

to the outside world. He then becomes suspicious and critical of all

strangers, regards them as enemies, becomes supersensitive for the ex-

istence of unwelcome qualities in them and answers with exaggerated

violence to either imaginary attacks or to the slightest signs of hostility

on their part. It thus happens that a peaceful, loving, affectionate at-

mosphere within the family is often achieved at the expense of hostility

and intolerance toward outsiders. We see the same process repeated be-

tween national groups where peaceful co-operation within one nation is

often only achieved at the expense of exaggerated hostility directed

against minorities within the country or against other nations. (See in

this connection the part played by anti-Semitism in National Socialism;

or the tension between the national groups inside the former Austrian

monarchy.)

Projection of aggression as a source of tension.—A further and still

graver disturbance of human relations is produced by the action of a

psychological mechanism called projection. The child, as described be-

fore, is frightened of his own aggressive tendencies and their possible

consequences. Under the pressure of this anxiety, he tries to deny their

existence in himself and ascribes them instead to some person in the

environment, usually to the same person against whom the original ag-

gression was directed. This person is then hated, criticized and feared as

if he were, in reality, an aggressor and an enemy. In the course of further

development such projections are transferred from the original objects

to new figures in the environment and thus remain a constant source

of friction, tension and ill-will.

Persistence of established attitudes

Attitudes of jealousy, distrust, intolerance and hostility, when once

established as described above, cannot be changed at will in later life.

They are firmly rooted in the individual's childhood, as the conscious

relics of past experience which has become unconscious, they are an

integral part of the structure of his personality. They are therefore not

open to revision in the light of new and different experiences and little,

or not at all, aflEected by the individual's growth and development in

other respects. It is a well-known fact that, for instance, intolerance and
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prejudices of all kinds in adult life are compatible with an otherwise high

level of moral and intellectual development. Since these attitudes are

relics of the unconscious past and, as such, beyond the conscious control

of the individual, they are not altered by teaching, enlightenment, ex-

planation and expostulation. They are only altered by experiences which

upset the whole inner equilibrium and reach down to the infantile foun-

dations of the personality. Under certain circumstances this can happen
to an individual in group life (for instance in wartime), when, under the

influence of a powerful common emotion, he forms strong identifications

with the other members of the group and accepts the common group

standards, ideas, conscience, in the place of his personal ego ideal. A
lasting alteration of ingrained attitudes is, further, brought about in an

individual who undergoes a personal psychoanalysis. The psychoanalytic

process aims at the revival of the repressed childhood experiences and the

undoing of the psychological processes on which the attitudes and the

behavior of adulthood are based.

II. Difficulties of Verification and Practical Application

The general application of these findings to the upbringing of

children might well revolutionize education and produce considerable

changes in the relations between human beings by eliminating some
sources of friction and reducing the effect of others. Compared with the

expenditure of energy which is necessary to undo set attitudes in a mul-

titude of adult persons, it is relatively easy to influence the same attitudes

in children while they are still in the making. Though the instinctual

urges which form the background of every personality are in themselves

innate and ineradicable from human nature, their transformations and
modifications occur according to environmental influences in the first

years of life. Every change in the external circumstances and in the behav-

ior of those who are responsible for the child's upbringing therefore has

the most profound consequences for the formation of his personality. The
maternal care given to the nursling during the first year of life; the

handling of the feeding situation and of habit training; the presence or

absence of the parents, or of one parent; the good or bad relationship

between the parents, and their consequent state of libidinal satisfaction

or dissatisfaction; the parents' reaction to the child's first sex urges

directed toward them; their reaction to the destructive, aggressive and
hostile tendencies in the child and to their manifestations—all these vari-

able elements in the child's early years determine whether a particular in-

dividual will, in adult life, merely add his personal hates, idiosyncrasies,

prejudices and hostilities to those already existent in his environment,
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or whether his attitude to his fellow beings will be largely positive, re-

ceptive, and dominated by reason and reality factors, not by imaginary

resentments, fantastic anxieties and projections of his own hostility. To
achieve the positive result in a whole generation of children would,

naturally, be of high significance for the improvement of interindividual

as well as of international relationships.

Difficulties of acceptance by the general public

The general application of the psychoanalytic findings to the up-

bringing of children presupposes a more or less general acceptance of,

at least, the validity of their basic elements. But psychological data of

this kind are not easily accessible to all the people concerned. These data

have been unearthed originally with the help of the psychoanalytic

method during the treatment of adult neurotics. They can be (and are

continually) verified fully whenever the psychoanalytic procedure is ap-

plied to a normal or abnormal individual, whether child or adult. But

these verifications within the framework of psychoanalytic work and

study (in some instance even by laboratory experiment in academic

psychology) are not sufficient to convince the general parent or to en-

lighten and instruct the countless workers in the fields of education. For

them such basic factors as the instinctual nature of the child, the potency

of unconscious urges, and the importance of childhood events for the

fixation of later attitudes to life, remain of doubtful, academic value and

fail to influence their daily actions in handling the children under their

care.

One of the biggest hindrances in this respect is the fact that the

average normal adult has not merely outgrown the urges, wishes and

passions of his own childhood but has repressed them completely be-

cause of their crude and, to the adult evaluation, humiliating nature.

Though the events and emotions of his first five years are responsible for

producing all his major reactions and forms of behavior, he has for-

gotten them, i.e., barred them from his consciousness. He has thereby

become unable to recognize and face them either in himself or in others.

The barrier between his conscious, adult personality and the childhood

memories which lie buried in the repressed, unconscious layers of his

mind, acts simultaneously as a barrier between himself and the children

with whom he has to deal. The average parent or educator, therefore, is

not objective in watching, recording and evaluating the behavior of

young children. He ignores and denies, distorts and misjudges what he

sees in the child, just as he ignores, denies and distorts the memories

of his own past.

The validity of the new dynamic child psychology will therefore
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have to be demonstrated to parents and teachers in a more tangible,

realistic and impressive manner before their resistance to seeing and
treating children in a new light can be overcome.

III. Wartime Demonstrations and Experiments

A. Demonstrations

It may be of interest in this connection to describe how, to large

sections of the population in England, the upheaval of the recent war
years has brought new psychological enlightenment by staging what we
might well call "involuntary experiments in education." A large-scale

demonstration of infantile reactions, brought about by external circum-

stances, served to prove the validity of certain analytic findings concern-

ing childhood more dramatically and impressively than could have been

done in many more years of detailed, peacetime, study and research.

The Government Scheme of Evacuation in England as a demonstration

of the presence of sexual and aggressive urges in childhood

To remove the children from the areas which were in the greatest

danger of air attack during the war years (1939-1945), the British Govern-

ment had devised an official scheme under which children (subject to

the wish of their parents) were sent to specified reception areas where

they were placed in foster homes. Originally this scheme was restricted

to unaccompanied school children and to young children under school age

who were accompanied by their mothers. But, as an increasing number
of young women entered industry, or were unwilling to leave the danger

areas for other reasons, the scheme was extended to various classes of

unaccompanied infants and young children under school age who were

placed either in specially selected foster homes or, in the majority of

cases, in residential nurseries.

In this manner, thousands of young children who, until then, had

been exclusively cared for by their parents came under the guardianship

of strangers and their upbringing, instead of being completely in the

hands of their mothers, became a matter of public and general concern.

Thousands of children found themselves, of course, placed with the

mothers of large or small families who merely added the care of the

strange children to their already existent motherly cares. But, equally

large numbers of married women without children, childless single

women, hospital nurses, teachers and nursery-school teachers found them-

selves unexpectedly in the role of foster mothers and were, without prep-

aration of any kind, brought up against manifestations of early infantile

behavior about which they had known nothing. Their first reaction was
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in many cases a profound shock. Their ideas concerning children had

been the usual hazy notions of a "happy childhood," of affectionate

youngsters who are grateful for the care and love given to them, play

contentedly with their toys or listen to bedtime stories, who obey orders

and do not revolt against the authority of their elders. In contrast to

these distorted and expurgated memories about their own childhood,

they found the children who were given into their care greedy and in-

satiable, destructive to their toys and to the articles in daily use, cruel

to animals and to those weaker than themselves; interested in the func-

tions of their body, in excrement and in dirty matters of all kinds; in-

dulging in "bad habits" such as thumb-sucking, masturbation, nail-biting,

etc.; shameless about their naked bodies and full of curiosity to discover

the secrets of other people's bodies, as well as their most intimate rela-

tionships.

All these attitudes of the child had, of course (long before the psycho-

analytic discoveries), always been known to the mothers or nurses of

young children, and had been continually dealt with in the family. But

mothers and nurses had never advertised their knowledge of these im-

portant matters. Under the impact of their own repressions, they had

acted as if such behavior were something shameful, dirty and disreputable,

to be acknowledged in the nursery, but to be hidden from the eyes of

the adult world. Mothers and nurses had thus held the key to the under-

standing of many of the puzzling and disturbing attitudes of later child-

hood and adult life, but without being able to use it and without im-

parting their knowledge to those others who might have put it to good

use.

The fateful happenings of wartime—the breaking up of thousands of

family units owing to the danger of bombing, the actual destruction of

homes, the war service of the fathers and the work of young mothers in

the various war industries—in this manner had had one unexpected

beneficial result. The nature of children ceased to be a secret accessible

only to mothers on the one hand and to a small number of psycho-

analysts and psychologists on the other hand, and became instead com-

mon knowledge with large sectors of the whole population.

Evacuation demonstrating the importance of the parent-relationship.

Reactions to early separation from the mother

After an interval in which the new knowledge began to be assimilated,

knowledgeable mothers and experienced nursery workers pointed out

that the children who were evacuated to them seemed to be below the

normal level of development in their habits and behavior. They were
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more unruly, dirtier and more destructive than the children of the same

ages in the reception areas. Even children of three, four and five could

still be found sucking their thumbs for hours during daytime. There was

a high percentage of bed wetters and a number of cases of incontinence

of feces among the under-fives as well as among the school children.

Among the school children, further, truancy, pilfering, bad language, de-

structiveness and night fears were observed in a surprisingly large number
of cases.

Since many children evacuated under the Government Scheme came

from the poorer classes of the population, some better-situated foster

mothers and many nursery workers began to blame the parents of the

evacuated children for their low standards and poor methods of up
bringing. Though, in a certain proportion of cases, who came from the

slum areas of the big cities, this judgment may have been justified,

further inquiry proved that it was unjust in the majority of cases. Most

children, before evacuation had shown normal behavior. Bed-wetting,

dirtying, excessive thumb-sucking or nail-biting, heightened destructive-

ness, dishonesty and similar disturbances had set in after the breaking

up of home life, as a reaction to the separation from the parents. In a

large number of cases the mental or physical disorders (especially bed-

wetting) disappeared again after the children became attached to the

new environment and transferred their affections to the foster parents.

The harmful effect of the child's separation from the mother was

especially evident in the case of infants. Children between five and twelve

months developed all kinds of bodily disorders after separation from

their mothers; disturbances of feeding, of sleep, digestive upsets, upper

respiratory troubles. Toddlers who already had been able to walk and

talk, when with their mothers, in many instances lost their newly ac-

quired function of speech, in some cases even of locomotion, and reverted

to the helplessness of earlier ages. In some cases young children showed

manifestations of excessive grief and mourning to the extent of refusing

all contact with the new environment. When such infants were reunited

with their mothers, or found and fully accepted a mother substitute in

the new surroundings, their reactions, in the majority of cases, would

return to normal.

Mass evacuation had, thus, confirmed the validity of some of the

basic psychoanalytic assumptions concerning the role of the emotional

attachment to the parents for the child's development: (1) that in the

first year of life (especially the second half) the body needs for food and

sleep as well as the whole well-being of the child are closely connected

with the need for affection from the mother. The breaking of the tie

between mother and child upsets the smooth functioning of the bodily
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processes, far beyond the consequences which are due to the change of

routine, external environment, etc.; (2) that the child develops his func-

tions, such as speech, muscular control, control of the excretory func-

tions, in close connection with his attachment to the mother ("for the

love of" the mother). Where this attachment is disturbed or broken, the

newly acquired function loses its value, at least temporarily; (3) that

the moral values of the child still depend on the relationship to the

parents for whose sake they were adopted. Where this relationship is

shaken, or broken by separation, the child regresses to the amoral stage

of earlier years.

B. Experiments in Education

Even after the first shocks of separation had been overcome, or

partly overcome, the inevitable massing together of infants and young
children in Residential Homes and Nurseries posed new problems of up-

bringing. Until then, with few exceptions, group education under school

age had been restricted to orphans and to children who were abandoned
by their parents. In these cases, interest had been concentrated above

all on the charitable aim of rescuing them from destitution, not on the

psychological problems encountered in the process. Where, under these

circumstances, failures of normal development occurred, such as mental

backwardness, dissocial or criminal development, they were attributed

to the bad inheritance of the children rather than to the anomalies of

their emotional life. There was therefore not sufficient previous experi-

ence available to guide the organizers and matrons of the Residential

War Nurseries in their difficult task of arranging for the life and upbring-

ing of hundreds of war infants who were temporarily deprived of the

care of their parents. The attempts to deal with this task brought to

light, or verified more psychological data, of a different order, though

not of lesser importance than those previously described.

Problems of aggression in the group life of young children

One of the most impressive facts to be observed in a group of toddlers

is the impact of their aggressive and destructive manifestations on each

other. Unrestrained by consideration for his fellow beings or for the

preservation of inanimate objects, each toddler grabs whatever he desires.

Regardless of the earlier rights of others or of damage done, he appro-

priates and uses things, ill-treats them and discards them according to

the wishes of the moment. In an uncontrolled grouja of toddlers this

leads to a picture closely resembling that of total war; quarrels about
toys, fights for sweets, senseless bodily attacks, scratching, biting, spitting.
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hair-pulling, knocking each other over, wetting or dirtying in anger are

in the order of the day. Destructiveness directed against everything makes

it impossible to preserve toys, clothes, dishes, furniture, in usable con-

dition.

That all other children behave in the same manner, prompted by

the same inner urges, provides additional stimulation for each individual.

The more numerous the group, the greater is the excitement of each

member. Toddlers who live for a while under the strain of such condi-

tions show the consequences in the form of increased restlessness; they

hurry over their meals without really enjoying food and often develop

sleep disturbances of a characteristic nature: they cry out in the night,

in the middle of apparently deep sleep, mumble words such as "no, nol"

"stop it!" "me!" "mine!" etc. It is evident that in their overstimulated

state they continue in their sleep the situations of fight, competition, at-

tack and defense with which they were unable to deal fully in their

waking life.

Education by suppression of instinctual behavior

The first answer given by harassed nursery workers to this, for them,

unexpected state of affairs, was to exercise strict control over the be-

havior of the children. Due to the general shortage of labor, residential

nurseries were, of necessity, badly staffed. Due to the pressure of external

circumstances, the groups of children collected in them were more numer-

ous than would have been thought advisable in peacetime. Under these

conditions it seems impossible for a nursery worker to keep control by

using the methods of praise, reward, individual encouragement or criti-

cism as they are used in the family by parents to whom the children are

tied by affection. Group control was therefore substituted for the control

of each individual child. To facilitate the work of the staff, life in the

residential nursery was subjected to a strict routine, divided into a series

of controlled functions: sleeping, eating, evacuation of bladder and

bowels was carried out simultaneously with groups of twenty or more
toddlers, without leaving room for individual preference or timing. Free

movement was restricted to supervised play, group games and group

walks where aggressive manifestations could be checked before develop-

ing. Under such management, excitement, disorder and destruction were

efficiently eliminated, fights between the children reduced to a minimum;
the nursery routine functioned like clockwork and the establishment was

kept in clean, often in immaculate condition. Their toddlers visibly bene-

fited in their bodily development, slept quietly for surprisingly long

hours, ate what they were given and presented a clean and orderly

appearance.
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It took the organizers-in-charge some time to realize that the total

efEect of this controlled routine upbringing was, in reality, far from

satisfactory. The children, in spite of their gains in weight and their

satisfactory bodily condition, lost, not only their unruliness and aggres-

sion but their zest for life. They became slower and less intelligent in their

responses, clumsier in their bodily performance and failed to develop

individual facial expressions. The suppression of their libidinal and

aggressive tendencies led to nearly total loss of energy, activity and initia-

tive. After reaching nursery-school age much time had to be spent on

teaching them all the normal skills, activities, and occupations, which

children who are brought up under normal conditions develop spon-

taneously.

The author once had the opportunity to witness a striking example of

this kind of child management. A young nursery worker had collected a

large group of toddlers and nurser)' children on a lawn to give them
their tea. The children had their milk and sandwiches and cake was
handed out to every child in turn. The worker stood in the middle of the

circle, admonished the children to "sit straight," to "be quiet," to "start

their meal. When everybody had done so, she ordered: "And now, chew!"

It is difficult to imagine a more effective demonstration of the psycho-

analytic assertion that wholesale suppression and repression of iristinctual

tendencies has a crippling and, through loss of libidinal and aggressive

energy, impoverishing effect on the development and the life manifesta-

tions of a human individual.

Education through group influence

To devise different, equally effective but less harmful forms of

management, thoughtful educators turned their thoughts in new direc-

tions. It was a known fact already that groups of human beings, provided

they are given some freedom of action, develop spontaneously, through

group functioning, standards of social behavior which are accepted and,

without undue pressure being put on them, followed by the individual

members of the group. Equally, it is common knowledge that children

are able to educate each other and that, in families, the influence of

brothers and sisters makes itself felt in addition to the educational in-

fluence of the parents. Many children who are unwilling to obey their

parents are quite ready to obey the standards set by other children.

Imitation of examples set by older children seems easier, and their re-

bukes or even punishments, though effective, seem less harmful. This

educational help rendered by elder brothers and sisters is one of the

reasons why the whole process of upbringing usually runs more smoothly

where the family is large.
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The question arose whether this type of "education" through the

agency of other children was transferable to the war nurseries where, for

administrative reasons, the children usually lived in large age groups.

Under these conditions, of course, the other members of the group could

not act as substitutes for the adults (parent figures on a reduced scale).

The contemporaries in the age groups of the nurseries were all equal

in status.

It was all the more surprising to see that, even under these changed

circumstances, the members of a toddler or nursery group could exert

a considerable influence on each other, an influence which was at times

sufficient to create and maintain some form of order in a community of

unruly infants. It was noticeable that one child could exert influence

on the other if at that moment he was the stronger one, i.e., because

at that moment he was a menace to the other child; the latter would

then obey him out of fear. Or, one infanct could exert influence on the

other because at that moment he was further advanced in some achieve-

ment, walking, speaking, habit training, table manners, etc. The posi-

tion would be reversed when another achievement played the greater

role in which the second child surpassed the first. This showed that the

children influenced each other on the basis of superior strength or

superior achievement. Fear of each other and admiration for each other

were the deciding factors in building up a scale of social influences.

Observation showed that the educational results produced by these inter-

relations between the infants themselves were by no means negligible.

Group influence of this kind was sufficient to eliminate the worst uncon-

trolled aggressions, to induce the members of the group to be less incon-

siderate in the fulfillment of their wishes, and to acquire certain "good

habits."

It was of special interest to see what happened under group influence

to the impulse of grabbing other children's toys, an aggressive impulse

common to all toddlers and young children. All the children in groups

of this kind learned very early that to snatch a toy from another child

invited trouble, i.e., an outbreak of resentment or unhappiness from the

deprived child, possibly some retributive action from another playmate

who was slightly more advanced in his social behavior and, for some

reason of his own, took it upon himself to protect the injured. On the

basis of such experiences, toddlers would be able to reduce robbery to

a form of exchange: they would offer the victim some substitute gift

with one hand while they took away what they desired with the other.

Behavior of this kind signified an advance in adapted behavior with the

obvious aim of avoiding trouble.

On the whole it could be proved by careful observations that group
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education in communities of young children between two and jour years

can produce a primitive form of social order, a rough-and-tumble kind

of justice and morality, where might goes before right, but where the

individual, without really changing his nature or transforming his im-

pulses learns to adapt himself in his behavior to a limited number of

restrictions.

It could also be proved that the socialization which was achieved

by the interrelations between the young children could not be extended

beyond the limits described.^

Education on the basis of the parent relationship

Exasperated by their failure to induce normal development and

character formation in the large groups of children under their care,

a number of nursery organizers (including the author) decided to brave

the difficulties of understafling and overpopulation in their Homes and

to establish what might be called "artificial families." This meant dividing

up some large age groups of children into small units of three, four or

five under the guidance of one young nurse or teacher who acted as their

foster mother where motherly care was concerned. In the weeks and

months which followed this experimental step, it was fascinating to watch

the changes in the children. They responded with the full force of their

starved emotions, suddenly came to life, formed a strong and possessive

attachment to their newly-found mother substitute, and began to defend

the right to her person against all possible intruders. Their "group" re-

actions visibly changed to the reactions of children who live in a family:

they became more indifferent toward the children outside their own
"artificial" family and, instead, formed the characteristic, ambivalent

sibling ties to those few who belonged to it.

With this influx of libidinal quantities, their responses became more
lively, their facial expressions more vivid and varied and they began

to show more personal pride in their appearance and to be more cer-

tain and graceful in their movements. In addition, progress which in

some children had been difficult or impossible to achieve in the group

2 The author, with the co-operation of Dorothy Burlingham, had the opportunity
to conduct an educational experiment of this kind during the war years 1940-1945 in

the Residential \V'ar Nursery called "Hampstead Nurseries," London-Essex. This nur-
sery was maintained financially by the "Foster Parents' Plan for War Children, Inc.,

New York," an American charitable organization. More detailed reports about the
observations and experiences made in the Hampstead Nurseries are contained in the
two books by Dorothy Burlingham and Anna Freud, "Young Children in War-Time"
and "Infants without Families," publ. Allen & Unwin, London. Certain paragraphs of
the preceding chapter are quoted from "Infants without Families."
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setting, such as better speech development and habit training, was quickly

accomplished under the new conditions.

The most impressive developments occurred gradually in the realm

of character formation. Instead of merely following an imposed routine,

or cowering before the threat of stronger playmates, the children under-

went changes of a very different nature. They slowly molded their own
wishes, ideas and beliefs according to the pattern offered by the loved

parent figure, assimilated these new values as their own and, thereby,

entered into the processes of transformation, modification and redirection

of instinctual forces which is the basis and preliminary of all true per-

sonality structure.

These developments provided a most impressive demonstration of

one of the principles of psychoanalytic psychology: that it is the libidinal

attachment to the parents (or their substitutes) which, by way of imitation

of them and identification with them, finally makes the next generation

amenable to the cultural demands which every civilized society imposes

on its members.

The teaching value of the war experiments

Active participation in these war experiments in education has con-

vinced the writer that demonstrations of this kind are more effective in

spreading knowledge about children and an advantageous handling of

their problems than the slow and laborious ways of theoretical enlighten-

ment through public lecturing, courses of instruction or scientific pub-

lications.

In the above-mentioned Hampstead Nurseries, for instance, the edu-

cational and remedial work which was carried out with approximately a

hundred children, simultaneously served the purpose of giving adequate

and convincing instruction to at least fifty nursery workers, nurses,

nursery-school teachers, social workers, and mothers. Though none of

these people, who served as nursery staff for periods of varying length

(from several months to five years), had been previously prepared for

receiving scientific information, they were found to assimilate the new

knowledge in a highly satisfactory manner and to apply it successfully

to the practical handling of the children.

War experience has thus proved that dynamic (psychoanalytic) child

psychology can be taught by demonstration on the living object, not,

perhaps, to those students of psychology who try to follow a child's de-

velopment with pencil and notebook, but to all those who are actually

engaged in the task of upbringing, nursing, teaching, or otherwise caring

for young children.
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IV. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

By inquiring into the modern educational and psychological tech-

niques for changing mental attitudes, UNESCO is avoiding one of the

gravest errors of past eras: the setting up of new ideological aims for

mankind, without questioning whether such aims are compatible or in-

compatible with human nature.

Better human understanding between nations as a new ideological

aim presupposes in a whole generation of children the development of

qualities such as tolerance, love of peace, freedom from fear and prej-

udice, the ability to identify with fellow beings, and to evaluate their

individual or national characteristics in an objective manner. In the pre-

ceding pages the writer has collected some of the available psychoanalytic

data which are relevant for providing an answer to the question how far,

and in the face of what obstacles, these desirable human qualities, can

be attained by the individual human being. These data can be sum-

marized as follows:

(1) The success or failure of an adult to establish peaceful and positive

relations with his fellow beings depends on his childhood expe-

riences; detailed psychoanalytic investigations have succeeded in

discovering and describing the specific childhood events and the

psychological mechanisms which lead to the formation of either

positive or negative attitudes to fellow beings.

(2) The early relationship with the parents (first sex experiences) deter-

mines the character of all later attachments, affections or enmities.

(3) The figures who are of importance in adult life represent for the

individual the important people of his first childhood.

(4) Aggression is an integral part of human nature and enters into

every human relationship.

(5) The manner in which the child attempts to combat his aggressive

feelings toward the parents is responsible for many of his hostile,

intolerant attitudes toward fellow beings in adult life. Two exam-

ples for such developments are:

a) displacement of hate onto strangers;

b) projection of aggression.

(6) Since the attitudes which are responsible for tensions, conflicts and

hostilities between individuals, or groups of individuals, are estab-

lished in childhood, they can be influenced most efficiently in child-

hood; in adult life they cannot be undone by the ordinary methods
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of teaching, instruction, etc. They are then only alterable by deep

emotional experience or, in individuals, with the help of the

psychoanalytic method.

(7) It is possible to verify the validity of the relevant psychoanalytic

findings in educational work with normal children. This is im-

portant for the spreading of such knowledge among the multitude

of parents and other workers in education who have no access to

psychoanalytic or other scientific investigations.

(8) Without such enlightenment, the majority of parents and other

educators will continue to handle the next generation in a manner

which will produce the very attitudes which they are attempting to

eliminate from the nature of the child.

Recommendations

To achieve noticeable alterations in the attitudes of the next genera-

tion of children, current educational methods will have to be revised on

the basis of the new, dynamic, child psychology. The first step toward

this aim is the further spreading of knowledge about children among

large numbers of parents and workers in education. In respect of this

task, the examples set by the war experiences might serve as a useful

pattern.

If UNESCO agrees with the point of view that practicable and

applicable child psychology be taught in places where the actual, living,

child material is available, it might be advisable to take the following

steps:

(1) To enlist, in every country, the services of at least one capable and

experienced child analyst. (A beginning might be made in the

U.S.A., England, Holland, France or Switzerland, where many

trained child analysts are available.)

(2) To enlist, in every country, the interest of at least one orphanage.

Children's Home, Children's Hospital, Residential Nursery or

Creche, or, where this is impossible, to set up a new institution of

this kind for the special purpose of demonstration and instruction.

(3) To invest the child analyst with sufficient authority over the run-

ning of the institution to enable hiin not only to direct the educa-

tional work with the children but simultaneously to demonstrate

the material and the principles underlying the work to the staff and

(in the case of creches and hospitals) to mothers.

(4) To demand regular written accounts of the educational and psycho-

logical problems encountered in the work, and to provide for an

interchange of these accounts between the workers on parallel

projects in different countries.
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The range of problems, relevant for "the advance of human under-

standing between individuals and nations" which might be covered by

a scheme of this kind, might be the following:

(1) The effect of successful or unsuccessful feeding situations in infancy

on the development of a positive or negative relationship to the

mother and, later, to the environment. (To be studied and demon-

strated in Maternity Homes, Creches, Nurseries, with follow-ups of

the individual cases.)

(2) The effect of early or late, strict or lenient habit-training on the

development of attitudes, such as stubbornness, hostility, anger,

revolt. (To be studied and demonstrated in Creches, Residential

Nurseries.)

(3) The effect of early inhibition of aggression toward the parent sub-

stitutes for the development of anxious, intolerant, hostile, suspi-

cious and paranoid attitudes. (To be studied and demonstrated in

Residential Nurseries, Orphanages, etc.)

(4) The effect of lack of one parent or of both parents for the develop-

ment of moral values in children. (To be studied and demonstrated

in all the named institutions.)

(5) The effect of temporary separation from the family on emotional

development. (To be studied and demonstrated in hospitals, with

additional follow-ups.)

A program of this nature, if carried over a sufficiently long period

to demonstrate beyond doubts the effects of childhood experience on

adult behavior, might well have revolutionizing consequences for chang-

ing the upbringing, and consequently the attitudes, of future generations

of children.



ON THE "PASSING OF THE OEDIPUS COMPLEX"
IN A MATRIARCHAL FAMILY SETTING

CRETE L. BIBRING, M.D.

Cambridge, Mass.

This brief clinical study is concerned with observations and analytic

findings among patients whose family constellation—largely as the result

of cultural patterns—are at variance with the "traditional" family struc-

ture, which furnished the main basis of Freud's fundamental concept of

what is called the oedipus complex. It may be of interest to see what

effect these changed family patterns have on the formation of neurosis

and character structure and to trace the predominant features of the

neurosis back to the endemic family pattern—a procedure which is more

in keeping with the method by which these phenomena were gathered

and studied in the psychoanalytic therapy.

We are accustomed to finding the most typical anxieties of the

oedipus conflict in the male patient concerned with the overpowerful,

threatening patriarchal father figure of his childhood who was admired

as a rival and hated at the same time. These primitive fears of defeat and

punishment centering around the father are the price the boy has to pay

for his love for mother. In the great majority of cases the positive oedipus

complex shows a typical development: the competitive yet ambivalent

hostility against the father leads to castration anxiety which in turn

forces the young boy to rescind most of his hostility out of fear of his

father and to replace it by identification with the strong paternal figure.

Simultaneously the forbidden sexual strivings toward mother and mother

images are repressed and replaced by tender love. We expect in the

healthy development of the young man that these two trends—the uncon-

scious and the conscious—will meet and combine again in the choice of

his sexual object.

Outside of the orbit of the patriarchal family setting this picture

changes considerably. Psychoanalytic experience with patients from differ-

ent countries and particularly with a relatively large group from the

United States permits us to isolate rather characteristic neurotic trends in
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the relationship of the various individuals to their parents within the

basic oedipal situation. This difference may manifest itself in typical

attitudes toward parental figures and toward men and women in general.

We find a certain characteristic similarity so frequently if not reg-

ularly in the material of this category of male patients that it cannot be

ascribed to coincidence only. I shall outline them briefly in the following

paragraphs.

1. The Family Background

The mother is pictured as a domineering, rather strong and active

woman, who not only runs the household effectively, but often shows

more ability than her husband; or she is considered as the superior or

more efficient in cultural or social areas, or better informed and versed

in educational and related matters. In contrast, the father is as a rule

portrayed as a gentle, friendly man, quiet, often somewhat ineffectual,

and rather indulgent. This over-ail description refers to fathers who may

differ markedly from one another in many other respects.

Some of these fathers, e.g., are described as passive and somewhat

weak in most of their doings, yet liked by people because they are pleas-

ant to be with, never insistent upon their rights and never rigid in their

aspirations. They are dreamers or artistic personalities, not too successful

in their effort to cope with the difficulties of living. At home they are

equally compliant toward their wives and children and assume the role

of elder playmates rather than of authorities to their sons.

A second type may be efficient and competent in his professional

work but inclined to let the mother reign within the family. He does

not like to interfere with her activities since he does not feel capable or

justified in questioning his wife's authority in matters of child rearing.

He often displays a certain shyness or even apprehension with regard to

asserting his own opinion in this environment. To do so may not be the

right thing or not to the liking of his wife. This attitude may grow

sometimes even stronger if the wife's educational background is better

than his. This does not mean to say, however, that these fathers detach

themselves completely from their family. In most of these cases we find

the father capable of enjoying his children's company, of playing with

them, buying them toys and other gifts, reading to them or taking them

to movies or ball games—but he does not attempt seriously to deal with

the problems of upbringing or education.

Finally, we see the fathers who are extremely busy and successful

men but who are rarely at home and have little time for family life.

These men, when at home, want to relax and not be bothered with

family problems. If these conditions are met they are quite pleased to
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play with their children, often in a hilarious, or teasing way, but after

a short while they loose their patience or have to leave for more impor-

tant business.

At closer investigation it seems evident that in all these cases the

father did not participate essentially in the upbringing of his children,

that social as well as moral standards, religious and aesthetic values were

mostly conveyed by the mother. The same holds true of praise and repri-

mands. The setting of goals and the supervision of the boy's development

lay in her hands. The father appears in all these instances as a friendly

onlooker rather than as an important participant.

2. The Relationship Between the Parents

These mothers appeared to have been greatly disappointed with

their husbands; they are often frigid, a fact which they not infrequently

imparted to their sons, sometimes even in their early adolescence. They

are remembered as complaining that father was not enough of a man or

that he was not a provider or that he left all the burden of the household

and family to them, etc.

3. The Patient's Relationship to His Parents

In its more positive form the son admires his mother for her devo>

tion and strength and looks for her approval in a rather dependent and

passive way. The father is loved with warm affection, sometimes mixed

with compassion for his gentleness and ineffective position in the family

and toward mother. In the negative form: mother is intensely feared and

hated; the father is despised and/or resented for being a weakling and a

coward, accused of "neglecting" the child.

I would like to restrict this preliminary discussion largely to some

characteristic factors in the relationship between these sons and their

mothers as they emerge in the further course of psychoanalytic investiga-

tion, particularly in cases where the negative attitude toward the mother

is predominant or barely hidden behind a positive one.

(a) In most of these instances the mothers are described and expe-

rienced as if they were rather pathological personalities. The memories

of our patients seem to indicate severe rejection by the mother, a puni-

tive attitude on her part, a lack of warmth, security and understanding,

a selfishly ambitious drive and a determination to force the son into sub-

mission, and compliance with her whims. On the basis of this information

given by the patients, these mothers resemble either borderline cases or

the well-known type of neurotic women who reject their female function

more or less completely. In contradistinction to this impression which is
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conveyed by many ot our men patients, it is interesting to note that we
find in the analysis of the women who grew up in this "matriarchal"

setting the rejection of the feminine role less frequently than among
female patients coming from the patriarchal family culture.

(b) As the analysis progresses one begins to question at certain points

the objectivity of the patients' assertions. In spite of his accusing, hostile

and fearful attitude toward his mother, the material which in his opinion

justifies his negative conception of her, frequently does not appear to be

quite valid. To put it differently: if the accounts of mother's behavior

and activities were told without the accompanying resentment and accu-

sations one would be inclined to conclude that many of these mothers

were basically devoted and thoughtful. At the same time, it becomes

quite obvious that there has been too much of mother—if one might use

this phrase—and in contrast to it we gain the impression that the father

seemed to have been missing.

(c) The further childhood material suggests some of the answers to

this problem. It appears to be the oedipus situation from which the

described relationship to the mother originates: moreover, it proves to be

the specific role the father plays in this particular family structure

—

namely, the father's "absence"—which is the major factor in determining

these attitudes in the sons, so different from those in the typical patri-

archal family.

Due to the position which the father holds in these families the little

boy finds himself during the important and difficult period of his devel-

opment faced by a mother who appears to be as much in need of a hus-

band as the son is of a father. Consequently she concentrates much of

her affection and interest on her son. This in turn intensifies the inces-

tuous conflicts already existing in the boy since these mothers are actually

more seductive than one is accustomed to encounter. A second point is

perhaps even of greater significance: normally the father's authority, and
even the fear of father, offers to the boy a certain amount of protection

against the growing incestuous impulses. This usual protection is not

forthcoming in the described family configuration in which the father

does not assume the role assigned to him under normal conditions. Con-

sequently the boy is forcibly left to his own devices.

One of the most frequent defensive measures he employs is to project

these overwhelming fears which stem from his forbidden wishes onto his

mother who thus becomes the threatening figure. She is, therefore, not

only the object of his fateful love, and not only a dangerous temptress

to ^vhom he reacts with defensi\e hostility, but through this projection of

his fears she becomes also a forbidding, punitive image.

This is, in my opinion, the turning point in the boy's relationship to
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his mother who from then on represents an uncanny figure, the seductive

castrator—whereas the father assumes in the boy's fantasy the role of a

fellow sufferer. In so far as the father's withdrawal or ineffectiveness is

equally conceived of as resulting from mother's dangerous aggressiveness,

the boy develops feelings of sympathy for him instead of respect

or admiration. In so far as the father does not offer the needed protection

mentioned above since his weakness forfeits any identification with him,

the boy reacts to him also with resentful hostility and sometimes even

with open contempt.

Another most serious result consists in a regressive process. Such

regression to pregenital positions takes place in severe cases where the

genital level cannot be maintained due to the severity of the conflicts.

In our cases the described hostility against mother is frequently carried

back in the process of regression, thus encompassing most of the child-

hood memories and coloring the relationship to mother in all previous

libidinal phases.

This may explain why all efforts in the analysis to retrieve any

friendlier pictures from the early childhood years are often at first com-

pletely unsuccessful. One wonders whether these factors might not be

responsible for the tendency of some authors to overemphasize early

childhood frustrations, thus giving the impression that the majority of

mothers are inadequate and even dangerous for the well-being of their

children. This statement does not intend to question the significance of

early disturbances in the child-mother relationshijD, or the relative

frequency of these findings. However, one must not overlook the point

that the regularity with which these early conflicts appear in the pa-

tient's associations—may prove to some extent not to be the result of a

primary disturbance but the results of this regressive process. Moreover,

it seems to support our assumption that in these cases the working

through of the oedipus constellation frequently helps to recover the posi-

tive preoedipal memories and feelings for mother. This often occurs in

the form that the patient—going over the very same material which

before only yielded unpleasant, painful or hostile aspects—begins to

notice some friendly or loving elements in it.

The conflict which exists between the young boy and his mother

will be reflected later on in the disturbed relationship of these patients to

women in general: we find it expressed in the preoccupation with the

"dangerous, cold and cutting females" who seem to fill the world and it

often leads to putting a premium on the "simple, and thus safe and

warm" woman. Coupled with it we observe in such patients a greater

comfort in the company of men, since they appear to be less threatening.

This uneasiness with women further accounts for sexual inhibition to-
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ward them, and for the frequency of latent or manifest homosexuality as

an escape from the dangerous objects: there is a marked inclination in

late adolescence to flee anxiously from girls and to accept readily the

homosexual seduction as the "minor evil."i

Summarizing, it seems appropriate to state that in families or cul-

tures where the father, for social, economic, or predominantly neurotic

reasons delegates his authoritative position in the home to the mother,

a characteristic modification of the ubiquitous oedipus complex takes

place which differs from the outcome observed in the typical patriarchal

family structure.

One of the most interesting variants under these changed conditions

is found in the son's relationship to his mother. It results from a tendency

in the boy to concentrate his incestuous fears on his mother and conse-

quently leads to a severe break with her as the beloved figure of the past

years. In this process, frequently even the relatively satisfactory and

positive experiences of the previous phases of development are retroac-

tively transformed into frustrating and threatening memories. The result

is either a predominance of the negative (reversed) oedipus complex or a

reactive, highly ambivalent overattachment to an idealized mother figure

who does not evoke true affection.^

1 A group of patients with heterosexual anxiety, fear of impotence and homosexual

fantasies express openly the wish to have at least some preliminary homosexual expe-

rience with an older, idealized friend as a "supportive" introduction into their anx-

iously postponed heterosexual activities. The core of this complex neurotic attitude

lies in the unconscious conviction of lacking masculinity for which they blame above

all their mother's withholding the essential oral supplies in infancy. The homosexual

fantasies represent a turning to a powerful father figure in order to receive the mas-

culine strength from him instead, with the final goal to return to the heterosexual

object after having thus established their virility. Anna Freud presented these oral

homosexual mechanisms in a paper given before the N. Y. Psychoanalytic Society in

April, 1950. See also G. Bibring (2) . These fantasies acquire an additional significance

in the context of the problem discussed in this paper. They are the expression of a

true failure in childhood to find a strong male figure suitable for masculine iden-

tification.

2 Some qualifying remarks about the use of the term "matriarchal" in this paper

may be necessary. It does not quite coincide in our usage with Bachofen's (1) Mut-
terrecht or with the concept of "matriarchy" as employed by Malinowski (10) and many
other authors.

The difference lies mainly in the fact that the "matriarchy" discussed in this

article refers only to a limited sector of a matriarchy-like family structure within a

patriarchal society and ideology. This ideology is shared to a large extent by the very

same mothers who represent the major authority within the family. The conflict which
ensues from this fact may easily be responsible for an increase in the described

difficulties,
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A CLINICAL NOTE ON MORAL MASOCHISM:
ECKERMANN'S RELATIONSHIP TO GOETHEi

K. R. EISSLER, M.D.

New York

In its subtle compounding of function and malfunction—for it

partakes of both—masochism presents us with a paradox. It is the object

of this paper to demonstrate this paradox through the examination of an

aspect of masochism which one does not often have the opportunity to

observe or to investigate.- The life history of Johann Peter Eckermann

presents us with material pertinent to this problem even though the bio-

graphical data may be less extensive than the data we have from other

writers and artists.

But first we must examine the paradox of masochism. In any of its

three forms (erotogenic, feminine, and moral), masochism is rightly con-

sidered one of the most dangerous threats to life (Freud, 19). Its sub-

jugation by psychoanalysis is one of the most difficult of therapeutic

tasks, and one which becomes almost impossible to accomplish when
masochism makes its appearance in the insidious form of the negative

therapeutic reaction.^ The great obstacles encountered whenever the

psychoanalyst deals therapeutically with masochism or masochistic com-

ponents are the counterparts of the self-destruction with which masochism

generally threatens life.

But masochism is not invariably destructive. Freud has said that

in masochism the pleasure principle is paralyzed. In the context in which

this statement is made, it is clear that Freud refers to the biological aspect

of the pleasure principle, and this aspect justifies the statement. Psychol-

ogically, however, masochism may be regarded as a triumph of the pleas-

ure principle. When even painful contents are drawn into the realm of

1 To Mrs. Berta Bornstein I owe thanks for many suggestions which I have grate-

fully taken the liberty of including in this paper.

2 Since this paper does not make any contribution to the problem of masochism
per se, but tries to apply well-known psychoanalytic findings to a particular life his-

tory, references to psychoanalytic literature will be kept to a minimum.
3 See Freud (18, footnote on p. 72) and Freud (19, p. 262) .
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pleasure, the masochistic ego may feel itself all-powerful. Then the great-

est dangers become sources of lust and enjoyment. In extreme cases of

masochism, the patient feels himself immune against danger, against at-

tacks and their painful sequelae, since these have become the sources of

greatest pleasure.

If we recall Freud's construction regarding the origin of masochism,

such strange behavior becomes comprehensible. The primary erotogenic

masochism is the result of the early mixture of destructive energies with

libidinal ones. With the formation of primary masochism, the first step

toward survival is taken; an organism unable to evolve erotogenic maso-

chism would suffer early death. Hence, in extreme forms of masochism

—

if Freud's construction should be borne out by future physiological re-

search—the resonance may quite possibly be felt of early, life-saving and

life-necessary biological processes.^ The "mistake" of the masochist would

then be that he devotes himself on the instinctual level to a task which

his organism has long outgrown.

In other respects, also, one can show that masochism is a necessary

component of human life. It is conceivable that an organism depleted of

any trace of masochism would concomitantly lose its capacity for bearing

pain. When the reality principle supersedes the pleasure principle, clinical

observation of the masochistic gratification becomes well-nigh impossible

under normal circumstances. The ego then has acquired mastery of the

masochistic impulses, and exposure to pain is restricted to those situations

which are necessitated by realities. Yet this does not militate against the

assumption that the ego wisely uses its store of masochism in its adapta-

tion to reality. Therefore one may say that absence of masochism would

destroy life. Masochism behaves in this respect like one of those danger-

ous drugs which have highly beneficial effects when dispensed in right

quantities and yet have a minute safety margin, causing great destruction

as soon as the standard dose is exceeded. The safety margin of masochism

seems to be much smaller than that of other components of libido; con-

sequently, the ego suffers inestimable damage when little more than the

physiological optimum of masochism remains in its erotogenic form.

The ego seems to have a much larger tolerance toward the upsurge of

other pregenital components than toward masochism.

Despite these great dangers which are implicit, it may be postulated

that masochism is activated in nearly all psychic processes. In patients

who operate on deeply regressed levels, one can discover it in such simple

functions as perception. Not only the ego's turning toward the world,

4 See Freud (19, p. 261) : "So that this masochism would be a witness and a sur-

vival of that phase of development in which the amalgamation, so important for life

afterwards, of death-instinct and Eros took place."
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but also the world's penetration into the psychic apparatus by dint of

perceptive processes is experienced as painful. This occurs quite inde-

pendently of the perceptive contents. Thus a patient speaks about the

act of perceiving in the way a masochist complains of the hardship which

he so readily seeks.

In one cultural sector masochism seems to play a particularly im-

portant role, namely, in artistic creation. It is possible that man's^ cultural

creativity—as claimed by many authors—is the equivalent of the female

capacity for childbearing. The role of masochism in childbearing is well

known (Deutsch, 7, 8); masochism may play an equivalent role in male

creativity. But just as the masochism involved in childbearing does not

invariably make a woman a masochist (Bonaparte, 4), neither does the

supposedly unavoidable contribution of masochism to artistic creativity

make a productive artist a masochist. The peculiarity of the case history

of Johann Peter Eckermann lies precisely here: although the artist was

a severe masochist, he succeeded in creating one of the greatest works

of German literature. Just as an abundance of masochism damages a

woman's capacity for childbearing, one would expect that an excess of

masochism would destroy a man's capacity for creativity. In Eckermann's

case—perhaps as a result of the unique circumstances—it seems highly

probable that without excessive masochistic tendencies, the artist would

never have created more than the mediocre product which was in con-

formity with his innate talents.

The life of Johann Peter Eckermann (1792-1854),^ the author of

the famous Conversations with Goethe (12), can be briefly outlined.

Eckermann's father had been a merchant, but his easy trust in others and
the recklessness of his two sons by the first marriage had impoverished
him. These sons became sailors. The two daughters of the second marriage
became servants. Thus the siblings seems to have been content with
mediocrity.

When Peter was born, the last child of aging parents, his father had
become a peddler, barely eking out a living. From twelve years on, Peter

was the only child at home. As soon as he had grown strong enough he
had accompanied his father, walking from village to village "with a bundle
on his back. The boy ^vas kept so busy helping his parents that when he
reached his fourteenth birthday he could scarcely read or write. "This
time belongs to the most cherished recollections of my youth," he wrote
many years later. From an autobiographical sketch found among his

papers, one may conclude that the feelings of direct tenderness and affec-

5 In this paper I am speaking exclusively of the artistic ability of the male. I sur-

mise that the artistic productivity of women, at least in Western civilization, is based

on different psychological processes than that of men.
6 For the standard works on Eckermann's life, see Houben (23, 24) . The transla-

tions used here are my own. For a comprehensive psychoanalytic study of Eckermann,
see Hitschmann (21, 22) . See also Tewes (37) .
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tion were devoted chiefly to his father and that the active striving in

terms of feeding her were directed toward his mother. With great joy he
describes how he carried the bag full of ears of corn which he had gleaned

from the fields and how on his way home he anticipated his mother's

joy when the barrel would be filled and bread again baked.

It may be significant that the usual imagery surrounding the parents

was here reversed. The recollection of feeding the mother was paralleled

by one of being fed by the father. In enraptured terms Eckermann de-

scribes the meals which he shared as a child with his father on their

trips.

Then the pancake came which was golden brown and shining

with the fragrant oil; my old man cut through it crosswise and was
happy when it was quite loose and had many eyes; my tongue
smacked already of the syrup pot—and when a piece was then very

brown and spread over with the thick juice, then the bites knew
[how] to slide down deliciously one after the other. At such a meal
we were completely happy and when we [were] so refreshed and
[had] feasted and the maid had prepared a resting place of sweet-

smelling straw, then we laid down and rested our tired limbs. My
father [then] was wont to smoke snugly a little pipe, and I pressed

myself quite closely to him with filial love and fell sweetly asleep.

In this childhood recollection the maternal quality of Eckermann's

relationship to his father comes to the fore with particular force: to be

fed by his father, to watch him smoke, to fall asleep closely attached to

his body—these were great pleasures.'^ Reading these lines one is reminded

of the deep harmony which exists between the satiated infant and its

mother. Of course we are concerned here with a far more mature ego,

one which enjoys during the years of latency and early puberty an inten-

sive love for an old father by regressing to an early stage of ego develop-

ment, when ego and beloved object fuse together into a unit.

Eckermann's later passion for animals, particularly for birds, origi-

nated during those walks. He developed great keenness in discovering

birds' nests. He rejoiced on finding a crowd of newborn birds in a nest

which he had left filled with eggs:

Then my heart thumped for joy while I held my hand over the

warm fledged young ones and stood struggling with myself whether
I ought to take [the nest] with me or leave it, I would have loved
[doing it] but the old ones wailed all too woefully upon the near
twigs. . . . and I carried a victory over myself, withdrew my hand and
let [the nest] be where it was. I had then made a big sacrifice, and
serene peace beamed from my eye. My old man smiled then about
my great passion since even when I dragged myself after [and was]

7 For the problem of activity-passivity and their reversals in assigning activity and
passivity to father and mother, see Ruth Mack Brunswick (6, particularly p. 307) .
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ever so tired such a bird's nest could put fresh life into me and get

me on my feet.

This childhood recollection, I believe, can be interpreted as an expres-

sion of the little boy's own maternal feelings for the newborn, as an

expression of his own desire to bring forth new life for the beloved father

to whom he was so tenderly attached.

^

This tendency took on grotesque forms in the last years of Ecker-

mann's life. His lodging was filled with animals. A marten and a hoopoe

were his particular friends and were permitted to move around freely.

Bats flew around, and a particular species of mice with flaxen hair was

his favorite. Once, taking a pair of boots out of the cupboard, he found

that a mouse had given birth to a litter in one of them. Discreetly he put

the boot back.

Yet what seemed in the old Eckermann like a bizarre quirk or char-

acter trait was the same striving which he so charmingly described as hav-

ing prepossessed him as a child. There is, of course, one difference be-

tween the two: in the little boy the relationship to a partner, the father,

is emphasized, whereas in old Eckermann's behavior this aspect disap-

pears, and he reigns in his kingdom at home over all his animals, like

their father or mother, as the case may be.

All these strivings found an intensive expression in one event which

became the turning point in Eckermann's life and which indirectly con-

firms the above reconstruction of the boy's instinctual strivings.

One evening when his father had returned from Hamburg and was

telling the family of his experiences in the city, the boy was sitting with

his parents at the table. His father loved to smoke and had bought on

his trip a package of tobacco which was lying on the table. The package

showed a horse as a kind of escutcheon.

This horse appeared to me as a very good image, and since I had
at my hand pen and ink and paper, an irresistible impulse of copy-

ing it seized upon me. My father continued to tell of Hamburg
whilst I, unnoticed by my parents, became more and more wrapt in

drawing the horse. When I had finished, the copy struck me as being
perfectly similar to the original and I enjoyed a happiness unknown
to me heretofore.

9

If we look around for a possible reason for the sudden occurrence

of the irresistible impulse to copy the horse, we should consider that it

8 The impulse to separate the newborn birds from the parents mav also be re-

garded as the derivative of his anxiety over the possible births of younger siblings.

See Jacobson (25).

9 Since Eckermann did not mention this episode in the early biographical draft but
only later, in his preface to his Cojiversations xvith Goethe, it may concern a screen

memory—which, ho^vevcr, uould not detract from the importance of the report.
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occurred when his father reported what he had been doing while the little

boy was separated from him. Listening to the account of his unfaithful

father, the child might easily have re-experienced the longing for his

father which he had felt during the latter's absence. In this moment he

did something which would forever counteract the dreaded separation.

He drew the picture of the horse which he had noticed on the package

of tobacco. Earlier Eckermann had described how he often watched his

father smoking before he fell asleep. The symbolic interpretation of that

recollection can be easily deciphered and thus the associative connection

of horse and father is doubly secured.

The exact reproduction of the horse is the equivalent of the totem

or of the early cave paintings which also are so impressive by their exact

reproduction of nature.^^ In a certain phase of artistic creation the artist

puts particular emphasis on likeness. This must not be confused with the

tendency toward realism on a higher level of artistic development. I know
of an instance in which a patient separated from his analyst owing to the

latter's sickness gave way to an impulse to form out of clay several images

of his analyst's head. The sudden discovery of an artistic talent, which

had been dormant in him and of which he had been unaware, was

highly consequential and gave his life suddenly a new direction. The re-

markable feature of this plastic, the first one he ever had made, was the

crass realism of it, which was all the more surprising since he had no
model in front of him but could rely only on his memory.^^ Apparently

the longing to be with a beloved object can activate, on a certain level

of development or in very special situations when archaic magic attitudes

prevail, certain abilities which possibly are in all of us but inaccessible

to the ego under ordinary circumstances. It is questionable whether one

should call such abilities artistic. They are still quite close to the in-

stinctual forces.i- The individual artistic faculty of giving shape to the

content of the creative impulse seems, in this instance, to contribute little

to the end product, and the result is closer to a photograph than to a

work of art. Be this as it may, we are dealing at least with the precursors

of artistic strivings.

In drawing the horse, Eckermann formed what may be called the

negative of a phobia. In a phobia a barrier is laid between ego and object,

10 See Scheltema (35) who, following Verworn, differentiates physioplastic and
idioplastic art; see also Gombrich (20, p. 20) . On art as "imitation of nature" see Kris

(27, p. 190) . For an impressive clinical example of the function of the totem in a group
of children, see Zulliger (38) . See also Kris (26, p. 50)

.

11 See also a patient of Nunberg's (33) , who describes the relationship between
drawing and the absence of an object with particular clarity.

12 Kris (26, p. 39) speaks of "the distance from instinctual conflict" in artistic

productions.
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or the representative of the object. In Eckermann's position, another

little boy might have easily developed a horse phobia. Aggression against

the father for having deserted him, fear of his own passive wishes, and

the temptation regarding the mother during the father's absence might

be considered sufficient reasons for the formation of that disorder. Ecker-

mann might easily have developed a phobia of horses like little Hans.^^

I believe that among the several factors which preserved him from the

neurosis was his supreme ability to accept without fear his passive striv-

ings toward his father. The totem in this instance, as always (Freud, 16;

Ferenczi, 13), shows traces of ambivalence. In drawing the horse, Ecker-

mann made himself independent of the love object and, to a certain

extent, cast it aside. It sounds as if he were saying: "If you desert me
sporadically I will make myself independent and create my own father,

on whom I can depend for good or for bad and who will stay with me or

whom I can recreate whenever I want." This is reminiscent of the mechan-

ism of hallucinatory wish fulfillment, which dominates the infant's early

relationship to the w^orld and which possibly underlies genetically all

artistic creativity.

It impresses me as particularly important that according to Ecker-

mann's memory—or screen memory, as the case may be—the creation

of the totem occurred when the father was bodily present and the subject

had full perception of him, but when the subject was not the center of

attention of the love object (his father). The father was concentrating on

a past event, his experience in Hamburg, which was unrelated to the

little boy. Thus the boy felt deserted a second time despite the love ob-

ject's presence. Consequently it is understandable that he felt horror

when he visited Hamburg for the first time—in his father's presence. The
narrow streets and the hi2;h buildin2;s crushed him. He suffered the feel-

ing that he was a Nothing. When he went with his father to an inn, he

seated himself apart. He turned toward God, whose favorite he thought

himself to be, and prayed for a sign by which he would recognize

that He would be with me and would therefore make me great and
wanted me for .lofty things. And behold, whilst I so thought, a

stranger rose who stepped to my father and addressed him in the fol-

lowing way: "Is that your boy, old man? ^\^eIl then I tell you that he
will become someone [great]." My father smiled and shrugged his

shoulders, but I thanked God for the omen and preserved it in me
and felt strengthened and I did not suffer horror any more in the

big city. Also in later years I often derived strength from this occur-

rence and it founded [in me] the strong trust which I put in provi-

dence.

13 See Freud (14) ; see also Bornstein (5)

.
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The two events, the drawing of the horse and the experience of the

premonition, are in genetic connection. The latter is the mechanism of

a higher stage of ego development. The totem horse has become God.

This time the boy separates from his father voluntarily by seating him-

self apart. The feeling of uncanniness indicates that there was danger of

regressing to an earlier phase, but a strong appeal to God and the im-

mediate assurance of God's loving him dispels anxiety and concomitantly

the feeling of uncanniness. The totem is no longer needed; the inner

voice provides the love which is required for the maintenance of fearless

contact with the world. There is no material available which would
permit a more detailed interpretation of the short-lasting phobic anxiety

engendered by the high city buildings. Was this fear connected with

earlier fantasies of the boy about what his father might have been doing

in Hamburg? Was it the result of a sudden upsurge of jealousy and of

aggression against the father as well as against the city which had de-

prived him of his father's presence? Or was it a derivative of certain

emotions, impulses, and fantasies which the boy experienced about his

mother while he was left alone with her? No decision can be made upon
any one of these alternatives; only the genetic connection can be noted

between the totem episode and the premonition of greatness. The former

resulted in an ideal picture of an ideal horse, which one may be sure was

superior to the real father; the latter, in the certitude of Eckermann's

future greatness, again superior to the low status of his father. Be this

as it may, through drawing the horse in the father's presence and feeling

the new sensation of bliss, a basic pattern had taken on concrete form

which would leave an indelible imprint on his life.

The drawing had immediate and important consequences. The fol-

lowing "night I spent in joyful excitement half without sleep and antici-

pated the morning with impatience in order to look at it again and to

find pleasure again in it."

The impulse to copy exactly a model drawing did not leave him for

a long time. He became known in the village for his drawings, and at-

tracted the attention of persons in high positions. He received a far better
education than previously. Despite his eagerness to attend the gymnasium
upon reaching the age of sixteen, his family's destitute condition did not
permit this. Because of the neatness of his handwriting, he became a
copyist for an officer of the law. The variety of small positions he subse-

quently filled is of no interest in this context.

As a volunteer Eckermann participated in one of the expeditions
against Napoleon. On this occasion he visited the Netherlands and saw
for the first time the paintings of the Dutch-Flemish masters. His im-
pressions were so overwhelming that he decided to become a painter.

Upon his return from war he refused to continue as a copyist, and at the
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age of twenty-three he marched through deep snow for forty hours in

order to reach Hanover where he wanted to learn painting.

This is typical of many future episodes in Eckermann's life. A sudden

idealistic upsurge would compel him to a great personal sacrifice but not

without drawing others into his undertaking, burdening them also

with a sacrifice in the service of his ideal. He then would go through the

idealistic adventure until complete exhaustion forced him to break it off.

A state of severe hypochondriasis would develop concomitantly and termi-

nate the whole episode. The amount of pain and heartache he suffered

in the course of such experiences was usually not in proportion to the

result achieved. In the instance of wanting to become a painter, for

example, he requested and received free room and board from a friend,

without concern about the future. He spent all day copying his teacher's

drawings. After three months he finally began to worry that he might

cause inconvenience to his friend. He described his physical condition at

this time as follows:

My perspiration was totally inhibited, the skin quite inactive,

the lungs and the rest of the inner parts suffered from too great a

stimulation; on the other hand I was as if paralyzed in the joints,

particularly in the hands, and the hands shook so that at last I

could not guide the stylus any longer. Stoppage in the abdomen and
a deeply dejected mood were connected with it.

Unfortunately contemporary medicine favored hypochondriasis. The
physician consulted declared all this the consequence of a fall into water,

asserting that the "skin systems" had been corrupted and that the patient

would have been lost if he had come two weeks later. He prescribed

warm baths and flannel underwear. These measures had a speedy and
wholesome effect. Upon his recovery Eckermann dropped the plan of

becoming a painter and took again an administrative position.

At that time he began to be interested in poetry. He wrote a poem
to commemorate the return of those who had fought in the war of

liberation (1815) and was fairly successful with it. After a short period

of admiration of Schiller, he discovered Goethe, who remained his idol

for the rest of his life.

Oh what days were those [he wrote], when I started to become
acquainted with him. . . . For we fare with Goethe as with a beau-

tiful soul, with a painting by Raphael which unfolds the \vhole full-

ness of beauty only with longer association and closer acquaintance

and becomes more and more beautiful the longer one looks at it.

Eckerman's rapture for Goethe incited ne-w poetic attempts, but the

ambitious adept of poetry became convinced that he would succeed in

creating great poetry only if he received a formal college education.

After various other attempts he decided he would enroll in a gymnasium.
At the age of twenty-four he attended classes with young boys, continuing

simultaneously at his job. Here again is one of those masochistic episodes,

but more outspoken than that previously cited, since it involved identifi-
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cation with little boys. Eckermann had imposed a program upon himself

which transgressed his strength, and he had to drop out again after a

severe spell of hypochondriasis. But this time he persevered, and after

many futile attempts he succeeded in joining the University of Goettin-

gen in 1821, at the age of twenty-nine. He spent two years at the Univer-

sity, studying first law and then subjects which were closer to his literary

interests. Nonetheless, he felt disappointed and decided to break off

further attendance.

He now tried to meet his great master, Goethe. Not wishing to come
with empty hands, he had published a small volume of poems and fin-

ished a manuscript entitled "Contributions to Poetry with Special Refer-

ence to Goethe" (11). In this book he elaborated upon some problems of

aesthetics, attempting to prove his points by using Goethe's works as an
ideal model. He analyzed Goethe's novel. The Elective Affinities, showing
an understanding of Goethe's art which was unusually sharp if compared
with the misunderstandings to which Goethe was frequently exposed by
his contemporaries.

Eckermann's actual intellectual relationship to Goethe is of less im-

portance here than a dream^^ which he had dreamed eighteen months
prior to his first meeting with Goethe and which he reported in a letter

(19 December 1821) to his fiancee, Johanna (Hanchen) Bertram:

I dreamed during the whole last night [I was] at Goethe's; I

talked to him a great deal; I embraced his legs all the time; but he
wore thick underwear; he said he could not become warm otherwise.

He was already very old, but he loved me very much; from the pantry

he also fetched for me a handful of pears which he peeled, but only

around the stalk; I was to eat all of them, but I told him two of them
I wanted to take with me for my Hanchen in Hanover. I would get

there only by Easter, but they probably would last that long; the

second one I put into [my] pocket. He also introduced Ottilie's two
children to me; they were pretty and stout with fair curls and I

recited his verses to him: "that [you] bring for the father in the son

strong and handsome boys."^^ He thought it must read "nurse."^^

I asked him if he did not know his own poem better; it has to read

"bring"; whereupon he agreed with me. He wept about present

poetry; he said it lay on his heart too heavily; he would have to leave

soon, yet he has put his greatest hope in me and would now die easier.

I asked him what he thought of me, whereupon he answered that if I

went about it the right way I could at one time obtain fame equal to

that he has now, for my talent is not less than his. Although I was in a

dream, it nevertheless impressed me as exaggerated, but I delighted

14 This dream has been extensively discussed by Hitschmann (22) .

15 Ottilie von Pogwisch married Goethe's son August in 1817. Her two sons were

born in 1818 and 1820. In the poem from which the dreamed verses stem, Goethe

thanks Ottilie, whom he had known from childhood on, for her faithfulness in giving

him, the father of August, the boys. These verses refer to a conflict in Goethe about

his son. As will be seen presently, they also express some basic conflicts in Eckermann.
16 Du stillst, that is you nurse and Du bringstj that is you bring, sound similar in

German.
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in it internally and planned to do my share. I asked him how I

would have to go about it: he, however, said it was dangerous to tell

me that and left me in the dark about it. He then led the conversa-

tion upon other things and went with me into the garden. Also the

Grand Duke of Weimar and other great men were with him, but

these he left in the large hall where, when the door was opened, I

saw them from afar walk up and down; I was in his study and for

the longest time he was with me, although at times he went over to

the others.

In the age of Eckermann, which was innocent of psychoanalysis, the

unconscious could express itself more bluntly than nowadays when the

ego has received its warnings and must be more cautious in what it

reveals by symbols or secondary elaborations (Freud, 15). Furthermore,

it must be considered that Eckermann's dream was probably not dreamed

the way Eckermann wrote it to his sweetheart. Eckermann loved to

fashion his dreams into novelettes.!'^ It would be a challenging task to

speculate about which elements in his report are true dream elements and

which ones are imaginative elaborations. My guess would be that, for

example, the two verses by Goethe are part of bona fide dream elements

and that the latent dream thoughts centered around a conflict between

the female procreative capacity and female function of nursing.

The dream expresses jealousy of Ottilie. The poem from which the

dream quotes is one of those rather quiet poems which Goethe wrote,

poems which are, nevertheless, replete with incredibly delicate feelings

and with warmth. The dreamer quotes the verses, perhaps as a reproach

to Goethe, who had just been so nice to the dreamer. It is as if Eckermann

wanted to say: "True, you gave me your pears and expressed love for

me, but I know I cannot compete with your love for Ottilie, since she

gave you something which I never will be able to surpass." But Goethe

replies as if he wanted to say, "She did not bring them forth; she only

nursed them. And to feed a child does not transgress a man's capacity."

It is significant that the derogation of the woman is imputed to Goethe.

But this derogative attitude is expressive of the dreamer's fantasies and

wishes.

The dreamer persists in his aggression against Goethe and criticizes

him for his ignorance of his own poems. In real life, as will be seen later,

Eckermann's ambivalence against Goethe was warded off by displacement

upon a woman, but the early anticipatory dream reveals the genuine, pri-

mary ambivalence against the father substitute. This ambivalence is car-

ried further by the dreamer's letting Goethe speak of his impending

17 Cf. Eckermann's dream, to be reported below, which he dreamed after the pub-

lication o£ his Conversations.
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death. In Goethe's alleged mistake in reciting his own verses, a reference

to Goethe's old age may be seen, and it is important to mention at this

point that it was just this factor which Eckermann deleted in his Conver-

sations. From other sources it is known that at the time Eckermann knew
him, Goethe showed ample evidence of infirmity caused by old age, in his

mental as well as physical functions, but Eckermann's later book does not

include any reference to these weaknesses (Petersen, 34). This point will

be discussed later in greater detail, but here it may be said that whatever

the artistic gain might have been from concealing Goethe's infirmity,

Eckermann's anticipatory dream demonstrates that because of his am-

bivalence he had formed the unconscious imagery of a weakened Goethe.

Thus a description of those infirmities which he later had an occasion to

observe in reality would have coincided with the expression of his nega-

tive feelings, which were incompatible with his great affection for Goethe.

For a moment the dreamer puts himself into the place of the admired

ego ideal when he lets Goethe state that he, Eckermann, could earn the

same glory in time; that is to say, Eckermann would become in the future

strong and powerful and potent like the father. In general Eckermann

tried to keep his place, not daring to compete openly with Goethe. The
megalomanic component, however, so rarely absent in personalities of

some masochistic degree, can also be discovered in Eckermann. On July

7, 1825 he wrote to his fiancee from Weimar:

A few days ago a distinguished man arrived, as he assured me
only to become acquainted with me; he was full of my book [The
Contributions to Poetry] and he thought it excelled everything of its

kind. He is an expert of the first order, also a friend of Goethe's, who
invited him and gave him his portrait as a gift. Since this aestheticist

is also a distinguished composer .... he intends to treat music the

way I did poetry and to base his work upon mine, because he be-

lieves that these [laws] are undoubtedly laws which had to stand

unshaken forever [37, p. 46].

Here Eckermann boasts that people traveled to Weimar to see him
and not Goethe and that he had laid the foundations not only of poetry,

but also of music. This is one of the very rare occasions when Eckermann

came close to what he had expressed in a part of the anticipatory dream.

The dreamer becomes anxious over the possibility of becoming

potent like the father, and he rejects the idea of aspiring to the father's

place. He is supported by Goethe who outrightly declares that it is dan-

gerous to be in the father's position and protects the dreamer by conceal-

ing the way in which it can be accomplished. This sounds like the deriva-

tive of early reminiscences when the little boy might have asked his father

about the problem of procreation and his charitable progenitor protected
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him from dangerous knowledge. It also shows the dreamer in a position

of complete prostration before his idol, from whom he is separated by

an unbridgeable gulf.

The beginning of the dream shows Eckermann's feminine identifica-

tion in which, as so often in male masochists, the woman is equated with

the child. Significantly, Goethe gives him two pears. Eckermann embraces

Goethe's legs, which may stand for breasts or penis.^^ The pears, with the

emphasis on the stalk, may again refer to breast and nipple or to the

penis. The dream context suggests also that the two children should be

included in this series, as if the two breasts had been transformed into

two children.

Since the two grandchildren are connected with the two pears

(breasts) which the child imagined his father to have, the infantile theory

presented in this dream seems to be a variant of the frequent fantasy that

the child was made out of the penis which the mother had possessed

once upon a time. Here, the infantile theory seems to have been also that

the children are made out of the breasts which father had possessed once

upon a time. Thus it may be assumed that Eckermann transferred to

Goethe fantasies which originally had formed around his father, dead

for ten years at the time of the dream. In these fantasies, the father has

been transformed into a being in whom both sexes are united. He can

beget, give birth to, and nurse children. Such a being must, of course, be

omnipotent. What is demonstrated here, I believe, is not the omnipotence

of the father of the oedipal time, but rather survivals of the omnipotence

of the preoedipal mother, who has not been given up by the adult but

absorbed into the unconscious representations of the father. The fact that

Eckermann's parents were old, that the father had given him preference

over all others; that is to say, that the boy possibly was spared a phase of

competition and rivalry with his father—these may have been the exter-

nal reasons which favored such a development. The sexual differentiation

may be less conspicuous for the child when he is living with old people.

In Goethe, Eckermann found, of course, a partner who lived up to

all the specifications he requested. Goethe was seventy-four years old

when Eckermann met him. He had been a widower for seven years, and

the times when women had had supreme influence on his artistic produc-

tion had gone. His fame, the fascination of his personality, the atmosphere

of omnipotence surrounding him need only be mentioned here.

18 See Bergler and Eidelberg (2).

I have not discussed the meaning of the orality ^vhich is so predominant in the

dream. Eckermann's oral wishes were gratified later bv Goethe. He became a fi^equent

guest at his dinner table and emptied many a bottle of wine in his company; cf. his

letter to Johanna Bertram of 12 March 1824 (37, p. 31) : "At the table he shares so

much with me and gives me from his plate. . . . Goethe and I are drinking alone."
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It may be of interest to note the reason Eckermann gave his fiancee

for writing her the dream: "It was because of the two pears, whence you

may see that I thought of you also [when being] at Goethe's." This is

not only a further confirmation of the interpretation of the pears, but

also a sign that for Eckermann the primary function of the heterosexual

attachment was a protection against a homosexual surrender to an ex-

alted, idealized preoedipal object.^^

The first real meeting between Goethe and Eckermann could not

end otherwise than in awe and bliss.

We sat together for a long time in quiet, affectionate mood.
I gripped his knees, I forgot to talk, looking at him; I could not take

my eyes off^*^. . . . He gave the impression that he is rooted in himself

and that he is beyond praise and reproach. I felt indescribably happy
in his presence; I felt serene, like someone who at last sees gratified

his most cherished wishes after much pain and long hope.

In this short passage some elements seem to coincide with the early

"prophetic" dream; others are reminiscent of Eckermann's description of

the way he felt when, as a little boy, he drew the picture of the horse.

The voyeuristic element is pronounced. The narcissistic independ-

ence which Eckermann believed he perceived in Goethe—by experiencing

him as untouchable or unassailable by anything human—reflects the

projection of early narcissistic impressions and takes us back again to

preoedipal phases. The ambivalence is not noticeable; it has been silenced

by the real greatness and magnitude of the object before him.

Eckermann's destiny was decided at this first meeting. Paraphrasing

Freud, one may say that Goethe's shadow fell upon Eckermann's ego and

would never again let this ego go free.

Goethe was looking at that time for a collaborator who would edit,

order, correct, suggest and fill in where he had left a gap, and generally

19 The homosexual aspect of Eckermann's heterosexual relationship is suggested

by a dream he dreamed after his marriage to Johanna. He had been separated from

her for a short time when he wrote: "I am thinking that you have no other thought

but of me day and night, since this is what happens to me. I dreamed of you the whole

night—strange things, for you had simultaneously with me another [man]; I, however,

had the priority." (Eckermann to Johanna, 16 September 1833; 37, p. 126.) The mani-

fest content of the dream is suggestive of a far larger set of problems. There is a

masochistic component inasmuch as the dreamer shares his wife with another man.

But there also is an aggressive component against the rival, inasmuch as preference is

given Eckerman, the dreamer. The implied reproach of unfaithfulness against Johanna
is evident. The excessive ambivalence becomes clear when one considers the thoughts

with which the dreamer introduces the dream report; namely, that he had been think-

ing of her all day long.

20 Literally: 'T could not satiate myself in looking at him."
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take care of literary matters which in the short time left him the master

could not take care of himself. Eckermann was the ideal person for that

purpose, and he was given one task after the other. Each one he fulfilled

reliably and ably, his greatest contribution being his insistence that

Goethe should finish the second part of Faust and write the fourth part

of Dichtung und Wahrheit. Eckermann occasionally described how
Goethe appreciated his assistance. The following passage from a letter to

his fiancee, March 1, 1828, will show the intimacy and close cooperation

which prevailed between Goethe and Eckermann:

The following day, it was a Monday, I was at Goethe's for dinner.

He was happy that I wanted to render him aid again .... and that

he could converse with me about his works; many great things

would be achieved which, [if he were] alone, would weigh upon him
drearily and heavily. "Above all," he said, "my Wanderjahre lie on
my heart, as you know. I steadily worked at them last year and they

exist now in three volumes of manuscript, unfinished and with many
a lacuna. I have thought and worked so long about these topics that

they have lost life and interest for me. I can scarcely and [moreover]

don't wish to say where [something] is missing and what there still is

to do. Now it is my intention to give you these volumes. You will

study them; the composition will become clear to you; you will see

what I aimed at; and you will tell me what and where I still have to

do regarding it. We shall thoroughly discuss the matter [with each
other] ; the subjects will come to life again in me and thus in a few

months I shall easily and nimbly fill the gaps which you will notice

in these volumes" [37, pp. 80-81].

In return, how did Goethe compensate Eckermann for such valuable

and indispensable service? Goethe's budget was heavily burdened, and he

worried about the financial future of his descendants. He could not pay

a fixed salary to his assistant, who had to eke out a living by giving Ger-

man lessons to Englishmen who passed through Weimar and stayed for

an indeterminate length of time. Pages could be filled with the sufferings

and deprivations Eckermann underwent from the time of his arrival at

Weimar until his death. There were times when his justified fears of his

creditors made it impossible for him to return to Weimar, and he was

always in debt.

Goethe has been severely reproached by many historians for his

exploitation of Eckermann. A psychological analysis, however, will show

this interrelationship in a different light. Whether Goethe proceeded

consciously or unconsciously, I do not know, but the state of deprivation

and financial uncertainty was, in my opinion, the only one in which

Eckermann could have achieved that which he actually did achieve. He
was engaged to Johanna, a girl of his village, and was bound to marry
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her as soon as his finances permitted. A fixed salary or a steady employ-

ment would have led immediately to marriage, which would have inter-

fered with the process of constant identification which Goethe's young

friend was undergoing.

And did Eckermann really wish to marry at that time? He spoke and

wrote much about the employment he was seeking and the money he

would be earning, but tacitly he was conniving with Goethe to perpetuate

the condition of financial uncertainty which made marriage impossible.

How far active heterosexual strivings were developed in Eckermann is a

matter of speculation, but there is no doubt that with Goethe, Ecker-

mann continued to experience, or discovered again, the fascination which

had emanated from his father and which was stronger and more inten-

sive than that he found in any woman. Of course, there were attempts to

reconcile heterosexual strivings with his devotion and loyalty to the

father, but many a passage in his correspondence show^s that the self-

aggrandizement obtained from his intimacy with Goethe conquered any

active strivings toward the heterosexual love object. Thus he wrote to

Johanna on July 7, 1825, from Weimar (37, p. 44):

If you were with me, I could do twice as much, you would en-

courage me and urge me on, nor would I miss comfort and affection^i

if I had you close to me and I would have peace .... And yet

I would not want to go away from here. The happiness which I enjoy
through my ever closer relationship with Goethe is so great that

nothing in the world could ecjual it, just as Goethe himself does not
have his equal in the world. Higher and lower, men and women envy
me for this rare good fortune though they seem not to begrudge it.

As if he knew the price to be paid he writes later in the letter:

.... I do not see why I should torture myself any longer with solitude

and should not marry as early as possible .... It is not good to

wait too long and to be too apprehensive. . . . Too many doubts are

no good at all, for essentially every matter deserves scruples and
there is no situation in the world where good or bad luck could not
hit us.

In the same letter he draws an optimistic picture of the independ-

ence which he would achieve once he were married to her: "When you

are with me, then I will publish each year a new work and I am guar-

antor that it will be well paid."22

A few weeks later his conflict about Goethe and Johanna, the either-

or attitude and the ensuing inability to reconcile them, found an even

21 Behagen und Neigung.
22 Tewes (37, p. 46). For the continuation of this letter, see p. 296.
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more succinct expression. Thus he wrote Johanna on August 18, 1825

(37, p. 48):

Time passes from one week and from one month to another and
I do not see that I make much progress. This torments and alarms

me. My day is all too much chopped up, the few morning hours pass

by I do not know how. Now this one, then that one who wants to

talk to me, comes and deprives me of my time; often I am occupied

by Goethe for weeks, then after 10 o'clock my lessons start with the

Englishmen until 2. . . . My poverty is my misfortune, and over that

the best years of my life elapse in which, under more favorable cir-

cumstances, I would have wanted to bring forth quite different

effects.

I vaccillate between here [Weimar] and Hanover and do not

know really what I should choose. Here Goethe holds me and the

great culture which I gain from being close to him. My love for you
and your happiness draw me to Hanover. Likewise my passion to do
something and to distinguish myself before the world drives me back
to you and solitude, and I am certain that if I lived with you in the

country for a few years close to Hanover with the scholarship I have
now attained, I would produce many beautiful works in happy seclu-

sion and would make for myself the best name in the literary world.

Also I would earn the largest amount of money in this way, that is

certain.

All this remained fantasy. It is doubtful whether it ever was meant

seriously. I would surmise these were mere daydreams. He, of course, had

also to pacify the growing anger of his fiancee. The self-aggrandizement

which he gained by making himself a part of Goethe was, apparently, a

source of too great a gratification to be sacrificed.

One letter (8 Dec, 1826), in which he compares himself with Jacob

who served twice seven years to gain "the beautiful Rebecca," but had

the privilege of living in her house, contains the following passage:

I am always discontented at home and certainly I will not accom-
plish anything with my talent until your [care] surrounds me and
guides me to everything good and gives me serenity and comfort.
Napoleon accomplished the best when he was guided by Josephine.
Schiller wrote his best works when he had married [37, p. 65].

Interestingly he leaves out Goethe. It is true that Goethe's life would
not confirm this theory, but I am not certain that this was the reason for

Eckermann's omission. The underlying idea really is that if a talented

man married the right w^oman then he can accomplish the outstanding

thing. Napoleon, however, destroyed Germany, indirectly endangering

Goethe's life; Schiller rivaled Goethe's prestige.-^ Thus, in conjunction

23 Half a year after this letter Eckermann had a violent scene with Goethe's son,

who accused him of narrowmindedness, of having no sense of the beauty of Schiller's

literary creations. See Houben (23, pp. 278-295)

.
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with the benefits of marriage Eckermann mentions two names which

imply a certain degree of hostility toward Goethe. Marrying Johanna

meant destroying Goethe. But it must not be overlooked that in those

fantasies in which Eckermann anticipated marriage, the concept of the

woman is that of a superior being whose magic forces lead the man to his

accomplishments. Thus Eckermann prepared a constellation which would

permit a continuation of his relationship with Goethe within the frame

of marriage to Johanna if it ever should become reality.^'*

Yet to investigate these years of Eckermann's service to Goethe solely

from the point of view of Eckermann's psychology would be one-sided;

the constellation in his great partner's life must likewise be considered.

Goethe had reached a phase of prevalent sublimated homosexuality.

Two young men were working at his side. Eckermann was one, Soret (36)

the other. Eckermann's relationship to Goethe's literary work was par-

alleled by Soret's relationship to Goethe's scientific writings. He was a

type quite different from Eckermann—down to earth, practical, and

matter of fact. By no means unliterary, he served as Goethe's collaborator,

translator, and adviser when Goethe rewrote his great scientific treatise.

The Metamorphosis of Plants. Goethe needed both of them. One may
conjecture that Goethe's creations during his aging years would have

been different if he had not drawn new succor from the youth of both

young men. Despite his great admiration for Goethe, Soret preserved his

independence; Eckermann surrendered in a way which only a masochist

can accomplish when surrendering his masculinity to a beloved father

figure. But the process of surrender would have not been so smooth—as it

appeared on the surface, at least—if Goethe's seduction had not captured

him. It is reasonable to assume that Eckermann sensed the great attrac-

tion which he must have had for Goethe. Thus he not only derived the

pleasure inherent in his surrender, but also followed the temptation and

seduction which came from Goethe. Because Eckermann's masochism

fitted exactly into a void in Goethe's life, the co-operation between both

of them ran undisturbed and without ostensible conflict.

The ambivalence, unavoidable and necessarily excessive in a masoch-

ist, was drained partly into Eckermann's relationship with Goethe's son

and partly into his relationship with his fiancee, Johanna. Eckermann

24 One single denominator cannot be found which would suit the dynamics of this

complicated triangular relationship. One more passage may be quoted which shows

again the ease with which one object is replaced by another. "This, your total silence,"

he wrote to Johanna, 13 August 1824 (37, p. 37) "which you observe for eight weeks,

during which time I have written three letters .... would make me totally unhappy
and would deprive me of desire and peace for all work if I did not have some substi-

tute through Goethe's increased love and did not find some diversion in my witty,

serene intercourse with him."
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had met her in 1818 when he was twenty-six years old and she seventeen.

A year later he became engaged to her; he married her in 1831, These

twelve years of her engagement may be compared with a true martyrdom.

They would be married soon, she was told over and over again, but it had

to be postponed. Then again there were periods of despair on Ecker-

mann's side when he thought he would never be in a position to marry

her. She was condemned to watch her fiance refuse the most promising

offers, which easily would have provided all the means they needed. Early

after his arrival in Weimar, a London periodical wanted to pay him an

annual salary of 1600 thalers if he would accept permanent collaboration

and deliver each month sixteen pages of manuscript about modern Ger-

man poetry and prose. Yet Goethe procrastinated in giving his consent

and, when pressed by Eckermann, painted in such dark colors the effect

such work would have on him that Eckermann was happy about not

having accepted it.

A few evenings ago [Eckermann wrote to Johanna on 18 August,

1825. Tewes, 37, pp. 46-47] Goethe brought the conversation around
to you. He inquired after your health. I told him of your situation

and that I strongly contemplated bringing you to me. He asked me
not to take this step too rashly, but to improve my financial situa-

tion first-^ lest I brinsf both of us into distress. For, I should be able

to live here in keeping with my social position. I told him that we
would be leading a retired life and would restrict ourselves. "You
can't do this," he said, "because of your station and the general re-

spect which you are enjoying here. You can't retire from society, how-
ever you may try it." Then he spoke of beautiful clothes and that you
should have (and own) beautiful children who should always be most
elegantly attired.^^

The letter is possibly not quite reliable nor objective, since Ecker-

mann had to color his reports to Johanna when they concerned Goethe

and the job question. Nevertheless, one can perceive the basic stratagem

which Goethe might have followed in the matter of Eckermann's living

problems. The letter continues:

.... "You both are good people," he said then, "and your sweet-

heart must be very superior. I wish only that I could do something
for both of you." Now he disclosed to me the whole condition of

Weimar, his position as a minister and how his hands were tied

everywhere in view of the country's burden of debts and the small
means at his disposal. He went through everything with me most
openheartedly and confidentially. I told him that I never asked
[him] to do something for me since I supposed in view of his love

25 Meine biirgerliche Existeni besser zu begriinden.
^6 Auf das feinste hergehen.
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for me that he would have acted spontaneously if there were an op-

portunity. He told me that I was perfectly right in this as he had
pondered more upon my happiness than I could imagine. "I have
helped others to (obtain) a fortunate situation," he said, "who stood

not nearly so close to me as you. . .
." When I said I wanted to return

to Hanover, he did not want to advise this. He thought I would miss

the intercourse with witty and erudite men and that I wouldn't
attain a position there so quickly.

Initially Eckerman provided his sweetheart with elaborate reports

about his meetings with Goethe and all other events in Weimar. After

a time these communications became a trickle. It may have been that

Eckermann's intention of writing about his conversations with Goethe

made it necessary for him to take copious notes for his own use, restrict-

ing his materials for letters to his fiancee. But this change cannot be

overlooked as a renewed sign of Eckermann's ambivalence. The woman
was to be excluded from his relationship with the great man. There was

no use for a snooping woman in that area; so Johanna was deprived of

the last compensation derived from the exciting experiences which her

fiance had the privilege of encountering.

Also from 1826 on Eckermann was attracted by a young actress,

Augusta Kladzig. His feelings for her changed to passionate love when

he met her in tears the day before her father was to be buried. ^^ She felt

abandoned. She did not get along with her stepmother. Eckermann

stepped in as consoler and rescuer. However, he felt honor-bound to

Johanna and despite his passionate longing for Augusta he remained

physically faithful to his fiancee, thus rendering the years when he really

and fully loved and was loved a living hell. It was this crisis which en-

forced a temporary withdrawal even from the beloved master. He volun-

tarily abstained from seeing Goethe during July and August 1829, even

remaining away on Goethe's eightieth birthday. Thus he wrote to

Johanna on August 25, 1829 (37, p. 92):

.... My stay here becomes more disagreeable and loathsome for me
with each day, and I do not believe that it will change. ... I live

so alone that I have withdrawn even from Goethe, which is saying

much. . . .

27 The sudden switch from superficial infatuation to passionate love when he met
Augusta in tears because of her father's demise is most significant but cannot be dis-

cussed here in all its implications. It grew again out of Eckermann's psychopathology in

regard to his own attitude toward his father. I did not find any reference in Ecker-

mann's writings to any reaction his father's death may have provoked in him, but his

relationship to Goethe enforces the conclusion that he never had really gotten over

his father's death and that many trends in his biography also served the function of

denying his father's death.
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But such withdrawal was not the beginning of a rebellion. It was

rather a flight resulting from depression and irritability and perhaps from

the shame of being under the master's eyes in such a dejected condition.

Two months later Eckermann described a dream which shows that

the conflict of ambivalence was no longer overt but had been withdrawn

into his dreams. On 27 October 1829, he wrote to Johanna (37, p. 93):

I was with the King of Bavaria this night in [my] dream. Yet in

his figure he was quite different than I had seen him at Goethe's. He
was dressed like his first minister; but he limped, and his First Min-
ister did too. Besides, I was very intimate with his family.

Goethe was the First Minister of the Grand Duke. Limping is the

surest sign of recognizing the devil. Eckermann was at that time engaged

in one of his many hopeless affairs to better his living conditions. Goethe

had urged him to write long poems of eulogy for the King of Bavaria.

Eckermann toiled heavily under this assignment, but never got a cent

out of it. In the letter of 27 October he complained about not yet having

finished the poem. The manifest dream thinly covers aggressive impulses

toward Goethe, such as: "You, devil, do not only tyrannize me, but you

impose your will (appearance) on your master." Or "You, devil, are no

better than the King for whom I must toil." Revenge, derived from the

oedipal situation is intimated by the reference to his intimacy with the

family of the King.-^

Although Johanna seems to have lacked that sophistication and

erotic charm which Augusta apparently possessed to a high degree, she

had good common sense and did not lack realistic judgment. As early as

1825 she voiced the suspicion that Goethe's efforts to obtain a position

for Eckermann were weak because he did not want to see his assistant

married. She, of course, was right, but she could not conjecture that her

fiance was in the secret league with Goethe. How was it possible, then,

that the magic spell which had been cast over Goethe and Eckermann,

and which Johanna was forbidden and unable to pierce for twelve years,

was broken, so that Johanna could marry Eckermann on the 9th of

November, 1831, four and a half months before Goethe's death? There is

no conspicuous external reason observable. Eckermann's financial situa-

tion was still as miserable as it ever had been. His bride, though, had put

greatest pressure upon him and had described in heartbreaking words

the humiliation she felt when asked by friends about the wedding. One
factor which seemed to have facilitated Eckermann's decision to marry

was Augusta's impending departure from Weimar. A meeting of the two

women probably would have been beyond his endurance.

28 The dream likewise shows an attempt to shift the aggression from Goethe to the

Grand Duke of Weimar (see below) .
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Shortly before making the decision to marry, his old childhood

passion for birds seized him. At the end of March he bought a cross-

bill. He could not endure the solitude without having a living being

close to him. In a few weeks he had forty birds, of all sorts. In his last

letter to his sweetheart Augusta, three and a half months before marrying

Johanna, he wrote: "1 have no greater bliss than to feed a young bird and

to watch how it develops from day to day." When in the same letter he

expressed his regret that his sweetheart was not a boy so she could see

his birds of prey, he alluded to the psycholibidinal conflict underlying

the regressive process of these months. It served various functions: it

helped him to make the final break with Augusta. By clinging to an early

feminine identification, he made it possible for himself to bear the isola-

tion which became unavoidable if he wanted to break from Augusta at

all.-^ But also, it seems to me, the conflict served as preparation for ac-

cepting the idea of marriage. It was a regression with the aim at a new
beginning: that is to say, it served as an undoing. A well-regulated house-

hold and such passion for birds as Eckermann had are incompatible.

Eckermann knew that he must discontinue his aviary prior to Johanna's

moving to Weimar .^^ Thus he had a new reason for delaying the wedding,

since the small birds would become fledged only in the fall. In Goethe's

diary one finds the entry for 4 September 1831: "Dr. Eckermann, who had

renounced his passion for the birds." Around that time, evidently, Ecker-

mann gave new liberty to his captives. Eleven days later he informed his

friend Soret that he would marry "the beloved Hanoverian" in a few

weeks. Apparently the direct switch from Augusta to Johanna was im-

possible, while a switch from the birds to Johanna was possible after his

unfulfilled longing for Augusta had been dissolved in the joy he obtained

from mothering unfledged birds.^^

But whatever the reasons within his own individual life might have

been for feeling free to marry, above all looms the fact that Goethe's

creative superabundance had come at last to a standstill.

In August 1831, when the second part of Faust lay finished and

bound before him, Goethe said to Eckermann: "Henceforth I can regard

29 This is beautifully expressed in a letter to Johanna (29 August 1831) : "Do you

inquire after the beautiful Augusta? I have seen her scarcely three times throughout

the whole summer. My forty birds did not leave me any time but drew all my interest

to their cage. I saw her recently somewhere, at a window, whence she called to me and

came to the street in order to talk to me. It has been so long since she has seen me.

She is, however, a good creature who will please you."

30 Cf. Johanna's letter of 24 May 1831 (37, p. 118): "I, on the contrary have a

passion for nice flowers which do not make noise but, unlike the many birds, spread

a sweet scent in the room."

31 Did not his passion for Augusta flash up when he had a chance of replacing

father and mother for her?
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my (further) life as a pure gift, and now it is quite immaterial whether

and what I might still be doing" (12, p. 504). There is something ex-

tremely moving in this short remark. The man Goethe can be viewed as

an insignificant appendage to his creative demon. From early childhood

on an insatiable urge to create drove him and literally did not release

him for a moment. As human beings may be considered links from one

generation to another, appearing mere appendages to or executors of the

propagative function, so Goethe may be viewed as an insignificant ap-

pendage to a creative urge which made his life as unfree as that of any

other creatures whose instinctual demands make slaves of them. After

eighty-two years, the creative potential had at last been converted into

the poems, tragedies, novels, stories, essays, letters, sketches, scientific

papers and what not which are deposited in the 143 volumes of his works.

Eckermann had witnessed only the tail end of that creative hurricane but

enough of it to be overwhelmed by the hypnotic effect which radiates

from every genius and seizes him who is ready to live lovingly close to

a genius. When he heard Goethe's remark in August, 1831, which sounded

like a sigh of relief, he might have participated in it as he had participated

during the nine last years of Goethe's creative life. Goethe's ego was

finally released from the grip in which the coercion to create had held

him.32

After Eckermann had assisted in the final edition of the fourth book

of Dichtung und Wahrheit,^^ there was no task left. The demon who
had released Goethe had also temporarily released Eckermann, who now

was free to marry. Goethe was too old and probably too headstrong to

admit Eckermann's wife to his group. It was tragic that this woman who
had suff^ered so much because of Goethe did not even receive that little

reward which everyone who came to Weimar was eager to obtain, namely,

to be received by Goethe. An accidental meeting when she visited his

daughter-in-law was the only glance she got of the man who had deprived

her of years of tranquillity. Eckermann's marriage may have worried

Goethe for other reasons. In January, 1831, he made Eckermann the edi-

tor of his posthumous works and letters. Thus Goethe's literary inheri-

tance was given into Eckermann's charge, and Goethe must have known

that on the loyalty of this man partly depended the fate of his works

after his death. Did he fear that "Dr. Eckermann's imminent alteration"

(hevorstehende Verdyiderung), as he ambiguously called his wedding,

32 Because Goethe knew his demon and did not trust it, he had sealed the manu-

script of Faust with the firm intention of never opening it again, but in January, 1832,

the temptation was too great and he broke the seal in order to read from the manu-

script to Ottilie, his widowed daugher-in-law.

33 The last entry in Goethe's diary regarding Dichtung und Wahrheit is dated Oc-

tober 12. 1831.
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would disaffect the pupil? Or did Eckermann have a presentiment of

Goethe's death and, in abhorrence of the dawning void, try to escape

by marrying Johanna? And did Goethe perhaps sense the fears and pre-

occupations of his literary heir?

I said earlier that Johanna had become a substitute upon whom
Eckermann could displace his ambivalence toward Goethe. Eckermann

in turn let her verbalize some of the hostility he unconsciously felt toward

Goethe. Thus she wrote to him on December 22, 1830 (37, p. 110):

I always get annoyed when you say that you are very happy to

participate in Goethe's work. I am glad when you produce some-
thing of your own; we have often spoken about this and you your-

self were unhappy here about not being able to produce your own
work.2-1

This letter should be compared with a previous one (31 March 1826)

written by Eckermann to Johanna (37, p. 57):

If I only had you! So much I know: to wait any longer will spoil

everything ... I myself feel very well and I am living through
marvelous hours with Goethe.

Goethe's death in March 1832 did not bring about that change in

Eckermann's life which might have been expected. He remained bound

to Goethe's memory, and, if possible, Goethe, dead, held Eckermann in

a still firmer grip than Goethe, alive. Thus the rest of Eckermann's life

was occupied with preparing editions of Goethe's works, on one hand,

and writing the three volumes of his famous conversations with Goethe,

on the other. Yet the years from 1832 to 1854, when he died, are also

significant of the life of a masochist. His financial calamities took on

gigantic proportions. He started a court suit against his publisher, which

he lost. If a last-minute judgment had not saved him from having to pay

for the costs of the suit, his affairs would have taken a tragic turn. The

way he dealt with Goethe's heirs deprived him of an adequate financial

return for the invaluable work he did for the edition of Goethe's works.^^

None of the financial acumen he showed in gaining advantages for

Goethe's heirs was at his disposal where his own advantage was concerned.

As so often in the life of the masochist, destiny complements the

3-1 Johanna wrote often in that vein. See also letter of 20 January 1831. Tewes

(37, p. 115).

35 See Johanna's letter to Eckermann of February 2, 1831 (37, p. 116): "Will you re-

ceive a fee each time [a volume of Goethe's letters is published] or will that [the fee]

be not until after Goethe's death? Then you could wait forever!"
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masochist's secret conniving for suffering.^s In 1833 Johanna gave birth

to a dead boy, and in the following year she died, three weeks after the

birth of a surviving son.

Strange as it may seem, these tragic events, though quite upsetting

to him at the time of their occurrence, did not have a lasting effect, and

Eckermann was capable of finding relatively quickly a new equilibrium

despite their occurrence. His continuous unhappiness and unceasing com-

plaints stemmed from a different source, namely, the Weimarian Court's

insistence upon his living in Weimar. In those days it was the custom at

Germany's many Princely Courts to give pensions to those who had

proved themselves meritorious for the welfare of the State. Eckermann

definitely fell into this group. Even if his great service to Goethe had

not been considered, his having been the part-time teacher of the Grand
Duke would have made him eligible for a life-long pension. The Court

was ready to pay him a small pension, insufficient to pay his expenses at

Weimar, but quite enough for a comfortable life in his native province.

The Court insisted, however, on his living in Weimar. He had become

the last relic of the glorious past; he was to parade as the "famous Hofrat

Eckermann who had written the Conversations" and therefore was not

granted the privilege enjoyed by others of choosing the place where he

wished to consume his pigmy pension.

Eckermann hated the ceremonious Court life and had one longing

only, to return forever to Hanover and spend the rest of his life sur-

rounded by his beloved North German landscape. The Court's power

prevailed, and Eckermann was condemned to suffer under its yoke until

the end of his life. Eckermann's inability to deal with the Court in such

a way as to obtain a compromise which would provide him with circum-

stances suited to his wishes can be attributed to his masochistic ten-

dencies. This kind of distress was no longer attributable to the harshness

of destiny but was the result of Eckermann's secret conniving with the

superior powers of his masters, much as he had formerly succeeded in

postponing his wedding by a secret alliance with Goethe.

Eckermann's biography can thus be characterized as that of a man
who suffered nearly all his life long, who deprived himself of pleasure,

joy, and love, who failed in most of his undertakings, who provoked

ridicule and exploitation from his environment, who surrendered to the

forces in power whether these were represented by Goethe or the Court

of Weimar, and who remained fixated to a passive homosexual masochistic

36 See Deutsch (9) who describes the masochistic component in her patient's

neurosis. Despite hysterical features in Eckermann's neurosis, I think that his "fate

neurosis" took place on a level of deeper regression than that of Deutsch's patient.
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attitude: of his manifest sexual life nothing certain is known aside from

the short-lasting sexual relationship with his wife.

As far as biographical evidence can be relied on, it is not probable

that he had a sexual relationship with Augusta, the only woman for

whom he seems to have had passionate longings. The question of the

extent of Eckermann's sexual relations is not so important as the indica-

tions of the kind of relationship he actually maintained. Unless I have

overlooked other evidence, there is only one short sentence which could

possibly be interpreted as a clue indicating the existence of a masochistic

perversion. The sentence is from a letter he wrote to his fiancee in 1821

(37, p. 16) while he was a student at Goettingen. He had planned to

spend his vacation with his sweetheart when suddenly he was most desir-

ous of going to Dresden first, thus shortening his stay with her. He did

not feel free to go ahead and let her know of his change of plans but

went through long gyrations explaining why it would be advantageous

for him to go to Dresden now. It is a hypocritical letter. Evidently Ecker-

mann had made up his mind, but he appealed to Johanna to tell him
that he ought to go to Dresden:

It only depends on you, that you approve of it, that you, charm-
ing one, say: "Journey there in God's name!" and I will depart in

easel . . . [And then follows an enigmatic sentence:] Besides I feel

so well and have recovered so much that you will be pleased with me
once I am there. You then shall carry me also once around in the

parlour.3^

It is often a tricky matter to interpret passages in letters. They were

written to be read by one particular person only. In most instances, the

writer cannot possibly have had an inkling that others would ever pay

attention to his personal communications. The closeness of two people

breeds innuendos, allusions resulting sometimes in a language which is

the secret of the initiated. The passage in question may refer to a joke or

to a perversion, to a fantasy or to an incident concerning entirely differ-

ent people. If the passage may be taken literally, I would consider it

as a definite sign of a masochistic perversion in Eckermann's life, but

the context does not make clear in which direction the interpretation

should go. The passage is a foreign body. It comes as a surprise and is

not followed by any sentence which would shed light on its enigma.

There is, however, another passage in a letter of the same period

which, though on a different level, suggests the presence of masochistic

37 "Du sollst mich dann auch einmal in der Stube unihertragen." The context does

not reveal whether the German word, sollen, is meant here in the sense of you may,

will, shall, or must.
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fantasies. Once Eckermann asked his fiancee tor her frank opinion, writ-

ing:

.... Set boldly aside all unnecessary tact. Even Goethe repri-

mands sometimes and that in a way that the whole house thunders
and everything's trembles.

The fantasy here is that his fiancee should behave toward him as

aggressively as he had heard Goethe was wont to behave. It must be

remembered that Eckermann had not met Goethe at that time. How
strongly he identified the girl with Goethe can be seen from a sentence

he wrote in the same letter: "On the way I had nothing to think of but

of you and Goethe." His fantasy apparently was that he should be treated

by the girl as roughly as he imagined Goethe could treat him.

The mosaic which is formed shows us a man who was a moral

masochist and probably also a sexual one. This picture is strangely

eclipsed by Eckermann's one great work, the Conversations with Goethe

—a book of which Nietzsche says:

If [for a moment] one does not consider Goethe's writings and
particularly Goethe's conversations with Eckermann the best German
book that exists, then what really does remain of German prose

literature which deserves to be read over and over again? [31, ^109].

And later (32, #87), he wrote of "the few good books which will remain

of this century. ... I mean the memorial of St. Helena and Goethe's con-

versations with Eckermann."

A sociologist or historian might question whether or not a life re-

sulting in a book honored in such a way should be viewed predominantly

under the aspect of masochism. In other words, if from a life there comes

a work which was so highly esteemed, can such a biography then be

meaningfully measured with a yardstick commensurate with failure and
self-destruction? As valid as such a point of view might be in the fields

of sociology and history, it should not be applied in psychoanalytic in-

vestigations.'^ Social failure or success are no valid indices in a psychology

of action. Masochism, and moral masochism in particular, make their

appearance in two distinct forms. They may be hidden behind and con-

spicuously compensated by their very opposites. The defense against a

strong moral masochism may induce a person to seek compulsively—and

38 "everything" is the literal translation. The German word alles means here

"everyone."
39 See Laforgue (28, 29) . "That which is considered failure from a strictlv subjec-

tive point of view presents itself sometimes as a success from a social point of view"

(29. p. 81) .
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successfully—success. By identification with the defeated competitor, the

successful person may gratify his masochistic desires (Freud, 17). In such

instances the gross course of the life history would not betray the hidden

effect of masochistic tendencies. Scrutiny of more intimate documents

(diaries, letters), however, might suggest the presence of such instincts.

But even such indications may be missing and the masochistic under-

current would become explicit only in a psychoanalytic treatment. An-

other type may show the masochistic tendency more openly by a series

of failures and the sporadic occurrence of self-induced suffering, while

permitting himself the use of his talent in the service of great accom-

plishments either after his feelings of guilt have been temporarily pacified,

or when the dangerous masochistic tendencies can be warded off in and

by the act of constructive achievements.'^^ Eckermann, however, does not

seem to have belonged to either of these types. His life is overabundant

with instances where he willingly exposed himself to failure and pain.**!

Yet this is to a certain extent also true of his Conversations. The

financial gain, which he needed so urgently, was small, and the grief

he suffered in conjunction with the court suit against his publisher, the

excitement, and the loss of money were considerable. It seems that the

very act of creating the Conversations was in the service of a masochistic

wish fulfillment. But first a few words about the literary work itself. Even

if one does not go so far as Nietzsche in its praise, it is difficult to imagine

that any one could lay this work away without being greatly moved,

enlightened, and entertained. The Conversations read like an exciting

and absorbing novel. It is a perfect introduction into Goethe's house

and conveys impressions more penetratingly than the best newsreel ever

could have done; it draws a picture of the aging Goethe which is more

vivid than that obtainable from his diaries or letters. At the same time

the book unquestionably is carried by Eckermann's personality. It is not

a photostat, as one may infer from Heine's naughty Eckermann epithet:

the Goethe parrot.'*^

From contemporary documents such as Soret's conversations one

40 I believe that the examples adduced by Laforgue (28, 29) fall within this cate-

gory.

41 Quite a few incidents bordering on the ridiculous could be mentioned. When
the Grand Duke celebrated the jubilee of his accession to the throne, Eckermann col-

lected, corrected, edited, and published all poetical effusions dedicated to the Duke,

which were produced on this occasion not only in Weimar but also in all other places,

even the smaller villages of the Dukedom. This task threatened to surpass even Ecker-

mann's endurance, but he carried this horrible assignment to its end, hoping that this

act of loyalty would result in an office appointment and in some direly needed remun-

eration which had been promised by the Chancellor, the official editor. One copy was

printed but disappeared into the Ducal archives, unnoticed and unremunerated. The
Chancellor remained Eckermann's debtor forever and no appointment was forthcoming.

42 This was coined before the Conversations were published.
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knows that Eckermann deleted all the weaknesses and embarrassing frail-

ties of old age from which Goethe was not free in the last years of his

life, such as his falling asleep or his slips of memory. Eckermann, of

course, was a defender of Goethe, who was his personified superego.

Yet it would be wrong to assume that a petty defense of Goethe

against malevolent contemporaries was a principal or even important

motif for Eckermann. Early in their acquaintance he started to take notes,

and he soon told Goethe of his plan to publish a volume of conversations.

Goethe felt favorably inclined but postponed his permission for pub-

lication until it became clear that he wished the volume to appear post-

humously.

The conscious purposes which Eckermann had in mind when plan-

ninsf and writinsf his Conversations are obvious. He had been ambitious

from the time when he first became interested in art and literature. He
had made various attempts at achieving literary masterpieces but had

always failed. It was quite significant that he was totally lacking in self-

judgment. When he sent his poems to publishers, he seriously thought

they would find wide acclaim although it was questionable whether or

not they should be called even mediocre. Rightly, however, he thought

that the description of his experiences with Goethe, the conveying of so

many of Goethe's unpublished thoughts and statements, would capture

the interest of the international public. In reality, the sale remained far

behind what could be expected, and only after Eckermann's death did

his Conversations acquire the fame which they have kept until the

present.

In view of Eckermann's ambition to become one of the famous

literati, it is quite understandable that he tried to use the unique oppor-

tunity offered by his collaboration with Goethe. The great riddle is how
it happened that he acquitted himself so brilliantly of the task he had

set himself. From Eckermann's writings it is evident that he was a man
of mediocre—perhaps even less than mediocre—talents; nevertheless, in

this particular instance he achieved something that usually is reserved

for the true genius—which Eckermann, in my opinion, was not.

Strangely enough, Eckermann did not belong to that type of creative

personality which struggles for a long time with his creative demon and

then relatively late produces a masterpiece. ^^ One rather feels that aside

from his Conversations, Eckermann's writings are the correct expression

of his true endowment, that in the Conversatioris he raised himself

mysteriously far above his genuine talents. In order to appraise Ecker-

mann's achievement, it must be considered that several people, tempted

by their ambitions, tried without success that which Eckermann so bril-

43 Cervantes may have been this type.
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liantly executed. The Chancellor Mueller and Soret may be mentioned.

Their reports are of the greatest historical and psychological value—in

certain respects perhaps even greater than those of Eckermann—but they

cannot be considered works of art. The reports of Mueller and Soret are

soberly and conscientiously written, but they do not compel the reader

to empathy. They are the delight of the researcher because he can feel

fairly well assured that they are correct, an assurance he does not always

have with Eckermann's book.^^

After having mentioned Eckermann's relative lack of genuine liter-

ary talents, it is necessary to consider once more the perilous threat given

by Eckermann's masochism to such an undertaking as writing his Con-

versations. One would expect that just in this situation his masochism

would play him bad tricks. His general inability to achieve success, that

is to say, his tendency to manipulate reality in such a way as to let even

favorable situations end in failure, might alone have sufficed to interfere

with the accomplishment. Such an intricate undertaking as presenting

in book form conversations which cover nearly a decade requires the

interplay of manifold ego functions. One thinks of the labor of regularly

taking notes, of avoiding repetitions, of finding the right balance between

the presentation of the principal person, Goethe, and the reporter, Ecker-

mann, of excluding the trivial, of avoiding the indiscreet, etc. The under-

taking requires a particularly sensitive interplay of a particularly large

number of functions, all of which made Eckermann's task extremely

vulnerable to an excess of any libidinal or aggressive component instinct.

The temptation to express ambivalence by sentimental idealization

or concealed pettiness must have been great, but Eckermann steered safely

past these pitfalls. Despite unquestionable idealization he demonstrates

some of Goethe's weaknesses. Significantly he deleted, as mentioned be-

fore, those manifestations which were correlated with the impact of the

aging process, that is to say, those personality changes which are the

proximate effect of physical weakness. This tendency to idealize the physi-

cal aspect of Goethe becomes quite conspicuous at the end of the second

part of the Conversations, which may be called an apotheosis of Goethe's

dead body.

On the morning following Goethe's death a deep longing seized

me to see once more his mortal frame. . . . Deep peace and firmness

ruled the features of his august-noble face. The powerful forehead

seemed still to enclose thought. I had the desire for a lock of his hair

but awe prevented me from cutting it off. ... I was struck with

44 The historical correctness of Eckermann's conversations has been doubted by

Petersen (34) . Houben's (23, 24) definitive research about Eckermann makes it very

probable that the content of the Conversations is historically reliable source material.
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amazement about the godlike splendor of these limbs. The chest ex-

ceedingly powerful, broad and deep. Arms and thighs full and softly

muscular, the feet graceful and of purest form, and nowhere on the

whole body a trace of fatness or wasting and decay. A perfect human
being laid before me in great beauty, and the enrapture w^hich I

felt about it let me forget for moments that the immortal spirit had

abandoned such a frame.

We are back, so to speak, to the moment of Eckermann's mental and

spiritual renaissance, when he had drawn the perfect picture of the

horse. A father had gone again, but his existence was indestructibly ex-

tended by the drawing of a perfect picture. The regressive feature is in-

dicated by the book's ending-*^ with the idealization of the paternal body

by emphasis on the physical hallmarks of virility. Touching and moving

as this ending may be to the reader, the question of why Eckermann

described at all the physical appearance of the body is a valid one. A
psychological explanation, I believe, must lead to the early totemistic

impulse of the young boy. The aggression inherent in this impulse is

delicately indicated in the longing for cutting off a lock of hair.

A psychological root of the Conversations can be shown here. The

dead father was to be reborn by means of the son's monument.^*^ This

becomes particularly clear in Eckermann's dream^" of 14 November 1836,

nearly five years after Goethe's death, a dream he had shortly after the

publication of the first two volumes of his Conversations, when he pos-

sibly w^as planning a third volume. The dream is very long and will be

reproduced here only in excerpts.

The dream begins with Eckermann's meeting Goethe and his son,

August. It must be remembered that Goethe's son had died in Italy seven-

teen months prior to Goethe's death. Eckermann had gone with August

as a companion, but had left Italy earlier. Shortly after they had parted,

August died. The assumption is unavoidable that Eckermann had a feel-

ing of guilt regarding August's death. ^^ jj^ the dream he felt "a kind of

45 The third ^olunle of the Cniwersatious was written and published later.

•10 In the theories of the English school, the mechanism of restoration or reparation

plays a great role in artistic productions.

47 See Hitschmann (22) .

48 For Eckermann's ambivalence toward August and his feelings of guilt about

the latter's death, see Johanna Bertram's letter to Eckermann of 3 December 1830 (37,

p. 107) . She wrote: "To your first letter I must reply that I was astonished that you

were so deeply moved by young Goethe's death. While you were here you had been of

the opinion that it would be a blessing for the family if he did not return." Johanna's

dislike of Goethe made her keen in discovering traits of Goethe's ambivalence also.

Eckermann had -ivritten her about how Goethe had received him when they met the

first time after August's death: "He stood upright and firm and he clasped me in his

loving arms. I found him perfectly serene and quiet; we sat down and talked immedi-

ately of intelligent things and I was extremely joyful to be again with him" (37, p.
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shamefulness" because he had not paid any visit to Goethe for four years

and because "despite my repeated dreams of him, I had given credence

to the general rumor that he is dead." After Goethe and Eckermann had

expressed their feelings of joy about seeing each other, the dreamer could

not refrain from mentioning the general rumor of Goethe's having passed

away.

"People believe," I exclaimed laughingly [to him], while taking

him by his hand, "you are dead; I, however, have always said that

it is not so, and now I see to my great delight that I was right. You
are not dead, are you?" "Foolish people," Goethe replied while look-

ing at me archly, "Dead?—Why should I be dead!—I was on jour-

neys! Meanwhile I have seen many countries and people; in the last

year I was in Sweden. "^^

In the dream, dying is conceived of as a shameful process, eliciting

embarrassment in those who are subjected to it and those who know of it

and have survived. Eckermann is here in conflict over the one great

limitation which is inherent in the primal father, namely, the limitation

of the primal father's life span, which the child tries to exclude by the

deification of the primal father. Some patients equate the process of

growing up with a concomitant shrinkage of the primal father. For them

it is not a matter of conviction or feeling—the two processes are absolutely

identical. The only existence imaginable for them, therefore, is that of a

little child. This equation of the growth of self with the concomitant

shrinkage of the father, leading ultimately to his death, is also a com-

ponent of the ego of the masochist. The correlated repressed desire to

destroy the primal father will not be discussed here. Suffice it to say that

Eckermann had witnessed the catastrophe of the primal father's death,

that apparently he had experienced this catastrophe as a shameful sign

100) . In reply—probably also to this description—Johanna answered in the same

letter: "The way you found the Goethe family I could have predicted, in view of the

circumstances well known to me."
19 It would be a challenging task to investigate the dream element "Sweden." Why

did Eckermann let Goethe make a trip to Sweden? Sweden appears once in the Con-

versatio7is, in a letter written by Humboldt to Goethe in which he describes the last

days of the Grand Duke of Weimar. Among the many things which the Grand Duke
had discussed with Humboldt, twenty-four hours before his death, were some minerals

from Sweden. Goethe had a type of relationship to the Grand Duke which might have

reminded Eckermann of his own relationship to Goethe. But the word "Sweden" played

also a great role in Eckermann's life manv years later—in 1843. It was the word Sweden

(wrongly printed in a copy instead of Swabia—Schweden vs. Schwaben in German)
which aroused his suspicion against his publisher and led to the unfortunate court

suit which brought so much damage to Eckermann. There is a faint possibility that

Eckermann might have already had that copy in his hands in 1836. Further research

may make Sweden an e.xtreraely important dream element.
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and proof of Goethe's weakness. Since the masochist cannot admit to

himself that he is superior, it must be denied that the primal father is

dead.

Thus, as soon as Goethe, his son, and Eckermann have agreed in the

dream that death has no part in Goethe's life, Eckermann continues:

"But above all before we continue to talk, what do you have to

say about my Conversatiojisf You ha\e, no doubt, read the book and
I am, as you can imagine, extremely anxious to hear from yourself

what you are thinking of it."

As can be easily expected, Goethe is full of praise:

"Indeed a very intelligent man even declared that my personality

appears more to its advantage in it than in my own writings. He
wanted to hear from me the solution of [this] puzzle, whereupon I

replied that it came from the Southern illumination."

Such critical astonishment about an event in a dream always refers

to dream thoughts replete with criticism, as Freud demonstrated. What
"Southern illumination" means can perhaps be guessed from the second

part of the dream, when Eckermann found himself with Goethe and his

son at a broad stream. That part of the dream ends with Goethe and

his son going by boat southeast. It is clear from the context that this

symbolizes the voyage to the next world. South perhaps symbolizes death;

August actually died in Italy. The dream passage could be interpreted

as Goethe's saying that Eckermann's Conversations present him in a bet-

ter light than his own writings because they concern a deceased person

and not a living one.

This hint might cover a score of quite aggressive thoughts. It sounds

as if Eckermann is saying that from Goethe's writings one learns what

kind of person the real Goethe was in his lifetime—of his foibles, weak-

nesses, and vices; that is was necessary for Goethe to die and to be reborn

in the Conversations as that luminous, ideal, purified being. If my in-

terpretation of the meaning should be correct, "the Southern illumina-

tion" would cover up that point in the dream where the aggression

against Goethe enters. From the analysis of masochists it is known that

masochism also serves to ward off a direct attack against the very person

to whom the masochist surrenders. Yet in the manifest content of this

dream the attack does not emanate from the dreamer but from Goethe,

who speaks disdainfully about himself.^o By letting Goethe admit the

superiority of Eckermann's presentation, the dreamer camouflages any

indication of aggressive feelings on his own part.

50 Cf. Eckermann's anticipatory dream.
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The desire to incorporate the dead father and to give him an ideal

shape by rebirth is, of course, not a purely aggressive impulse, but also

one of love and affection. The intolerance of the imperfections of the

primal father is based on the early narcissistic attitude of the child. It

is the expression of an attitude which can be described as follows: I

want to love you on my own terms. If you are not of such kind that I

can love you, then I will reshape you in the way I need in order to be

able to love you.^^ It is the unfortunate fate of the moral masochist that

he can love only when the love object is of overpowering excellence.^^

Eckermann's Conversations breathe a passionate craving for the over-

powering excellence of the object. In other books of that sort about

Goethe one notices the writer's attempt to be objective, and therefore

the passion is missing. If Eckermann had shown his hero by indulging in

a cheap, black-and-white technique, he would have been expressing his

ambivalence very crudely; no reader unless very naive would lay the book

aside without the remark that no man could have been of such excellence.

In reading the Conversations, however, the impression becomes inescap-

able that Goethe must have been exactly as Eckerman lets the reader see

him. The synthesis of realism and idealistic presentation may be one of

the factors which creates the fascinating effect of the book. A phono-

graphic and photographic technique would never have created this effect,

as stenographic records of conversations demonstrate.

One of the ironies of Eckermann's contemporary and posthumous

fame has been that the Conversations have come increasingly to be re-

garded as a work by Goethe rather than by Eckermann (23, Vol. I, p. 369).

Only the historian knows how great Eckermann's contribution really

was. As Marie Bonaparte (3) has shown, from the reactions shown to a

given work of art conclusions can be drawn regarding the unconscious

meaning of that work.-''^ This is important in considering Eckermann's

artistic standing. Aside from the connotation of subservience and submis-

sion, which the word "Eckermann" has acquired in the German language,

most of his contemporaries, and just the most talented, thought Ecker-

mann's contribution to the Conversations small, believing him to be a

51 Cf. the childhood episode of the drawing of the horse.

52 The recoil of that overpowering excellence upon the subject and its crushing

effect must not be overlooked. See Eckermann's letter to Goethe of 12 August 1829 (37,

p. 372) : "I have made progress with my poems, but unfortunately I have not yet fin-

ished. Through the long intercourse with you my idea of the perfect has so much risen

that my practical capability [ausubendes Vermogen] somewhat suffices only when my
physical powers are entirely [restored]." Since Eckermann was most of the time beset

with physical complaints, this amounts to saying that his acquaintance with Goethe

made it impossible for him to be productive.

53 Maiie Bonaparte demonstrated this point in the instance of Baudelaire's reaction

to Poe's work (3, pp. 669-695).
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narrow person. Strangely enough, one oi them apologized for his error

in judgment after Eckermann had published a collection of aphorisms.

In the context of Eckermann's life, it is particularly striking that his

great work was written in such a way as to give his contemporaries the

impression that he was a limited person.

The history of Eckermann's prestige may mirror a fundamental

process which w'as involved in the production of the book itself, one

which must be called masochistic. Eckermann was, so to speak, twice

devoured by Goethe, once when he decided to stay in Weimar and a

second time when he wrote the Conversations with such brilliance as to

create the impression that his book had been written by Goethe. Satis-

factory as this may be from the artistic point of view, it nevertheless

points to psychopathology. My reasoning, derived from the reaction which

the reader of the Conversations so often has, may appear inconclusive.

Yet it must be profoundly significant when an author so ambitious as

Eckermann writes a book which is crowned by international success but

which commonly makes the reader feel the author to be an inferior

person.

One may regard this as an uncanny achievement of a profoundly

masochistic person. The moral masochist struggles against his fate. Ecker-

mann desperately, but vainly, fought against the Goethe-parrot-myth. He
also fought against being devoured by the living Goethe.^'*

Yet this struggle must not be overrated. The moral masochist often

puts up a sham fight against what appears to be his destiny. He wants

to make certain that his ill-fate is not desired or arranged for by him.

This somewhat exhibitionistic sham struggle is usually conducted in a

provocative way, which rather seals the masochist's fate than improves

it. When all these facets are put together, it appears that Eckermann was

suffering from an excessive masochism, not only in his relationship to

women and superiors, but also, and primarily, in his relationship to

Goethe. Without such masochistic wishes, he possibly would not have

been able to achieve the Conversations. He destroyed himself spiritually

by creating the impression that he was an inferior person; he increased

the German vocabulary to the extent that his surname came to be used

to signify a person who has only the ability to collect the utterances of

another, being incapable of originality on his own score. -^^

s-i One gets an inkling of this struggle in a reply of Espcrance Sylvestre to a lost

letter by Eckermann. See Hoiiben (23, \'oi. I, pp. 578-579) . See also Johanna's letter to

Eckermann of 22 December. 1850 (37, p. 110).

55 A person may be too modest to compare himself with Goethe, but he will not

hesitate to state under proper conditions that he has found his Eckermann. It would
be wrong to assume that the task Eckermann tried to accomplish made this unavoid-
able. A comparison of Eckermann and Boswell will tend to prove this. How differently
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The theoretical deliberation which I have propounded in this paper
may easily meet objections. One of the arguments which may be raised

is that Eckermann's relationship to Goethe was not of a masochistic

nature. To be sure, so far as I had access to published documents I found
fewer complaints by Eckermann relating directly to Goethe than one
might expect from a moral masochist. There was scarcely anything about
which Eckermann would not complain except his direct relationship to

Goethe. ^56 This may suggest that he actually had succeeded in warding
off partly his excessive masochistic tendencies within this area, reserving

here an island of relative happiness, satisfaction, and success.

Since Eckermann succeeded in keeping this relationship free of maso-

chism—the reasoning of those who wish to dispute my thesis will con-

tinue—there is no further question to be asked about his writing the

Conversations, but only how he managed to free himself of masochism
in the relationship which was the most important in his life. Evidence

for the contention that Eckermann succeeded in keeping his relation-

ship with Goethe clear of masochism might be found in his childhood

history. His relationship to his father seems to have been an especially

happy one. No direct reference in the report of his childhood indicates

that masochism played a particular role in his early years. Thus one might
say that in surrendering affectionately to Goethe, Eckermann followed

the precedent of his father relationship. The masochistic tendencies would
have been fully gratified in his dealings with the Duke and the Court
and in his sexual deprivations. One could also think of a split in the

father image: Goethe being the good father, and the Duke the bad, pun-

ishing and exploiting one. Toward the one, then, all affection and love

would be turned, while the other would be used as the source of humilia-

tion and deprivations.

An opponent of my views adduced above might further point out

that the fantasy of generating a superior father (successfully made real

in the two instances of the horse and the Conversations) again helped

to ward off the danoerous masochism; and might envisage the series of

mechanisms working approximately in the followmg way: there would
be a displacement of masochistic goals from Goethe to the Duke; there

would be a displacement of libidinal cathexis from the father to the

did Bos\vell emerge from his struggle with Johnson. There are many who after the

perusal of the Life still "attribute Johnson's greatness entirely to the skill with which

Boswell painted his portrait" (Askwith, 1) , a conclusion which mutatis mutandis

nobody would ever reach after the perusal of Eckermann's Conversations.

56 I do not know to what extent this broad statement deserves a qualification. In a

letter of 20 January 1831 (37, p. 115) Johanna tried to convince Eckermann of the

hopelessness of his situation in Weimar and reproached him for not doing anything

regarding his own work. Then she continued: "You do not find the composure neces-

sary for your own works, yet you do for Goethe's affairs. When you were here you

promised with certainty that you would not do anything for him again but only for

yourself alone; unfortunately, however, you kept your word badly." Did Eckermann

make such a promise once in order to appease his fiancte or did he verbalize in that

instance thoughts he often had had? Is it permissible to deduce from this one promise

that consciously he suffered by his affiliation with Goethe and that his hymns of praise

were an attempt to deny to the world his conscious sufferings?
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totem horse in childhood and from Goethe to the ConversatioJis in adult

years, respectively. Both displacements would result in an attitude of "I

do not need you" toward the real objects. The passive relationship, thus

purified of masochism, would then be converted into an active one: "I

will re-create you in a more beautiful form than you ever have been."

The purification of masochism by displacement and the substitution of

activity for passivity would then have created an area which permitted

the ego to be creative in conformity with its own desires and potentialities

on the one hand and the exigencies of reality on the other. This way of

reasoning is quite appealing. If Eckermann's relationship to Goethe had
been a predominantly passive homosexual one and free of masochistic

tendencies, it would be no clinical problem when he succeeded in cre-

ating a worthy monument for his beloved friend. The clinical observation

that production deteriorates when the work relationship is burdened by
masochism would then find no application in this instance.

Appealing as this reconstruction of the dynamic process is, I believe,

nevertheless, that it is not adequate. However, I must concede that the

discussion is impeded by the lack of knowledge of what Eckermann's

fantasies were. One is forced to refer to actual clinical experiences, which

in turn do not coincide precisely with Eckermann's psychopathology.

Furthermore, just in discussing Eckermann's life history, one becomes

painfully aware how difficult it still is to differentiate passivity and maso-

chism. It seems to me that this differentiation is far more difficult in men
than in women. 5" Loewenstein (30) differentiates an active and a passive

phallic phase. No doubt passive phallic w'ishes are a part of the normal

sexual development of boys. I think, however, that we do not have two

distinct phases but rather two instinctual goals coexisting in the early

phases of libidinal development. External infiuences, especially measures

of bodily hygiene tend to augment the passive phallic tendencies; thus I

believe that the frequent observation of an early passive phase which is

followed by an active phase is an artefact produced by external influences.

Although phallic passivity is normal in the boy's development, it seems

that extreme passivity in men presupposes the existence of excessive maso-

chism. This is in contrast to women, where even high degrees of passivity

do not presuppose abnormal masochism. In each male patient in whom
passivity played a major role, I could discover the conscious or uncon-

scious wish to be a little boy or a woman. The fantasy of being a little

boy seems to be implied in the following passage in Eckermann's letter

to Johanna of 31 March 1826 (37, p. 57):

Besides I must remark—which I had wanted to tell you earlier—that

I am always the youngest in all these gatherings of scholars, poets

and highest ci\il servants.

57 Cf. Helene Deutsch (10)

.
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Usually the little boy and the woman are equated; they are con-

sidered as castrated objects, and this constitutes their identity.^^ In all

these instances, unconscious wishes for intercourse with men, for being

treated like a woman, could be found. Hence, it must be concluded that

the peak of passive wish fulfillment in men results in the wish to be

castrated and to be treated by men like a woman. This wish is a maso-

chistic one. Whereas excessive passivity does not necessarily interfere with

feminine development nor generate a correlated excessive masochism, in

men excessive passivity must lead to strong masochistic wishes.^^

This clinical observation makes me seriously doubt that Eckermann's

relationship to Goethe can be considered solely a passive one without

assuming that strong masochistic unconscious fantasies played their part.

Eckermann literally sacrified his masculinity for the sake of serving

his ideal master, and this can be accepted as a clinical proof that corre-

sponding fantasies must have been present. The defense mechanism of

giving birth to an ideal child identical with an ideal father is again highly

eroticized and coincides with well-known masochistic fantasies (Freud, 19).

Likewise I believe it would be erroneous to reduce Eckermann's relation-

ship with Goethe to a homosexual one. The homosexual component cer-

tainly was strong and such material could be adduced to demonstrate

this point, but I think in view of the foregoing this is not necessary.^^^

The homosexual component is usually cjuite strong in the masochist if

for no other reason than that of the narcissistic core of the disturb-

ance. The homosexual component would by no means explain the self-

destructive elements which played such a great role in the Eckermann's

subservience to Goethe.

Life is, indeed, a strange thing [he wrote once about himself].

Today you free yourself from a heavy burden, which has oppressed

you for a long time; you breathe freely and believe yourself secure

forever and then because of a trifle you feel again the pressure of an
equal burden. It is a rolling stone which comes to a standstill every

moment and which always wants to be lifted again. [37, p. 327].

Here the outlook of the moral masochist is clearly verbalized. A
strong homosexual component, of course, was one of the prerequisites of

the spiritual serfdom to Goethe in which Eckermann lived, but it was

the masochistic component which gave that serfdom its specific coloring

58 This general statement needs a qualification. In all such instances women were

divided in two groups: one having a penis and the other being deprived of it. There-

fore the little boy was equated only with the girl without a penis.

59 I want to stress that this is not necessarily true of the boy, but only of the adult.

60 See particularly Eckermann's letter to Johanna from Italy of 21 June 1830 (37,

p. 99) .
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and which laid the foundation for Eckermann's writing the Conversa-

tions. Johanna wrote Eckermann on 30 January 1826 (37, pp. 67f.):

I would like to know with what you are occupying yourself?

And what you are about to do with Goethe. Is it not possible for

you to let him languish until you have successfully accomplished

something, and, as I believe, you are always being disturbed again

by Goethe's requests and demands. Of honor you have now enough

in Weimar and I also would like that your reputation spread further.

But if you ahvays continue to work for Goethe, you will stand still

where you are and I must conclude from this that you will not start

anything for my sake. This is what gets sometimes into my head and

makes me restless. For your kindness towards him Goethe pays you

nothing but honor; he does not think of me or of your social future.

"To let him languish" was just the one thing Eckermann could not

do. His tie was predominantly masochistic. If Eckermann had had enough

stamina to let Goethe languish, as Johanna so reasonably requested, he

would not have been the proper person to write his Conversations.

He would have written a book in which the reader is always con-

scious that he is receiving the author's impressions and not a book in

which the reader forgets the author completely. Just because of his maso-

chism, Eckermann was particularly touchy about this point. He rightly

took offense when his critics claimed he was an insignificant personality

and was lacking in productivity,^! meaning that there was nothing of his

own in the Conversations. He replied:

If one would have open eyes for that which I have accomplished

in my Conversations ivith Goethe, he would gradually become of

another opinion about me. For, how could I have written without

productivity a book which has life and which could not have sprung

[only] from memory and insight. And further, if I could be such

an insignificant personality as some believe, how then could Goethe,

when passing through my mind, have held [his own] and kept his

dignity and his greatness, both of which one concedes to the book.

Eckermann's fight to be acknowledged as a productive personality

betrays an attitude significant of the moral masochist. By showing con-

spicuously attitudes which are related to his masochism, he forces others

to make certain assumptions regarding his personality. Yet when attention

is called to these traits, the masochist usually reacts with rage.*^- It was

61 Letter to Varnhagen of 22 June 1836; Houhen (23, Vol. 2, p. 171)

.

62 A little incident will demonstrate this. At the centennial of Goethe's anniversary

the landlord in whose house Eckermann was lodging in Weimar fixed an illuminated

transparency with the following verse over the entrance:
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not owing to a basic misunderstanding that the word "Eckermann" was

incorporated into the German vocabulary with a pejorative connotation;

language often preserves an emotional implication which was once well

justified. Both an objective evaluation of the Conversations and historical

research prove that Eckermann was "a productive personality." But his

productivity was limited. He could produce only in a situation which

permitted him a gratification of his moral masochism. One can be rea-

sonably sure that if a series of coincidences had not led him into the

position he held with Goethe, not even the historian of German literature

would know his name today. The limitation under which his productivity

smarted makes him essentially different from the genius, although the

genius also has his limitations (which are, to be sure, not so specific as

those of Eckermann) and although Eckermann was capable of creating

a book worthy of a genius. In summarizing I would therefore repeat that

Eckermann's relationship to Goethe was a masochistic one, that his writ-

ing of the Conversations repeated the self-destructive tendencies signifi-

cant of his relationship to the idealized object, and that the gratification

of these self-destructive tendencies was a prerequisite for his achieving the

literary excellency which is surprising in view of his consistent mediocrity.

Here, however, a point must be raised which qualifies the diagnosis

of moral masochism in Eckermann. There are many persons who offer

refuge to persons like Eckermann. The fact that Eckermann selected the

greatest contemporary mind as the object of his moral masochism speaks,

on the one hand, for the magnitude of his strivings (the shrinkage of one's

own personality is in direct proportion to the power and greatness of the

object of prostration) and, on the other hand, for a certain resourceful-

ness in finding compensations. An out-and-out masochistic personality

may easily squander himself by prostration before an unworthy indi-

vidual, thus depriving himself of the narcissistic aggrandizement which

is inherent in the service rendered to the truly great ones.

The fact that Eckermann was capable of producing a great book

by using his excessive masochism may suggest that the range of people

who are capable of artistic production is far greater than is commonly

assumed. It is possible that if a certain drive encounters a certain situa-

tion, the ego is forced into artistic creation, I would like to compare this

situation with one which is well known. Even when the sexual function

is severely injured, by traumata or constitutionally, there are in almost

Here lives the decent Eckermann
Whom Goethe often received with joy.

How he wedded Goethe's spirit

He has told in "Conversations."

When Eckermann returned from the celebrations going on in Weimar, he noticed the

verses. He ran up to his room and tore the transparency to pieces.
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all instances particular situations in which it is temporarily restored. It

may sound strange to compare a biological function with an artistic one.

However, the artistic function appears to be as close to the drives as it

is to the ego. Art, after all, is as ancient as man himself and one may
assume that in every man there is a potential store of artistic creativity.

I believe that this conclusion is permissible when one observes how in

one instance, at least, an excess of moral masochism, this greatest enemy
of the ego, was put into the service of the creation of a literary master-

piece.

The very surprising possibility that less of moral masochism might

have made it impossible for Eckermann to write the Conversations trans-

gresses the psychology of instincts and is a question which pertains to the

psychology of art.
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MELGARSH—THE STUDY OF A TODA
POLYANDROUS FAMILY

H. R. H. PRINCE PETER OF GREECE AND DENMARK,
Ll.D., Hon. M.A.

Frai

Introduction

When, in 1936, I had finished both my psychoanalytical and my
anthropological studies (the first in Paris, France, with Dr. R. M. Loewen-

stein, and the second at the London School of Economics with Professor

B. Malinowski), I decided to set out into the field and to do my research

work upon a community whose social customs, especially in the matter

of family organization, differed as much as possible from those prevailing

in the West. My object in choosing such a human society was twofold.

From the psychoanalytical point of view, I wanted to investigate the

degree of universality with which the clinical findings of Freudian psycho-

analysis were invested; from the anthropological standpoint, to make use,

if possible, of modern psychological discoveries in order the better to

understand that which so far had been looked upon as aberrant socio-

logical structures.

I thus made up my mind to study some polyandrous society—one in

which a woman is married to more than one man at a time—and India

being the region of the world where this family organization is the most

prevalent, together with my wife, I traveled out to that country, over-

land, by car, from Europe. After an initial stay of six months in the

Himalayan foothills and on the plateau of western Tibet (where poly-

andry is widely practiced), we next moved down to the Madras Presidency

in the south of the subcontinent in order to work among the people of

the Nilffiri mountains and of the south-west coast of Malabar. Another

six months with the Todas in the above-mentioned mountains and only

one month unfortunately by the sea completed these first attempts of

mine at the field work of my choice. World War II broke out in Septem-

ber 1939 when we were in Tellicherry, north Malabar, and we had to

327
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interrupt our stay abroad and return home in order for me to join the

army.

Ten years later, having survived the hostilities, we returned to Mala-

bar in order to start afresh where we had left off. During the whole of

1949, we were in south India, first in Travancore-Cochin and the Wal-

luwanad taluk of Malabar, then in the Nilgiris again for another six

months, and finally, after the monsoon, in south Malabar for another

short period until the winter, when we moved north, once more to the

Tibetan border, but this time to Kalimpong, in the Darjeeling district.

This paper is an account of my findings among the Todas of the

Nilgiris. It contains not only the knowledge which I have been able to

gather of the tribe in general, but also, and more specially, the observa-

tions made over a period of months on one single Toda polyandrous

family. I specially concentrated my research work on the one family

called Melgarsh because, apart from the fact that it was particularly

suited, as will be seen in what follows, for the study of polyandry, this

seemed to me the best method by which to obtain an insight in depth

of the psychological idiosyncrasy of so curious a form of the otherwise

generalized human institution of marriage. From the conclusion that I

give at the end it will be seen that although I was to a large extent

amply rewarded in my investigation and obtained, I believe, results that

justified my expectations, much remains to be discovered still and by an

even more penetrating way of proceeding, provided the field worker is

in a position to follow it.

I. The Todas of the Nilgiris

The mountainous district of the Nilgiris is situated in the state of

Madras, south India. Its name, which means "Blue Mountains," is de-

rived from the fact that, seen from the plains below, the nearly 9,000 feet

range of peaks that constitute the highest point reached from north to

south by the Western Ghats, appears in a blue (bleu horizon) haze when
observed out of the rainy season. From the capital of the district, Ootaca-

mund, seat of an administrator called the Collector, excellent motorable

roads lead out on what is really a plateau of grass-covered downs, inter-

spaced with woods growing in the numerous folds of the grounds and

known locally by the name of sholas. The scenery is very beautiful, and

the climate excellent, the European residents of Madras, ever since

the beginning of last century, making use of the station as one to which

to escape from the insalubrous weather of the lowlands.

It is on this plateau that the majority of the Todas live. Their

houses, built of slit bamboo and thatched in the shape of a half barrel,
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with a door barely two feet high through which to crawl, are distributed

in small groups called munds (in Toda, niad^) all over the grass downs

and generally close to the sholas. Men, women and children all wear the

same clothes—a sort of big cotton wrap called a putkuli, white in color

with broad black and red stripes on its edges sometimes enhanced by

embroidery. The people are of a fine physique, generally taller than

most Indians, the men with a heavy crop of hair and profusely bearded,

the women with hanging curls and small plaits, elaborately tattooed on

shoulders, arras and feet, in imitation of necklaces, bracelets and bangles.

The tribe is a dying one; there are only some 488 Todas (1949), the

excess of death over births being in the neighborhood of ten a year. (See

Appendix 1 for a census taken personally by me in 1949.) They appear

to be a very ancient people, whose origins are not really known, different

in appearance, customs and traditions from any other neighboring tribes

(Badagas, Kotas, Irulas and Kurumbas) as well as from Tamils, My-

soreans and Malayalis, and indeed from all other Indians in the country.

They themselves claim to have always been in the Nilgiris, to have been

created there by their gods and goddesses, and for this reason to be the

Lords of the Soil. They look upon everyone else, natives and outsiders,

as intruders, worship strange deities that have nothing in common with

those of Hinduism (and which it has been my good fortune to attempt to

link with the ancient Sumerian pantheon; see reference 10 in the accom-

panying bibliography) and speak a language which linguists have found

akin to the Dravidian dialect of Canara (M. B. Emeneau, 2).

Their economy is a pastoral one, large herds of great horned buffaloes

being kept for their milk and butter. These animals are, at the same

time, considered practically divine, the belief being that they were given

to them by the gods. The dairyman with the Todas is the priest, and his

processing of the milk into butter and buttermilk is looked upon as a

sacred ritual. It takes place in specially constructed buildings called

polkhthli, the sacredness of which varies with the degree of holiness of

the buffaloes it ser\es. Thus the highest dairies are called poh, the lowest

1 Romanization of Toda throu ghout this paper is in accordance with the following

convention:

a = hat h = aspirate o = hot V = vat

a = hut i = hit o = word \w = wan
b = best ai = bite oi = boy y = yoke

d = do j = French p = pot z = zero

e = met dj = job r = rot ^ = is simply tonic

ei = date sh = she s = soon dh = Greek delta

ee = meet tch = chap t = top gh = Greek gamma
f = fun k = kit u = blue kh = Greek chi

g = gone l = lot fi = cook th = Greek theta

ng = ring m =: me oo = moon
n = no ii = French
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tarvali and there are such intermediaries as kurpali and wursuli, each

with a priest graded from palol to tarvalikartmokh, by way of kurpa

likartmokh and wursol. The Todas, in common with other pastoral peo-

ple, consider it degrading to take to agriculture, and all attempts by the

Government of India to make them till the soil have miserably failed.

The tribe is divided into two moieties, one superior, the Tardharsh,

and the other inferior, the Teivilkh. Of the two, the former is by far

the largest, but curiously enough, it is from the latter that the priests

of all the high dairy-temples must be recruited. Within each moiety, there

are patrilineal clans or modol (from mad, village, and olkh, man, in

Toda), and mother-sibs called polkhliol (from polkhthli, dairy-house,

and olkh, man). The Tardharsh have thirteen clans and five mother-

sibs, the Teivilkh seven modol and five polkhliol. The people are endo-

gamous within the moieties, but exogamous in what concerns the clans

and mother-sibs, the latter group taking precedence over any other

should there be a conflict of relationship. Considering how few Todas

there are, and especially how little numerous their women are, it is easy

to see that matchmaking is no easy matter with them. The carrying off

of other men's wives, so marked a feature of Toda social life, for whom
compensation in buffaloes is, however, paid to the legitimate husband

or husbands, is undoubtedly a means of surmounting the difficulty, as

is polyandry, which is extensively practiced by the tribe, too.^

II. The Melgarsh Clan

The Melgarsh clan belongs to the Tardharsh moiety, but it differs in

many ways from the others of its kind. Because of this, it appeared to

W. H. Rivers (13) as intermediary between Tardharsh and Teivilkh,

and he even put the hypothesis forward, denied, however, by the Todas,

that originally it may have belonged to the latter half of the tribe.

It is not necessary here to go into all the differences which put Mel-

garsh at variance with the other Tardharsh clans; readers interested in

the subject are referred to Rivers' book. Suffice it to say that the Mel-

garsh people enjoy special privileges in connection with the dairy-temples

—such as supplying wursols and kaltmokhs (the latter, attendants of the

palol) taking food and buttermilk in the sacred enclosures of the ti-mad

—the exclusive right of milking a buffalo to provide milk for a Tard-

harsh woman coming out of a postconfinement seclusion hut, permission

not to shave their heads after funerals as other Tardharsh do, etc., which

definitely make them feel apart, if not even superior.

2 See Appendix 2 for a Toda letter to the Collector of the Nilgiris concerning a

stolen wife.
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The name of the clan is derived from that of its chief mad which

is situated practically in the very town of Ootacamund, in the vicinity

of Government House and the Botanical Gardens. Some few other mads,

four in number but not always inhabited, are spread out over the

Nilgiris, the principal one after Melgarsh proper being Kakhwurkh,

south of the Ootacamund-Gudalur road, at the 834 mile.

The etiidmad (chief village) was chosen as the object of this study,

because it was inhabited nearly exclusively by one family, whose char-

acteristics made it eminently suitable for the study of polyandry and of

the upbringing of children in so unusual a setting. Situated at an alti-

tude of 7,500 feet, it was a typical Toda settlement, consisting of four

houses (arsh), a large buffalo pen in which the animals belonging to the

various individuals of Melgarsh were kept, an extensive grass expanse

for early and late grazing, a tai-vali dairy-temple, two water streams (one

for the house, the ordh or arsh nipa, and one for the temple, the pali

nipa, as is customary) and a small adjacent potato field which the local

government officials had insisted on the Melgarsh people cultivating. (A

plan of the mad as described here is given in Appendix ,H.)

The family principally in occupation of the etudmad consisted of

three generations of Melgarol (people from Melgarsh), there being two

sets of polyandrous fathers, that of the grandfathers and of the fathers,

and seven small children in the last generation whose ages varied from

fourteen years to newly born; there were, besides, two pairs of twins

among the younger children, each made up of a boy and a girl. The
genealogy of these people is given in Figure 1.

Now, let me give a short description of each of these individuals

(shown in italics in the above figures). We will begin with the eldest and

finish with the more distant relatives living at Melgarsh.

(1) ODZEL: She is an old lady, very quiet and retiring, the oldest

at the mad, who mixes very little with the others and spends her days

mainly sitting in the sun, or, when it rains during the monsoon, in the

house in which she lives. She is recognizable by a protruding front tooth;

the children do not go near her, and she occasionally receives visitors of

her age from other mads.

(2) KARNOZ: Aged sixty, he is the chief of the Melgarsh clan. A
sly, nasty old man, he is reputed to be a pili (sorcerer) and is universally

disliked and feared, even by his own brotheis. Since I was in the Nilgiris

in 1939, he reputedly got rid of Ujjar, former chief of the Melgarol and

his own uncle (incidentally one of my best informants too) by having

him poisoned at the age of 65 by some Kurumbas (Negrito aboriginals of
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Living together with this family, and closely related to them, were also

other Melgarol, whose houses were however not the same. In Figure 2, I

give the genealogy of Nodzer's descendants, the widow Odzel being a resi-

dent of Melgarsh.
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the jungle) whom he employs to such ends. He had first arranged for

Ujjar's wife and his two children to be done away with in the same

manner, his motives being his ambition to be the chief of the clan and

the all-devouring jealousy which he felt for Ujjar's position of power.

The remaining members of the murdered man's family fled to Kakhwurkh
mad and have not yet dared to return. Their house stands empty and

neglected at the Malgarsh mad, and nobody will live in it.

(3) KUPIDZ: She is a white-haired widow who, after the death of

her husbands and children, has returned to live out her remaining years

with her brothers and their family. She is a most charming person, always

with a smile on her face, partaking of the life of the mad, doing odd

jobs here and there to help and a great favorite of the children, whom
she loves. She is an inveterate beggar, and is always coming to me for

clothes, spectacles (for her bad eyes), medicine and bakshish; but she is

so jolly and nice about it that I find it difficult to say no to her.

(4) PADS: Two years younger than Karnoz, his elder brother, he is

of a shy and mild disposition. He is a gardener in the Ootacamund
Botanical Gardens which occupation is somewhat of a departure from

Toda traditional occupations. He nevertheless does not give up his pas-

toral duties, and takes an active part in tending the buffaloes with the

others outside his working hours. For his work in the Botanical Gardens,

he will dress in non-Toda clothes, but every evening on coming back to

the mad he dons the tribal putkuli without which he would not dream

of carrying out his Toda obligations. He is now the head of the family,

Karnoz having taken a new young wife, and it is obvious that Silidz and

the children look upon him with affection, if not perhaps with much
consideration.

(5) SILIDZ: She is the hard-working housewife, worn and withered

prematurely by too much devotion to her domestic duties. She is fifty-

five, but appears older. She is always busy about the house, cooking meals,

fetching water, stitching the clothes of the others, even feeding the Pads'

dogs on scraps of food left over. It was with the greatest difficulty that I

was able to interrogate her, as she always pleaded that she had no time

for me. She is, however, of a charming disposition, never complaining and

always willing to do anything which is asked of her, even by the small

children who quite scandalously abuse her good nature.

(6) NALSIRWUF: The young wife of Karnoz, whom he has taken

in 1945, thus putting an end to the polyandrous arrangement with Pads.

She is twenty-five years old—thirty-five years younger than her husband.

She is a beautiful woman, probably the handsomest of the whole tribe,

and knows it. She assumes languorous, indolent airs, which give her a cer-

tain amount of added attraction as it suits her dusky, classical features.
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and figure, but I was unable to make out if this behavior was due to a

deliberately studied poise or if it was the result of her life with Karnoz

which, as was to be expected, is not a happy one; the old man is far too

domineering and matter of fact with her, while obviously very proud

that he has taken her to wife.

(7) MUTNARSH: An ugly, hard-working, intelligent and willful

man, the real head of the whole family for which he selflessly works day

and night. He is devoted to his wife and children and would do anything

to assist them. When I first met Mutnarsh (after the birth of the two

last twins) he struck me as being unreliable and unpleasant; but after I

had got to know him, I came to appreciate his outstanding qualities as a

husband and father, and developed considerable consideration for him.

He too is a gardener in the Botanical Gardens.

(8) KUDDHUE: A cripple, aged twenty-five, ten years younger than

Mutnarsh. He cannot walk upright, the broken joints of his knees keep-

ing him from extending these and obliging him to walk with them con-

tinually bent. The story his family tells is that, as a child, he was sitting

on the wall of the buffalo pen, when Kali (the Indian goddess of destruc-

tion) in the form of wind threw him down and broke both his legs. He
is extremely ugly, with a wild look in his eyes, but on the other hand he

is exceptionally good-natured and happy, and is very attached to the

children who do not, however, return his affection. He is nearly always

employed as a priest, if not in the Tarvali of the Melgarsh mad, in the

tribe's wursolis for which he is very much sought after.

(9) MUNBOKWUTN: The youngest brother of the trio, aged nine-

teen. When I was in the Nilgiris ten years earlier he was only nine, but

already a polyandrous husband of the brothers' common wife, Erzigwuf.

He is still only like an overgrown boy, very athletic and strong, a great

favorite of the children with whom he behaves more as a big brother

than as a father. He takes an active part in the tending of the buffaloes,

and is never far from the mad where he apparently likes to stay.

(10) ERZIGWUF: The embodiment of motherhood, aged thirty, she

is one of the few fertile women of the tribe (there are 100 Toda women
who are sterile). As she is so central a figure in this family, her story

should be, I think, a bit elaborated. She was born a member of the Pan

clan of the Tardharsh moiety, the daughter of a woman called Monkiz

of the Kiaror modol and officially of Tinmarsh, a man of Pan. I say

"officially," because actually Monkiz already had a husband, Urshen of

Melgarsh, by whom she was expecting. As is very usual with the Todas,

she was carried off by Tinmarsh when he heard she was with child and,

after due compensation had been paid to Urshen, he "gave her the bow
and arrow" which is the public symbol by which paternity is recognized
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among the Todas (see Rivers, pursiitpimi ceremony, p. 319). Monkiz died

soon after, and the newborn Erzigwuf was more or less abandoned, her

father going off with another woman who did not care for her at all.

She would have died had it not been for Terzivel, her paternal grand-

mother, who took her to the mad Natersh and looked after her. At a very

early age, as is Toda custom, she was married to her matchuni (cross

cousin), Kishkil of Kiaror. When she came of age, she was married to

Alvurvishk of Kars, who paid six buffaloes to Kishkil in compensation for

taking her away. She had no children by this husband, who actually died

very soon after the wedding. He was succeeded by Mutnarsh of Melgarsh

and his brothers, her present husbands. She at first had four stillborn

children, for which the family abused her roundly; she was very de-

pressed by this and w^anted to commit suicide, but could never actually

bring herself to do it. Then she went to Palani in the plains (a Tamil

temple famous for its pilgrimages) and made a vow to the idol. Soon

after, she was again expecting, and this time she gave birth to her first

son, Pershrorsh. Then she had the other two children, and again went to

Palani as, after Pengelam, six years passed without her having any more

children. Mutnarsh went with her and they both prayed in the temple,

she for a boy and he for a girl, without each knowing about the other.

The result was Sodup and Sodam, a pair of twins which the Todas con-

sider very unlucky (in olden days, one of them was immediately put to

death). In this case, however, the teuol (Toda seer) consulted told them

that it was all right, because obviously their wish had been fulfilled after

she and Mutnarsh had each unknowingly prayed for a child of different

sex. They later returned again to Palani, and the twins which were born

when I was at Melgarsh came consequently to this last pilgrimage. How
they were received will be narrated below. Erzigwuf had a lover for some

time (two years), as is the custom with Todas, but eventually Mutnarsh

quarreled with him and he left. She seems very happy in her present

family life, and is always surrounded by her children who cling to her

like chicks to a hen.

(11) PERSHRORSHWUTN, abbreviated to Pershrorsh: The eldest

boy of the family and very conscious of it. He is quiet, self-confident, and

has a reputation of being "good with buffaloes," of which he is notice-

ably proud. He likes to go out to other munds and to take the Melgarsh

animals to graze in distant places, so that he is not very often at the mad.

He always walks about with a stick, the symbol of his activities as a

herdsman.

(12) NARJILKHWUTN, abbreviated to Narjilkh: Always busy

about the house, where I usually found him cutting wood, he also looks

after the calves, it being his special job to take them out in the morning
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and put them back in their pens in the evening. He is quiet and thought-

ful and apparently specially friendly with Munbokwutn, his youngest

father.

(13) PENGELAM: A sweet little girl, with whom I was especially

friendly. She is gay and playful, and is nearly always in the company of

Narjilkh. She loves to muse to herself, to play imitation games, to sing

and tell stories to the twins. She also likes to show off to people like my-

self, laughing and giggling when she plays at nursing her younger brother

like a mother. She adored going for drives with me in the motor car, and

cried her eyes out when I left the Nilgiris.

(14) SODUP: An extraordinary little boy for his age. He is excep-

tionally bright and intelligent and can speak fluently his own language.

He is the spoiled darling of the whole family, often performing to a

whole circle of admiring grownups, who go into fits of laughter over the

things he says (see below). He is quite aggressive too, threatening his

mother with disembowelment and assuring everyone that he can manage

the calves just as well as Narjilkh. He obviously derives great pleasure

from taking advantage of the privileges Toda men enjoy, strutting with

great satisfaction beyond the stone which marks the limit of where women

may go in the direction of the dairy-temple, where his twin sister must

stop.

(15) SODAM: She is as dull and backward as Sodup, her twin

brother, is bright. I was unable to make out if this was congenital or due

to different upbringing and the lower status of women among the Todas.

She is very shy indeed and would hardly ever let me get close to her

without starting to cry. She can hardly speak, and only very rarely opens

her mouth, usually just sitting by her mother and staring with great

round eyes at what goes on around her, and looking quickly away if any

notice is taken of her.

(16) PETEROZN: Called after me (Rozn being Toda for Raja =
Prince) who am his godfather, having taken that role at his name-giving

ceremony. He is only a baby in arms, born t^vo weeks after I arrived in the

Nilgiris in 1949, and spends his time wrapped up in his mother's putkuli,

where he happily sucks her breast to his heart's content.

(17) Unnamed girl: She, the twin of Peterozn, only lived twelve days.

(18) SINGARSH: A great, black-bearded Toda, he stalks about, long

and lean, swathed in his putkuli, nearly always watching the family's

buffaloes. He is silent and serious and appears to be very conservative.

He takes snuff and rarely goes to the bazaar, his usual sorties being re-

served for the visiting of other mads. He is very fond of Sodup and often

takes him about with him, wrapped up under his cloak, perched on his
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left forearm. He has been seen to laugh heartily at times—although this

is rare—at the things that Sodup says.

(19) SINGUD: Also of the silent type, he is a good-looking man,

clean-shaven except for a short moustache. He is a forest guard of the

Madras Forestry Department and is usually away on duty and in uniform

from Melgarsh. When he does come home, he immediately dons the Toda

putkuli and lends a hand with bringing the buffaloes in or out.

(20) AMONIWUF: The common wife of the two brothers above. She

is always busy with the household, if not her own, that of Silidz, whom
she helps a lot. She has a lover, a Teivilkh from Teir mad of the Kusharf

modol who comes to see her regularly, he having been accepted by the

husbands.

(21) MOTSOD: A very lazy man. He spends his days sleeping either

in front of the house or on the grass before it. He is middle-aged, hand-

some, with a fine grey beard and light-colored eyes, but so apathetic that

it is really surprising. He occasionally puts in a spell as a priest at the

mad's tarvali, but never for long. He also sometimes accompanies the

boys on expeditions with the buffaloes (when they migrate to other more

distant grazing grounds), but very quickly returns to loll about the pre-

cincts of the mad.

(22) IZAM: His wife, a colorless woman, who keeps very much in the

background and consorts principally with Odzel and Silidz.

(23) PILKHLIVOWUTN: A rather sheepish, shy young man, in his

early twenties, who is also gardener in the Botanical Gardens. He is not

often at the mad, as his duties seem to keep him very busy. He seems just

as slow as his father, although slightly more active. Has usually got a silly

grin on his face, and is clean-shaven with a downy moustache.

(24) KIRSHARSWUTN: A very young fellow, about the age of

Pershrorsh, he is a great friend of the latter. The two of them delight at

being with the buffaloes and are usually put in charge of the grazing

of the herd. He too is reputed to be "good" with the animals.

(25) NaRSHMALI: A lively and comely young woman, who keeps

her household very tidy. She is also always washing herself or doing her

hair, in full view of everybody, which she seems to enjoy. She pours

water over herself from a pot with her undergarment on, tightly tied

under her armpits, it is true, but she very often, with exclamations of

consternation, lets it slip as if by mistake when drying herself. She is

quite a flirt at Toda gatherings, and I have seen her husband have to

search for her in the bushes of a shola and drive her home again with a

stick. Her second husband Porshwutn, a mere boy, is never at home.

(26) PUFVKIAROZ: Only son of the notorious Toda Pebob who

spent his time carrying off other men's wives, this man had an unhappy
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childhood. Both his mother and father died when he was very small, and

there was nobody really left to look after him. It is said that surviving

members of his father's family wanted to drown him as a useless mouth,

and that he was saved from this premature death by Miss C. F. Ling of the

Church of England's Zenana mission. She brought him up to be a Chris-

tian, but when he came of age he is reported not to have accepted Chris-

tianity and to have returned to the fold. He is a weak-chinned, thin

man, with a resigned and apathetic look on his face, but recognized as

knowing more than other Todas because of his earlier association with

the Christian Mission. He is a member of the Collector's Toda Welfare

Committee and does what he can to assist his brethren. He also works

as a gardener in the Botanical Gardens.

(27) MUTMALI: After Nalsirwuf, probably the second best-looking

Toda girl. She is an inveterate flirt and has run away from her husband

many times with other men. Somehow, she always returns, however,

after some days, without Pufvkiaroz exerting himself in any way. Last

time I saw this happen, he simply carried on with the housekeeping him-

self, while assuring me that it would not be long before Mutmali came

back. This proved to be true, and some five days later she was again at

Melgarsh, sulking somewhat, and offering no excuse, but already having

taken up the household chores again.

IIL Family Life at the Melgarsh Mund

From the plan of the Melgarsh mad in Appendix 3, it will be seen

that there are three inhabited houses. These are numbered respectively

from 1 to 3 and go by the following names: No. 1, the Warthuttiarsh, or

bamboo house, i.e., the chief house, built with more bamboos than the

others (in each Toda mad there is such a Warthuttiarsh); No. 2, the

Nortzarsh, or middle house; No. 3, the Pudharsh or new house; these two

last houses are also known as Pardzilarsh or ordinary houses, as opposed

to the Warthuttiarsh.

In Figures 5, 6 and 7: plans of each of these houses are given, with

indications as to who sleeps in them and where.

Kuddhue, who was frequently tarvalikartmokh when I was at Mel-

garsh, slept in the tarvali together with Pershrorsh (not accounted for

in the figure above.)

On the whole, the order in which people slept in the houses was

surprising. Asked why, for instance, Sodup slept with his grandfather

and not with his parents as would have been expected, the Todas told

me that it was "for his virile education." That Motsod and Izam slept

on the floor when their sons slept on the ertiilkh seemed to me equally
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FIGURE 5—House No. 1, the Warthuttiarsh

Inhabitants of front part: Karnoz, Nalsirwuf, Sodup and Odzel; the last named sleeps

on the floor, the other three on the ertiilkh.

Inhabitants of the rear part: Singarsh, Amoniwuf, Singud and Munbokwutn; the last

named sleeps on the ertulkh with either of the brothers, while the other alternatively

sleeps on the floor with the common wife.
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FIGURE 6—House No. 2, the Nortzarsh.

Inhabitants in the front part: Padz, Silidz, Narjilkh and Pengelam; the two children

sleep at the feet of their grandparents, who have their heads nearest the door; guests

are accommodated on the ertiilkh, while the inhabitants sleep on the floor.

Inhabitants of the middle part: Puvtkiaroz and Mutmali; they sleep together on the

ertiilkh; guests are accommodated on the kitten.

Inhabitants of the rear part: Mutnarsh, Erzigwuf, Kupidz and Sodara; the newborn
twins were also put up here ^vith their mother; the father sleeps with the little girl

on the kitten, the two women sleep on the ertiilkh, one at each end.
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FIGURE 7—House No. 3, the Pudharsh

Inhabitants: Pilkhlivowutn, Narshmali, Motsod, Izam and Kirsharsvvutn; the two first

of these sleep on the ertuikh, the older couple on the floor, the younger boy sleeps on
the ertuikh too, with his head toward the back of the arsh. Motsod is very often out,

either as priest-dairyman, when he sleeps in the tarvali, or to see friends in other

mads. Kirsharswutn often helps his father in the tarvali, when he also sleeps in the

dairy-temple.

astonishing, but I was made to understand that the latter were the com-

ing generation and should be made as comfortable as possible with their

common wife.

The finances of the Melgarsh family were equally unpredictable.

Thus apart from the revenue in kind which the buffaloes brought in,

and the capital invested in the houses and the dairy-temples, the men
received the following remunerations in cash from outside.

Pads: Rs. 46^ a month as gardener in the Botanical Gardens, Ootaca-

mund.

3 One U. S. dollar equals c. Rs. 5 (1952)
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Mutnarsh: Rs. 36 as a gardener at the same place, and another Rs. 36

from the lease of the potato field which the government has

imposed on the mad, lease which has gone to a Badaga culti-

vator.

Munbokwutn: Rs. 12 a week as a casual laborer with various Badagas.

Singud: Rs. 36 a month as a forest guard of the Madras Forestry

Department.

Pilkhlivowutn: Rs. 36 as a gardener in the Botanical Gardens.

Porskwutn (Motsod's missing son): Rs. 60 a year, clothes and food

from a Badaga cultivator for whom he works and with whom
he lives.

Puvfkiaroz: Rs. 35 a month as a gardener in the Botanical Gardens.

With this money, each individual recipient kept the following mem-
bers of the family:

Pads: Silidz, Kupidz, Narjilkh and Kuddhue, when the latter is not

working elsewhere as a priest (in which case the mad where

he is employed feeds and clothes him).

Mutnarsh: Erzigwuf, Pershrorsh, Pengelam, Sodup, Sodam, Peterozn,

Karnoz and Nalsirwuf.

Munbokwutn: gives the money he makes to his father Pads.

Singud: Odzel, Singarsh and Amoniwuf.

Pilkhlivowutn: Motsod, Izam, Kirsharswutn and Narshmali.

Puvfkiaroz: Mutmali only.

The Melgarsh mad owned twenty-seven buffaloes and four calves

when I was with them. These were distributed as follows:

17 ordinary (Puttir) buffaloes and one baby calf;

10 sacred {Poshtir or Parshashir) buffaloes and three baby

calves.

These were owned in the following: manner:

1. Singarsh and Singud (in common; w^as also the case when they

each had a wife and is therefore not linked to their present

polyandrous marriage):

Six buffaloes and one calf [2 poshtir, 2 puttir, two grown
puttir calves and one small puttir male {er) calf]

2. Purshwuo (absentee from Melgarsh, living at Karsh with his wife;

his buffaloes are, however, here):

Four buffaloes (1 poshtir, one large poshtir er calf and 2

puttir)

3. Pads:

Fourteen buffaloes and two small calves [7 puttir, 4 puttir

female (zV) calves, 1 poshtir ir calf, 2 poshtir er calves,

1 baby poshtir er calf, 1 baby poshtir ir calf]
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4. Mutnarsh, Kuddhue and Munbokwutn (held in common):
Three buffaloes and one calf (3 poshtir, 1 baby poshtir ir

calf)

Karnoz used to own eight buffaloes, but after two years of married

life to Nalsirwuf, he decided to get rid of most of them in favor of the

younger men. He thus kept only two (which are now at Kakhwurkh in

the care of relatives there) and gave the others as follows: three to his

sons (the ones shown above, and held jointly by them), two to Singarsh

and Singud, and the remaining one to his father-in-law, the father of

Nalsirwuf.

In acting thus, Karnoz was actually forestalling the disposal of his

property before his death, as is the practice with most Todas. Should a

man die without doing this, his wealth goes jointly to his sons. Should

he have no issue, it will be handed to his brothers or to the sons of the

latter. Girls can never inherit; all they can hope to get is a dowry from

their deceased parent's property, which the heirs should pay to them at

the time of their wedding. In the unusual case of a man having no
brothers and no nephews to whom the buffaloes devolve after his death,

the herd will be given to the pohn, one of the groups into which a Toda
mad is organized for the bearing of certain common expenses (such as

the reparation of the dairy-temple, for instance).

I had put up a tent in the immediate vicinity of Melgarsh mad, and

was thus able, by staying in it up to twenty-four hours on certain occa-

sions, to follow the everyday life of the family.

The habitual daily routine was really quite simple. The various mem-
bers of Melgarsh would sleep in their respective houses as described

above, and rise very early, with the sun, which in southern India is

already up at 4.30 A.M. Pads and Silidz would say their morning prayers

(as all other Todas; see Rivers, 13, p. 31), attend to the calls of nature in

the bushes close by, and then prepare the morning food. There was very

little washing, the clothes which were taken off at night (underclothes

alone are worn then) being put on again. While Silidz was doing the

cooking, Pads would go out and lend a hand with the buffaloes, which

were taken out of the pen at this early hour and allowed to graze on

the ground in front of the houses. He was assisted in this by Munbokwutn,

Pershrorsh, Narjilkh, Singarsh, and sometimes Singud and Kuddhue.

The latter, usually tarvalikartmokh, would then milk the buffaloes at

8 A.M. before they left with the boys, Munbokwutn and Singarsh, for

higher grazing grounds, after the morning meal. Narjilkh would have

let the calves out earlier and would have helped to retain them at Mel-

garsh away from their mothers. The gardeners (Pads, Mutnarsh, Pil-
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khlivowutn and Puvfkiaroz), once the meal was over, would put on some

dreadful rags which were considered by them to be European clothes, and

go off for their work in the Botanical Gardens. The women would stay

at home to tidy up the houses, broom them out, wash themselves (espe-

cially the young ones), pound rice in the kudi, and cook the evening

meal.

The meals consisted of either of the following foods: milk, butter-

milk, butter, ghee (clarified butter), millet, raghee (an Indian cereal),

rice, wheat flour in the form of unleavened bread, jaggery (unrefined cane

sugar), coffee, chillis, bamboo shoots and fruits from the woods, and
honey. No meat was eaten, as the Todas, like other Indians, are vege-

tarians.

In the afternoon, the gardeners would not return from their work
before 5 o'clock, while the women would sit about sewinsf and em-

broidering putkulis. The children would play, and those men who stayed

behind (like Motsod) would either sleep or receive visits from other mads.

After 5 P.M. the buffaloes were brought back, they would be milked

again by the tarvalikartmokh and then put away in the pen, while

Narjilkh would see to it that the calves were in for the night. Kuddhue
would churn the milk in the dairy-temple and the buttermilk and the

butter would be brought out by his attendants to be handed over to the

women at the precise spot (marked by an upright stone) beyond which

they are not allowed closer to the sacred precincts of the tarvali. The
evening meal would be partaken of, and everybody would go to bed

early, practically immediately after sunset (7 P.M.).

When I only worked half a day with these people, I usually would
stay from 2 P.M. to 7 P.M., talking and watching what was going on.

This seemed to be the best time in which to get information from the

Todas.

IV. The Polyandrous Family Unit

Approximately two weeks after I had arrived in the Nilgiris, on the

18th May 1949, Erzigwuf gave birth to twins for the second time. It was
about 8 P.M. in the evening when she felt unmistakable pains. She im-

mediately got onto the kitten of the room she lives in and, assuming a

kneeling posture, called for Silidz, her mother-in-law, who came at once

to assist her. A first child, a boy, was born without difficulty, and the

pains continuing, half an hour later, a little girl also made her appear-

ance, who was taken out, like the first baby, from behind by Silidz. The
latter cut the cords with a pair of scissors, tied the remaining stumps

tightly with hair and smeared the wounds with an astringent root from

the marshes which the Todas call poli; she next went away from the arsh
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and buried the cords and afterbirth in a hole which she made in the

ground. The newborn babies were washed in hot water and with soap

(bought in the bazar), and laid to rest with their mother who had by now
moved back to the ertiilkh where she was resting on her back. She did

not start to feed them before the next day.

When I saw her then, in the evening, she was sitting on the kitten,

naked to the waist, suckling one of the babies from her left breast. She

complained that she was not feeling too well, and that she really did not

have enough milk for twins a second time. The babies appeared well

enough, the one who was presented to me as the girl seeming better and

stronger than the other. Mutnarsh arrived soon after; he told me too

that twins again were an impossible burden for his wife and himself, that

Erzigwuf could not possibly feed them both, and ended up by asking

me for some brandy for the mother, which request I did not accede to,

as it is the Toda practice to distribute brandy to others at the occasion

of a birth and I suspected that that was the real motive of the demand.

Besides, prohibition exists in the State of Madras, and it is impossible to

obtain any brandy except for medical purposes, this even being tied up
with considerable formalities. The complaints about the difficulty of

feeding the twins made me suspect at once that, in accordance with Toda
practice, it was not proposed to let more than one of them live, and that

preferably the girl would be left to die. However, during the next days,

Erzigwuf looked much better (she went out for a walk round the house

on the 20th in the evening), and so did the children, and I began to lose

my suspicions.

I inquired who was the father, and was assured that it was Mutnarsh.

Kuddhue, since the first lot of twins were born, was not allowed near

Erzigwuf, she told me, as she had the dreadful impression that they might

be the result of his infirmities. Munbokwutn had only had fleeting inter-

course with her, and that after her return from Palani with Mutnarsh,

and after she knew herself to be expecting. The other children were not

jealous of the new babies, I was told, and from personal observation I

gathered that this was correct. Both Sodup and Sodam seemed to have as

much a share of their mother as before, both having been weaned from

her some two months earlier.

On the 24th May, the birth ceremony described by Rivers (13, p.

324) under the name of polk potha nit utpimi took place. Readers are re-

ferred to that author for details of the ritual, but it can roughly be said

that it is one in which the recently delivered mother is escorted to a

puzharsh or seclusion-hut where she will remain in impurity until a few

days before the next full moon (in Erzigwuf's case, she only remained

three days, as the new moon was just about due).
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The ceremony took place in accordance with the prescribed rules,

and Erzigwuf was accompanied by Mutnarsh and Silidz. What was un-

usual, however, was that when the part in which water is drunk out of

bamboo tubes was reached, Sodup, who was standing with the rest of us

as a spectator (Munbokwutn, the youngest father, was also there), started

crying. He insisted that he be given some water to drink, w'hich was

done, although not strictly in accordance with custom. Sodam was also

given a little, as she too started to cry when she saw her little brother

getting what he wanted. But Sodup did not stop crying. He now com-

plained that they were taking his mother away, and that he would be left

without her. Sodam added her wails to his, and finally Erzigwuf took

them both along with her into the puzharsh, which was quite unorthodox.

So there did appear all the same to be a certain amount of jealousy in

the hearts of the two elder twins.

In the middle of the ceremony, Kuddhue turned up. He was, at the

time, functioning as the wnarsol of the Karsh mad and should strictly

have remained on the job. He had even come to Melgarsh by the quick-

est way, i.e., along the main road, which made him unclean and unable

to resume his work as a priest w-ithout a complicated ritual of purifica-

tion. But he preferred to be perol ("ordinary man," that is, unclean), he

said, than to miss the newborn twins, whom he had not seen yet. He
brought some sweets for Sodup and Sodam, but the latter were already

in the puzharsh and could therefore not be given them.

In order to obtain information about initial maternal care of children

and the early development and education of the latter, I was obliged to

question Erzigwoif and not only rely on observation (which I would have

preferred) as the time at my disposal did not allow for the longer method.

Thus, in answer to my questions, she told me that she had breast-fed

her children for the following lengths of time: Pershrorsh, one year and

a half; Narjilkh, three years; Pengelman, two years; Sodup and Sodam,

two and a half years. She had, she assured me, fed them this way even

after she was pregnant, the last set of twins until the seventh month. The
fact that the babes had teethed when they were seven months old, had not

kept her from continuing breast feeding; they had certainly bitten her,

but that was not much worse, she said, than their pulling and scratching

her breasts with their hands. Sodup had been especially bad in this re-

spect, tugging at her hair too, throwing stones and household articles at

her and, after he was a year old and could talk, saying aggressive and

sadistical things to her such as his desire to disembowel her. They be-

haved thus when she did not suckle them quickly enough but also, she

added, when suckling—it seemed to add to their enjoyment. The usual
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way to wean Toda children was to smear the nipples with the plant

called poll, but it had not been necessary to do this with the twins as

they had given up of their own accord when the taste of Erzigwuf's milk

changed due to her advanced pregnancy."*

Small children suck their thumbs very early, Erzigwuf told me. As a

proof, she showed me one of the newborn twins, fast asleep in her lap

with its thumb in its mouth. For diapers, she used bits of cloth which

she regularly changed and washed. She said that she taught her children

to be clean after six months. Before that, she would take them out at

intervals and hold them in her hands, both boy and girl. Then, after,

she would teach them gradually to go out themselves, punishing them

by beating them on the buttocks with a stinging nettle called tworkh in

Toda when they misbehaved in the house, and rewarding them with

sweets when they were good and did as they were told. They learned

very quickly, I heard, in approximately one month.

Regarding genital developments Erzigwuf was very outspoken, and

I had no difficulty in getting information from her, even in the presence

of Narjilkh and Pengelam, who would listen with interest to the con-

versation through Kanvarsathi-Sunderdoss, my interpreter. She said that

masturbation started very early—at about nine months. They play with

their genitals, both boys and girls, but the former more so, all the time;

when walking, suckling and lying down, as she put it. When they get

older, this little game is intensified, and after they have reached the age

of one she intervenes and tries to stop it. She did so, she said, and not

Mutnarsh who "lets the children do anything they want." Asked why
she did not allow them to carry on freely, she said, because if she did

not forbid them to do this they would (a) continue when adult, (b) spoil

their health by doing so. The method for combatting the "evil" is to

administer tioarkh on the genitals, as on the buttocks for insanitary lapses.

(Incidentally, Erzigwuf admitted that she also made use of these nettles

on the mouths of her children when they bit her, and on their fingers

when they pinched and pulled her hair). Masturbation, as a result, is

less intensive, but does all the same continue, she said, until the fourth

year. Then there is a period of calm (latency) until the twelfth year.

My interpreter here put in his own version. He said that Erzigwuf

4 Somewhat incredulous of these assertions, I questioned the local medical prac-

titioner of Ootacamund, Colonel D'Souza, Indian Medical Service (rtd.), about their

veracity, and he assured me that it was quite possible. He even said that his experience

was that this way of nursing children was common to "the whole of Asia," that it did

not tire the mother as after some time "it becomes mechanical"; Colonel D'Souza also

assured me that the contention often heard that suckling prevents conception was a

fallacy completely disproved by facts "at least in Asia." I am most indebted to Colonel

D'Souza for his information.
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was not saying the truth, and that he had observed other things with his

own children. They carried on with masturbation until the ninth year

inclusive, and latency only lasted thus for three years. He also mentioned

that in his day the punishments employed were much more drastic. A
horrible one that he remembers consisted in having one's wrists tied be-

hind one's back, one's cloak fastened tight over arms and legs and to be

put, thus trussed up, at the entrance of the buffalo pen when the animals

either rushed out in the morning or in the evening. Kanvarsathi added

that Pangur, the adult son of the Teivilkh chieftain Pilliar of Kuur mad,

had never really given up masturbating because, in his opinion, he had

been too repressed in this activity as a child and had thus never grown

out of the habit. He was now a wanderer over the Nilgiri downs, with

no known feminine attachments.

Premarital relations between young people after puberty are not

discouraged with the Todas, provided they take place within the permis-

sible marital rules of the tribe, i.e., outside the polkhliol and modol, but

within the moiety. Thus, premarital relations with a matchuni are con-

sidered quite normal, and should a child result from them, there is no
harm done, as, officially, they are not premarital relations at all, but those

of a wedded couple, even if the marriage took place in very early child-

hood. Girls, as I have reported in earlier papers (9-12), must be deflowered

by a third party, usually by a Teivilkh in the case of Tardharsh girls,

before they have regular sexual intercourse. The reason given for this

being that, were this not done, the maternal uncle of the woman would
die. Should it, by some mishap, not have taken place, then the miin

(mother's brother) can still save himself from threatened doom by shaving

the girl's hair completely off.

I asked Erzigwuf if Pershrorsh, her eldest boy, who had attained the

age of puberty, had any relations with girls, and her answer was that he

probably had, as he was most of the time away from Melgarsh and she

could not get him to stay, although she had asked him to, since Mutnarsh
was very busy in the Botanical Gardens. Narjilkh, she said, was too young
for such things, and Pengelam too, although the latter, as a girl, would
be watched more as she grew older.

Three days after the family had entered the puzharsh, I went to see

them come out and return to the mad. I noticed that of the two newborn
twins the boy looked very sick, while the girl was strong and healthy. In

order to help keep the little one alive, and because Erzigwuf was still

complaining that she had insufficient milk for both, I went to the bazar

and bought her a tin of Glaxo and a bottle of Grip-ease. On the 30th

May, there was a definite change. The boy started looking well, while the
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girl's health began to decline. Motsod had been to my bungalow early

that morning to ask me to come, as the little girl twin, he said, was

unwell. She certainly looked listless and weak, and I wondered how this

could have come so quickly about. I suspected she was not being fed

properly, and I imagined it was because the Todas had all the same

decided to let her die, in accordance with their ancient custom of female

infanticide and of doing away with one infant of a pair of twins.

I went to the local government hospital, and requested the assistance

of the Indian practitioner in charge, but he refused to come along, giving

as an excuse that he could not possibly create a precedent by attending

aboriginals at their homes. I tried to persuade Erzigwuf to travel to the

hospital in my car, but she refused, saying she was not well enough, and

that the baby besides was too sick to stand the trip. Karnoz put a word in

too, stating that Western medicine was no good in a case like this, and

that it was better for the child to stay at the mad. There was much wail-

ing and crying over the bad health of the child, however, and to anybody

unacquainted with Toda customs of infanticide, this behavior would

have appeared perfectly genuine.

On the morning of the 31st, Munbokwutn turned up at my bun-

galow at 7:30 a.m. with the news that the child had died. I went immedi-

ately to Melgarsh and found them all assembled in the front room of the

Warthuttiarsh (where all clan members must be brought, even from out-

lying mads, to die), wailing and lamenting loudly over the death of the

baby. Toda visitors started arriving to partake of the sorrow and one of

the first to crawl into the house on hands and knees, howling and sobbing

ritually, was Erzigwuf's father, Tinmarsh of Pan modol. It all appeared

perfectly real, and one nearly felt sorry for Mutnarsh, who was sitting

outside the arsh, crying his eyes out, while Sodup, either from fright or

by imitation, joined in heartily; Sodam, nearby, was quite indifferent as

was Munbokwutn, the youngest father, also. Only later, some four months

after, the Todas admitted to my wife that they had let the little girl die,

so that really all this exhibition of grief was purely conventional and if

not completely hypocritical, at least due to feelings of guilt or to the

depressing effect which inexorable customs may have on people of this

kind.

The funeral took place on June 1st, and as is the Toda custom, the

little dead girl's body was first ceremoniously "married" to her matchuni,

a"1oby of the Pan modol, which made her one of that clan for the after-

world. She was consequently cremated at the Pan cremation ground,

with a further considerable display of grief and lamenting.

While having necessarily to question the Todas at times, principally
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in order to obtain explanations of things which could not simply be

observed, but also in order to get as many results as possible within the

few months that I was in the Nilgiris, I all the same managed to do

quite a lot of pine observation of their everyday behavior, without dis-

turbing them too much by my alien presence. The very fact, however,

that one is there, upsets the family pattern of usual activities, and that is

a problem which I am sure other anthropologists have had to contend

with, but for which I, for my part at least, have found no really satisfac-

tory solution. Thus, for instance, the Melgarsh people very quickly dis-

covered that I was interested in the children. They consequently would

play them up for me as much as they could as soon as I arrived. Sodup,

who was really an exceptionally amusing and bright child, was specially

singled out for this, and greatly encouraged to be "funny" in my pres-

ence. I believe, nevertheless, that he would anyhow have been the darling

of Melgarsh, as many of his pranks, as far as he was concerned, were his

own genuine invention and were definitely not suggested by those around

him.

Some of the things he said and did were quite suggestive and of con-

siderable psychological interest. Thus one day (May 26, 1949), he started

off to tell how his father (Mutnarsh) was wonderfully skilled in the art of

catching buffaloes by the horns (as is the practice at Toda funerals; see

Rivers, 13, p. 349). His mouth puckered up; his eyes flashing, and waving

a small cane in his hand, he went on to show how he, Sodup, treated the

calf which had been entrusted to his care. He said it drank too much milk

and that he had to beat it to keep it from doing so. Switching to another

subject, he told us how a rat had made a hole in the house in which he

lived and how he had watched it go through that hole. He came back

to the calf theme very soon after, and began illustrating the way he beat

the calf by running after the girls present: Pengelam, Mutmali and

Narshmali. Pretending to be very frightened, they ran away from him
with laughter and cries, which were intended, of course, to encourage

him even more. Sodam, his twin sister, looked on from her mother's side,

with great round, frightened eyes.

After the funeral of his ill-fated little sister, Sodup indulged in the

following antics. He began by telling us that the surviving baby cried

too much, and that it better beware, as the other one had been taken

away dead, by the neck (?) to a funeral. Switching without transition to

another subject, he said that his uncle Singarsh was too often in the

bazar and not enough at home; he threatened to tie him to the house

so that he be compelled to look more after the buffaloes. With gestures

and cries, still -wagging a stick in his hand, he showed how he ^vould lead

the buffaloes at the next summer migration to greener pastures. As an
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Indian visitor turned up to have a look at the Todas, he exclaimed that

he v/as tired of visitors, and that they should not be allowed near the

mad. He pointed to my bungalow on the hill opposite, and said he
wanted to go there. Then, he picked up a bit of discarded tin foil and
ran about, throwing it into the air,

A few days later, I found him in the same boisterous mood. He
started pulling at the clothes of Singarsh and beating his legs, and when
tired of this victim, had the effrontery to do the same to Karnoz, which
was quite unusual. Nobody really minded, however, and there was much
laughter. He then set upon Kupidz, his grandmother, pulled her hair and
bit her, and even tried to undress her. He endeavored to throw stones at

the onlooking women, but was all the same stopped here. He picked up
the empty Glaxo tin, and loudly proclaimed that it was he who had
bought it for the new baby in the bazar.

One of the most difficult things to collect from the Todas were

dreams. They somehow sensed there was something intimate about these

and would not disclose them, although they were quite willing to speak

openly and publicly about sexual matters. During the whole time I was
in the Nilgiris in 1949, I was only able to get Motsod to give me one of

his dreams (an insignificant one; that he had found Rs. 10 in coins on the

ground and that one was the size of his palm; in association, he said

that he had changed Rs. 10 the day before in the bazar), and to obtain

another one from Sodup. This was to the effect that he dreamed that a

big bear had taken his mother away, and that he had mauled her badly

so that she was bleeding profusely from the left shoulder (Erzigwuf feeds

her children mainly from the left breast, because it is "more convenient,"

she says). He saw the bear carry off his mother past the Warthuttiarsh,

on the left side. He said that he was not sorry at all. (I noted that when
Sodup is "naughty," Erzigwuf threatens that he will be carried away by
a bear.)

One other day (August 14, 1949), Sodup astounded me during an
afternoon session by suddenly exclaiming to me in English: "Heyl you
bugger!" Asked where on earth he had learned this, Kanvarsathi said it

was from English soldiers on leave from Madras, but considering that we
were then in 1949, that the British left India in 1947 and that Sodup was

only two and a half years old, either he had a remarkably retentive mem-
ory, or Kanvarsathi's explanation was not correct. Anyhow, Sodup seemed
perfectly aware that this was a rude expression, not meant to please me.

The contrast between the twins was extremely marked, Sodam
hardly ever leaving her mother, and preferring to stay indoors. Erzigwuf

told me that she had always been difficult, sulking for hours when scolded,

whereas Sodup "forgets at once." It was obvious that exteriorized aggres-
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sion was a very marked component of the little boy's character. In a film

which I made of the family, he can be seen threatening his father Mut-

narsh with a gesture of his uplifted hand.

The other children were also quite different. They were older of

course, but their mother said they had never been like Sodup. Pengelam

delighted in playing games such as paying a visit to my motor-caravan

(I had taken them one morning to see it and had sho\\'ed quite a lot of

Todas round it). Pengelam would put Sodup and Sodam in my tent

(somewhat against their will), pretended they were my wife and I inside

the caravan, and then she would impersonate Kanvarsathi, my interpreter,

showing the grownups about, and explaining the different items to them.

She would also often take Peterozn from her mother and carry him
around in her arms, singing delightedly to him in an enraptured voice.

Once, I saw her attempt to smoke the butt of a cigarette discarded by an

Indian visitor, and Munbokwutn, in one of his rare displays of authority,

took it forcibly away from her, and said angry words to her about it

(Todas do not usually smoke but take snuff instead).

In the Rorschach tests which I took of Pengelam, she showed more

fantasy than any of the other Melgarsh inhabitants. Thus for Card V,

she said the ink blot looked like a flying devil. She assured me she had

seen such a one when returning from the cinema three weeks before. It

was sitting on a tree and her mother told her it was a devil. Amoniwuf
said so too. It looked like an eagle, and she was very frightened, but Erzig-

wuf and Amoniwuf were not. What frightened her, she said, was the

knowledge that the devil could throw a stone at her. A month ago, one

such devil had thrown a stone at her as she was coming back from

attending the small calves, and she had been hit in the foot. Another

time, a similar devil threw a burning^ stick at her from a tree in the

Botanical Gardens, near the Mela;arsh mad. Her father Mutnarsh, she

said, was also frightened of devils many years back, although he is not so

any longer now. The devil usually smells at your feet to see if the person

is afraid; if it detects fright in this way, it will deliver a blo^v, but should

the person shoiv no fear, then it will not harm anyone.^

Narjilkh (of whom I made a film, toda boy) was a quiet, hard-

working lad. He did not express much and even -^vhen questioned an-

swered only with reluctance. He was learning to cook, and to milk the

buffaloes, as well as the ritual of the polkhthli, as some day he will have

to be tarvalikartmokh, wursol and even kaltmokh at the ti-mad. I usu-

ally found him cutting wood in the morning, logs that Mutnarsh had

5 The collection of Rorschach tests taken on all the members of the Melgarsh mad,
except the distant relatives, is with Professor Ralph Linton, Yale University, U.S.A.,

who very kindly sent me the cards and an instructions book with a request that I

make the tests.
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brought in from the forest before going off to his work in the gardens.

Narjilkh's most usual companion was his youngest father Munbokwutn
for whom he seemed to have a kind of brotherly love. The tv/o of them
were always out together with the buffaloes, and apparently got on par-

ticularly well.

As for Pershrorsh, I did not have much opportunity to watch him, as

he was most of the time away. When he was at home, he struck me as

being the favorite of his mother, a quiet, silent boy of undoubted ability

as a herdsman, but who was also willing to help me for instance with

my car when I once got it stuck in the mud of a forest path near Mel-

garsh. He seemed quite intelligent, and as reported earlier, because he

was suspected already to have a girl friend, looked upon with a certain

amount of consideration by the rest of the family. It was while question-

ing Erzigwuf about him that I discovered about the Todas' mother-sibs,

the polkhliol, as she was obviously shocked at my suggestion that Mutmali
might be his girl friend. "No, no," she said emphatically, "that is impos-

sible! They belong to the same polkhliol!" (12).

V. The Psychological Inductions

Both from the general knowledge of the Todas, which I acquired

mainly during my first stay with the tribe in 1939, and from my special

observations of the life of the single family Melgarsh in 1949, I have

distinctly gathered the impression that, fundamentally, the nature and

the structure of these people's psyche is very much the same as ours in

the West. I had set out, it will be recalled, with just the very purpose of

investigating if this was the case or not with human beings living in other

cultures than ours, and it can thus be said, for the Todas at least, that my
goal has been virtually attained.

With regard to the sexual drive, Emeneau has already recorded that

the Todas are "vigorously and adventurously sexual." As he has it:

"Ordinary marriage within the moiety and the freedom allowed in chang-

ing mates, and the to:tjfoj ('lover-mistress') institution providing for

sexual unions overstepping the boundary between the moieties give evi-

dence of a high degree of sexual activity." He goes on to note that "these

do not exhaust the possibilities" and that there "are many more irregular

liaisons, not provided by overt institutions, and indeed punishable by

fines if discovered" (2, p. 173). This would strike even an untrained ob-

server, I think, as it is an outstanding characteristic of the Nilgiri tribe.

The Toda women, I was told by my interpreter, "think of nothing

else (than sexual intercourse), escaping whenever they can into the sholas

to copulate with men of their choice." The institution alluded to by
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Rivers (13, p. 103) in which the palol (high priest of a ti dairy) upon the

completion of eighteen years of service can enjoy any Thardharsh woman
to whom he, as a Teivilkh, has taken a fancy, turned out on investigation

to be quite something else. The Todas admitted to my wife and to me
that all palols had a regular Tardharsh mistress during the whole of

their term of office, she being rewarded for this prohibited union with

expensive presents acquired by her lover with the proceeds of the dairy

(11)-

Incidentally, the position in which these people usually have coitus,

is for the woman to lie on her back and for the man to lie on top of her,

between her open legs. Only the people of Malabar "do it the other way
round" I was told (not without some amused sarcasm), and I was also

assured that copulation should never take place on the ertiilkh. How this

is to be reconciled with the statement that in the case of Pilkhlivowutn,

Kirsharswutn and Narshmali, the young couple sleep on the ertiilkh

while Motsod and Izam do so on the floor, because "the coming genera-

tion should be made as comfortable as possible with their common wife"

(see above, p. 344), I do not know; it would be worth further investigating.

About aggression, I was told to begin with, that there was very little

of it among the Todas, that they quarreled and shouted at each other

assuredly very often, but that even the fighting with sticks was something

that did not happen frequently. It is true that the tribe is totally devoid

of arms, and that they do not seem even to have ever possessed any—

a

rare occurrence with people anywhere in the world. Gradually, I discov-

ered, however, that this was what they would like outsiders to believe

about them and that, in reality, there was much jealousy, aggression and
hate between Toda and Toda, culminating very often in mysterious

murders and bloody feuds. What I have written about Karnoz earlier

(p. 331) is a case in point, and I also came across other similar instances.

Thus, the notorious Teivilkh Kuriolv about whom Rivers wrote in

such eloquent terms (13, pp. 551- 552), after having rid himself of rivals

and wives alike through the usual Toda method of indirect poisoning

through the agency of the Kurumbas, was himself murdered in the same

way by his wife, he ending his life practically at the same time and in a

neighboring house at Kuur where his rival and victim Arjvur died from

the effects of poison which he had himself administered to him. Piliar

of Kuur poisoned Todhen of Aperagor mad when I was in the Nilgiris in

1949, because he had had a son by a woman whom Piliar had given up
because he believed her to be barren. The deed was committed by a

Kurumba in Pillar's pay who gave the poison with some milk to Todhen
at a funeral which I attended. I tried to get the ailing man to hospital

in Ootacamund in order to look better into his case as well as to try and
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save him, but came up against the stubborn resistance of Piliar who stood

guard at the door of Todhen's house at Apergor, and assured me that

"Toda and Western medicine do not mix." Curiously too, the victim

himself agreed with his tormentor and refused to follow me. In such

cases, the man usually resigns himself to a death which he feels the gods

desire, but Todhen somehow recovered and did not die.

It is well known, of course, that the Todas practiced female infan-

ticide, although by methods which they have abandoned a long time ago.

From the case of the little girl twin to whose death I was a witness, it

can be gathered that the cruel custom has not been given up, although

the way of following it is no longer the same. I have also seen most dread-

ful quarrels between Todas, about the allocation of buffaloes, during my
stays in the Nilgiris, quarrels whose origin often go back to the childhood

of one of the contestants, the latter accusing the other party of having

stolen his rightful share when he was still too small to realize what it

meant, and when, his parents having died early, there was no one to

defend his interests. Such disputes often end too with the offended person

engaging Kurumbas to kill off his enemy. In fact, I now believe that very

few of the more influential Todas ever die a natural death, they being

done away with usually by poisoning, before old age takes the natural

toll of them.

From what I was able to gather from Erzigwuf and from Kanvar-

sathi, my interpreter, it appears that infantile development with the

Todas is in many ways identical with that of our children. Of course,

babies are suckled by their mothers much longer than in the West

—

which, according to Colonel D'Souza, IMS, is general to the whole of

Asia—and this practice must, somehow, make for some difference in oral

erotism and in the development of aggression. There is some discrepancy

in the statements of Erzigwuf and of Kanvarsathi regarding the latency

period, but somehow I am of the opinion that my interpreter's observa-

tions were the shrewder and that Erzigwuf, in her answers, was partly

influenced by the way the questions were put to her. Even if the latency

period is shorter, this is only a superficial difference with us, and one

that is generally recorded by other observers in the field among less

civilized people. What struck me too very forcibly was the degree of re-

pression of masturbation among the Todas, in many ways highly remin-

iscent of similar threats and punishments current among Western nations.

Kanvarsathi's remarks concerning Pangur (p. 351) seemed to me to show
considerable psychological, even psychoanalytical insight.

The central problem of the existence or not of the oedipus and
castration complexes among people of polyandrous matrimonial customs

was one far more difficult to solve by observation than any other. I can
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frankly say that during my stay at Melgarsh, I was unable to obtain any

reliable, concrete data on this subject. Apart from the fact that Mutnarsh
and Erzigwuf were treated by the children as the parental couple to the

exclusion of the two other fathers, the brothers Kuddhue and Munbok-
wutn, there was nothing in their behavior which betrayed an oedipal

conflict or the fear of castration. On the other hand, in the social struc-

ture of the tribe and in many of the ceremonies through which youths

have to pass, there do appear to be strong indications of the existence of

these fundamental complexes, and it is upon this evidence that I have

had to base myself solely so far in order to affirm that I do believe them
to be present in the psychological setup of the Todas.

Incest is looked upon with abhorrence by the Todas, and for them
that term covers sexual relations, not only with a member of one's im-

mediate family, but also with anyone of the same jnodol (patriarchal

clan) and, worse still, with someone of the polkhliol (mother-sib).

Strangely enough, it is the latter which are the most condemned of the

two, and anything having to do even remotely with the matrilineal con-

nection is a subject of shame and embarrassment which no Toda likes to

broach. I experienced the greatest difficulty in getting information about

this group, and what I obtained was in many ways different from what
Emeneau had gathered before me (see 12). This surely must be an indi-

cation of an oedipal reluctance to approach anything which has to do
with the mother, as, likewise, the prohibition to take women from the

modol can only be explained by an oedipal exogamous scruple. The
predilection for marriage between matchunis (cross-cousins) has certainly

come into being through a desire to marry closely without, however,

enfringing upon these rules—which is possible in the case of cross-

cousins.

The maternal uncle, the mun, plays a great part in Toda affairs. We
have already seen how he is the person reputedly endangered should a

woman not be deflowered by an outsider before her adult sexual life

begins. And castration preoccupations do seem to appear in the rule

that he can still save himself by cutting off the locks of his niece should

she have not submitted to the customary ritual. That the shearing of

locks is a substitute for castration is pretty obvious symbolically, but

just because there does exist a Toda rite de passage in which the maternal

uncle removes part of a child's hair (after the first funeral occurring in

the Tardharsh moiety following the child's birth), there seems to be even

more reason for looking at it in that light. The maternal uncle also is one
of the persons who must pierce a child's ears (the other being always a

Teivilkh), again a harmless substitute for paternal castration, I should

say.
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With the turning of a young man's fancy to an exogamous union, the

castration complex comes to an end and he is psychologically fully adult.

Pershrorsh, I thought, already showed marked signs of having reached

this stage, and his behavior both toward Mutnarsh and toward Erzigwuf

seemed to betray this. He was, however, the eldest boy, and even in a

polyandrous community it is no doubt natural for this child at least to

go through that evolution. What happens to younger brothers at this

stage of development, I cannot say, Narjilkh and Sodup being too young

for me to find out. Logically, one could expect some difference, with a

considerable amount of frustration, when the junior brothers discover

that their freedom of choice is curtailed and that they must accept their

senior's wife. In the older generation, Kuddhue and Munbokwutn seemed

reconciled to the idea, as I have seen others placed in the same position

elsewhere be too, but only a more thorough method of investigation

other than just outward observation can really give an answer to the

question as to what is the nature of their psychological outlook at this

stage of growth.

I found no insanity among the Todas; both they and the medical

authorities of Ootacamund assuring me that there had never been any

cases of madness—and this in spite of very many of them suffering from

syphilis. There were people reportedly "nervous" such as Pangur men-

tioned above, and I found one old man, Tilipa of Karsh, definitely an

incurable homosexual. In spite of his being the father of four strongly

built boys (who were probably only officially and not physiologically his;

he was married to a very masculine wife who notoriously bossed him
about), stories of many scandals in which he had been caught with youn-

ger men were whispered about the tribe, not without a certain amount of

contempt and condemnation.

If the psychological make-up of Todas is fundamentally the same as

that of Westerners, then why are the former polyandrous and the latter

not? That is the obvious question that comes to mind after the above

conclusions have been reached.

For the Todas are definitely polyandrous, in spite of reports to the

contrary emanating mainly from Indian sources. On the whole, I should

say that 60 per cent practice this ancient, traditional form of Toda matri-

mony, both fraternal and nonfraternal in nature. The nonfraternal type,

however, is rather rare, and I have only come across one definite case

of it: Wunkwur and Manarn of Norsh, married jointly to Puvamut of

Tarar; even so, the two men, although not brothers in our consanguine

meaning, were so according to the Toda classificatory type of kinship.

Kanvarsathi assured me, however, that other cases in outlying mads did
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exist too. The custom of married women having, extra to their husband

or husbands, an official lover—who usually belongs to the opposite moiety

—can in many ways be considered as a form of nonfraternal polyandry.

So engrained is the practice, that any woman who should die without a

lover of this kind, is automatically given one posthumously, for he has a

definite role to play in the funeral ceremony which, without it, would

not be complete.

It should not be inferred from the polyandry practiced by the Todas

that this is the only form of marriage in which they indulge. It is apt,

I know, to hide from view such other arrangements as polygyny and

monogamy, which do also exist in the tribe. The latter can only be said

to be predominantly polyandrous, as is the case with most people follow-

ing this type of union. Thus, at Kakhwurkh, I found Tulkhien enjoying

marriage with two girls, Kavidz and Liliriwuf. Asked why this was the

case, I was told that he was rich (seventy buffaloes) and could therefore

afford the luxury. Puvfkiaroz and Mutmali at Melgarsh proper are an ex-

cellent example of a monogamous couple, and it should also be noted that

Karnoz took to monogamy in his old age, when he broke away from

Silidz and married the beautiful Nalsirwuf.

The most sensible manner in which to answer the question why

others are polyandrous whereas we are not, although, fundamentally,

the psychical structures appear to be identical, is, I think, to put another

question: why should it not be so? In other words, why, rather, have we

not also taken to polyandry like Todas and other people practicing this

custom? Individual tendencies with us are very much the same, and it

cannot honestly be said that we, in the West, are monogamous by

nature. What is it, then, that keeps us from institutionalizing polyan-

drous unions?

The obstacles to such arrangements with us seem to be numerous.

First of all, there is jealousy, and the desire of each person to be in ex-

clusive possession of his partner. Certain ideals of feminine purity come

also into play—the origins of which, both psychological and cultural, it is

impossible to go into here—and male vanity, next, is such that men do

not like to see their women consorting with others, even if they are their

own brothers, as in the case of the Todas. It is difficult to see how much

of a narcissistic element enters into this attitude, and how much is due

to the masculine fear of passivity (in which lurks the fear of castration) to

another man, the rival for a woman's favors. This second aspect of what

is commonly looked upon as male vanity is very important, in my opin-

ion, and should not be underestimated. Finally, there is also the question

of paternity, and the powerful desire which Western fathers have of being

quite sure that the children begotten are really physiologically theirs.
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In order to avoid these undesirable elements in marriage, the men
with us have institutionalized it into a monogamous union. It functions

more or less, but without losing its main character of being an attempt

to reconcile sexuality and procreation with the elimination of certain of

the unpleasant aspects of these.

From my research among the Todas and other polyandrous peoples

elsewhere (Ceylon, Malabar, Tibet), I have definitely received the impres-

sion that the evils which we wish to avoid are secondary with them to

the threats of economical suffering with which they are continually

surrounded. All the peoples I worked with were steeped for one reason or

another in difficult economical conditions, and they quite obviously had

resorted to polyandry as a means of solving their difficulties. The property

they possess remains undivided in this way and is held jointly by the

husbands—or by the wife if she is an heiress, as in Tibet—so that there

is more to go round than if possessions were split up among the various

individuals of a family. A curious aspect of polyandry in Ceylon and

Tibet, however, was that the rich, aristocratic families also practiced it,

but when asked why (as they at least had no economical reason to do so)

they replied that it was to perpetuate their power and to keep it concen-

trated—no doubt, a phenomenon of cultural inertia.

But the economical reason would not be enough to bring the insti-

tution into being. A psychological intermediary is necessary, I think, in

the process of formation, and I believe that I have detected it in the

universal affirmation of all polyandrous people that they practice this

custom because "they wish to keep the women from quarreling." By this

they want apparently to infer that the quarreling of wives would lead to

the estrangement of husbands, and my Toda informants actually put it

in this way to me, adding that they "could not afford such quarrels," as

they were too poor. Solidarity is thus the major virtue among such people,

a solidarity which, in the case of the Singhalese, led them to impress upon

me that polyandry is a much more "moral" form of marriage than mon-

ogamy, because it is not selfish as the latter is and makes for social

altruism among men.

The economical stress with certain people, due to various reasons

such as a poor environment (Tibet) or special social conditions in which

a class or a caste is denied access to wealth (Ceylon, Malabar), has thus

led to a special psychological attitude. The normal balance between love

and hate in every man for his neighbor has been upset in favor of love

by the excessive pressure on him to act in a solidary way with other

men. It is definitely an arrangement among men, because, without excep-

tion, polyandrous societies are patriarchal, the women not enjoying many
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privileges within them. A complex psychological process, then, sets in of

which the principal traits appear to be the following:

Latent homosexuality among men—of the type which makes prac-

tically all societies function thanks to male administration—is stimulated,

especially among brothers, as it becomes imperative to form a "brotherly"

society. The concept of it being highly "moral" to be polyandrous and

share your wife with another, as I had found it in Ceylon, comes into

being and is idealized. Among the men thus affected, there is a masochis-

tic acceptance of the threat of castration inherent in the passivity to

another man (which makes so many Westerners rebellious to the mere

idea of such a type of union) and here again it becomes "moral" to re-

strain oneself and accept the situation in the interest of the economical

well-being of the group. Finally, on the credit side, polyandry allows for

the satisfaction of repressed incestual desires, it affording opportunities to

lie with sister-substitutes, and even mother-figures, the latter representa-

tions reaching their highest forms in the Tibetan practice of fathers and

sons sharing the stepmother of the latter.

With the Todas, with whom we have been specially concerned here,

the situation cannot be said to be exactly the same, because there is no
evidence that they are suffering today from economical difficulties. There
are no reasons to believe, however, that it was not always so, and that

they have a past in which they were nomadic people depending on their

herds of buffaloes for their living. It is this past that no doubt brought

into being the polyandry which they still practice today, as they do many
other customs which have no more reason for existence in the Nilo;iris,

They nevertheless carry on with their aberrant ways because partly

inertia is to blame, but also because they wish very ardently indeed to

preserve their individuality among other peoples inhabiting the hills to

whom they consider themselves superior. And their polyandry, as can be

seen from the study above, is a very superficial and formal one, in which
the property is divided and in which one of the brothers does take the

place of the husband in a monogamous union. In my mind, there is no
doubt that Mutnarsh is the father at Melgarsh, and that the others are

more like big brother-uncles to the children than what they purport to be

institutionally.

Conclusion

In my study of the Toda family at Melgarsh, I tried all along to

observe and gather facts and not to let myself be carried away by the

desire to prove theories or the temptation to interpret what I saw from
an insufficient amount of data. In many ways, I have the impression that
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I got further into the analysis of a polyandrous people than I had ex-

pected to, but on the other hand, I feel that the results are still very

superficial. Very soon I discovered that one cannot just sit and watch as

I had hoped, but that a certain amount of questioning is inevitable and

even desirable. The anthropologist, however great his sympathy and

understanding of the people he is studying, is and remains always a for-

eigner to them and his very presence among them upsets the normal

setting of their lives. There are certain things which it would take much
too long to wait to see, and others need to be jerked out of the people, so

to say, if one wants to get to some of their more intimate secrets. I had

to resort to all these methods with the people of Melgarsh and also took

Rorschach tests on them, as I have mentioned earlier.

And yet I feel that I remained very far from delving really thor-

oughly into their psyche. Much was gathered in final resort from induc-

tion, as appears in chapter V of this paper. The real prerequisites for a

deep-going investigation are threefold. First, one should know the lan-

guage of the people being studied, in order to be able to deal with them

directly, and not through the intermediary of an interpreter, who, being

usually one of them, is an obstacle to them telling you something really

intimate, as they are either shy of him or fear his indiscretion. Then, a

much longer period of study is needed to get to know everything about a

people—even a single family such as Melgarsh. There are things that can

only be observed over a very long period of time and when one has come

to be accepted with complete confidence by the people among whom
one is.

Finally, if it is desired to gather psychoanalytic data, it is essential

that it be done in the same way as it has been in the West, namely,

clinically. Primitive men, or men living in societies whose structure is

very different from others, cannot be expected to reveal their unconscious

selves much better than we did before the coming of Freudian psycho-

analysis. Their egos function in the same ways as ours, as do their super-

egos and their ids, they themselves not being more conscious (less so, even,

I maintain) than we of what the latter contain.

Before we can really affirm in a strictly scientific way that other

psyches are different from or identical with ours, clinical psychoanalytic

data must be collected from people living in different cultures. Anything

else is really only a speculative game in which the more gifted observers

can admittedly be more successful than others. But they are really only

amateurs groping for working hypotheses at the utmost, as long as they

have not mastered the language, acquired the complete confidence of the

people they wish to study, and have not actually carried out a psycho-
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analytic treatment as with us, on one or two of the subjects of their

choice.

This is the ultimate goal which I have now set myself with Tibetans

and which I am endeavoring to reach in my present work in the

Himalayas.

APPENDICES

Appendix 1. Census of the Todas taken 1949.

No. Name of mads (in Toda) Meyi Women Children Total

1 Karsh 12 8 20

2 Kishkier 4 7 2 13

3 Kiiishu 7 6 1 14

4 Melgarsh 12 11 7 30^

5 Mign 5 4 1 10

6 Poln 5 1 11

7 Tor 3 4 1 8

8 Paletkwar 4 3 3 10

9 Or 5 4 9

10 Kuur 3 2 1 6

11 Arjmad 2 1 3

12 Penavarsh 7 2 1 10

13 Nattersh 12 8 11 31

14 Nirgodsh 2 1 1 4

15 Morkor 3 2 4 9

16 Togor 2 3 5

17 Apersgor 3 3 6

18 Pakharkwur 2 2 4

19 Kakhwurkh 13 8 3 24

20 Paghor 7 4 4 15

21 Patdhue 4 4 8

22 Karie 7 5 4 16

23 Norsh 11 13 4 28

24 Tavatkhiur 5 4 3 12

25 Kiudi 3 2 5

26 Kiur 2 2 4 8

27 Molkursh 5 3 8

28 Tivalkun 3 2 5

29 Pudmad 4 3 8 15

30 Artalkh 13 9 6 28

31 Tarar 13 10 8 31

* Census taken liefore the twins were horn, the extra child counted being Porsh-

wutn (Motsod's second child away at a Badaga's house). The extra women here are

Purshwuo's wife, Sindira, living at Karsh mad, and Molam, wife of Porjwishk, employed

as a gardener in Ootacamund and hving there. The two extra men added here are

Purshwuo, living at Karsh, and the above mentioned Porjwishk, a descendant of

Tekorvan (see Fig. 3 in te.\t).
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No. Name of mads (in Toda) Men Women Children Total

32 Mortkiar 3 5 3 11

33 Konorj 4 3 3 10

34 Nirkh 3 2 4 9
35 Inkit 6 7 3 16

36 Kwordhoni 13 8 9 23

37 Porgarsh 6 6 1 13

Total 218 176 94** 488

** Of which 44 were boys and 50 girls.

Appendix 2. Letter to the Collector of the Nilgiris complaining of the

theft of a wife.

Needless to say, nothing was done about the question of

reforming the tribe with regard to this ancient custom,

which continues today just as it always has.

From Ootacamund, May 25, 1949

P. Nashimikar (Toda)

son of Ponnal pettitioner.

Minickmund, Ootacamund Taluk nashimikar (Toda)

Ootacamund.

To
The Collector of the Nilgiris, accused

Ootacamund. neshivikuttan (Toda)

Respected Sir,

Sub: History of our community—request and prayer.

The undersigned prays as follows:

—

History

When the undersigned, the petitioner Sri. Nashimikar (s/o) ponnal

residing at Minikmund went on his duty to Mysore Palace. One Sri.

Neshivikuttan (Toda) s/o Uthias of Kodathunnymund, Kodanad, of

Kotagiri, Coonoor Taluk, under the previous inducement of others made
my Mrs. Asthima (a newly married wife) convinced for their illegal

attempt and Sri. Uthias and others carried her away from Minikmund by

force at about 10 to 11 a.m. on 23-5-'49 to make her a new wife of Sri. U.

Neshavakuttan, that is accordinsr to our ancient customs of our com-

munity.

NOW MY dear wife IS IN THE HANDS OF NESHIVIKUTTAN s/o UTHIAS AND

SHE IS UNDER THEIR CUSTODY AT KODATHUNNIMUND AT KODANAD OF KOTA-

GIRI, COONOOR TALUK.
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Request

I and other Toda youths being of honesty and civilized is now pray-

ing that no such steeling of girls or women may be made in all future in

this Governement, that is to say, to marry illegally the others either by

nature also by force.

Therefore no diversion of wives may be allowed in our hill-tribe

community. Also we pray that we may kindly be benefitted to give-up all

the past and to direct us to make a new life satisfied by the Governement

and the Almighty.

Activities

1. According to the resolutions passed by the Toda Well-fare Com-
mittee such illegal activities are being completely stoped.

2. The Toda Pnchayat Committee is also directed by the T. W.
Committee to make all arrangements regarding marriage legally.

On the contrary it seems the said Toda Well-fare Committee by receiving

bribes from the accused also from the opponent party. Therefore, I and

the others think that these are unlawful to court of law and to Court of

Almighty. Medicalmen (I heard it said) and others the population is

decreasing on account of these illegal, etc., procedure in this Com-
munities.

Prayer

Please, and do please in the name of almighty make immediate ar-

rangements to bring my wife mrs. asthiamma nashimikar of Minikmund
Now.

I humbly beg to remain.

Respected Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(sgd. P. Nashimikar)
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Appendix 3. Sketch of the Melgarsh Mad's disposition.

BOTANICAL GARDENS

,\re_r^ej}j29

Grounds

called a buffalo
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THE MILKY WAY AND THE ESOTERIC MEANING
OF AUSTRALIAN INITIATION

G£ZA ROHEIM, PH.D.

New York

In his excellent study on ritual and myth in Arnhem Land Berndt

reports the following myth as the origin myth of the subincision (Kuna-

pipi) cermony among the Alawa tribe. This ritual is the real "big

mystery" of the initiation.

In the "Dreaming period" the Kadjari (mother imago, also called

Kunapipi) lived with her old blind husband and her sister's (daughter's)

son, a small boy.

She went out foraging for food and found some goannas (big lizards).

She killed them and brought them back to camp where she roasted them

in a hole. Then she took the cooked goannas out and handed the largest

one to the old man and the smaller one to the little boy. He began to cry

in anger, he did not want the small goannas, he wanted the big, fat one,

Berndt's informants told him that the goanna symbolizes the penis and

a little boy is given a small goanna because his penis is small and not

mature but the large goanna was given to the old man because his penis

was of adult size. The child wants a large adult penis to take the place

of the old man and have intercourse with the Kadjari. The Kadjari in-

sisted, "No, I can't let you have the big one, I have to take it to the

old man" (meaning that she would not let him have the large penis

and have intercourse with her). The small boy became very angry, he

seized the large goanna and threw it on a flat rock so that it split and

the meat was scattered.

"Ah, you bad boy," the classificatory^ grandmother scolded and hit

him. Then the Kadjari decided that she and the little boy were going up
into the sky. She began to climb a tree, but as she did this the boy, who
was following her, looked upwards and saw her vulva. "Ah," he thought

to himself, "that's a nice vulva, I want it." And in his excitement he

1 Classificatory means that all the women of the tribe who belong to a certain

group are called "grandmother."

S70
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slipped down the tree trunk to the ground. (The Kadjari opened her legs

placing them on each side of the tree trunk as he climbed. This mention

of the boy's slipping down is another reference to the immaturity of his

penis, for it is inferred that his penis would slip out of a mature woman's

vagina during coitus.) Hearing her grandson fall she came down to pick

him up. "You give me coitus before we go home to the old man," he

cried out. "No," she said. "What am I going to do, granny," he said in a

childish sing-song manner. And as she was standing with legs apart ready

to climb the tree again the small boy thrust his head forward and grasped

the clitoris with his teeth.

"This small boy is biting my clitoris," she called out to her husband

and, "That is mine," to the little boy. The old man rushed up with an

axe and threw it at the boy. The boy turned into a rock. But then the old

man decided that the boy and the Kadjari were to go up into the sky

where they would form the constellation called komarindji (Seven Sisters,

Pleiades?) that rises in the morning.

"Every morning you see them coming up, the woman with the small

boy biting on her clitoris."

In memory of this incident subincision was introduced, the incised

penis signifying the split goanna after it had been thrown by the child

on the rock. In addition the incisure represents the Kadjari's (mother

imago) vulva. The child hanging on to the Kadjari's clitoris by its teeth

symbolizes a baby at childbirth attached to its mother by the umbilical

cord; while the husband when throwing the axe at the boy is Lightning

or the Rainbow Snake punishing him for violating the incest tabu (2,

pp. 185-187).

I obtained fragments of the same myth from various tribes in Central

Australia.

While studying the sign language of the Pitjentara I was told that

the whole hand open, with the fingers shaking and showing how they

were sticking to the sky, means the Milky Way. The verbal equivalent is

Ngaltarara or Yakurura, i.e., boy with mother. This is all they tell the

women. It is a kangaroo boy with his mother. For the initiated they say,

"Wara-pulena-pulena. O! hurts, hurts!" A woman sat on the penis of a

boy before it was healed after circumcision. He shouted, "It hurts, hurts."

The same belief is connected wath a long myth told by Pukuti-wara.

It is a Pitjentara story but the belief is shared also by the Yumu much
further to the north.

Kangaroo ancestors came from a place called Murkanti (Bull-roarer).

They went to a place called Purkuntu-purkuntu (fire-rubbing), then to

a place called Wipu-wara (Penis/tail/long) but really Wipu-pungu (Tail
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hits). The kangaroo tail hit the ground there.^ Then they came to a

place called Alarku (Open) and they opened their veins there and made
a ngallunga. Then they went to a place called Wipin-palka (Tail long,

palka instead of wara). Then they came to a place called Pinpinka

(=tjalunka= resin). The willy-wagtail closed a rockhole with tjalunka

(resin). Then they went to a place called Kutuntari (Alone). There was a

Wintara (Mutamz small animal); there—quite alone, it ran away from

the kangaroos. Then they went to a place called Murku (the inside fat

part of the tail). Then to Warupi (thick part of kangaroo tail). Then they

sang their own men with warupi enitunkunta (Tail black magic) and

became tired and turned into tjurunga and went into a cave. Pukuti-wara

who tells me the story was incarnated at the first place called Pupipupi

(bull-roarer). When they swang their bull-roarers iti (spirit children)

came out of that. The phallic nature of the whole journey is obvious

from the place names. Like all these myths it ends in the uterus-cave. We
omit the song. It deals mainly with circumcision, subincision, and flowing

blood. When the father-in-law circumcises the boy he sends the women
away. Then when the boy slept on his back after the circumcision a

woman came up and sat on his penis. The boys should not sleep on their

backs after circumcision because their penises might get crooked. The
couple are still visible in the Milky Way, stuck together. The boy is a

kangaroo boy who sprung from the pubic tassel (matati). Just before one

kangaroo man kills the others with his magic song, the woman comes and

takes this boy up with her to the sky where they become kuntanka

(tjurunga) and are still alive there.

Further explanation is offered by Pukuti-wara as follows:

The wind blew the old kangaroo man's pubic tassel away and it

became a child. He went to look for it but his brother found the child

first. It was eating lizard. The second kangaroo man now took the child.

This was the father of the kangaroo boy who had been initiated by the

first kangaroo man. Two other old kangaroo men got angry, because they

wanted to initiate the boys and had been prevented from doing so by

the others. One of the children comes from the pubic tassel, the other is

a "natural" kangaroo child.

Merilkna, a member of the Ngatatara (west of Hermannsburg) tribe

says, "Two big tjurungas are in the Milky Way stuck together crosswise."

If we look at all these traditions and beliefs we can hardly doubt that

they are historically related either by springing from one common source

or by migration.3

2 The explanation is obviously misleading. Since the name is given as esoteric it

must mean that they hit their penises there; i.e., resubincised themselves.

3 For further details, cf. R6heim (17).
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In one of the Pitjentara kangaroo (or frost) myths the kangaroo sees

an iguana man coming with ceremonial marks. The iguana man stabs

his own penis and the blood flows out. This is where the Ngallunga part

of the myth starts.'*

Returning now to the myth of the Kadjari from Arnhem land, the

oedipal content is quite obvious. The little boy wants the mother imago,

the old man hurls his stone axe.

In the somewhat unclear Pitjentara myth I have collected, we have

two boys (one of them supernatural), two father figures and two old men
who kill everybody because they are angry. We can safely assume that the

two father figures and the two old sorcerers are chips of the same block

and then we have the kangaroo boys who are to be "initiated," i.e., killed

by the two kangaroo fathers. Why two? The myth shows this; it has a

happy end and an unhappy end. The happy end is not here on earth, it

is in the sky and it happens to the supernatural boy. It consists in per-

manent sexual union with the mother. Moreover, the two boys are

obviously connected with the castration complex.

One of the first observations I made in the field was the alknarintja

situation. Alknarintja means "eyes turn away" and is a mythical woman
who rejects the men. But it is dangerous to dream about the alknarintja

because she will sit on the penis of the dreamer and might break it.

Moreover, the alknarintja always appears in the guise of a nyurpma

(incestuous, forbidden) woman. I then found out that the habitual sleep-

ing posture was that of the mother lying on the child, i.e., something

that approximates the alknarintja situation in the dream (15, 16, 19). It

is therefore quite clear that the myth of the mother and son permanently

united in the alknarintja situation as a constellation, is a childhood

fantasy stabilized. At the same time it also subtly indicates that this can

never be on earth.

The symbolism of the Milky Way as the central mystery of

Australian initiation has probably something to do with the unconscious

perception of the tragic motive inherent in mankind, what we want we

cannot have and we deny that we want it.

The following myth is recorded for the Yirla Mining in South

Australia.

Two eaglehawks devoured large numbers of the tribe. A small group

consisted of three men and one woman. Two of the men killed the mon-

ster eaglehawks and then went up into the sky where they still dwell in

the dark patches of the Milky Way. The remaining man and woman were

4 Ngallunga means running backwards and showing the subincision wound to the

neophytes. This part of the initiation is most jealously guarded from the women. Cf.

R6heim (18, Chapter VIU).
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attacked by a neighboring tribe. They were unable to kill them because

when either of them was struck at, he or she vanished and immediately

reappeared in some neighboring scrub or tree. This pair also ascended to

the Milky Way and was lost sight of. During circumcision the lad oper-

ated on has to keep his eyes fixed on the two spots where dwell the

slayers of the two gigantic birds (23, p. 403).^ Considering the early and

probably very imperfect character of this recording it is just possible that

the pair who ascends to the sky is stuck together. The following data I

quote from my field notes. There are the beliefs of the Apatangurara

tribe a "Luritja"-speaking group west of the Hermannsburg Aranda

(Mount Marino).

The Milky Way (Mirawari) is one big tjurunga like ngallunga for

everybody. Ngallunga for everybody means supreme mystery, valid for all

the totems.

Many boys undergoing circumcision went up to the stars; the Milky

Way is formed by their campfires.

The Wilky Way is the sacred place of the maliara (boys undergoing

initiation). There is an eternal earth there where all the maliara are

asleep. The father of these maliara is called Ulparakirilkiri (Toes feet

rough). He had a big vessel with water, he turned it over and then he lit

the fire. When the sleeping neophytes awake, they see this fire.

Ulparalkirilkiri is a mythical being who originated in the sky and

is still there. He originated out of his own body. All this is highly eso-

teric and not to be sung in the presence of the women. This myth be-

comes especially significant if we connect it with the beliefs and dreams

of Pukuti-wara of the Pitjentara tribe. Behind the visible Milky Way
there is another Milky Way and this is the one the sorcerer visits in his

dreams. It is like a tjurunga and the medicine man walks along it. It is

beautiful and smooth like the subincision opening. If the real subincision

opening were not beautiful and smooth the medicine man might get

stuck there and his soul would never return to the earth (18, p. 193).

In one myth we find the "stuck together" motive as referring to

mother and son, in the other it is being "stuck" in one's own subincision

hole. There is no need to prove once more the vaginal and maternal or

uterine significance of the subincision opening. There are other and

deeper connections here that have to do with sleeping and dreaming.^

The tribes around Ooldea have the following myth of the Wati

Kutjara (Two Men). One of them was called Kurukadi and his totem was

milpali (ignara). The other was Mumba and his totem was junka (black

5 Cf. Howitt (10, pp. 665-666) who records a slightly different version of the same
myth.

6 For a full discussion of these connections, see R6heim (21).
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iguana). They are also called the Two Iguanas. They came to a place

where they saw a Mulga tree. They decided to make a ceremonial board

out of the tree (sacred object like the tjurunga). The long line of dark

patches in the Milky Way represents the ceremonial board which the

ancestral heroes made and placed in the sky as well as in the totemic

cave.'^ The markings on the board represent the marks on the back of an

iguana. But on the other hand they are also called njiintjin (i.e., navel).

The myth of the Wati Kutjara (Two Men) is really the story of the Moon
Man who is pursuing a group of women who later become the Pleiades.

The Two Men struck the Moon Man with a magic boomerang. In one

version of the myth the Two Iguanas cut off the Moon Man's penis when
they rescue the woman (1, pp. 7-9; 6, p. 32). In a version published by

Tindale (22) we are told that the long line of dark patches in the Milky

Way between Centauri and Cygnus represents the ceremonial board made
by the Wati Kutjara and left at Kanba (place name). It always remains in

the sky notwithstanding that the material ceremonial board exists on

earth. The Wati Kutjara also dragged a waninga (two sticks crossed with

human hair in rhomboid shape wound round them) with them all day.

They arrived at a place called Julia. Men were gathered there show-

ing initiation ceremonies. The initiates subsisted entirely on human
blood provided by the initiators who cut veins in their arms and allowed

the blood to flow into a dish. The Wati Kutjara themselves are now the

stars known as Gemini, while the ceremonial board is represented in the

sky by the dark patches in the Milky Way. But the board is also in the

totemic cave. One of the songs referring to the cave is: "Stand up in the

dark cave the big tall thing leave it" (22, pp. 169-185).

Another very interesting version of the Two Men myth has been

recorded by R. and C. Berndt (4, p. 44). In this version a child steals the

ceremonial board associated with the Two Men; child and board are

visible in the Milky Way. The workings on the board are iguana mark-

ings. In this story there is an unconscious identification of the Two
Heroes with women. "When the Opossum Woman is dead the Two
Heroes lie in a grave. But even more obvious is the circular headdress on

the head of the dual heroes" (18, p. 255).

The Karadjeri in North West Australia again connect their most

important myth with the Milky Way.
The two Bagadjimbiri made everything they originated in the shape

of two dingos. They later became gigantic men whose bodies reached up
to the sky and when they died their bodies became water snakes while

their spirits became the Magellan Clouds. When they arose it was the

twilight of the first day. They invent micturation, the sexual organs,

^ That is, the boards are present in dupUcate.
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woman's breasts, and circumcision (initiation). At the initiation ceremony
one of them swung the bull-roarer but when he attempted to swing the

large ceremonial board the string broke and the board flew up into the

sky where it can be seen as a long black patch or as a series of patches

extending along the Milky Way. They tracked a kangaroo but did not

kill it. The kagaroo jumped into the sky where it became the Coal Sack,

a dark patch in the Milky Way beside the Southern Cross. Finally they

get killed. Dilga, the mother of the Two Heroes, detected the odor of

decomposing flesh. Milk came out of her breast and flowed underground
to the place where the Bagadjimbiri had died. The milk drowned the

murderers and brought the Two Heroes back to life again. Their spirits

then become the Magellan Clouds, their bodies water snakes. In another

version of the story she drowns the murderers with her menstrual blood

(14, pp. 47-51).

In all these myths we see that the Milky Way becomes a projected

image of the initiation ritual both of circumcision and subincision.

All these myths tend toward an ambisexual symbolism or, to put it

another way, toward representing the male and female sex symbols on
one object. Oral and oedipal or genital symbolism are also regularly

overlapping or combined.

The Ngatatara call the two dark patches in the Milky Way ngapat-

jinbi (water vagina). There once lived in Tunkuba (Wallaby Place)

many little grey wallaby men. They circumcised two boys and gave them
two ngapatjinbis telling them to keep them hidden from the women.
But two girls, the promised brides of the boys, had hidden in the bush.

They came out of their hiding place and, taking the youths on their

shoulders, climbed up to the sky. The girls put the boys in the Milky

Way and hid the ceremonial objects in the ground. The boys are now
two bright stars in the Milky Way and the two neighboring dark patches

are the ngapatjinbi (16, pp. 131-132).

Besides other latent content, which I have interpreted previously,

the myth clearly emphasizes that our wishes are intrinsically impossible;

they can be achieved (sometimes represented as punishment) only "up
there" in the realm of fantasy. The ritual background is the sexual taboo

period after circumcision, the mythical content is permanent sexual union

with the mother imago.

The Alawa myth again reflects this essential impossibility or tragic

character of human strivings quite clearly. The child wants to have a big

man's penis when he is only a child. Finally he achieves his aim—perma-

nent union with the mother—but only in the sky. The way this aim is

achieved is interesting. He holds on to her clitoris with his teeth—a re-

markable combination of the genital and the oral. The natives explain
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this as symbolizing a permanent union of the mother and the newborn

baby—i.e., separation anxiety canceled.

Nowadays it is the fashion to explain everything in oral terms so

that psychoanalysis which once upon a time wore the proud mantle of

Mephistopheles, now looks more like a nursery rhyme. When I wrote

The Eternal Ones of the Dream I could show the separation symbolism

in the puberty ritual, whereas previously only castration symbolism had

been recognized. However, this presents a problem. An Australian child

is never weaned artificially, he sucks milk as long as he likes, from his

own or other mothers. He gets the nipple whenever he cries. If anyone is

brought up with a minimum of frustration, he certainly is. Then why
do we have all that separation symbolism?

It seems that what is older in time is not necessarily more dynamic

in its effects. The older generation represents the youths as mere infants

or just born (they are whistling in the dark) because young rivals will

endanger their supply of young women. However, that is not all either.

One thing that is seldom taken into consideration is that the oral and

the genital do not follow each other in neat succession. They overlap.

The boy does not hold on to his mother's nipple but to his mother's

clitoris.

Greenacre (8) observes that male babies frequently have an erection

immediately after birth. ^ Kinsey writes (11, p. 177):

Orgasm has been observed in boys of every age from five months
to adolescence. Orgasm is in our records for a female babe of four

months. The orgasm in an infant or other young male is, except for

the lack of ejaculation, a striking duplicate of an orgasm in an older

adult. There are observations of 16 males up to 11 months of age

with such typical orgasm reached in seven cases.

On the other hand, I have shown that the universality of the oedipus

complex is demonstrated precisely by the fact that it evolves from the

dual-unity situation. Marriage rituals prove that the male is looking for

a mother and the Hungarian word "wife" originally means "dear mother"

(20, pp. 206-207).

Monogamy, based on a fusion of the maternal and sexual impulse is

regarded as the ideal goal by our society. Once more we are going against

nature. Levy (12) writes that the cleavage between sexual and maternal

behavior is sharply demarcated in animals. Briffault (5, p. 187) describes

the opposition between the maternal and the sexual instinct.

Man is attempting that which is biologically impossible. We wish to

be adult when we are infants and to be infants when we are adults. The

8 See also Ferenczi (7, p. 250) . (The gonads are relatively well developed at the end
of the foetal period and tlie beginning of extrauterine life.)
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constellation on the firmament in the Australian myth says: What you

desire can be achieved—in Never Never Land.

The other great mystery of Australian initiation is subincision. His-

torically it is a further development from circumcision. Nunberg (13) em-

phasizes the uterine or maternal significance of the foreskin. Australia

supplies ample data. The foreskin goes back to the mother, which I

would now interpret as meaning that the foreskin is the mother.^ The
natives themselves in my territory regarded the Ngallunga ritual as the

supreme mystery. In this ritual the men show their subincised and bleed-

ing penes to the boys and it is this ritual that is more taboo than any-

thing else to the women (20).

Berndt, after telling us that Kunapipi is the Great Mother, writes

that it also means subincision itself, the slit the men make on their own

penis (4, p. 16). In one of the Arnhem Land myths the foreskin is identi-

fied with the uterus (3, p. 112). Nunberg would therefore perhaps say:

the Australians clearly tell us what the central mystery is, it is ambisexu-

ality. While one cannot deny the probability of such an interpretation it

still leaves questions unanswered. Ambisexuality is a central mystery we

share with the animal kingdom and therefore we still think we need

something else to explain the mystery in the mystery. I have frequently

commented on its functional significance: the boy is now to love the

fathers; they have a vagina on their penes; they are mother substitutes.

However, I am never quite satisfied by explanations of the teleological

type. Let us examine the context in which all this happens. The aim of

the ritual is to separate the boys from the mothers with many compensa-

tions offered and many indications that the real "latent content" is the

opposite. When, therefore, the men show that under the penis they have

a vulva—moreover, a vulva which symbolizes the mother—what they are

unconsciously saying is really that they too have never given up that

which they cannot have, the libidinal desire for the mother of their

childhood.

It is human to attempt the impossible and, of course, not to see that

it is impossible.

I end by quoting a myth of the Hottentots (21, pp. 69-70). It is self-

explanatory.

Heitsi-Eibib and His Mother.

Once, on an occasion the mother and other friends of hers were

traveling. And her boy was very naughty and fretful and his mother had

to stop while her friends were going on. She went on and carried him

and again he was naughty and dirtied himself and his mother. And she

had to dean him. In this way he went on until the other women were

9Cf. R6heim (18, p. 68).
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out of sight. Then he suddenly became a big man and forced his mother

to the ground and had intercourse with her. After this he again became

a baby and when she came to her mother she put him on the ground and

did not take notice of him. At last her mother (i.e., the grandmother)

said, "Don't you hear your child crying?" The daughter said, "I hear, but

let big men help themselves as big men do."
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THE INFLUENCE OF BIOLOGICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS UPON THE DEVELOP-

MENT OF THE LATENCY PERIOD

HANS LAMPL, M.D.i

Amsterdam

In his Autobiographical Study, Freud (9) relates that already quite

early he was greatly attracted to Darwin's theories. In contradistinction

to the assumption that all living matter, once created, has since remained

unchanged, the theory of evolution of all living matter certainly provided

a rich soil on which psychoanalysis could later develop. Before the advent

of psychoanalysis, even psychic phenomena were considered as static; the

genetic approach to them was almost unknown before Freud.

If we briefly summarize Darwin's ideas in so far as they are relevant

to our topic, we might say the following: Darwin assumes that plants and

animals have the potentiality of great variations which are capable of

being inherited. The variations which in the individual's struggle for

existence prove to be valuable have a greater chance of surviving than

the nonvaried characters. The former survive whereas the latter die out.

In formulating psychoanalytic concepts, Freud made extensive use

of the genetic approach. However, he was in general more inclined to-

ward the Lamarckian viewpoint which postulates also the inheritance of

acquired characters. We know that without these assumptions we could

understand only few psychic processes. For example, could we understand

the instinctive knowledge of animals without assuming the inheritance

of acquired characters? It would indeed be difficult to consider such in-

stinctive knowledge in a similar way as we do in regard to biological

variations.

It is very impressive to observe young ducklings which have been

hatched by a hen. We can see these young animals standing at the shore-

line; and then we can observe how the young ducklings begin to swim,

leaving the helpless hen-mother behind at the shore. Here we can speak

only of the acquired character of knowing how to swim—a knowledge

1 Translated by Lottie M. Maury.
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acquired gradually throughout thousands of generations that must have

arisen at one time after the swimming skin on the animal's feet had

previously or simultaneously been developed. The above description is

to be considered as a very simple illustration of instinctive knowledge.

Much more complicated phenomena can be observed in birds; for exam-

ple, in their nestbuilding and numerous other activities.

In the somatic sphere the inheritance of acquired characters could

as yet not be proven. Experiments in this area, carried out some years

ago at the Biological Research Station in Vienna, were subsequently

recognized as experimental errors. The entire problem must after all be

viewed in the light of the fact that the number of generations used in

such experiments is, measured by the prehistoric yardstick, so small that

it cannot be compared with processes of inheritance of acquired charac-

ters occurring in nature. The succession of uncountable number of gen-

erations involved there can in general not be imitated in experiments.

However, let us consider biological processes involving series of genera-

tions which reach astronomical fissures, such as a strain of bacteria which

for years has daily been implanted anew on the culture-medium. In this

way millions and millions of new generations are created, frequently

showing changes that obviously must gradually have arisen through their

growth on an artificial culture-medium. Variations having arisen in this

way can be hereditarily transmitted. Such bacteria can, e.g., loose much
of their virulence and if they are used in experiments of infection, the

results will be very different from those in which the original bacteria

are used. Comparable changes in the bacteria cannot be observed if their

reproduction takes place in the living organism of an animal. We must
therefore assume that the change has been caused by their continual

growth in an artificial culture-medium and that this change, once ac-

quired, is inherited by subsequent generations.

In his review of Freud's work on Moses, Jones (11) attacks—partly

correctly—Freud's concurrence with the theory of acquired characters. I

said correctly in view of the fact that this phenomenon could as yet not

be proven experimentally. And I would add that nevertheless I cannot

agree with Jones's arguments because an essential part of our psycho-

analytic experience would without such an assumption have no founda-

tion whatsoever. Similar processes determine the inheritance of instinctive

knowledge in animals and that of the archaic psychic patterns in man.
Such phenomena need not forever be experienced anew in order to exert

their influence on men.

The theory of evolution received an important addition in de Vries'

theory of mutation. He assumed that in the course of the evolution of

new generations, variations arise spontaneously which are inheritable. He
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attributed no special role to the purposiveness of such changes, which he

studied mainly in plants. An example would be the variation in the

number of a tulip's petals which are then transmitted and, if cross-bred

often enough, finally result in a full-petalled tulip. In examining the

three theories of Darwin, Lamarck and de Vries, we can conclude that

most likely all three theories must be combined in order to explain the

coming into existence of new plants and animals in their phenotypes.

These theories have generally been used to explain the evolution of

somatic phenomena. In regard to psychic processes we assume a combina-

tion of anlage and development, the latter being determined by psychic

experiences.^ Indeed, in some cases one might go so far as to consider

the psychic development as the primary factor and to conceive of somatic

changes as a secondary consequence of the psychic changes.

One of the most noteworthy phenomena in the development of man,
and specific for him, is what we call the latency period. No other species

has evolved anything which could only remotely be compared with it.

Even the anthropoids, the closest relatives of men, show nothing that

would resemble a latency period. When Freud assumed years ago that the

refraining from "killing the father" was the most essential aspect in

creating what we call "man," we must admit that this theory was devel-

oped at a time when the importance of preoedipal phenomena was still

unknown. Today we are more inclined to believe that the formation of

the latency period was the most essential phenomenon in decisively deter-

mining the difference between man and animal.

The significance of this phenomenon has been independently em-

phasized by two authors. We know that Freud stressed the importance

of the latency period very early. However, it is less well known among
analysts that the Dutch anatomist Bolk conceived of the latency period

in a similar sense. He described it among many other phenomena char-

acteristic for men which in general he views as processes of retardation.

Max Levy-Suhl (13) and van der Sterren (19) have rendered us a great

service by first pointing to the correspondence of Freud's and Bolk's

views.^ Freud described this phenomenon from the psychological view-

point, drawing attention to the fact that in the somatic sciences similar

processes of noncontinuous developments could be observed. In this con-

nection Freud refers to Ferenczi's review (5) of Lipschiitz' work on the

puberty glands and their influence. In early childhood there is an endoc-

rine development which comes to a standstill and then is again revived

in puberty. Freud himself described the anatomical and physiological

bases of the latency period.*

2 Cf. H. G. van der Waals' paper on this topic (20) .

3 Cf. also Geza R6heim (16, 17) .

* See page 582 in "The Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex" (7)

.
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Bolk (1) discusses this process in relation to his so-called theory of

retardation. He states that man in general must be regarded as a being

who, compared to his animal ancestors, has been inhibited in his develop-

ment. Bolk attributes this inhibition to certain endocrinological changes.

In describing the anatomy of the female genital apparatus, Bolk points

out that the ovaries gradually grow until the fourth year; he then notes

a standstill of growth until the fourteenth year. In this circumstance we

can see the anatomical evidence for parallel processes in the psychic

sphere. The correctness of Bolk's theory—i.e., that endocrinological

changes are involved—is further supported by observations of disturbed

endocrinological development. In investigating the cause of these dis-

turbances we frequently find that the inhibition normally occurring in

development has failed to take place. In such cases, the individual under-

goes a further development which apparently resembles that of his non-

retarded ancestors. As an illustration, Bolk (1) cites the endocrinologically

disturbed child who reaches sexual maturity already at the age of five.

This is precisely the age at which the nonretarded anthropoid apes nor-

mally reach sexual maturity. Bolk points to this change in the develop-

ment of the endocrine system without explaining its causes and sees in it

—in our opinion correctly—the most essential condition for the coming

into beinsf of human individuals. The various theories of evolution deal

primarily with the origin of new physical forms, variations in breathing,

in the circulation of the blood, in the extremities, etc. Yet, could we not

assume that changes have also occurred in the psychic sphere and that,

as we see it with physical variations, they have proved to be useful and

therefore survived; that individuals in whom these changes appeared

were better suited for the struggle of existence than those in whom these

variations had not been formed?

What I have in mind is, for example, the first occurrence of an inhibi-

tion of instincts. The naturalist Lorenz (14) reports such inhibition of

instincts in birds. He describes how the insessores educate their young not

to dirty their nest with their excrements. The bird mother holds the

young outside the edge of the nest until it has dropped its fecalia. And
the mother bird continues this educational device until the young bird

has learned spontaneously to drop its excreta outside of the nest. I have

previously drawn attention to this analogy between the activities of birds

and the psychic mechanisms of humans (12). We can see here that already

in animals of a relatively low organization an instinct suppression arises

—determined by actual necessity. The original tendency to dirty the nest

with excreta is suppressed so that a kind of cleanliness training takes

place.

Assuming that similar processes have taken place in man's ancestors,

we might further consider the possibility that such instinct inhibitions
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(viewed as variations or as acquired characters) occurred first and then,

secondarily, influenced the endocrine system. In other words, the psychic

change could be conceived as the cause of the secondary somatic change.

In the early stages of psychoanalysis such reasoning would have been

regarded as highly improbable, but in the course of time we have gradu-

ally learned to view psychic and somatic processes as principally in-

separable. Again and again we were forced to emphasize the mutual
interrelations of these two systems. If we stress here the impact of psychic

processes on somatic occurrences, let me remind you of the fact that

Thomas Mann has utilized precisely the same idea in his novel Die ver-

tauschten Kopje. Two men with different bodies and different minds
exchange their heads. The robust healthy man receives the head of the

sophisticated and faint-hearted one, whereas the highly sensitive and
educated weakling receives the head of the dull, robust person. After

some time has passed strange changes can be observed in the bodies of

these men. The strong body of the man who now carries the brainy head
becomes weak, and conversely, the weak and delicate body of the man
who now carries the crudely featured head adapts itself to this head. This

poetically elaborated fantasy expresses nothing but the idea that it is the

mind which decisively influences and directs the body and not the con-

verse, i.e., that the body fashions the mind.

But it is not only the poet who describes such strange occurrences.

After all, all of us have had such experiences in our psychoanalytic prac-

tice. Time and again we see female patients who at the age of twenty or

twenty-five make the impression both physically and psychologically of

being prepuberty children. I remember a girl who came for treatment at

the age of thirty-two and who had never menstruated. If we succeed in

removing the psychic inhibition in such a patient, we can within a very

short period observe her development into a mature woman. The
hormonal processes which had been at an almost complete standstill up
to that time rapidly begin to develop normally. Such was the case with

the above-mentioned patient who began to menstruate normally after

extensive analysis. We can observe similar occurrences in women who for

psychic reasons fail to get pregnant and in whom psychoanalysis some-

times succeeds in eliminating this disturbance. Such cases were described

by Helene Deutsch (2).

According to our hypothesis, psychic inhibitions influence the en-

docrinological development. Yet, how do such psychic inhibitions arise,

or, in other words, what makes them useful? We assume that our original

ancestors were beings who lived under conditions extremely favorable for

their survival. A rich vegetation guaranteed sufficient food. Like their

close relatives, the anthropoid apes, they lived on plants and fruits—

a
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supposition which among other things is borne out by the human set of

teeth. They knew no want; conditions were paradise-hke. The fantasy of

returning to the maternal womb, as well as the idea that the origin of

man is placed in a paradisical landscape, may possibly constitute part of

our archaic heritage. It must have been a highly incisive event which

upset this paradisical state. After this catastrophe only those individuals

had a chance to survive whose intellectual development enabled them

to offset the impact of this catastrophe. Before this fateful event, life was

guaranteed by nature and the instinctive tendencies could freely be

indulged. The changed external conditions and the distress of life posed

different requirements. A "mind" had to arise which could master reality.

The foregoing description follows Ferenczi's ideas who believes that

in the psychic development of man external factors in the form of danger

must have played a decisive role. Without this external danger the psy-

chic system tends to be inert, attempting to remain in the state to which

it has become accustomed. In discussing this question, Ferenczi (4) con-

cludes that it must have been the need brought upon men by the glacial

period which effected the development of the latency period. Ferenczi

used this set of ideas again in his book Thalassa: A Theory of Genitality

(6) and Freud later took it over in The Ego and the Id (8).

We can still observe such processes today. Part of present-day man
has twice been overwhelmed by the dangers of world wars. Most of them
felt completely helpless in the face of the dangers to which they were

exposed already at the beginning of the war. Yet, in this case too, the

human mind countered with defensive measures through making dis-

coveries upon discoveries which it certainly would not have made with-

out this danger. Every advance in the direction of discoveries is answered

by an achievement that abolishes the effect of the first discovery. It is an

old saying that necessity makes for ingenuity.

What we could observe as a passing reaction of man during the war
must be considered as a permanent one resulting from the prolonged

impact of the glacial period.

Ferenczi describes this influence of the glacial period upon the evolu-

tion of man without paying special attention to the organic-physiological

processes which might have been operative. Bolk considers the changed
hormonal balance as the essential fact but does not take up the question

of what caused this change. I believe that due to the impact of the

catastrophe individuals with different mental make-up arose and that this

mental change influenced the hormonal processes. This theory does not
exclude the possibility that influences in the opposite direction may also

have occurred. We always find in such developments that besides succes-

sive alterations there also occur reciprocal actions in the inverse direction.
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After all, we principally assume a reciprocal influence of mental and

somatic processes. Schematically we might trace the course of evolution

through the following stages:

1. Uninhibited primitive man.

2. Glacial period.

3. Man who has evolved inhibitions of instinctual drives.

4. Hormonal changes.

5. Latency period and development of present-day type of man.

Hence, the decisive factor is the mental change which is of perma-

nent character and capable of being transmitted—analogous to the hered-

itary processes in organ development. Furthermore, these psychic changes

result in hormonal changes which are also inheritable. These hormonal

changes, too, remain in existence; however, through a sudden atavistic

transition, they can cause a break-through of the old unchanged hor-

monal pattern.

In concluding I wish to draw attention to the reports of two authors,

Malinowski (15) and Wilhelm Reich (16),^ who state that there are

tribes in which the latency period is missing and in which the sexual

restrictions are brought about exclusively by cultural conditions. These
suppositions are generally based on the fact that children are allowed to

masturbate freely, to engage in sexual play, and to attempt to imitate

adult intercourse. To my knowledge, no investigation has been made of

the genital apparatus (in Bolk's sense) of these children. It seems highly

improbable to me that the physical latency—i.e., the standstill in the de-

velopment of the genital apparatus after the fourth year of life—should

be missing. We would be justified to speak of the absence of a latency

period only after we have established the existence of a continuous devel-

opment of the genital organs from birth to sexual maturity. Without such

evidence we should, more cautiously, speak of differences in the intensity

of instinct inhibition. It goes without saying that such differences also

depend upon cultural factors.
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